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INTRODUCTION

The Joint U.S.-Romanian Seminar on Earthquakes and Energy
as held September 2-9,1985, at the Romanian Building Research
.nstitute (INCERC) in Bucharest. The seminar was supported by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) Division of International
Programs (Grant No. INT 85-03889) and the Romanian National
Council for Science and Technology (CNST), under the U.S.
Romanian cooperative science Program. During that week over
seventy researchers from Romania and the United States met in
intense and vivid discussions about topics of building research,
with the focus on earthquakes and energy conservation. The
seminar provided an opportunity for exchanging scientific
~esearch information, and encouraging the establishment and
?lanning of future joint research cooperation.

The groundwork for the seminar began in the spring of 1984,
vhen the Architectural Research Centers Consortium (ARCC) was
;earching for ways to further international cooperation. ARCC is
in organization of over forty academic institutionalmembers
ievoted to supporting and encouraging research in the fields of
irchitecture and building. The membership of ARCC includes
leading university-based research centers and has a broad
geographical distribution within the United States. ARCC has
also conducted seminars with other overseas researchers,
including those in Sweden and the United Kingdom. The initiative
for this seminar was taken by Professor Samuel Aroni of UCLA.
With the encouragement and help of NSF, he traveled to Romania in
September 1984 and met with Dr.Eng. Romulus Constantinescu of
INCERC, the Romanian Building Research Institute. INCERC is a
large and impressive research organization in Bucharest under the
direction of the Central Institute for Research, Design, and
Guidance in Civil Engineering (ICCPDC), established in 1950 and
consisting of four sections and six laboratories. Earthquake
resear~h and energy conservation are prominent in its activities,
representing two of its four sections. During the September 1984
visit, an agreement was reached to organize a seminar, to be held
at INCERC in Bucharest as a first step of collaboration between
Romanian and American institutions and researchers in areas of
mutual interest. The two subjects selected were earthquake
issues and energy conservation. In addition to their intrinsic
importance, the decision to focus on both of them stemmed from
the belief in the advantage of synergism. There is some
interaction between them, and having two subjects for the seminar
enhanced the possibilities of finding areas of future
collaboration, and encouraged cross-fertilization of research
ideas.
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We are· well aware ?f the earthquake dangers facing the·
Pacific coastline· of the United States, as well as many other
locations within the national boundaries. Significant research
has been conducted·and much more is needed. Among the important
topics 9f . recent research interest have been the problems of old
buildings, their repair, strengthening and reconstruction, issues
of vulnerability ·and risk of both buildings and lifelines, non
structural. elements, performance of emergency facilities during
earthquakes,. issues of human behavior and injuries, and planning
for earthquake preparedness and disaster mitigation. Romania is
also located in~a seismic region and suffered greatly from the
earthquake of March 4,1977, in which some 1,600 persons were
killed, oyer. 11'",000 were injured, 33,000 buildings collapsed or
were severely damaged, industrial facilities were seriously
damaged, and damage totaled over $2 billion. There is much to be
le.arned from this major earthquake, which has been studied in
great detail by Romanian researchers and is the subject of a
recent comprehensive Romanian book. The third most important
event in the modern seismic history of Romania was the recent
earthquake nea~ Tulcea in the eastern part of the country, on
November 13; 1981. The epicenter was near settlements which have
developed rapialyin recent years, and the behavior of modern
high-rise construction as well as the non-structural damage are"
of particular interest. The Romanian earthquakes are of special
international importance because of the proximity of a large
rrl.1.rnber of pref~bricated industrialized buildings. This is
probably the first time that such newer buildings have been
sub.j ected to rnaj or earthquakes on such a large scale ,and their
seismic beha.vio:r is of great interest. Serious seismic research
in Romania has. gone on for a long t~me at their Building Research
Inst.:.i tu.t,e fINCERC), both in Bucharest and at the Jassy branch of
the ICCPDC, where some of the earliest earthquake testing
facilities, including shaking tables, were developed.

During the last ten years, energy conservation in buildings
has been the subject of research interest in the United states.
The use of solar energy, active and passive systems, utilization
for hot water and space heating, and the upgrading of existing
buildings have all been topics of both field work and research
activity in both countries. Romania has also put an emphasis on
energy conservation at a larger urban scale. Romanian solar
installations during the last five years have included some 600
projects for hot water or space heating and some 14,000
apartments. The solar hot-water installation in Baneasa
(Bucharest), consisting of 2239 apartments, is the largest in
Europe ahd possibly in the world. Industrial applications
include an interesting ice manufacturing plant using solar
energy, and large projects for heat recovery from industry for
storage and use by some 20,000 apartments for both hot water and
spac~ heating. A two-story experimental solar house, which
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includes four apartments, has been erected at INCERC for
comparative research of active and passive systems for both space
heating and hot water.

The seminar consisted of an opening session, followed by
four working sessions, with the participants divided into two
groups discussing earthquakes and energy respectively. The
presentations and discussions on the subject of earthquakes
covered the spectrum of seismic vulnerability end behavior ·of
buildings, urban systems and critical facilities, as well as
human behavior and injuries during earthquakes. .Those dealing
with energy conservation, included solar passive and active
systems, retrofitting, daylight applic3tions, total building
performance, and problems of energy conservation at an urban
scale. Each of the four working sessions, concentrating on a
specific group of related topics, consisted of one or two
presentations of American papers, a summary of the relevant
Romanian papers presented by a rapporteur, and an open
discussion. The seminar was enriched by field visits to a large
scale solar installation and to the Jassy Seismic Testing Station
and laboratory. The final day, devoted to research needs and
areas of future cooperation, proved to be very fruitful and
productive.

Romanian participants included engineers, architects,
planners, and sociologists from INCERC and over a dozen other
institutes, centers, laboratories, and universities throughout
Romania. They prepared sixty-one papers, thirty-seven on the
subject of earthquakes and twenty-four on energy topics. The
American team consisted of nine academics, from seven different
universities, each with a paper on earthquakes (four papers) or
on energy (five). A bilingual program and abstracts of all the
papers was prepared by INCERC and distributed at the seminar.
The seminar was co-chaired by Dr. Constantinescu and Professor
Aroni.

We would like to thank all those who in various ways
contributed to the seminar and made it possible, including all
the seminar participants. Mr. George Matache of CNST, and Eng.
Valeriu Cristescu, the General Director of ICCPDC and INCERC,
provided significant help and guidance. Eng. Emil Sever
Georgescu of INCERC was of invaluable help in the seminar
organization. The excellent work of a number of staff, and
scientific translators at INCERC is gratefully acknowledged.
Our gratitude is expressed to Dr. Gerson Sher, Ms. Bonnie H.
Thompson, and Ms. Deborah L. Wince of the NSF Division of
International Programs and to Dr.William Anderson and Mr. Gifford
Albright of the NSF Directorate of Engineering for their support
and assistance. In the United States, the seminar participants
were selected with the help of an Advisory Cornmitteeconsisting
of Professor David S. Haviland (Dean, School of Archi~ecture,

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Dr. Frederick Kringold
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(Associate Dean for Research and Extension, College of
Architecture and Urban ~tudies, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State Univeraity, and President of ARC), and Professor Samuel
Aroni.

The work of tbe joint seminar is presented in three volumes.
Volume 1 contains an introduction and summary of all papers,
sessions and diFcussions. Significant contributions were made in
the writing of this volume by Professor Danipl Abrams, Professor
Volker Hartkopf, Professor Henry Lagorio, Dr. Horea Sandi,
Professor Robert Shibley, and Enq-. TeOdor Teretean. Volume 2
contains the forty-one papers on the subject of earthquakes, and
volume 3 the twenty-nine. papers on topics of energy. The
editorial help of Mr. William Fulton, in the United States, is
much appreciated. The reproduction of these volumes was
performed at INCERC.

The American participants express sincere thanks and
gratitude to the Romanian hosts for their outstanding
hospitality, both scientifically and socially. Finally, we hope
that this publication will prove to be useful and will further
contribute to the achievements of the goals of the seminar.

Professor Samuel Aroni, Ph.D.
Graduate School Of Architecture
and Urban Planning r >UCLA

Dr. Eng. Romulus Constantinescu
Deputy Scientific Director .
Romanian Building Research
Institute, INCERC
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1.1 TRANSDISCIPliNARY BUILDING DIAGNOSTICS
AND

THE CONCEPT OF TOTAL BUILDING PERFORMANCE

Peter "-1i11 1
Volker Hartkopf
Vivian Loftness

ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the concept of total building performance
and the building diagnostic tools for measuring and assessing this
performance. Integrated with the present building delivery process,
these tool s offer new qual ity assurance procedures for providin~

suitable, reliable, and sustainable conditions for occupancy comfort
(defined in physiological, psyChological, sociological, and economic
terms). The paper establishes the importance of understanding
component to component interfaces within the occupied building, in
contrast to studying discrete material s, components and assembl ies.
Above all, however, the paper attempts to stress the importance of
transdisciplinary knowledge - empirical and deductive - for ensuring
total building performance.

1P. 11 i 11, 0 ire c to r Arc hite c t u r a 1 and Bu 11 din 9 Sci e nc e s, Pub 1 i cWo r k s
Canada; V. Hartkopf, V. Loftness, Carnegie-nellon· University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
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ISSUES & PROBLE"S:

INTR{)OUCTION

1n -r e c e n t yea r s , the i n t ern a t i 0 na 1 em phas i ,~ 0 n res 0 ur c e
management - specifically energy and economic resources - has put a
new stress on the building i'ndustry, in excess of the traditional
building demands of health, safety, and welfare. This sudden
elevation of a single building requirement has in turn triggered a
s e r i e S 0 f mea sur a1> 1 e pui 1 din 9 fa i 1 ures. 1n so me cas e s, des i H,n for
energy conservation has led to intermittent high velocity ai~ supply
systems, with serious consequences to acoustic comfort. A demand for
air tightness has raised questions of air quality and building
i na de qua ci e s reg a r din g hum a n he a 1 t h . A ma j 0 r inc rea s e i n en c los ur e
insulation has led to unexp~cted levels of ~ondensation and eventual
enclosure degradation. It is not tile recent focus on energy
conservation or other resource management efforts that is at fault. for
the s e bu i 1 din g fail ures, howe ve r, but the 1 ac k 0 f t ra n s dis c i P1 ina r y
understanding of the ifupact one building performance criteria has on
the 0 the r per· for man c e c r i t e ria and the mu1tip 1e per for man c e asp e c t s
o·f the issues and problems that face building owners, managers and
occupants today.

Sample Building Issues and Problems

The issues and problems that face the building community today
vary from building wide (macro-scale) conditions, to building
SUbsystem conditions. to workplace (mini-scale) conditions. ~ith each
new field evaluation completed, it is becoming increasingly clear that
most if not all of these issues have multiple performance aspects.
demanding a multiple performance evaluation procedure. For example,
energy efficiency was originally seen as a disciplinary, single
performance issue that could be tested independent of other
performance variables .. The air quality, thermal quality, visual
quality and even building integrity failures that resulted from
modification for energy efficiency. however. have highlighted the
multiple performance nature of energy evaluations. For this reason.
we have begun to focus on energy effectiveness, the energy efficient
delivery of thermal, visual, functional/spatial, and air quality, as
well as building integrity.

Four buildil'Y wide issues of special prominence today. also have
multiple performance aspects: the sick building syndrome; the
widespread introduction of information technology; white collar
productivity; and worker satisfaction. Although less universal in
nature, severol major building issues are brought up again and again
by clients: rapid degradation of roof or facade assemblies; excessive
maintenance requirements; and the image that the building presents to
the public. Although these issues were originally as·cribed to
building integrity/materia.l science evaluations alone, the· problems
may stem from. or greatly affect, such performance qualities as
thermal comfort, functional/spatial comfort and air quality.
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Naturally, such client concerns as compliance with code or compliance
with the project brief will be multi-disciplinary in nature, as will
res 0 u r c e e f fee t i v en e s san d 0 r ga n i z a t ion a1 fit. Fig ureI i de n t i fie s
some of the primary and secondary performance qual ities contributing
to each of these current building issues.

At another scale, building owners and managers will often run a
check on major building subsystems such as the HVAC, vertical
transportation, security, or firesafety systems. Although one can
always cheCK these systems against their ideal state, the multiple
performance implications of these systems are of greatest
significance. For example, vertical transportation not only affects
the spatial quality of the building (easy access, wayfinding), but has
consequences for acoustic quality (minimizing disruption) "and air
quality (minimizing pollution generation and migration). These
consequences make it imperative that field evaluation of t~e condition
of syst"ems also be multi-qisciplinary in nature.

Eve nth e 10 cal com p1 a i n t s t hat b u i 1d i 09 m9 n a 9e r s ha vet0 de a 1
with on a day to day basis are often manifestations of. multiple
performance problems. Complaints of bad air may represent thermal,
air quality, or spatial problems. Complaints of freezing temperatures
may represent a thermal and a building integrity problem, with
potentially far greater consequences than individual dissatisfaction.
Certainly decisions made to locally retrofit a space in response to
complaints must be evaluated for the implications in other performance
areas.

The multiple-performance aspect of the issues and problems facing
building owners, managers, and occupants today does not imply that
building evaluation must be extraordinarily time consuming or complex.
It does imply, however, that the building must be approached from a
basi s of I total buil ding performance', wi th recommendations made
accordingly.
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EXAMPLE ISSUES AND PROBLEMS FACING THE BUILDING COMMUNITY

ffgenerlc per 0 mance qualities af ected

fllHtA/
~flW,

~UN AWV,1t- V1W~
~W&.

~ BUILDING WIDE - MESO-ENVIRONMENTS ljP.-.f1A\, IN~.

EnerqyEffectiveness
Sick Buildinq Syndrome
Automation Impact
Worker Productivity
Worker Satisfaction

Spatial Effectiveness I
Flexibility/Use Change I
Overcrowdedness/ Population

Image - Public Interface .-
Building Degradation:

roof
facade

t~cessive Maintainance

Compliance: with code I
with oroiect brief

Enviror:mental Control ,( decision)

Resource Effectiveness
Organizational Fit

• SUBSYSTEM CONDITION

Firesafetv
Telecommunications ---
PLEC
Security
TranSPortation
HVAC

~nitary

Access/Egress

MINI-ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Complaints:
Thermal Discomfort
Noise/ Disruption
Air Quality, Sickness

.£.1_are! Eye Problems ---
Aches! Ergonomic Discomfort

- --Inadequate Furni_<;hings
.Wi-n-dow-le66 affice ~ IrI,J \ 0('1"1 ~\",y\ --f- --
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TOTAL BUILDING PERFORMANCE

It is critical to begin with a complete definition of the
building performance mandates to be assiduously met by b~ilding policy
makers, programmers, architects, engineers, contractors, owners, and
managers. For the sake of discussion, this definition can be divided
into two areas. First,there has been a fundamental mandate over the
centuries for building enclosure' integrity - protection of the
buildings visual, mechanical, and physical properties(l) from
enyironmental degradation through moisture, temperature, air movement,
radiation, chemical and biological attack, and environmental disasters
( such as' fir e , flood, ear t hqua ke ) . Est a b1 ish e d by con c e r-n s for
he a 1 t h, sa f e t y , we 1 far e, res ou r c e man age men t (e nergy , m0 ney ) a Ii d
imJge, the requirements for building integrity are set by the limits
of "acceptable" degradation (of the visual, mechanical, and physical
pro per tie s) ran gin 9 fro m s 1 i g ht dec ay, to deb i 1 ita t ion i nthe' ab i1 i t Y
to provide wea~her tightness or environmental conditioning for the
function, to total devastation or destruction. Second, there are a
series of mandates relating to interior occupancy requirements [~uman,

animal, plant, artifact, machine) and the elemental parameters of
safety and comfort (5 senses) - thermal quality, acoustic quality,
vis ua 1 qua 1 i t y, air qua 1 i t Y, and s pa t i a 1 qua 1 i t Y - d e pend e nton
physiological, psychological, sociol,ogical and economic values.

TotalBu 11 din 9 Per for. anee 2 , the ref 0 r e, i s the s i mu1 tan eo us
provision of functional/spatial quality, thermal quality, air quality,
acoustic quality and visual quality within the integrated setting of
the occupied bu11ding, and the provision of building integrity for the
integrated 'system' over time. The programming, design, construction
and operation of buildin9s for total building performance is intended
to ensure the immediate suitability of the integrated se~ting for the
building occupancies and functions (all performance qualities), as
we 1 1 as the 1 0 ng term r eli a b 11 i t Y ( ma i nt a i nab 11 i t y) and f 1ex ; bil i t Y,
over the life established by the client.

To deal with the compleXity of issues facing building owners
today, and to cut across disciplinary boundaries in the delivery of
satisfactory btiilding environments, it is necessary t~putforward a
discrete list ot' performance qualities of equal weight and primary
concern for the building industry. The follOWing outline has been
developed to introduce the subset indices of the six performance
qualities indentified:

2
al so known as I whol e bui 1 di ng

performance' in the research
performance' and
community (CIB,

7
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TABLE 1: SIX BUILDING PERFORMANCE MANDATES

I. FUNCTIONAL/SPATIAL QUALITY
based on knowledge of the building occupancies, occupancy
functions and organizational structures

.A. Individual Space Layout Quality
useable space, furnishin9s, layout' efficiency access,
anthropometries, ergonomlCs, image, flexibility/growth
occupancy controls .

B. Aggregated Space Layout .Qual ity .
proximities, access, tompartmentalization, useable space,
layout 'efficiencY,image, amenities, flexibility}growth

C. Buildin~ Siting Layout Quality
access, p~blic inte~face/image, indoor-outdoor
relationships, outdoor spa~e layout, fleXibility/growth

o. Quality of Conveniences and Services
sanitary, fireiafety, security, transportati1n,
electrical, teJephone, information techno~o9Y,

flexibility/growth

·11 ·~H£RMAL QUALITY
·A. Air Temperature
8. Radiant Temperature
C. Hum; d; ty
D.. Ai r Speed
E. Occupancy Factors and Controls

Ill-AIR
A.
B.
C.

o.

Eo

l.1UALITY
Fresh Air
Fresh Air SUPPll' distribution
Mass Pollution J; gases, vapors, micro-organisms,
fumes, smokes; dust
Energy Pollution: ionizing radiation; microwaves; radio
waves; light waves; infrared
Occupancy Factors and Controls

IV. ACOUSTIC COMFORT
A. Sound Source -Sound Pressure Levels and fre~uencJ

B. Sound Source - Background Noise .
C. Sound Path - Noise Isolatio~ (air and structure borne)
D. Sound Path - Sound Distribution

absorption, reflection, uniformity, reverberation
E. Occupancy Factors and Controls

V. VISUAL COMFORT
A. Ambient Light Levels - artificial an" daylight
B. Task Light Levels - artificial and <:'1ylight
C. Contrast and Brightness Ratios
D. Color Rendition
E. Vie w, vi sua 1 in form at ion
F. Occupancy Factors and Con~rols

8



IV. BUILDING INTEGRITY
based on knowledge of loads, moisture conditions,
temperature, air movement, radiation conditions, biological
attack, fire, manmade and natural disasters
A. Quality of Mechanical/Structural Properties

compression, tension, shear, abuse
B. Quality of Physical/Chemical Properties

watertightness, airtightness, transmission, reflection,
absorption of heat, 1 ight and sound energy, firesafety

C. Visible Properties
color, texture, finish, form, durability, maintainability

Quality Thres·holds: The Limits of Acceptability

Tltf"'IO- f~'(atY I~. Udf'{.'Tl11l.C6-i.A1. ~6\G.Af, ~f,

-.o,nA....
~

).(oJtf1C.
~

11ltf:."W.
~

)d~

~J).UfY

VI~[.,

r~

~'1l..C'H6"

l~rY

.Each building performance mandate has a "comfort zone",
establishing the limits of acceptability for the type of occupancy
concerned. These limits, often translated into standards and codes,
bud get san d guide 1 i ne s, are est a b1 ish ed by the ph Ys i 01 09i cal ,
psychalo g i cal, soc i 0 log i cal, and econ 0 mi c ( 3-) r equi rem ent s ofthe
occupancy. The limits must be established for the range of building
or space functions and the range of occupancy types and factors (age,
metabolic rate, clothing, health). . U", ..~ rv..--. ....n,n ,,1,<:;.'

. f.,1krf?o Or~ ,,,vIlA. ,. r"l- VV1vvll", r rcl:.·J"""'...

In regards to human occupancy,
physiological requirements aim to c
ensure the physical health and
safety of the bUilding occupants,
sheltering basic bodily functions·
- sight, hearing, breathing,
feeling, movement, etc. - from wear
or destruction over time, against
such conditions as fire, building
collapse, poisonous fumes,high and
low temperatures, poor 1 ight.
Psychological requirements aim to
support individual mental health
through appropriate provisions for
privacy, interaction, clarity, status,
change, etc. Sociological requirements (al so referred to as sacio
cultural requirements) aim to support the well-being of the community
wit hi n wh i c h the i nd i vi dua1sac t , r e1at i ng the nee ds 0 f the
individuals to those of the collective. Finally, econo.ic
requirements aim to allocate resources in the most efficient manner in
the overall goal to serve user needs, within the wider social context.

The interdependencies of these four limits of acceptability might
be best illustYdted through an acoustic performance example
Gui del i nes, codes and standards have been developed to protect til ~

human against excessive noise. J To mitigate physiological hearing
damage, both noise intensity and duration are considered. To mitigd~

psychological discomfort, noise frequency (even beyond the known
hearing threshold) is evaluated, to eliminate the distraction of luw
frequency rumbles and high frequency hisses. To mitigate sociological

9



hearing discomfort, consideration is given to speech ~rticulation, to
help ensure privacy in offices or between apartments. Finally, the
aVilil abil ityof resources (financial , technical, energy) superi(l1poses
another layer of requirements, establishing limits or feasibl1ity
alongside the limits of acceptability. Decisions, however, must b~

tempered with the full understanding of resources over time,
evaluating allocations necessary for initial outlay, operating costs,
maintenance costs, eventual replacement or conversion costs, and
associated personnel cos·ts.

Perfor.ance quality thresholds are building specific limits of
acceptability, or comfort zones, for each performance quality mandate,
given the improved understanding of the individual s' physiological,
psychological and. sociological limits. At least five quality
thresholds can be determine'd for the evaluation of a buildings'
f IJ nc t ion a 1/ spatial , thermal, air , acoustic and vi sua 1 qual i tie 5 . a s
well as building integrity over time:

1. Codes and Standards
2. Guidelines
3. Project Brief
4. Standard Practice
5. Research Developments

It is often assumed that each threshold is more stringent than
the one before, such as the successively tighter thermal comfort zones
t a ken f rom the 1 0 cal code s , 9e nera 1 g0 ve r nmen t 9 uide 1 i ne s, and the
specific project brief for a health facility. Recent research
results, however, begin to promote "comfort zones' for long term
occupancy settings that cross over the boundaries of codes,
guidelines, even standard practice - for s ha r tpe rio d S of time
(combined with occupancy control) - to offer change or relief from
overly static situations. Building function and occupancy types often
dictate the performance thresholds nec('ssary for the tasks to be
performed. Theatres dema~d heightened l~vels of acoustic performance;
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Nursing homes require excellent thermal
performance and a~r quality; Monuments
require outstanding building integrity
- against visual degradation (e.g.
appearance), mechanical de,gradation
(e.g. structural integrity), and physical
degradation (e.g_weather-tightness). As
illustrated, the performance priorities
of various building types or functions
can be generally established" however,
this does not obviate the buildIng
designer or evaluator(s) from meeting
all perform~nce qualities capably, or
from establishing the priorities of the
particular client, regardless of building
function.

Units of Evaluation: The Element of Time

The performance concept establ i shes that the primary' goals of
buildings are to serve user needs in the broadest sense: occupancy
needs (human. animal, p'lant, artifact) as well as the needs of the
surrounding community{~). The thresholds, or limits of acceptability,
are defined by the individual's and the. community's phySiological,
psychological, sociological, and economic needs, requiring a
sophisticated understanding of the complex term "comfort". Instead of
prescriptive specifications for component selection, this concept
emphasizes the specification of the desired performance of the whole
system (building and community), and the resulting demands on
component parts.

When evaluating such a system of building and community,
performance can be stated, and alternativ~s)compared, in terms of
suitability, reliability, and flexibility{5. SUitability is a
measure of the degree to which a building and its component parts
serve user needs in the present and near f ut u r e .Reli a b i 1 i ty i s
expressed as the probability that the service will continue to perform
as intended throughout the life of the facility, given appropriate
maintenance and use. Flexibility, including adaptability, is a
measure of the systems· ability to accomodate changing functions and

11
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Interrelationships of Building Perfor.ance Mandates

Performance requirements in each of the six categories cannot be
understood in isolation from the other. First of all, they are
related jn a complex manner through tbeir phy~iological,

psycnological, sociologicol and economic values. For instance Ute
concept of privacy has ot.oustic, spatial, visual and olfactory (air
quality) dimensions.

Second, in trying ':0 fulfill the requirements of one performance
mandate, side effects are .:reated which impinge upon the fulfillment
o f a no the r . The nee d for ac c e pta b1e air qua 1 i t y, for 'ex am ple, mai
lead to a ventilation rate which will affect both thermal and acoustic
comfort.

Third, performance requirements are related to each other through
the multiple effects of building component choice. The selection of a
c e i 1 i n9 1 i 9 ht f j xt ur e has imp 1 j ca t ion sin term S of heat a s we 1 1 as
light, noise as well as raoiation. Although the building component
may provide adequate performance in one dimension, it may fail in
other areas, due to specification, context or maintenance.

To deliver a pr.oject that is acceptable in all the per'formance
are as, the ref0 r e, con f 1 i c t s mus t bel" e sol ve d betwee n per for man c e
m~ndates and limit~, and priorities must be set, based on the building
Dr space function. Then. total building performance evaluation
teChniques are ne'ded to consider these complex ;nt~rrelat;onshipsin

the conception, a,,-<'gn, specification, lnstallation, and use of
components ana assefu.~:ps withiq buildings - techniques which are the
focus of builaing eval~a~ion.
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Co.ponents and Co.ponent Interfaces for Total Building Performance

The materials, components, and assemblies synergistically
designed to create buildings, then, must also be synergistically
designed to fulfill the basic performance mandates for building
integrity, thermal quality, acoustic quality, lighting quality,
spatial· quality, and air quality. For the sake of discussion,
building materi.als and components can be grouped into four assembly
categories: load bearing structure, exterior enclosure, interior
enclosure. and servicing.

1) Examples of load bearing structural assemblies include
sus pen s ion s t r uc t ures, wit h ten s ion cab 1e san d c 0 mp res s ion mas t s a s
components. as well as frame structures wi th verti cal col umns,
horizontal beams and diaphragms as components.

2} The exte r i or en c losurea S se mb1yincor p0 rat e s roo f • ex po sed
exterior walls andf1'1.Ors, below grade exterior walls and floors. and
connective components such as parapets. Then. within the broad
component classificatlo~ of exterior wall, exist secondary components
such as windows. and tertiary components such as mullions.'eventually
arriving at aluminum as a material.

3) Interior enclosure is composed of: fixed spatial 'components
such as walls, ceilings. floors; and furnishings such as chairs,
desks. movable partitions.

4) Servicing assemblies include meChanical (HVAC), electrical
(lights, power), vertical transport (elevators. stairs. escalators).
sanitary (plumbing). firesafety, and telecommunications equipment.

One com: p'O ne n t may be serving a dual fun c t ion:e ~ . load ;h~ Ii fin 9
s t r'u Ct ur e acting as ext e rio re nc los ur e and/or interior de fin 1 t.: 1. 0 n ;
servicing ~ssemblies acting as interior definition or exte:'"'or
enc10su~e(4. In fact, the richer building designs capitali!e on th'~
mUltiple function as a design approach. What is critic:~l to the
concept of total building performance, however. is the underst.anding
that these four assembly categories are often only designed to their
respective component performance requirements. resulting in the
inability of two assemblies (component to component ~nterfates) to
sustain all six performance mandates. For example, a roof membrane
carefully designed to roofing component performance specifications may
itself be watertight, but the elevator shaft,designed to other
component specifications may penetrate the membrane without a~eo~ate

detailing to guarantee the air, vapor. or water seal under-
differential expansion and contraction. Traditionally. the
per for man ceofin d i v i d ua 1 com po ne n t s ; s mea sur edan d pre d i c ted 'i .n
isolation from other comp:>nents, c-ften in the laboratory TodC\.j, this
is slowly giving way to integrated performance measure.nents and
assessments. The suitability, "'eliability, and flexibnity of ",
components and their interfaces in providing for the basic performan~~

requirements of the occupancy. is best evaluated under conditions of
that occupancy. It is the dynamic environment created by the managers
and users of buildings whi.ch prOVides the realisti~ basis for
appraisal.

13



Gaps Between Professional Design Disciplines
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For instance, only one decisionmaker,
the acoustical engineer, takes primary
responsibility and accountability for
acoustics in buildings, and then
traditionally only in special purpose
buildings or spaces, where communication
with speech or music is essential.
Sometimes other design decisionmakers
will take partial responsibility (without
full accountability), but these players
are often not well ver~ed in the
fundamentals of acoustics. This may
in part, explain the poor acoustic
performance of open office areas, many
restaurants, athletic facilities, and
even classrooms.

In traditional design
processes there has often been
a clear delineation of
responsibility and accountability
for seJecting structural, eijclosure,
servicing, and interior system
components. "This division bf
responsib~lity often leaves on~

p~imary decisionmaker far each major
set of components, suggesting a
minimum conflict for the building
delivery, with clear role definitions.

The problem with this divisi~n of
responsibility and decisionmaking power'S that the ultimate provision of
funttional/spatial, thermal, air quality,
acoustic, and visual performance, as well
as building integrity, is entirely
dependent on the effective integration
of all building subsystems in the
occupied building.

Listing the design professions or
disciplines involved in subsystem design
and integration, and assigni~g traditfonal
performance responsibilities, another set
of gaps become apparent.
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Air quality and visual (lighting) performance also have few
advocate decisionmakers in the design process. Responsibil ity for
good air quality 1n buildings is assumed to be taken by the mechanical
engineer and later to the building manager/operator. However, this
accountability is assigned without control over the realm of design
decisions which affect air quality, such as: selection of materials;
space layout affecting air distribution; processes and equipment to be
housed; or the detailing and construction of vertical shafts and
plenums that affect pollution migration.

If it were not for the development of a new design profession or
discipline - the energy consultant - visual (lighting) performance
would have only one player in the design process the
electrical/lighting consultant. Again, many integration decisions
critical to lighting performance, such as height and depth of spaces,
window size and control systems, and surface colors, would not be
relinquished to team decisionmaking except in buildings where
seeing/display is c r i tic a1 ,5Uc h as museums.

Although many energy consultants have not become advocates for
air quality, they have altered to some extent the design process, by
strengthening team decisionmaking processes with regards to structure,
enclosure, interior and mechanical system integration, originally for
the provision of thermal comfort. As a result of this new design
consultant or expertise, decisions about structural system type, and
integration with enclosure; enclosure materials and detailing; and
interior layouts and furnishings - have been added to the traditional
'thermal comfort' discussions of the isolated mechanical system
design.

Both spatial performance and building integrity have the greatest
chance of success, given the number of decisionmakers taking
responsibility. The design and financing of materials and details f~r

building integrity often go through a collective and iterative
decisionmaking process to ensure performance suitability, reliability,
and as programmed, flexibility.

Gaps in the Building Delivery Process: The Concept of Stress Factors

The second division of responsiblity which leads to potential
bui 1 ding perfo rmanc e prob 1 em s ex is ts between the stage s of the
Building Delivery Process. Public Works Canada has instituted a well
de f ; ned Pr oj ec t Del i ve r y Sy s t em ( PDS) 0 Ut 1 i n i n9 del i ver ab1 esand
criteria for 10 stages in building production: 1} Identific~tio~ of
Needs and Opportunities; 2) Option Analysis and Selection; 3) Proj~ct

Definition; 4) Design; 5) working Documents; 6) Contracting; 7)
Construction; 8) Commissioning; 9) Occupancy; 10) Evaluation.

A major concern is the lack. of 'teeth' (testable thresholds of
acceptable quality) in each stage of the project delivery systenl
towards ensuring total building performance.
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Perftrmance failures can result from decisions made at any step
in the delivery process, decisions that reduce thi alternatives for
each succe~jtng step, such that the final product has less' chance for
success. Tn~ concept mi ght be ti tl ed • stress factors', or the
introduction of a decision in any stage of the project delivery system
that significantly narrows the range of decisions possible in
successive stages towards the delivery of functional/spati al, thermal,
air, acoustic, and visual quality and building integrity.

A client may dictate at the outset that a large portion of the
resources should be allocated to decisions that "show" such as facades
and lobbies, resulting in tremendous restraints on roof and foundation
budgets. The feasibility study and program may dictate that sk.ylit
spaces are of critical importance. In preliminary design, the
architect may put forward an expression in which flat roofs are an
important component, with skyl ights dotted across the expanse. The
specifier in workiny drawings may produce, a detail that requires
precision constructlon, without assurance of the matching investment
in quality materials; while the contractor has been asked to
fast-traCk, with the client's emphasis, again, that the work that
'shOWS' must be impec-:able. Finally, the building manager is
conscientiously 'putting out fires' while preventative maintenance of
drainage channels and flashing valleys on the roof are left to less
hectic times. The result? A massive roof leak. No one decisionmaker
is at fault, though law suits are inte~ded to prove the contrary. The
performance failure is a result of stress factors that began at the
conception of the project, making it increasingly difficult for the
succeeding decisionmaker to ensure performance. The solution may be a
level of comprehension of bUilding science and building performance,
that spans the entire building delivery process, and a commitment to
relieving (or at least acknowledge) stress factors at each stage of
decisionmaking.

The Concept of Transdisciplinarity:

Transdisciplinarity is the development of decisionmaking
procedures for the el imination of gaps between professional design
disciplines and gaps in the .project delivery system in the delivery of
total building performance (functional/spatial, thermal, air,
acoustic, visual qualities and building integrity). Transdisciplinary
procedures i ncl ude: total buil di ng performance desi gn standards,
matched with field measurement and assessment techniques for
compl ianee at each stage in the project delivery system; team
decisionmaking, with advocacy, iterative and matrixed decisionmaking
methods for building system integration and the reduction of stress
factors; and 'post-occupancy' eval uation to narrow the gap between
occupancy physiological ,psychological, and sociological needs today,
and design directives.

The transdiscipl inary process
full design team, at the time of
collaborative, informed decisions.

would be based on establishing a
conception, capable of making
The full design team would include
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experts in each performance qual ity area, and experts in critical
stages of the project delivery system (programming, design, working
drawing/specification, construction, occupancy), with emphasis or.
those performance areas· most important to the functi ons and
occupancies of the project. During the early design stages, each team
member would enunciate and champ10nthe building performance criteria
'for which they are responsible, such that all team members can
successfully participate, and such that performance stress factors are
understood in the siting, massing, organization or spaces, enclosure
and opening design, and the integration of system decisions in design
stage. For collective decisionmaking, an advocacy process would be
based on verbal negotiations and requires the interested and vocal
participation of each team member. An ite.rative process would be
based on written (including drawing annotations) round-robin
negotiations. A matrixed process would be more deliberate, conducted
in a series of meetings, first chaired by the performance quality
experts, then by project delivery experts (programming, design,
working drawing/specifications, construction, occupancy), then by
design disciplines (architects, engineers, consultants).

Ultimate design decisionmaking can be hierarchical (based on
lines of accountability) or shared (with multiple accountability)
reflectign the complexity of integrating building structural,
enclosure, interior and servicing systems for the del ivery of total
building performance. The team would highlight the most critical
performance qualities required in the building, establish thresholds
or 1 im; ts of acceptabi 1 i ty, and sel ect ,appropri ate fi el d testi ng
procedures for each stage of the project delivery system.

Finally, transdisciplinary methods would be used in the post
occupancyeval uation of buildings, incorporating functional/spatial,
thermal, air, acoustic,' and visual quality experts as well as building
i ntegri ty ex perts, resul ti n9 in recommendati ons for change ina
specific building, the entire building stock, or the prpject delivery
system.

BUILDING DIAGNOSTICS

Definition

Bun di ng Di agnosti cs is the' meas urement a nd as se ssmen t of a
building1s ability to provide functional/spatial quality, thermal
quality, air quality, acoustic quality and v';sual quality for its
occupancy, as well as to provide building integrity versus
degradation.

The measurements and asses,sments must be completed in a
transd1sciplinary manner for each of the six performance areas, in .
relation to established quality thresholds or limits of acceptability~

for the specific occupancy and fUiict-lon. Building diagnostics can
establish f at various stages during the project delivery system~ the
SUitability of a building and its component parts to serve occupant



needs in the present, the reliability that the ~ervice will continue
to be sui tabl e throughout the 1 i fe of 'the bui 1 di ng (dependent on the
appropriateness of t~e maintenanceandoperati~npractices),and the
flexibility or adaptability of the building and its component parts to
provide long term suitability given changing occupancies Qnd
functions.

Illustration

To begin with, the building diagnostician must establish the
relevant performance requirements, and their limits of acceptability,
before measuring a specific material, component or assembly. When
measuring the performance of light fixtures, for example, the visual
comfort mandate and the clientls limits of acceptability (or
standards) mu s t be € s tab 1 i sIi ed, a swell as related acoustic. thermal
com for t, pnd r ad ian t / he a1 t h s tan dar d s • The n as 0 u t 1 i ned ; nth e IE S
standards\7l sa comprehensive in-place testing procedure is necessary
to establish the suitability, reliability, and flexibility of the
lighting fixture within the occupied setting.

To establish the suitability of the lighting assembly in
pro v i din g the ace e pte d ran 9e 0 f f 0 0 tea ndl e son the t a,s k sur fa c e •
without jeopardizing other comfort requirements, the fixtures must be
measured wi thi n the overall assembl y of cei 1 i n9. floor. wall I

fur nit ur e. par tit ion s an doc cup ants - a t v a rio us t ; me S 0 f the day.
Lighting suitability is as dependent on the position and color of
partitions. the position and color of furniture, and the fixtures
interference with acoustic comfort or thermal comfort, as it is
dependent on the manufacturers labelled foot'candle levels.

To establish the reliabiHt}, of the lighting assembly in
prOViding visual comfort over time, requires measure.ent and
cOllparison of the long term quality of the ballasts and starters, the
tubes and bul.bs, the lenses and reflectors, etc. Acrylic lenses
pro v i de sui tab 1eli 9 h t t ran smiss ion at ins tall a t ion, tJ uta r e no t
necessarily reliable, since the) often yellow when exposed to light.
Establishing reli~b11ity also depends on the measurement and
assessment of the maintenanC'e effort that can be reasonably expected,
inclUding cleaning schedules, replacement schedules, etc.

To establish the abnity of the lighting assembly to sustain
visual comfort over time, given changing occupancy, function and use,
fleXibility .easureRent must identify the range of conditions ~nder

which the system will maintain suitability, or the investments
necessary for adaptation. This measure anticipates new office
planning;n which functions may change from drafting to lounge areas,
increased density and major partitioning may divide light fixtures, or
dark painted walls may reduce reflectivities. FleXibility and
adaptability, then, is a measure of the level of effort and resources
necessary to sustain SUitability over changes in occupancy, function,
or use.
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Diagnostic Measuresent - Equipment and Procedures

Increasing expectations and demands for bun ding. enclosure
integrity and occupancy 'comfort' has spurred an unprecedented gro\"!t~i

in instrumentation and measurement techniques for buildings. P~r~ilel

and interwoven advances in the behavioral and social sciences l8 I,
combined with the expansion of scientific engineering and medical
testing(9), has greatly enhanced our understanding of the way in which
buildings affect occupant physiological, psychological, sociologicai,
and economic requirements. Asa result, ABS has been able to capture
and develop a range of diagnostic measurement tools - equipment and
procedures - capable of determining the suitability, reliability, and
flexibility of building components and component interfaces, towards
prov i di n9 total buil di n9 performance. The foll owi ng fi ve 1evel s are
defined in an attempt to capture the various forms of diagnostic
measurement approaches used at ASS today:

TABLE 2: Levels of Diagnostic Measurement

1. Plan/Archive Analysis
a. Plans, Specifications, Photographs
b. Building BUdgets, Implementation History
c. Occupancy/Managemerzt Records

2 . Ex per tWa1kt hr 0 ugh Ana1y s ts
a. Ear: listening
b. Eye: seeing
c. Nose: smelling
d. Hand, Body: touching, feeling
e. Mouth: ta~ting

3. Occupancy and Use Analysis
a. Questionnaire
b. Interview
c. Behavioural Mapping, Physical Traces

4. Simple Istrumentation Analysis

5. Complex Instrumentation Analysis

Each level of diagnostic measurement involves the USE: of
different tools and procedures to go with those tools. Depending on
which performance qualities are being tested, at which building scale,
each level of measurement may also vary according to: cost, level of
expertise needed, repeatability, depth of evaluation achieved, and
assurance or reliability of results.
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ASS ; s al so try; ng to determi ne whether (and when) there are
clear relationships between these five levels of measurement, such as:
one clearly depending on another; one clearly revealing the scale of
the problem or the percent of building coverage needed; one giving
identical results as another, with high percentage frequen.cy; and one
allowing quantifiable enhancement of another.

Regardless, each level of diagnostic measurement will feed intQ
~ecords, indep~ndently or combinations of various levels and various
performance quaUties. Checklists, counts, annotated plans, photos or
videos, plots (curves, histograms), and tables may be carried away
from a field evaluation as records 'of diagnostic measurements.

Diagnostic Assessment - Procedures and Equipment

While diagnostic measurement impli~s the collection of relev~nt

data and the equ i pmen t, ex per t i se and method s nec e s sa ry fo r thi s
collection, diagnostic assessment refers to the generation of
recommendati ons from thi s data, and the equi pment (e.g. computers),
expertise (e.g. algorithms) and methods necessary for the
interpretation. Indeed, the weakest 1 inks in eval uating total
building performance today are the procedures for diagnostic
assessment. Over t Iiepa s t f 0 Urye a r s ,ABS has bee n amas sin 9 and
developing diagnostl~ assessment procedures, eventually to be
independent of the measurement procedures. Seven levels of diagnostic
assessment have been identified to date:

TABLE 3: lev~ls of Diagnostic Assessment

1. Ex pert/I nfo rmed Judgement
2. Pattern Recognition
3. Simple Algorithms
ll. Statistical Assessment
5. Complex Algorithms
6. Expert Systems
7. Mock-up Sensory Assessment

An expert/informed judgement requires an individual well versed
ina par tic u1 a r sci en ceare a , . s uc has a n aco Us tic ian wh 0 can
immediately recognize the. curved walls as the cause of an echo.
Assessment by pattern recognition is ~eing developed for such complex
instrumentations techniques as thermography, where the video records
are compared to existing patterns to see if the problem is one already
recognized and rectified in another building evaluation. Simple
al gori thmsi ncl ude such thi ngsas scales, such as CQ limit for
occ up i ed spac es, and curves, suc has HC curve s setti~g acous t 1c
limits. Statistical assessment include such packages as SASS,
presently utilized by ABS{where large measurement data bases are under
consi dera ti on. Assessment through compl ex al gori thms i ncl ude such
integrated scales as the psychrometric chart which incorporates
temperature, humidity, air speed and radiant indices into the thermal
comfort assessment. Expert systems may be the assessment procedure of
the future, incorporating expert judgements, pattern recognition, and
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algorithms from innumerable building evaluations over time, into large
knowledge bases for decisionmaking. Finally, mock-up sensory
assessments i~corporate a cyclical process of measurement, individual
or collective assessment and modification, followed by measurement,
until the ide,·l state is achieved.

Each of these levels of assessment have different cost and time
and con f ide nee imp1i cat ion s for the c om p1e t ion 0 f b u11 din 9 eval uat ions
and recommenaacions. Each of the procedures are independent of the
equipment used for diagnostic assessment, equipment ranging from hand
calculations and plots, to simple graphic plotters, to calculators and
micro-computers, to large scale computers. The simplest of scales or
algorithms can be read into the most complex equipment.

A diagnostic assessment (and recommendation for action) can only
be made based on the comparative performance of the measurements to
quality thresholds or limits of acceptabiity. On most projects, ABS
tries to determine the following thresholds in each performance area,
as applicable to the field evaluation: 1) codes and standar<is; 2)
guidelines; 3) project br.ief requirements; 4) norms or stlte of the
art thresholds; a!1c si research results. However, the thresholds
establ ished today have serious shortcomings in their abil ity to deal
ful1'y (i natran sdis c i p1ina ry man ner ) wi t hal 1 per form ance va ria b1es •
To begin with, the algorithms that form the basis of the assessment
procedure often avoid the full set of performance indices and the
performance to performance conflicts. Despite (tf8) comprehensiveness
reflected in ASHREA's Thermal Comfort Standard (55-81)., thermal
comfort (as controlled by thermostats) is often assessed in the field
by buil din 9 operators and users given air temperature measurement
alone, with no call for radiant temperature conditions, air movement,
c1 othi ng, or metabol ic rate. Even when all thermal comfort factors
are accounted for, action is often recommended despite th~

implications it ~il1 have on other performance IIl~ndates, such as air
quality or acoustic comfort. Before transdis'l~finary actions can be
effectively recommended from diagnostic mear~rement, stronger
assessment a1 gori thms must be developed, full y defi ni ng the si x
performance mandates, their limits of acceptab,r fty (guidelines, codes
and standards), and their relationships to eacn other. With the
computer available as an assessent tool, we now ha ... e the capability of
storing broad measurement data b~ses, assimilating assessment
a1go r ; t hms for seve r alper form ance man date s, and 'f j nall y daagno sin 9
for total bUilding perfor.ance.
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Written recommendations are the final product of the diagnostic
measurement and assessment procedures. At the outset, the project
manager and client must ascertain the type or types of recommendations
desired, based on the level of confidence needed, and the associated
cost and time implications: .

1. Sp~cific Building Retrofit
2. Organizational/Use Change
3. Maintenance and Operation Change
4. Generic Retrofit (widespread application)
5. Project Delivery System Change
6. Codes and Standards Change
7. Oa~a Base Development
8. Recommendation for ~urthur Testing

Project ~anage.ent: Menu Packaging

With this 'menu' eastablished, the challenge of cost-effective
performance eva1uation of occupied buildings lies in the packa~ing of
appropriate measurement techniques and records, with assessment
techniques and types of recommendations, given the client 1 s problem,
or issue, and resource limits.

The f'ieid project manager must al so ensure the methods for
transdisciplinarity in each stage of the field evaluation project:
identifying the multiple performance implications of the issue;
identifying the component to component interfaces that must be
addressed, and the mix of disciplinary experts that must be present;
organizing the menu package to reflect the performance priorities
through resource allocation and stages in the field strategy; ensuring
transdisciplinary communication in the field; and finally processing
t~e field findings and recommendations through an advocacy, iterative,
or matrixed procedure ensuring total building performance. In all
cases, the strategic packaging of the levels of measurement and
assessment to address a particular issue or problem, must incorporate
(toone level or another) the full set of performance criteria for
building occupancies - functional/spatial quality, thermal quality,
air quality, visual quality, acoustic quality, and building integrity.
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CONCLUSION

Introducing BUilding Diagnostics into the Project Delivery Syste~

Building diagnostics (measurement and assessment) has the
potential of rapidly becoming a major tool in building appraisal, to
evaluate suitability, to anticipate long term performance and the
resources necessary to sustain this performance, and to assess risk.
Upon reviewing the various types of measurement equipment and
procedures available it sould be clear that this ability to appraise
performance and ri sk wi 11 be avail able to most of the buil di n9
decisionmakers, throughout the building delivery process.

In the early stages of opportunity/need identification and option
analysis, diagnostics can be used to test the ~xisting facility and
alternative facilities against that need. In the design of new
museums for example, transdisciplinary expert walkthroughs of existing
museums can integrate the evaluation of visual quality,
functional/spatial quality, thermal and air quality, as well as
building integrity crltical to early concept development.

In the programming and design stages, performance specifications
would be developed I with teeth I or tests to ensure thebui 1 di n9 IS

quality after preliminary design, after design development, after
final design, and after working drawings. Energy budgets for example
can be without irrevocably waiting for final working drawings.

Before contractors are selected, their qualifications for
delivering a building that performs (in all quality areas) can be
coarsely tested at their completed buildings. During construction,
regul ar performance testi ng shaul d be compl eted for compari son wi th
the project brief. After a suggested one-year handoff between
contractor and bui 1di ng manager (through system bal anci ng and
commi ssi oni ng), the bui 1 di ng shoul d aga i n be tested for its tota 1
building performance, given the new occupancies and functions.

A series of staged, mini-test packages can be introduced during
the maintenance and operation of a building to anticipate performance
problems and failures and establish preventative maintenance
procedures.

Finally, there is the evaluation stage with which building
diagnostics is traditionally tied. At this stage in the project
delivery system, field measurement and assessment can lead to any of
the eight levels of recommendations preViously described. One of the
most significant contributions will be the measurement and assessment
of the total bUilding performance of a full range of existing building
types, for feedback into the project delivery system. Evaluating the
suitability, reliability, and fleXibility of a building, in meeting
itsfunction(s) over time, will enable the building community to
anticipate and prevent fail ure, as well as improve the overall
performance of buildings for their specific occupancies.
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In pursui t of accompl i shi ng thi s feedback, there is a seri ous
need for knowledge development and packaging, including: refining the
thresholds or limits of acceptability for performance, given varying
occupancy types and functions; defining the interrelationship.s (and
conflicts) between different performance mandates; discovering the
critical component interfaces affecting each performance mandate;
developing the menu of 'diagnostic' measurement tests for evaluating
transdisciplinary as well as unidisciplinary performance; developing
the menu of 'diagnostic' assessment tests; and establishing education
and training programs aimed directly at each major decisionmaklng
group in the building delivery process.
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11.1 ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS:
RESEARCH NEEDS FOR THE NEXT DECADE

Walter M. Kroner
Professor and Director

Center for Architectural Research
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY, USA

ABSTRACT

The focus of this paper is on the identification of research needs for
energy efficient buildings in the United States of America. Near-term and
long-term research needs are presented which could lead towards improved
levels of energy-efficiences in buildings and suggest new concepts for
energy conscious architecture. Near-term research needs are based on the
assumption that codes, policies, construction and building,-use will continue
more or less as we know them now; the design and construction of
buildings, as well as their placement within the existing fabric of
communities, will essentially remain as they now are; lifestyles, separation
of work and living environments, and building-use patterns are expected to
continue more or less in their present formats.

The long-term research needs are base,d on architectural and
engineering design concepts which give new meaning and definition to
architecture and building technologies. Implicit within these design concepts
are potentials for energy savings, and levels of energy efficiency, beyond
those possible through conventional architectural solutions. Long-term
research needs assume that we can modify our social institutions, laws,
life-styles, and design-thinking. With these assumptions, and the proposed
design concepts, we can initiate the suggested long-term research activities.
If proven to have merit, these' research activities may allow a planned
transition to new forms of energy efficient buildings, communities, and
behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

, "The future of the past is in the future
The future of the present is in the past

The future of the future is in the present"
(by John McHale, 1969)

Energy use in residential and commercial buildings in the United
States totaled 26 QBtu on a primary basis in 1983, equal to 36% of total
U. S. energy consumption. 1 Residential bUildings accounted for almost 15
QBtu (21% of national energy use), while commercial buildings accounted for
almost 11 QBtu (15% of national energy use).

Analysis of total U. S. energy use (including industrial and
transportation uses as well as building uses) conducted at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory suggested that E:i1ergy use in 1982 (71 QBtu) was
almost 35 QBtu lower than it would have been had historical (pre-embargo)
trends continued unchanged. Nearly half of the 35 QBtu reduction appears
to be due to slower growth in GNP after 1973. It appears that the
remaining 19 QBtu reduction was due to improved energy efficiency, with
roughly 40% due to higher energy prices and the rest (13% or 4.5 QBtu)
due to the effects of government and utility conservation programs, and
other non-energy price factors (accelerated trends away from
energy-intensive industries, non-price-induced technological advances,
energy shortages, deregulation of energy-using industries, and increasing
public awareness of the energy "crisis").

The opportunities for large additional increases in energy efficiency
and, more important, in dollar savings for consumers, have been well
documented. We have learned how to design and re-design new and existing
residential and commercial buildings which use very little energy. To
continue the progress of energy improvements in buildings' we need to move
in several directions:

1. What are some of the general research directions?

We need to work out remaining technical problems, from earlier
energy conservation efforts, to more widespread adoption of past
demonstrations of achievable efficiency (e.g., overcoming barriers of
indoor air quality, the need for more accurate predictive models for
energy use, application of new materials to building construction, and
integrating building data bases and collection efforts).

We need to improve and apply OUT knowledge of behavior as it affects
energy use (e. g., understanding the effects of occupants on energy
use, or of how markets for appliances and home construction influence
the selection of energy features).

1 Energy Review, DOE/EIA-0035, Energy Information Administration, U.S.
Department of Energy
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We need to work on sub-applications of technology which have been
neglected in the past decade; these include multifamily housing and
warm climate building design techniques.

We need to fully implement the many ideas and techniques which have
been developed al ready. Effective implementation requi res
experimentation with program delivery options, greater' use of program
evaluation, and adequate mechanisms for information and technology
transfer.

These efforts will enable substantial progress towards achieving
greater energy efficienCies in buildings.

NEAR-TERM RESEARCH NEEDS

This part of the paper outlines near-term research needs for energy
efficient buildings which extends the efforts of the last ten years. The
research and development efforts can begin immediately,and will help to
advance ou r cu rrent knowledge and practice of achieving energy efficiency.
The objectives of the recommendations are to fill in gaps in knowledge and
to round out the variety of situations where this knowledge can be put to
use.

Several areas of work wilL enable us to more fully benefit from
research conducted over the past decade. First, we need to look at
buildings as a whole and to understand the interrelationships among
existing building energy research. An integrating framework needs to be
developed to consider building component research, the study of whole
building systems, design and analysis of building environments for
non-energy qualities such as air quality or work productivity, and the
long-term effects of building design. This framework will allow a
consolidation of the gains of the past decade.

Second, there are technical issues in building energy efficiency which
require further refinements. There also are needs to increase the
sub-applications of energy efficiency technologies already developed. These
sub-applications may be for markets or target audiences previously
overlooked. Examples include energy management control systems for
residences (down-scaled from commercial building equipment) or retrofit
measures for multifamily residences and mobile homes.

Third, research from other fields needs to be adapted for use in
energy efficiency objectives. A considerable body of research in the social
sciences exists to explain beh.avior,attitudes, and decision-making processes
of individuals and organizations. This research needs to be more effectively
translated and incorporated into knowledge of how government, utilities, or
product manufacturers can more successfully influence energy purchase and
use behavior.

Fourth, the results of the past decade of research must be put to
good use. A significant body of research findings and experimental program
outcomes, regarding energy efficiency in buildings, needs to be translated
into relevant policy and program implications. These, in turn, need to be
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applied through the channels of building construction, appliance and
equipment sales, and ;program intervention strategies. The effectiveness of
these applications should be communicated back to researchers to ensure a
feedback loop for future research.

The near-term research needs presented here
building energy performance, building technologies,
technologies, and building retrofit.

focus on:
building

whole
control

1. Research Needs Related to Whole Building Energy Performance
(WBEP) •

The term "whole building energy performance" (WBEP) is used to call
attention to a particular way in which a building is defined for purposes of
WBEP research. The focus is' on the end-product of the building design
and construction process -- the building itself; the forces which influence
the design of the building as well as its use over time, and the total
energy performance in terms of quality, efficiency and the resulting
environmental qualities. Thus whole building energy performance is
concerned with the interrelationships of individual elements and their
collective impact on the quantity and quality of the building in use. .

a. Specific WBEP research needs.

Near-term research needs related to WBEP are a series of issues
questions, and needs for knowledge including:

How do quality control, siting, and interactions among individuals who
design, construct, control, own, finance, and occupy buildings affect
WBEB?

How does overall building form, thermal massing configuration,
placement, orientation affect WBEP?

What are the differences between fundamental
strategies such as: atriums, special enclosures,
interior space configurations in relation to WBEP?

ar.:hitectural design
buffer spaces, and

How do the various combinations' of building materials, parts,
components, mass, wall/roof designs and their operation affect WBEP?

How does the climate and context impact WBEP through individual
building elements?

How do various thermal, luminous and fresh-air design strategies and
technologies affect WBEP?

How do various types of sensor and control strategies affect WBEP?

How do various forms of integrating active and passive comfort
technologies within a building affect WBEP?

How are the thermal, luminous, and fresh-air qualities affected by
various levels of whole building energy efficiencies?
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We need to understand energy-efficiency and energy conse"vation
strategies in relation to sensory qualities as they impact human beings
and human productivity.

How do building occupants, users, and O&M personnel impact WBEP~

What are the differences between WBEP and various forms of building
ownerships?

How do various techfliques used to seek sensory comfort by occupants
impact WBEP?

We need to develop tools to assist WBEP research in terms of whole
building measurements.

We need to develop standards as related to duration of measurements,
types of data, format of data, and monitoring techniques.

We need to develop short-term measurement techniques for whole
buildings to predict long-term performance including what is to be
measured, over what length of time, by whom, and how the data
should be formatted for different data users.

Research is needed to eClab/e designers and bui/cters to optimize
wall/roof de!>.9nc; as climate and building orientation vary. We need to
identify research needs in relation to passive and active solar systems
as integral parts of HVAC systems.

We need HVAC-related research on very low energy buildings in hot
humid, and hot dry climates, as well as those in cold climates.

We need field measurements on the output of the HVAC systems in
passive solar buildings.

We need research on heat-loss and gain in residential environments
from people, appliances, equipment and other internal ~ains and
losses, and the affect of occupancy.

We need research to develop a standard and accurate method for
measuring whole building energy performance as it is affeC"ted by heat
loss to the ground under different climatic, '\.011, and design
conditions.

We need to develop evaluative (predictive) tools to assess or evaluate
the numerous voluntary energy rating systems tha~ are being used.

We need to investigate indoor air quality, air movement and
infiltration in relation to various energy efficient building designs.

We need to determine and measure areas of the"mal transfer Within
whole" buildings.
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2. R..search Needs Related to Building Technologies.

Researclr is needed to refine the knowledge and application of
hcb'1ologies already developed to improve energy efficiency.

For existing buildings, we need to know how conservation measure;s
actually perform in comparison to engineering calculation-s.

Soeci;,1 attention also is needed to new or modified retrofit techniques
tor {,iultifamily housing and mobile homes, \:Vhen single family
ronservation techniques cannot be directly duplicated.

Where the owners of existing buildings are looking for advice on the
best ways to invest money in energy efficiency, i1. is important to
have the results of research and experiments which identify the
relative performance of alternative cOI"\::;ervation measu res.

Less research has been carried out on issues of use and· operation of
buildings than on the controls and equipment installed in buildings.
More re:e-::lrch is needed on the role of users and operators who
interact with building and equipment monitoring and control systems.
Important issues are how the operators use the control equipment,
what forms of response are taken with monitoring equipment, and how
information display features of the equipment can be best designed
for informed use by the building operator.

The current monitoring and control technology developed for
commercial and industrial building applications offers the possibility of
modification for use in smaller commercial facilities and in residences.
This research can take advantage of microprocessor and sensor
technology developments. User issues such as interest in
user-programmable controls and information feedback mechanisms need
to be researched.

The development of such equipment as waste heat recovery systems,
cogeneration, and thermal energy storage systems raises important
issues of how this equipment can be integrated into buildings, what
the relationships will be to power and thermal systems, and what
kinds of control systems might be required to operate such buildings
effectively.

Finally, there is still substantial room for improving the energy
efficiency of residential and commercial appliances.

3. Research Needs Related to Building Control Technologies.

For commercial buildings, a key research need is to understand how
building operators use and respond to building monitoring and control
equipment, and whether information is presented in a way to facilitate the
operators understanding of sources of energy system inefficiency. For
residential energy f:0nSUmers, modification of energy use will depend largely
on receipt of specific., creclible information on their energy use, options for
better managing this use, and highly visible communication of feedback on
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energy use. ResE"arch must address consumer communication systems,
feedback mechanisms, and the related opportunities for introduction of
alternative utility rates and load management strategies. Assessments are
needed of consumer response to real-time feedback and diagnostics
information.

Greater application of such technology promises considerable
improvement in energy efficiency. Outdoor temperature reset controls for
residential hydronic heating systems can save 10-20% of heating energy.
Micro-processor-based energy management systems and direct digital controls
can save 10-15% of energy. use. On a national basis, an estimated 60
gigawatts of electric peak demand could be displaced if microprocessor
residential energy meters were installed in all 88 million U. S. households.
Specific research needs include:

Should the controls be permanent or portable? Should their power
source be through building· power line carriers, hard-wired (AC or
DC?), or phone-line carriers?

How susceptible to non- or under-performance are these technologies
for such factors as:

construction/installation according to design specifications,
proper commissioning, testing, and verification of building
control system performance, and
training of operating personnel or residents who must respond
to or operate the control equipment?

What changes are needed in perfecting cu rrent technologies in
response to knowledge gained on these factors?

Can low-cost sensors and control actuators be developed at reduced
costs in order to ensure. greater installation of the technology?

Under what conditions can mass production be undertaken? (e.g.,
must there be some guaranteed demand for control technologies, from
utilities or large home builders?)

Will provision of greater energy use information to building operators
lead to more efficient building energy operations?

What features of system information display, user intenction, and
user response cues might facilitate effectiveness of the equipment?

4. Resear-ch Needs for Building Retrofit.

There has been
savings potential and

,measures. Still, there
building retrofits, both

considerable research and data collected on the
cost effectiveness of particular residential retrofit
are a number of outstanding issues related to

in the residential and commercial areas.

The retrofit research activities proposed here center around collecting
actual performance data and trying to understand how various factors affect
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energy savings. Specific issues which need to be investigated include:

In the residential sector, there has been trer':"endous variation in
retrofit savings and cost effectiveness between individual homes.
Additional research is needed to better understand the causes of the
variation between retrofits and to minimize these variations. Savings
can be affected b / a wide range of factors including the type of
measure, the quality of installation, the characteristics of the
building, and the behavior of the occupants.

A related issue is the generally poor
predicted in an audit and actual savings
out. Additional research is needed on
accuracy of audit predictions.

agreement between savings
after the retrofit is carried
the ways to improve the

Opportunities for retrofitting multi-family buildings and mobile homes
have received little attention rela-:";ve to retrofits for single family
dwellings. Research needs to be carried OUt to determine the' most
pr0mlslng retrofit measures for different building types and to
understand the factors that caused a certain level of savings (or lack
of savings). Also, research is needed on how to maximize the savings
and cost effectiveness of multi-family and mobile home retrofits.

In the commercial sector, the available data primarily pertains to
"whole building performance" following building retrofits. Resea"ch is
needed to determine the cost, savings, and related factors for
individual retrofit measures in different building types (e.g., lighting
system retrofits in schools, boiler retrofits in hospitals, HVAC
retrofits in high-rise office buildings).

Other important technical issues which still ,must be resolved for all
buildi,lg types include the degradation and the lifetime of retrofit
measures and persistence of energy savings.

On the analytical side, conservation "supply curves" have been
generated for retrofits of existing homes. By ordering conservation
measures on the basis of cost effectiveness and showing energy
savings, the curves can be very useful for planning and analyzing
programs. Further research is needed to update these curves on the
basis of actual performance results, and to generate curves for a
wider set of housing types and climates. This requires data on the
actual cost and savings of specific retrofit projects.

Determine the impact of various partitioning strategies and thermal
zone concepts on building energy use.

Perform further applied research related to energy efficient buildings,
including:

Advanced insulation materials and techniques.
Advanced refrigerant mixtures.
Innovative windows and window systems.
Effects of envelope systems (wall and roof
earth-contact surfaces, ceilings, etc.).
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Moisture transfer and condensation on envelope subsystems.

Conduct research to determine the steady state performance of
building materials including concrete, wood gypsum, insulation, vapor
retarders, plastics, glass, etc. with particular attention to
characteristics relating indirectly to energy such as thermal storage
capacity, absorbtivity, emittance, reflectivity.

Test and analyze the dynamic behavior of infiltration and methods of
joints and joining techniques, and related research on natural and
forced ventilation.

Research the relationship of building surface coating materials (e.g.,
paints, resins) to building energy performance.

Develop new materials such as dessicants and phase-change materials
and evaluate for passive energy system applications.

Research improved performance of motors and low-cost
motor-controllers used in building systems both for new equipment
and retrofit or modification to existing equipment.

Assess best applications and sizing conditions for waste heat recovery
systems in buildings. Do this separately for furnaces, refrigeration
and air conditioning equipment, and systems integrated with boilers.

Develop ideas for integrating conventional and new HVAC cOl1lponents
with various types of passive energy systems, including the
development of controls and sensors which can serve both active and
passive systems.

• Assess improvements' needed to expand applications for small scale
'cogeneration and other decentralized integrated energy efficiency
technologies (thermal energy storage, fuel cells, etc.) with attention
to reducing equipment size, materials, or weight.

Identify community-scale energy technology improvements which might
substitute for individual building equipment; determine minimum

'building population densities.

Develop and test building diagnostic components including sensors,
controls, energy flow control devices for various building scales and
types.

Research new computer control technologies for entire "building
management systems" including energy management.

Improve the reliability of facility or equipment energy management
control technology (direct or computerized) to a level of precision
required by the utility industry for load management purposes.

Develop lower-cost metering equipment for time-of-use or real-time
energy metering.
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Develop customer-programmable and controllable technology to exert
customer choice in loads managed for the benefit of time-of-use or
other utility-related economic reasons (interruptable rates, contract
curtailment, etc.) Technologies include:

Programmable controls, Demand Subscription Service, thermal
storage, etc ..
Group load curtailment controls.
Developments in lower cost microprocessing and communications
technologies.
"Smart Homes" or "Smart Meters".

Develop new and high-efficiency HVAC systems which inciude heat
recovery and can be used at various scales (workstation, room, zone,
building). Research use of manual vs. automated control systems.

Conduct research to address special issues of appliance energy
efficiency:

Dehumidification
equipment.
Corrosion of
compre.ssors of

capabilities of highly efficient air conditioning

heat exchangers in condensing furnaces and
refrigeration system.

more efficient residential appliances including:

Hefdgerators and freezers.
r conditioning equipment with dehumidification capacity.

Fuel-fired water heaters.
Fuel··fired heat pumps.
Advanced lighting technologies.
Integration of microprocessor controls into domestic appliances.

Develop speciality systems and components for retrofit application to
residential and commercial buildings. Emphasis is required on HVAC
equipment, insulation, glazings and window systems, envelope
components, fresh air heat exchangers, and domestic hot water
systems.

LONG TERM RESEARCH NEEDS

We are witnessin3 change all around us every day. Societal priorities
such as internationa' security, free market economic philosophies, and
environmental waste management are shifting. Our priorities for: comfort,
lifestyle preferences, and resource-use shift in response to: political,
institutional and economic conditions. The consequences are changes in the
quality of the env:ronment around us. Technological developments introduce
new products such as computers, and programmable controls on microwave
ovens or videorecorders which change the way we think about and control
our household and workplace activities. Institutions are changing their roles
and the services they offer, as witnessed by the dramatic changes in
telecommunications and b~nkin9.
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As our community and personal worlds change, we can expect the
ways we use energy will change also. Some change wil/be to meet new
functions, some will be responsive to new technologies for carrying out
current activities, and some changes will result in totally new concepts for
the buildings we occupy. It 'is difficult to predict these changes,
nevertheless, we need to antcipate these changes in order to identify
future research needs.

This section of the paper suggests concepts, and related research
which are part of a transition from buildings and institutions as we now
know them, to a future 'which is not entirely visible from where we stand
today. We cannot anticipate this future with great detail. The research and
program ideas reflect possible fi rst steps on new paths of" energy use in
buildings. . .

Three examples are provided, which begin to suggest long-term
research and proof-of-concept assessment, for increasing the efficiency of
ou r buildings and communities: beyond the state-of-the-art levels.

1. Research Related to Task -Oriented Comfort Systems

The cu rrent approach to providing thermal, luminous, and fresh-air
"comfort within buildings is to condition the entire building volume. The
concept of TAS K-OR IENTED COMFORT SYSTEMS (TOCS), howev~r,

suggests that we create a heterogenous thermal environment. A
heterogenous thermal environment is one in which the general building
volume is maintained at temperature and humidity levels required by
building materials and content, while a second thermal environment is
created, within the first, which provides the sensory comfort qualities for
each task area individually. Since building energy consumption is primarily
determined by the amount of energy needed to maintain hU'man comfort the
Toes hypothesis is that heterogenous environments consume less energy,
compared to our present environmental control technologies and their use.

Task-oriented comfort systems would provide an individual person with
his/her thermal, luminous, and fresh-air needs. Such a system would be
responsive to an individual's unique physiology, activity level, and state of
health. The general building volume will be maintained at temperature,
humidity, lighting, and. fresh-ai.r levels separate and distinct from task
oriented systems. This idea is ,not new; localized and/or portable sources of
heat, task lamps, hand-held fans, and portable bedwarmers, are historic
examples. Today we bave: electric blankets, battery operated garments,
task-lighting, portable fans, small room air conditioners, humidifiers, and
desk-top air purifiers. Life-support system networks, used in hospitals,
allow connection of patient-oriented technologies for treatment and survival.
On airplanes each seat has its own Jight and fresh air service system. For
more extreme environments we have an astronaut's space-suit, diver
clothing, fire-fighter protective garments, and speciality c1oth.ing for
hazardous environments.

A task-oriented cooling system was developed and tested in a Kansas
City factory in 1974. The system was able to maintain a satisfactory
working environment (79 degree F) in. the plant in the conditioned spaces
even on days when the thermometer soared to temperatures as high as 104
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and 106 degree F outside. The system also proved significantly less
expensive to install and operate than its alternative (Figure 1).

The following types of task-oriented comfort designs are suggested as
a beginning:

FLOOR OR CEILING PLUG-INS: This design strategy is a
self-contained unit designed to provide thermal, humidity, lighting,
and fresh-air quality levels. Such systems are envisioned to plug into
a supply network within the' building not unlike a telephone.

PORTABLE PLUG-I NS: This type of unit is small in scale, highly
portable, and capable of being moved about not unlike a floor lamp or
file cabinet. It too would plug into a distribution network.

FURNITURE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS: a task-oriented comfort system
may be an integral part of a work-station, desk or chair while its
performance is controlled by the occupant. Free-standing partitions,
beds, sofas, benches, and assembly lines would have built-in comfort
capacity (Figure 2).

GARMENT INTEGRATED SYSTEMS: This type
comfort system is an integral part of clothing,
uniforms worn by some workers or athletes.

of people-oriented
similar to special

Building types such as: office buildings, manufacturing facilities,
hotels/motels, residences, hospitals, restaurants, schools, and places of
assembly where people are stationary for some beneficial amount of time are
candidates for. utilizing Toes'.

a. Potential Impact due to TOeS.

Perhaps the most significant
productivity,. improving the sensory
reducing occupant complaints related to
course energy savings.

impacts of Toes are worker
qualities for building occupants,
work and living conditions, and of

The energy saving potentials are difficult to predict since actual
TOeS performance and efficiency data does not exist. However, if we
compare a standard ten story office building (100,000 square foot) located
in New York City, operated in a conventional manner, to an identical
building and occupancy, where the general building volume temperatures are
allowed to float between 55 and 90 degree F; task lighting and Toes are
used and a general illumination level of 10 fc is maintained; energy
consumption is reduced by 40%. Although this saving does not reflect the
energy needed by the TOeS, a conservative estimate suggests that, with
the use of TOeS, the energy demand of such an office building could be
reduced by 10 to 20 percent.

The nature of building design and building subsystems would change
significantly. Building volumes could be reduced as well as the high cost of
mechanical systems.
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Buildings themselves would be less costly in terms of initial ~

construction costs due to improved net to gross volume ratios made possible
by reductions in mechani~al equipment, ducts, and interstitial spaces.
Assuming that building occupants can. now depreciate TOeS's, as they do
furnishings, additional economic benefits are possible. New product and
service markets are created supporting increased employment and the
general economy.

Since buildings themselves do not have to provide total and complete
comfort, lighter weight buildings, less expensive enclosures, and greater
interior flexibility could offer new architectural design opportunities at
improved material efficiencies.

The use of' TOeS will also have an impact on: utilities, load
management, and 'electrical demand? Institutions concerned with standards,
product safety, health, and human welfare will need to explore their roles
vis-a-vis TOeS prototypes.

b. Research Needed to Establish Proof-of-Concept or Feasibility.,

Toes Prvte~ype Qevelopment needs to occur which explores both the
feasibilty and energy savings potential of TOeS's. Such an effort needs to
explore the impact of various TOeS on support, systems and energy supply
networks.

Technology Transfer investigations are critical since non-building
industries already are involved in small individual-based technology
developments. Industries which produce small-scale comfort technologies for
airplanes, motorhomes, hospitals, trucks and trains, as well as speciality
clothing manufacturers (for NASA, military, sports, and recreation) may
have relevant information and products related to the development of TOeS.

Health and Comfort standards, as related to buildings w~th

heterogenous thermal environments, need to be re-examined. Comfort
standards need to be developed for the Toes themselves. What happens
when a person working "under" a Toes leaves the work space and moves
about in a building area which is maintained at different temperature levels?
What are the appropriate temperature levels for the general building
volume? What is the impact on a person's physiology if the person moves
from TOeS through a different temperature zone? These questions require
new research in the area of physiology.

Responsibilities for providing comfort within buildings need to be
redefined. Should the building come equipped with . TOeS? Does the
employer provide and maintain TOeS? or, should the employee provide the
TOeS? These are some of the design and legal questions which need to be
researched.

Standards related to TOeS comfort designs, building quality levels,
energy conservation codes, building energy efficiency ,standards, and new
safety standards need to ·be developed. It is conceivable that building
energy consumption standards may be based on occupancy and activity
patterns as opposed to generic building type.
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Impact 2!!. Building Systems, What will the impact be on building
material~ and equipment if we assume that building volumes are now
maintained at different temperature and humidity levels then previously? If
we assume that TOCS essentially represent sou rees of energy supply. how
will this free energy be stored, and where, within a building?

Another area of important research is human factor analysis focusing
on how people will react to the flexibility of TOCS and the inflexibility of
non-TOCS building types.

2. Dynamic Buildings and Building Components

Current building forms are almost totally static objects. The few
features which have been designed to responq to climate and human
activities are: operable windows and skylights, doors, drapes, and venetian
blinds, ivy growing on the wall, moveable partitions, and some forms of
moveable walls.

The forces of nature and human needs create dynamic conditions for
buildings. Natural forces (sun, wind, precipitation, light, moisture, odor,
and sounds) are constantly changing - e. g. dynamic. Some of these forces
are assets and/or liabilities, some forces are predictable, others are net.
Similarly, human needs and conditions are also difficult to predict for any
reasonable length of time. Our modern-day fife styles, activity patterns,
value shifts, building turn-over, occupancy changes, and building content
shifts, suggest an increasing need for highly adaptive buildings. It is not
uncommon to find that a building's interior is changed before its
construction is completed. Many office, spaces are completely gutted and
reconfigured every 3-5 years. These dynamic phenomena are the principal
determinants of. energy consumption patterns within buildings.

It is hypothesized that buildings which are highly responsive to
dynamic conditions will not only be light in weight, require less material
resources, be more responsive to human environmental needs, they will also
save significant amounts of energy through a procedure of programmed
optimization.

Biological forms and structures exhibit a great deal of dynamic
behaviour in response to nee"d and climate. Color, texture, size,
configuration, moisture content, and form change in response to nature.
Animals migrate, change their appearance, and hibernate. People select and
change their clothing depending on weather, mood, and activity. Human
physiology has a dynamic response system (sweating, increased/decreased
blood circulation near the skin, eyelids, and vibrating muscles).

Dynamic buildings and/or building components are built-forms which
have the capacity to anticipate and respond to changes in nature and
human occupancy. 2 It is important to recognize that dynamic buildings are
not just instruments to gain improved energy efficiencies, they can also
improve the qualitative aspects within the built-environment. A dynamic
building is envisioned to produce a more harmonious and responsive

2 Sometimes the term "smart bUildings" or "smart walls" is used to imply
dynamic.
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environment filled with delight, and enlightenment.

Dynamic buildings and building components are not a new idea. The
Pittsburgh stadium (a domed building) can move an entire building facade
out of the way and the Hooker Chemical building, in Buffalo, NY, has a
double skin with moveable fins for lighting and insulation control which are
adjustable according to what nature dictates.

There are many design concepts for dynamic buildings and building
components at different building scales and applications. They can be
organized into three types:

DYNAMIC INTERIORS, provide the ability to modify the spatial
volume, its configuration, and degree of enclosure or openness. For
example, dynamic elements would allow one to increase the floor to
ceiling height in the summer and decrease it in the winter, or to
change the location of interior spaces according to seasonal changes.
Ceiling, floor and wall surfaces could have the ability to change
color, absorption, reflectance, and emissivity in response to changes
in light and thermal requirements. Interior surfaces could become
"hot" or "cool·" depending on sensory needs.

DYNAMIC BUILDING ENCLOSURES, could include roof and wall
elements which have the ability to change their physical
cha racteristics and properties. The enclosu re could change color,
absorption, conductivity, reflectivity, emiSsIvity, light transmission,
air movement through the envelope, and visibility, according to
internal needs or exterior conditions. Dynamic devices would provide
shading, light reflection, or track solar radiation for energy coiieetion
or optical lightwave transport. Linked to a weather forecasting
system, the building could modify its exposure and sensitivity
accordingly. Controls could use micro-processors for automatic
adjustment, with manual overrides for greater occupant control.

DYNAMI C BU ILDI NGS, could change their overall form, orientation,
configuration, or degree of exposure. A building could have spaces
which extend outward from a fixed building core and are collapsed
when not in use (Figure 3). Alternatively, modules of space can be
added to or taken away from a basic building core as required. Old
spaces are traded in, as "used rooms", while new rooms are plugged
in.~ A dynamic building also might track external forces and react
accordingly. A building could rotate and adjust its su rface
characteristics to avoid the wind,catch the sun, provide a particular
view, or catch a cooling breeze (Figure 4 & 5). Similarly, the
building could raise/lower itself in or out of the ground or water to
control its degree of exposure.

According to preliminary studiec: s:zc: and scale do not appear to be
a problem for dynamic buildings. The eG~,2 and simplicity of designing and
utilizing dynamic structure depends 0;', whether we continue to build on
land. Floating structures provide a sin~C' C,; Wc,y of having a building rotate,
or submerge itself, and could also avail themselves of the thermal and
energy potential from the surrounding water envit'Onr'ient.
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Figure 3: An Expanding and
Contracting house. Beds
fold up into wall and the
entire room telescopes toward
{;lC core.

------ --------'"

Figure 4: A Rotating Structure
:j,Jidi"d on tracks; with a
variety of ··u~1I surfaces.
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Figure 5: A Floating Structure
dc!;i9n~d as a Passive Solar '
Residence.



Depending on the what type of comfort technology is used, it is
conceivable that interstitial enclosures themselves could be transformed
into occupied space if we used TOCS systems as previously
described. The places and spaces created by the interstitial enclosure
could become part of the public space or remain the private domain of
the building owner.

INTERSTITIAL ENCLOSURES AD INFRASTRUCTURES. Interstices can
also be envisioned as enclosing groups of buildings buildings
within a "building". A large enclosure, designed to serve as protector
and modulator of natural forces for all of the buildings within, would
function as an infrastructure. 'In that sense it is similar to our
streets, sidewalks, parks, sewer and water lines, and electric and
communication distribution systems serving groups of buildings. Such
interstices have the capacity to collect, store, and control flows of
energy, . air, and moistu re for an entire community.

This concept would reduce the performance expectations and design
requirements for the individual buildings within the enclosure.
Buildings themselves, depending on their physical properties, could
function as thermal storage devices. The buildings within the
enclosure could now be light-weight structures with much more
simplified construction detailing. Cities could be responsible for
providing such interstitial enclosures as infrastructures, and the
energy consumption of individual buildings would be reduced through
the creation of tempered zones.

INTERSTITIAL ENCLOSURES AS A RETROFIT STRATEGY. Retrofitting
building enclcsures is a complex and expensive proposition, even if it
is done for energy conservation alone. The large-scale interstice
concept, however, offers some interesting possibilities. By designing.
str-J,Jctures and enclosures spanning between buildings, and coveril1g"
streets, we can create a new retrofit strategy. Such a strategy would
also change the nature of the existing public spaces . Streets become
malls, outdoor spaces become semi-conditioned environments, tempered
and conditioned by nature (without using ,non"'"renewable forms of
energy) to extend their use in inclement weather. City street and
ground maintenance is reduced, and the buildings themselves are
thermal storage elements. Existing building renov,ation is simplified
since keeping the rain and cold out is no longer an expensive
propos ition .

The interstitial enclosure concept, as described, is not limited toa
particular building type. It is applicable to buildings, communities,
neighborhoods, and cities. It is a concept potentially useful for new and
existing buildings and communities.

c. Assessment of Enet"gy and Non-Energy Impacts.

At the~· present time it is difficult to determine what the energy
saving potential of interstices is. We know that interstitial enclosures for
indi'/idualbuildings can reduce their energy consumption anywhere from
sixtyt( 90 percent in a cost"'"effective way. Large-scale interstices no doubt
will save large amounls of energy but they need to be analyzed in terms of
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their cost effectiveness, and savings which accrue ,to the community in
maintenance and repair. Cities, or portions of a city,' could be envisioned
as energy consumers and producers which would change the economic impact
significantly.

d. . Research Needed to Establish Proof-of-Concept or Feasibility.

The research and design effort would have to focus on investigating
current large-scale spaces (atriutrl.s. long-span space fram~ structures,
fabric structures, etc.) and their cost and energy data. Prototype
designs would have to be developed to the point where their energy
characteristics could be modeled. Economi~ analysis is 'required which
can address the complex interplay t;>etween initial cost, life-cycle cost,
and impr'Oved living/working qualities, productivity, and the inherent
advantages of operating and maintaining a community.

In addition, research in innovative structural systems, light-weight
materials, methods of handling fife-safety 'and pollution, control are
just a few of the related research areas . The research' effort needs
the participation of' urban designers, economists,. architects,
engineers, social scientists, ecologists, and artist.

CONCLUSION

It is suggested that much remains to be done to realize additional
energy savings and improvements in energy efficiency for buildings. As
related to the' near-term research needs, there will come a point :where the
research investment will produce diminishing results, in terms of energy,
unless we are willing to re-think our approach to design, building;' and the
use of buildings. The long-term research needs, based on different
concepts about buildings may allow us to realize energy savings far beyond
what'is now thought of as reachabl~. In pddition, it is suggested that we
can significantly improve the ways and means by which our
built-environments are responsive to human needs, be it sensory comfort or
economics. To realize these benefits it would be appropriate to begin the
long-term research effort now, since a long lead time is indi,cated,' but also
to be prepared with alternatives if and when we need,them.
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11.2
Energy in Buildings:

Trends in New and Retrofit Non-Residential Strategies*

Robert G. Shibley
Professor and Chairman

Depart~ent of Architecture
School of Architecture and Environmental Design

State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14214

INTRODUCTION

In 1982, the major financial press in the US,.TI:lsL.F..s11
Street ~QYrpsl and ~Dg~~_F~~k, as well as the popular
professional press, ~gr~~i.y~-Ar£bi~£t~x~,~lA JouLn~,

Bpi Idin~12~igp--l!!!Q~..Q~u:Yt:.t.ism-,and A1:ghij;:ecty.nlJ~,

reported on the results of an analysis of the design and
performance trends of award winning energy conscious
(non-residential) buildings ("Design Performance Trends for Energy
Efficient Commercial Buildings", 1982). The research team,
composed of the author, an architect, an engineer, and an
economist, was charged by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to
derive general trends in energy conscious de.sign from an
assessment of sixty-five exemplary building designs developed from
1971 and 1982. All the projects in the sample were judged to be
state-of-the-art in energy consciousness by a peer review process.
Fifteen of the buildings in the sample were under design after
1979. The remaining fifty were designed in an even distribition
over the eight previous years. The building sample was drawn from
the prestigious Owens Corning Fiberglas (OCF) Energy Conscious
Design Awards Program (note 1).

*rort:ions of this Draft are extracted from an unpublished U.S.
Department of Energy Report, "Design and Performance Trends in
Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings", developed by Robert
Shibley, Kim Hart, John Kurtz and David Hartman in 1983. Other
portions are drawn from an article by Shibley in the unpublished
proceedings of the Buildinz-~~§~cbWorksbQn, Reading, UK,
August 1982. '
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Obviously DOE and the research team were pleased by the
success story represented by the data and celebrated in the media.
The examination of types of energy conscious design strategies
employed, and their cost/performance. clearly showed that from
1971 to 1982 the professions design.ed new buildings which consumed
about half of the energy of buildings constructed the previous
decade •.and that they did so without major added construction
cost. It was as if to say, "the professions have arrived--they can
now build new buildings wnich consume far less energy at minimal
to no cost premiums."

In retrospect, the celebration may have been premature and
perhaps dangerous. The research. and subsequent press reports.
did not bring to the attention of the public and professionals the
fact that the existing building stock accounts for well over half
of the building inventory we will be living with in the year 2000.
Much of it was built prior to 1972. The energy conscious retrofit
was clearly not celebrated or even identified as worthy of
celebration.

The strategies to employ in building retrofits have not been
carefully researched. and approaches to such research are meager
compared to the availibity of information regarding the easier
problem of designing new buildings. Significant renovation
I.JJ:ojects were invited every year of the eleven year life of the
5'fE,:cds competiticn~ but only two of the sixty-five buildings given
awards were retrofit projects. Both of these renovations were of
hipt('Kic structures. While some lIordinary" facilities, improved
,;~itD H ezce11ent" retrofit solutions to both energy and prog.ram
requirements were submitted. they "Jere not judged "significant" by
the award committees

Implicit in this hlstory is a major challenge to both design
professionals and researchers in the decade of the 1980s - the
development of effective strategies for the energy and programa.tic
retrofit of the existing building stock.

One could conclude that the trend analysis suggests that most
of the so-called "interesting" work appears to be almost done. A
closer examination, however shows that there is much more work to
bs done related to both new buildings and retrofits.

Before describing the nature of the challenge of the 1980s,
it is important to review the successes of the last 15 years.
There is an increasing number of cost effective design strategies
available to designers. The introduction and gradual acceptance of
these strategies have had clear implications for de,sign.
construction and operation performance. The strategies and their
performance implications. have led design professionals and
researchers alike to forecast design trends for the next decade
along with trends in building performance and operation. These
forcasts also include predictions about the modification of the
design process.
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SUMMARY: "DESIGN PERFORMANCE TRENDS
FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS"

The Department of Energy report used a sample of sixty-five
projects -- all the buildings which had received awards from the
Owens Corning Fibreglass Program for 1972-82. Over twenty
building types were represented; sixty percent of the projects
exceeded lOO,OOOSF; and projects were evenly split between
government and private sector ownership. There was a wide
geographic distribution within the us.

In the early years of the OCF awards program (1972-75),
engineering solutions with strong HVAC and conservation emphasis
were well represented. From 1976 thr~~gh 1978, active solar was
very popular with the juries and there was much experimentation
with a wider variety of strategies. Between 1978 and 1982 passive
daylighting and cooling became much more popular and there was a
clear emphasis in jury commentary about the quality of design
integration.

The results of the report were organized around three general
topics: (1) Trends in Energy Conscious Design; (2) Trends in
Performance: Design, Construction and Operation; and (3)
Speculation on Futu~ Trend~.

Trends in Energy Conscious Dgsign

Trends in design were examined by assessing which design
strategies were employed in the sample and by when they
received awards.

1. "The most commonly used energy strategies involved
modification of the building envelope and improving the HVAC
system."

2. "Active Solar has been commonly used in this (OFC)
building sample but shows a relative decline in recent
ye..a.t's • "

3. "Passive Solar, particularly the use of daylighting, has
increased in popularity."

4. tlA number of strategies were intermittently reported and
indicated no definitive trends."

5. "Overall there appears to be some shift from mechanical
system emphasis to more integrated, architectural solutions. 1I

(DOE, 1982)
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A further observation is that the overall number of
strategies employed in any given building tends to have increased
in recent years. There are more stategies to draw from and,
incrementally, more of them are being employed interdependently in
integrated architectural solutions.

The categories of strategies used to analyze the projects
included siting/berming~ envelope, HVAC~ lighting, controls,
active solar, passive solar heat, natural cooling, daylighting,
and central plant/process. Each strategy 'vas further subdivided
into tactics illustrated in figure 1.

The trends reported in the analysis have perfonIl£,n£.e
implications related to the design process, construction costs and
building operation. In gene~al. design requires more specialized
labor at an increased cost. Construction occurs with a modest (if
any) cost premium. and operational "fine tuning" determines long
term success and failure.

DesigILJ'~I.f.Q.r.m£1J.fgwas ,.<. s:::he most difficult to judge.
It seems clear that both the ~2Du~t of overall time and
specialized labor time required to c~eate an energy conscious
design is greater than that which is required to do conventional
architecture. Data were not available from the OCF sample to
suggest this. but incremental design costs were reimbursed in
another research effort called the DOE Passive Solar Commercial
Building Program (see note 2), 7he data from that program offers
support for this premise.

Architects of both the DOE Passive Solar Commercial Building
Program and the OCF program winners suggest that increased
attention to predesign and early schematic design activity will
yield improved results in terms of potential energy savings. One
implication of increased attention to predesign involves
developing better predesign tools. Another is to give predesign
activities more attention in professional schools and in
continuing professional education programs. Such increased
attention is offered through DOE curriculum packages in the US
(ACSA, 1981) as well as through the ~~erican Institute of
Architects. Design and Energy Program (AIA~ 1981).

The constr~~bi~£D21y~~ portion of the DOE report focused
on new office buildings "lhich are "fell represented in the OCF
awards program and in the ongoing DOE experimental building
programs. The analysis ,vas based on data reported in the entry
submissions. interviews witt! O'me;:s &nd managers of completed
projects and comparisons witb co~ ~~onal existing buildings.



Categories of Energy Conservation and
Solar Energy Design Strategies

General Strategies

• Siting/Berming

• Envelope

• HVAC

• Lighting

• Controls

• Active Solar

• Passive Solar Heating

• Natural Coolings

• Daylighting

,

Specific Energy Features

Orientations siting s landscaping
Berming s earth contact

Multiple glazing
Extra insulation
Infiltration control
Shading, reflective glass

Heat recovery, air to air heat
exchange:i:s
Heat pumps
Variable air volume distribution
Thermal .storage

Task 1ighting
High performance lighting

All types including time·clocks s
enthalpys energy management
systems, facility automation systems

Space heating and/or cooling
Domestic water heating

Direct gain (walls or floors)
Trombe walls

Natural ventilation
Night flushing
Evaporations radiation or
dehumidification

Window strategies (extra glass s
placement)
Light shelves
Clerestories s roof monitors s skylights
Atriums, sunspaces

• Central Plants/Process Multi-building utility plants s
cogeneration, industrial process heat

figure 1
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The building owners and managers contacted offered actual
utility consumption records and initial (as built) costs. The
comparisons with conventional existing buildings were based on
data provided by the Building Owners and Managers Association
International, for offices, and by the American Association of
School Administrators, for schools. Both institutions reported
data collected in recent membership surveys.

Office building projects analyzed show su~stantial

improvements in new building energy use with site energy
consumption approaching 30,000 BTU/SF/yr. Schools show similar
improvement, with site energy consumption for recent winners
predicted at 45,000 BTU/SF/yr. Most projects are reporting these
improvements with a modest five percent to ten percent initial
cost premium, and some report no cost premium at all.

Operatin2 performance reported by early award winners
suggested that in larger, commercial, st~uctures there is a long
period of trial-and-error fine tuning required to get the building
to maximum performance. In each of 1xQ. cases examined in depth,
the annual energy consumption (normalized for changing loads)
showed ten to twenty percent reduction in consumption in each of
..t.bri.I: f hst four years of operation.

Future Trends

What'has been derived from the real experience to date, in
particular from the OCF analysis, led the DOE research team to
speculate on what will happen next - on where the next ten years
might lead. This speculation is reduced below in terms of the
trends in design, trends in building performance and operation and
changes in the design process (note 3).

Trends in dea~. based on real building exerience to date,
suggest we can expect:

1. the institutionalization of proven conservation
techniques. The tight, well-insulated envelope, high
efficiency HVAC. low wattage lighting, and energy management
control systems that received awards from 1971 to 1975, are
now becoming commonplace.

2. increased sensitivity to climate and solar geometry.
Daylighting is a feature in most recent award winners,
although it is not a common componeht of current
architectural practice. Solar heat gain control strategies
and the selective use of passive solar space heating and
natural cooling are also on the rise.

3. increased sophistication in HVAC and lighting
integration. Heat recovery/thermal storage'systems and
cogeneration will become more common.
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The context within which these trends evolve and their impact
on overall building design should not be a surprise, but should
rather be part of the proactive decision to accept or resist such
evolving methods of practice. That proactive decision should be
informed by research.

Trends in building performance and operation, again rooted
in the OCF and DOE experiences, suggest we can expect to see:

1. a greater use of new building energy performance
specifications, allowing more design freedom while providing
owners with predictable energy costs•.

2. an increased emphasis on achieving energy efficiency at
little or no extra construction cost -- but likely at higher
architectural and engineering design costs.

3. an increased uti11zation of energy service and utility
company shared saving plans which will help defray extra
capital costs and will strengthen motivation to maintain
energy efficient operations.

Finally, changes in the design proces~,which we could
infer from the real building experience to date, indicate:

1. there may be stronger owner involvement early in design
development, establishing energy efficiency as a key
ob jective.

2. there 'may be greater pressure on the
architectural/engineering professions to do more analysis of
multiple design options. There do not appear to be cookbook
solutions, and there are significant opportunities for both
long term performance and initial cost improvement.

3. there will be an increasing use of computerized models to
project energy use and evaluate financial impacts.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE '80's

It is clear from this review that much has been accomplished
in energy conscious design for new c.onstruction yet there· is still
much to do. The potential for improved efficiency and better
quality is greater than ever due to the evolution of computer
applications and due especially to computer aided design systems
which are enabling the reorganization of the process by which
places are made, managed and maintained. What we have to know as
individuals is changingdramatically with the introduction of
smart communications lines which network 4ata, gxpgrts and
images simultaneously. Where CAD was once the province of only
large firms--the smart line and oth~r forms of networking and
service delivery will soon market to very small firms. This may
lead to a "cottage industry" autonomy with a large intellectual
and skill base. What one knows many can know. What one is able
to do many will be able to do.
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Commensurate with the potential for still greater
improvements in both new and retrofit construction is the need for
such improvements. Ian McHarg has suggested that "man is a
planetary disease." Since 1800, the average life span of
individuals has tripled. There are more and mOre people in the
world with higher expectations. In 1800 the world had a total
population of 1 billion people. By 1935 there were 2 billion
people; by 1975 we had 4 billion people, by 2000 we project 6
billion people, and by 2025 over 8 billion people will inhabit the
planet. A large segm~nt of this growth is concentrated on urban
areas. Deli will grow from 11 to 30 million people by the year
2025. Jakarta will move from 8 to 30 million. Mexico City will
continue to grow from 18 to 30 million. It is clear that this
"disease" requires energy: to grow.

4% of the world's population now consumes 40% of its
resources. As expectations for a better standard of living rise,
world energy resources will not be able to keep up without
significant new initiatives on all fronts.

These short range population projections accompanied by
higher and higher expectations of a good standard of living all
suggest .t.b.S!_.Le.al ener~~ glliLJJ.&Ln.Q.L~et oc£!!USld.

The need for continued emphasis on energy conservation in
both new and retrofit construction , is not immediately obvious
and is certainly not asglamourous as the earlier preliminary
work. The past decade of international attention and
accomplishment have led some to perceive there is little else of
significance to be done.

The current situation in US based energy research related to
buildings can be likened to the situation in physics at the turn
of the 19th cc~tury. John Trowbridge, Chairman of the Physics
Departm<;lt: at the Massachusetts Insti"cute of Technology at that
t:'me was advising his students to .get out of physics because
"there is little else of use to study." He saw physics as
confirming, with increasi~g levels of accuracy, the dominate
theories in the field. £e did not see such confirmation as
del~ghtful work. Radical advances in Physics have proven his
advice, at best, poorly timed. The residual effects of continued
study in physics have led to all manner of new insight into the
nature of the universe.

Like the physicists qf the late 1800s and early 1900s, those
interested in energy conservation are not done. To begin, we need
a clearer understanding of the outside forces which help put
measurements in the context of all that is part of building. We
also need to be more accurate in assessing these forces.
Regarding commercial buildings and retrofit technology in
particular, the search for knowledge on the significant variables
in the field of all variables continues.
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1. What is the nature of the populations to be served by new
and retrofit buildings? How will changes in information
technology, communications, political econoniiesand the
nature of work itself influence the fundamental relationship
between people and the places they inhabit? With ever more
rapid changes will come greater and greater demands on the
ability of ,the building stock to accommod'ate.

2. How will the improved understanding 6f energy consumption
in buildings, and especially in retrofit buildings, further
enable the building stock to adjust to new demands placed on
it by new technology and a changing pattern of work?

3. How will the introduction of new communications
technology, integrated with low cost computer aided design
technology; influence the structure of the design
professions? The nature of the professions is changing
rapidly and such changes will clearly influence design
performance.

CONCLUSION

Energy in buildings, particularly in existing buildings, will
remain a significant topic of research. We need knowledge in the
design and planning prof~ssions to accomodate the projected
demand for energy in the world. It will remain a topic of concern
because of the central position of energy in the affairs of the
world -- energy is a metaphorical. conduit which links
interconnects all things. Finally, the tiopic of energy in
buildings will remain on the agenda of the research community
because it represents a specific and significant acknowledgement
that every act of building is a public act with broad public
consequences.
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NOTES

1. ftn initial analysis of the Owens-Corning FiberflaAs
Design Awa~ds Prog=am was performed by the author and a ~eam of
architect£ and engineers from the Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. in
Washington D.C. This analysis was presented to DOE in a report
entitled "Design and Performance Trends for Energy Efficient
Buildings" in March 1982. Key individuals other than the author
who participated in the analysis were from Booz-Allen & Hamilton
and included John Kurtz, Kimball Hart and David Hartman, project
manager. Eric Hjerberg, Mark Moskovitz, and Kirk Renaud assisted
in data gathering and analysis. Portions of this paper are puJ 1.ed

directly from this unpublished DOE report. The author was a
member of the OCF jury in 1981 and Nas chairman of the 1982 jury.

2. The DOE Passive and Hybrid Experimental Buildings Prog;-;uri
was part of a larger program designed to advance passive solar
design and illustrate its relevance to non-residential structur2~.

The author was the director of that program in Washington in
1980-82. During that time. Ted Kurkowski was the Senior Program
manager for the experimental buildings program assisted by R la~g~

support team including Harry Gordon and Bill Fisher from the Burt,
Hill. Kosar, Rittleman, Associates Washington Office, as well as
Kim Hart and William Whiddon, then vf Booz-Allen & Hamilton. Inc.

3. These projections were developed by the author and Davi
Hartman of Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. for presentation to the
Building Owners & Managers Association International Annual
Convention in Washington, D.C. on June 23, 1982.
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11.3 ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF FLOWS INVOLVED IN

THE ERECTION AND SERVICE OF BUILDINGS

x)
Gheorghe Polizu

The last decades have been characterized by the evolutlon of
design concepts. They are now focused on building service an'"
aesthetics, and in particular on the efficiency of a buildinrr':;
service, rather than stability resistance, and durability, ,IS

was previously the case.

In addition, the performance and service of each individual
building can be important. In this category, we can list construc
tion time, materials, and equipment, as well as some construction
solutions, which can cut down on maintenance and repair through
durability or create some special environment such as the "white
rooms" used in the electronics industry.

At present, bUilding performance has much in common allover
the world. The reason is because of a progressive process in high
ly inertial and, at the same time, traditional system.

SOCIETY:
l~inancial,tech
nical and l'late
rial. possibili
ties

Decision
Contro.J.. er

SOCILTY:
nequirerr.ents,
eXi)ectations,
icieals

Social
Social

terms of
social neeas

FleuRL 1.

x) Dr.Arch. Director - The central Institute for Research,
Design and Guidance in Building - ICCPDC,
8ucharest,Rornania .
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The way in which we build arises from the conception of sol-
ving the social necessities occurring at one time, and it is de
termined to a certain degree by the scientific, technical and ma~

terial possibilities of the period, as is presented in fig.l. The
decisive element acting on the system is INFORMATION, involved at
different levels, both in the assembly of resources and in the
quantification of the product, as far as performance is concerned.

The way in which we build; what materials~ elements, and
equipment we produce; what suitable technologies we use are all
based on different decisions involving known information and the
way in which one decision affects another. The synergistic effect
is not easily achieved because of the complexity and the interdis
ciplinary nature of construction activity. The distortions intrin
sic in the system and its information can lead to contradictory
decisions, counterprod~ctive to the general aim and objectives of
the construction.

The second main element, cOnl!ected with the information sys
tem, is the-GENERAL VISION, INTEGRITY OF INFORMATION. In the final
analysis, society is not interested in obtaining incomplete infor
mation about the efficiently of anyone o£ the. parts of the sys
tem, but in improving the building concept, performance, and its
service as a whole. :..'\i general evaluation and·survey cannot be use
ful unless the aim of the building is considered. This aim is re
lated to the specific features of ·geography, namely climate to
the fundamental objectives; to the stage of developmen~; to the
evolution of the physical basis; and to the requirements of the
project, for each of the building objectivesc All these must be
continuously 'and dialectically consistent with a basis for compa
rison, which is also changing and relates to the possibilities of
generally reaching the objectives.

The dynamic optimization of ~ll the factors involved in the
building activity implies considering that tl-.e aim of this activit-y
is solving the social requirements efficiently, that is,performing
the necessary building with a minimum social effort and achieving
its service for the needed period of years.

We cOnsider that this intervention is not useless, notwith
standing L~e fact that in many cases the social requirements and
the the aims of the bUilding activity are still confused with op
timizing the stage of construction and its particular details (ac
tivities of bUilder, manufacturer, amounts of materials). ~or ex
ample, cheap building is sometimes emphasized, taking into account
initial costs and initial consumption of resources, including en
ergy, without knowing the implications in time of this initial eco
nomy. This initial saving can be rapidly eroded, mainly from the
point of view of energy. In the same way, in other situations, the
manufacturers of some materials or building units emphasize the
economic consumption of resources, without considering the long-
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term repercussions, during the lifetime of the constrUction. Un
fortunately, in many cases, the final result is different from
the expected one. In this way, society loses, even if initially
the results, considered in a limited manner, are seen to be re
markable.

Some additional explanations are necessary as introductions
to this paper.

The first point is that any building has its own lifetim~~

which includes the service period, recycling and modernization, and
finishes with demolition and recycling in nature. Within all these
periods, the building involves consumption of resources, governed
by design, except in some specific cases 0 It must be errphasized that,
generally, we cannot assume an interdependence between the initial
building resources and those necessary during the lifetime of the
project. Reduced consumption of resources during the lifetime does
necessarily mean. increased resources for construction, but only a
judicious concern based on overall optimization.

The second point is that the design concept ... systemsand util
ized resources - cannot be the same irrespective of the construct
ion problem. An exhibition pavilion will be built differently from
a dwelling or a building used in the electronics industry.

The third point is that, as with other economic activities
that have mass requirements, permanent construction programs of a
mass-produced nature demand standardization and modular coordina
tion of the physical component elements, equipment, tools, and de
vices during some stage of the bUilding activity development.

Finally, the requirements of each project, the specific con~

ditions of the site, or the geographical location can and must in
fluence affect the design concept and the construction solution.

So in the case of large sites placed in the industriali.zed
countries, it is more than likely that industrialized constructive
solutions are used. These solutions use serial products of large
gauge, which justify the utilization of special equipment for trans
port and on sites. In the case of small sites in the same condi
tions, the industrialization is limited to the utiliz3tion of light
prefabs, of cast-in-place concrete industrializing processes, etc;
avoiding the constructive solutions which would require use of ex
pensive equipment.

So we cannot speak in principle about a series of modalities
with the same technological age which has to be in accordance with
the concrete construction programs permanently.

This implies that prior to the actual performing of a build
ing there should exist materials, elements and equipment production
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with which the respective building will be performed. In fact,this
is the case, and according to the evolution in the general tech
nological program the endowment specific to building industry in
creases.

In general, the consumption of resources and manpower in a
partieular situation is reduced as the level of technology incre
ases. But resources and manpower are' also necessary during the
lifetime of the building, which has to be considered from the be
ginning of erection to its final demise. In o~der to exemplify
this aspect, Table 1 pressents the necessary manpower for the erec-
tion, maintenance, and repairs of a dwelling, using different
building systems. But, related to this problem, it must be under
lined that as manpower is reduced, the system flexibility is also
reduced because of serial production limits.

The manpower consumption for the erection and service

of a :lwelling realized \vi th different structural systems

TABLE 1

===========================~~~~~~~gg~=============================
Structural
system

Consumption
in factories
of technolo
gical equip
ment

Ccnsumption for the dwel
ling erecti.on
Consumption Consump- TOTAL
in the ma- tion on
terials fac- the site
tory

Consumption
during the
servide of
the dwelling

========~=====================================~~====~=============

o 1 2 3 4 5

Masonry 2.8-4.2
bearing
walls
with mo-
nolith
floor
slabs

Monoli- 3.5-4.7
thical
reinforced
concrete
frames
with ma-
sonry in-
fill

Entirely 4.2-4.7
precast

10.2-14.3 81.5-89.0 100.0 25.0-35.0

12.4-15.7 68.8-72.8 84.7- 25.0-35.0
93.2

22.8-25.6 46.7-52.5 73.7- 15.0-18.0
82.8
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----~-------------- -~'_._,--'"'"

49.5

4 5

52. 4~' 18.0-30.0

58.5- 18.0-39.0
66 0 0

3

15.5-17.4 9.7-10.8 28.0
3104

24.5-27.5 15.2-17.1 44.1-

2.8-3.2

4.4-4.9

o 1
-,-'-~~~,~'------------

3.8-4.2Assembled
light
1:"leight
autoclaved
concrete
elements

Reinforced
concrete
box units

Plastic box
unj.ts on
steel scke
letQn

Open pre
fabrication
with- light
,,<Veigh+": par-
-ti tien walls
======================================~======~===================

Considering the flows used for building erection and service.
we must mention from the very beginning that f at present the ~pe

cialists, concerns have been limited only to erection.

At present, the service flolils and the 'tP/ay in which \ he erec
tion ,activity influences in time the building behaviour a e not
systematically taken into account.

Concerning the erectio'n £101',18 due to the conditions speci
fic to different countries, to the volumes of workings, to the dif
ferent programs and to the buildj.ng technologies specificatioYls,we
can find at present an infinity of realization flows. As we can
not approach al~ these ones we are to discuss only three of them p

more specifically.

The first is the SIMPLE FLOW characterized by the fact that
the building ,acquires shape on 8i te By special manual an'd' :!.:lndi=
craft placing of some products (materials and elements) vl:lich are
industrially manufactured, mainly in building material industry Q

or in-situ erected on site. SOp the erected building, in the course
of its operation period will ~o through different service cycles
during which it will be modified" adapted and modernized (especial
ly the industrial. buildings but, also other categories). Some Ma
terials and eguipments will be replaced by others. using the same
technolog'ical flow or others (see Fig.2)

EVOIJUA.TED SIMPLE FLOW1?r.6sented in Fiy.3 •
...

This flow is to a very large extent Sil,....ilar. to the simple
flovl'VJhich .Vlas completed with a new element generated by the de-
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velopment process: a specialized unit for work preindustrializa
tien resulting from the constructor's initiative with a view to
simplify site work. Within this unit--production base--reinforce
ments are cut and bent, casing panels and small precast units are
performed, etc. In the framework of this flow, site activity is
mainly manual, but the use on site of non-specialized equipmentor
plants may be considered as well.

At the other end of the flows evolution;one can mentionD\~

GRATED FLOWS WHICH ARE EXTENSIVELY used in developed countries to
day mainly in the case of important construction programs.A build
ing ilgrowsli progressively on site by mounting-special mechanical,
dry modulated subsystems (typified) produced outside the site, in
specialized industrial units; and inyolving specific materials and
technologies. The'site becomes therefore a mounting section and the
building period is considerably reduced as compared to the' period
required in case of the simple flow. The possibilities of mXlirying
on site' the industrial products are reduced and the system may be
characterized as scarcely flexible. The scheme of this flow is
presented in Fig. 4.
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We may conclude that the evolution from the simple to the
integrated flow is obvious. Unfortunately the latter is not pro
per to all cases, as a certain organizational structure and a spe
cific material base are required. Table 1 presents an illustration
-- .referring to hand labor. Annex I generally introduces the con
ditions to be observed in heavy industry, building material. indus
try and ,.by the general contractor when using one of the flows pre
viously'described.

As concerns the potential of the flows, Fig.5 presents the
structure of average energy consumption in dwelling and production
buildings if they are placed in warm, temperate, or cold zones.

Annex 2 presents certain details on the contribution of the
building units and parts to the overall energy consumption.

A few ideas are worth mentioning as compared to Fig.5 and
Annex 2.

Firstly the importance of the energy quantity required for
space heating in the cold season in case of buildings placed in
temperate and cold zones; may we further mention that the specifi
cation in Annex 2 referring to the energy transfer involves only
the perimeter areas separating the heated space from the outside
and first of all the glazed zones.

All this generates the necessity of developing the production
of such units and their proper use in perimeter closings; the ad
vantages to be obtained will be used in ensuring inside the com
fort and consequently the fuel requirement will>obe reduced thanks
to the building's thermal inertiae

-- A further remark which is valid for buildings placed in
cold a.nd warm zones fsthat the energy consumption specific to the
materials and hand labor required in maintenance p repair, and mod
ernization activities perfonned during the service of the building
or construction roughly e$timated for two generations (60 years) s

This consmuption is comparable to the one initially required
in the bUilding process and may be reduced by using durable mate
rials requiring fevJ remarks of finishings and anticorrosive pro
tection.

The third element to be discussed is the site energy con
sumption Wl'iiGh is mt'\inly formed of labor -- energy consumption -
important in the case of the simple flow and from the energy con
sumption of machines and equipments used on site -- in the case of
the integrated flows.

On the whole, the overall energy consumption (labor+equip~

ment) is cons~erably reduced in the case of the integrated flows
compared to simple ones, where equipment'needs are smaller.
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STRUCTURE or ENERGY REQUIREHENT IN BUILDING PERFORHING
AND SERVICE
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In order to have a cJ,earer view of the manual labor effect
on site, i.e. to analyse the opportunity and efficiency of ma
nual labor utilization that "is not an energy consumer", and in
order to estimate certain conclusions in connection with the de
veloping of layout systems that do not imply the use of mechanical
means for site operations, a study concerning "energy cost" of ma
nal labout was worked out. The synthetic result of this study is
presented in Fig.9.

At t~he basis of the study is the idea that society covers
the expenses for labor payment and for its daily revitalization,
meaning its food and the food of persons supported by the working
people (this being in fact the energy consumed for providing"phy
sical strength" of labor), as well as the energy required for ar
tificial lighting, for heating, for public and private transpor
tation, for clothing, etc. Thus, the energy consumption varies
from count:.ry to country f depending on the geographic area (deter
mining if heating is "'required or not), the number of family mem
bers, and the endowment degree (the eXist~nce of p~lic transpor-

. tation, electrical installations, etc).

It can be concluded that in order' to obtain a potential con
tribution of 0.10 - 0.16 H.P. (0.34 - 0.45 kgcc) representing the
amount of work given by the worker, the society consumes up to
1./06 kgcc/h (Canada) e 1.39 kgcc/h in Romania, and 1.51 kgcc/h
building materials becomes a luxury and a nonsense on a certain'
development step of the society, being justified only for the de
veloping countries and only as long as the necessary,industria1 .
substructure is missing. '

The study emphasizes once more' the care that should be given
to the approach of problems concerning labor and mechines arid
equipments for bui1ding,i.e.,"the tact that machines and equip
ments spur labor that, as society progresses technically and tech
nologically, must be turned to good account. In other words, labor
is not interesting for "the mechanic capacity" it represents but
for its capacity of moving and driving more and more specialized
machines and equipments that agree energetically with the real ne
ed of capacity required to handle materials, elements and subas
semblies on site. Thus the design and manufacturing of light buil
ding elements supplied in a. ready-to-be-used form, made so that
they might be quiok1y and securely mounted by dry methods, becomes
fruitful. "

• Another element that energetically affec~s building erection
flows and that, from the goes with the ways.of action analysed in
this chapter, is made the weight of the buildings and hauling dis
tances.

The fact that, at present" a buildings represents about It/m2

developed built area (Dba) and an industrial building comes close
to this value, must be given thought in a world with limited energy
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ENERGETIC EQUIVALENT OF hANDLABOUR
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resources. The problem rose and was solved in other industrial
branches: MINIATURIZATION!

In our opinion, what follows concerDing miniaturization, in
the building f~eld,mu5t be represented by the new generation of
light bUilding elements that are to be produced by the industry
i'n charge and that carl solve the problem of the whole building. It
must b~ mentioned that, at present, it is possible-for instance 
to erect industrial constructions in steel or prest2essed con
crete with the structures not higher than 70-80 kg/m for bays
of 12 x 18 ill a~d that exists element~ 60r wal~s ~nd ~hermally in-
sulated2roofs ata level of Ro = 2 m C/W welghlng less than
20 kg/m • Nevert~elessf even at these building~, the about 15-20Crn
thick concrete floor represents 375 - 480 kg/m?, counteracting in
a way the effort made to reduce the weight of the structure. Thus
the development of research programs is abviously needed, in order
to improve certain elements that can be mass produced as to meet
the _requirements imposed by a heavy floor with 1/4 of their weight.

Finally we wish our approach to plead for a reanalyis of all
mounting activities and for on-site placing of materials and el-'
ements, Thus, ~ if the most product :Lve method is the dry, mechanical
mounting of elements specially dE;signed for qUick mounting, this
becomes the most efficient method from the energy point of view.
Let us examine the other types of activities (monolithization mo
unting, mounting by welding j monolith casting in varions·techno
logies etcq). 'rhe st.age of monolith bUilding using blocks or el
ements (made of ceramics or other materials) with current sizes
is finally reached. It must also be added that the erection of
walls using ceramic ware blocks in order "co provide the therma}
protection required by the norms and regulations existing in all
the countries located in temperate or cold zones would result in
considerable thickness (50 em or more) and the erection of a 25
30 cm-tfJ.ick t..vall and its covering on the exterior side with ma-
teri s adequately protected against bad weather would further n0

ve masonry' away from the advantageous zone. Furthermore, such thick
ness will determine an increase of transportation volumes and can
sequently energy, as well as an increase of the structure,al1 these
affecting possibilities of efficient turning to good account,from
the energy point of view of labor on site.

It is necessary to notice the fact -that, in general,precas
ting on site must be. strictly limited to light or very· heavy el
ements, being not recommended for the usual ones as long as the
working methods and materials are the same, as in the case of
their monolith casting, while the on-site prefabrication. of micro
production elements or additional ones prove to be due -- to re=
qUired preparations disadvantageous~

In order to avoid such situations action must be taken... star··
ting with the very design, that must agree with all the interests!,
i.e. of the beneficiary as well as of the building material and
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element manufacturer without leaving aside the consumer, thus de
signing a building ready to provide high efficiency under service
conditions; to be functional, sensibly structured, easy to build
using mass production elements; and dimensioned according to the
technology it covers. The designed solutions must come from an 012
timizing action that aims at reducing the implications that the
erection and service of a building are likely to transmit outside
the system. Only by adopting this line of action and by understa
ding deeply all these problems shall we be able to face the judo

~ -ment of the future.

€ONCLUSIONS

Bearing in mind the partial and subjective character of this
communication, we consider that the problem of the overall energy
efficiencies of the flows involved in the erection and service of
buildings are important for all the factors linked to these pro
cesses, thus justifying the proposition of approaching these as
pects value as a measure for the technical level of the building
activity and the performance of the erected building.

The future substantial improvement of energy efficiency im
poses special tasks concerning research and design activities for
the equipment, element, and mateT1.al lnanufacturf'rs; for the buil
der (concerning working technologies on site, skilled workers for
mation); and also for the benefiCiaries of the bUildings, who must
have the" know-how of prOViding the adequate service conditions of
the bUilding~ according to the level of the designed parameters.

The main directions to be taken and the priorities in ap
proaching and solving the various problenls must be permanently
guided towards obtaining a positive synergetic effect, based on a
unitary and critical conception and the obvious criteria of dynam
ic optimization. -

Therefore, we must act in such a way that the necessary pr~

mises are created for the general improvement of the efficiency
concerning design, erection and service of buildings.
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AN ENERGY CONSERVATION APROACH11.4
TO ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS AND ASPECTS

Nicolae Leonachescu x)

The architectural design of a building is usually done on
the basis of functional considerations as well as aesthetic and
urban integration crit&ria. The changes of the volumes and the haf'
mony of the facades are achieved by means of materials 'and loca~

ion while the aestetic limits are imposed by economics location
while the aesthe'~ic limits are imposed by economics.

In the rn ddle of the energy crisis, architectural solutions
must be conser::itive from the energy point of view.

The architcu~~ral design of a building must be seen as serv
ing primarily a new criterion or a compulsory parameter, that is;
energy conservation.

Conservative solutions, from the energy point of view, are
those that imply a reduction to the utmost of the dissipated ther
mal flow on the outside ("heat losses") during the cold season ol
the year, keeping, at the same time, a comfortable temperature
inside the building with minimum service expenses.

The building must be regarded as an energy system and the
"ideal" one ts that: where the energy consumption for heating is
practically null. It seems that such an objective is still far
from being achieved but the erection of buildings having minimum
energy consumption is possible and solutions appear firstly in the
architectural design.

The building, viewed as an energy system, interacts with the
surrounding environment,px0viding the energy and substance flow.
Any substance flow (air. water vapors) that passes through a.build
ing implies ipso fact~ a convective transfer of energy. -

1. ENeRGY IurgRACTIONS WITH THE EXTERIOR AIR

1.1. The prism as an architectural solution for the shape of
the bUilding is widely used,though, the prism with horizontal rec
tangular or square section is not conservative from the energetic

x) Prof. Jr.Eng. - The Civil Engineering Institute, Bucharest,
Romania
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point of view. Considering t~e dominant wind direction,oonvention
coefficients have different values a function of the shape as the
thermal and dynamic limit stratum is subject to wind whirls ra
ised round the building. Heat transfers by convection increase as
follows: function of dominant wind direction:

1. Horizontal circular bection bUildingsr
2. Square section buildings subject to normal direction \dnd

on a side:
3. As in 2 above but subject to corner direction wind;
4. Hexagonal section buildings subject to corner direction

wind;
5. As in 4 above but subject to normal direction wind on a

side;
6. Elliptical section buildings with velocity vector of oom

inant wind parallel to the long Bxis of the ellipse;
7. As in 6 above, but parallel to the short one;
8. Rectangular section bu~ldings subject to normal direction

wind on the long axis of the rectangle.

This growth order of convection coefficients resulted from
water tests run on prisms of the above mentioned type section~

The rate between these convection coefficients at the first and
last shape (rectangle/circle) is 2740 : 967 = 3.867. This order
is obviously kept for air too.

~hus, regarding energy, priority is given to bUildings with
cylindrical section in plane, then to those with square section~

and finally to the less recommended rectangular ones. The above
mentioned rate -- 3.867 -- is not to be neglected. These conclusi
ons do not consider the economic aspect of the erection technolo:
gies for cylindrical buildings, which may be more expensive than
the prismatic ones o

The shape of the building also influences the air flow pene
trating through it. If the overall pressure difference acting on
the opposite sides of a building subjected to dominant windaL~ion

in Winter, is increased the air flow to which the building is pef
meable is also increased. In such a.case, the connected thermal
flux is increased too. The:!:"efore the shape of the building is im
portant from this point of view too. The above mentioned order
may be regarded as an orientative suggestion even for the way in
which is increased the air flow penetrating through a building be
it cylindrical or prismatical. The prismatic shape is at a loss in
terms of energy even from this point of view.

] .2. LOCATION IN URBAN CONTEXT

The general,urbanistic conception can be vievled either as
an advantage or not in the line of energy conservation. Thus p caE
ridor arrangement of buildings increases "heat lossesll~ In order
to reduce the thermal flow dissipated in the surrounding enviroD
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menti intermediate curtains 6f trees were adapted, the land was us
ed energetically (protecting relief forms1, the buildings werw pIa
~ed in alveoli, the residential buildings were alternating with s~
cia1 and cultural ones, etc. -

1 • 3. THE INNER STRUCTURE OF THE. BUILDING.

The rooms meant for living require stricter conditions of thBf
mal comfort: as cc:mpared to the cam:ron corridors or annexes. Thus, placing as
many theTInal resistanres as possible within the way of the the:r:rtlal flow dissipa
ted on th'9 outside, the flow is diminished, conserving at the same
time the internal energy.

Therefore, the corridors must follow the contour of the re
sidential buildings. The existence of the interior stairs is an en
ergy luxury.

The bedrooms must be placed in the weight center of the sec
tion, whe!re energy is conserved. In the end, it is obvious that the
solution is to be given function of other parameters such as natu
ral light, thermal flow, etc.

1.4. FACADE DETAILS

1.4.1. Cantilever balconies present disadvantages as compa
red to loggias. The reinforced .concrete plate of a cantilever bal
cony intensifies heat transfer through the contact surface of the
plate wi-th the facade. The dissipated thermal flow is increased by
10 - 20% due to base effect with lateral cooling (identical to fins
of air cooled engines). When the length of the cantilever is above
1 m it has no significant thermal effect. The increase in absolute
value of thermal flow is although unessentialc At a reinforced con
crete cantilever plate with a 1000 x 100 mID section the flow may
increase in specific conditions from 10.08 to 12.015 W.

Balcony-closing during winter has a much more conservative ef
feet from the energetic point of View.

The heat transfer overall coefficient is 2.034 WI (m2 .k) for an
exterior wall in red brick. If the balcony is closed ~ith a 2 mm
window, the same coefficien+- is reduced to 1,343 W/(m .k), meaning
a 34% reduction of outside dissipated thermal flow (1.343 : 2.034=
0.66) on the whole closed surface, not to mention the reduction of
the air flow penetrating the structure.

Even temporary closing with cloth curtains conserve energy
during 1(linter.

1.4.2. Intensive glass coveri r of facades increases "heat
loss" proportionally to the surface. t~mporary window use is obvi

.ously compulsory, as each layer of air no more than 1 em thick is
a perfect thermal insulc,tor. Thus, () Lc13S coverings .. alth8ugh they



meet aesthetic requirements, must be reduced to limits imposed by
natural lighting of interiors.

1.4.3. Exterior windows with steel joinery are disadvanta
geous in terms of energy because heat transfer through metal is
intensified on the basis of a thermal bridge effect. Besides, air
permeability of s~eel joinery windows is greater than that of a
wooden one. .

Energy priority of double or triple glass windows is out of
question. Advantageous in terms of energy are blinds, shutters,and
curtains that decrease transfer through radiation of energetic
flow. In winter, a transparent plastic sheet placed between two
glass layers decreases dissipated thermal flow.

Often, window joints to masonry are deficient and air per
meability on the frame contour of the respective window increases.
This results in the increase of "heat losses ll through that parti
cular zone and in condensation on the interior side of the wall
around the window, being in a literary way accepted as f1 a crown of
carelessness". Space-sealing between masonry and exterior window
or door case is, in terms of energy, advantageous. Thus, exterior
masonry thickening around windows becomes an energetic ~t,
being at the same time the solution to deficient joining.

1.4.4. Materials used for exterior structures must have high
thermal insulating properties. Material choice is to be made ac
cording to minimum value of thermal conduction coefficients as well
as permeability even to vapours.

2. ENERBY INTERACTIONS WITH RAINFALL WATER

2.1. Wet materials present higher thermal conduction coef
ficients than dry ones. Wet brick has, for instance A= 1,05 W I'
(m.k.) while in dry condition itsA= 0.35 W/(m.k.) this is, three
times smaller.

Dry cork has' P-= 0.07 W/(m.k.); for wet cork,A= 0.14W/(m.k.)
2nd for frozen cork /\ = 0.35 WI (m.k.). These values clearly show
the necessity of protecting building materials against water ac
tion because their thermal insulating properties diminish with ~
increase of their humidity.

2.2. A cornice roof is advantageous in terms of energy com
pared to a terrace, because" it keeps the water away from the build
ing.

2.3. Continuous sidewalks (in concrete slab), as wide as P02
sible, surrounding the bUilding help to the removal of rainfall
water from the building in the vicinity of the foundation, where
heat transfer is intensified.
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2.4. Masonry arches above windows have a doubl,~ energy
function: diminish air vapor permeability of exterior walls down
the window cind the exterior wall thus the wooden joinery is better
protected and has a loriger lif~. .

2.5. The blinds also protect wooden joinery from rainfall
water, reducing atth~ same time ,radiation phenomena.

2.6. Downpipes and deficient water installations have a ne
gative energetic role. They must be kept in good functioning con
dition all the time.

3. ENERGY INTERACTIONS WITH-THE SOIL

The "study of· the energy interactions between a bUilding and
the soil was largely presented in a previous paper (1). The main
conclusions of the study follow:

3.1. Burying depth of a structure determines its "heat los
ses". The deeper it is buried the smaller are "heat losses", be
cause the dry soil layer acts as thermal insulation. At certain
depths, structures no longer need internal heating sources.

3.2, Underground water increases thermal flow dissipated
from the building to it and to the exterior air. The deeper the
underground water, the more thermal flow decreases. The most disad
vantageous situation from the energetic point of view is the one 
in which underground water comes in contact.with the building (par
tially or totally buried). In such cases building materials are 
subject to degradation in time and aboveground structures are also
affected by the capillarity phenomenon that finally generates darrp
ness and disadvantageous energeticeffebts.

3.3. Thermal ins.ulation of building elements that come in
contact with soil must have an uneven thickness.

A solid thermal insulation of floors and vertical walls that
come in contact with the soil must be done in the thermal turbulen. -
ce zone where temperature gradient is maximum.

3~4. Drains executed in the soil, on the perimeter of the
building zone, have aposi tive role when it comes to conserVing the
energy of the respective building. They keep rainfall water away
from the building and as a function of their depth, they can lower
the upper level of the under round water '.

Soil dryness around and under this water has a conservative
energetic effect, thus requiring that such measures should be tak
en.

3.~. Local or neighboring (slope, drains, trenches collaps-
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ing) transfer heat intensity fr9m the bUilding to the environment.
Thus differentiated thermal insulation is required around these
parts.

These conclusions are·valid even when the direction of the
thermal flow is reversed, as in the case of refrigerating chambers.

Technical and architectural implications of the energetic
interaction between abuilding and the visible or invisible solar

. radiation are the.object of an ever-increasing number of specia
lists. Energetic conservative solutions lead to a socalled "solar
architecture" and to layers capable to absorb incident radiation
all ov~r the year.

Leaving aside the type of energetic interaction, it is high
time that architectural solutions recognize the paramount impor
ta~ce requirement of energy conservation.

In this respect, traditional solutions prove to be sources
of inspiration not to be ignored.
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IL I) NOISE ABSORPTION AND THERMAL INSULATION

.. ~)c... Pe9t~9anu

xx)L. Popescu

)

The materials used at present for the sound absorbing insule
tion, to control the noise in Bucharest subway stations of ventil~

tion are: mineral wool as plates in the perforate sheet zincate steel
boxes or blockwork of the sound absorbing autoclaved cellular con
crete (GBN 35) with core in waste of mineral wool.

The sound - absorption coefficients, ,.for the mineral
wool and for the autoclaved cellular concrete blocks {GBN 35)prove
these mat,erials are much less efficient in the domain of the low
frecquencies. Besides, the consum of included conventiona~ energy
(in kiloc:rram conventional fuel upon square metres, kgcf/rn ), in the
case of mineral wool orI and the amount of manual labor in the case
of blockvlOrk decrease considerably the technical - economical' ef
ficiency of these materials.

In order to decrease the consumption of the conventional in
cluded energy we propose the utilization of the prefabricated plates
in "porous , foamed ceramics of clay containing carbon residues, di
mensions 300 x 600 x 80 rom and aproximately 10 kg/piece weight.The
plates are fastened by means of cer.aroic accessories, profiles: with
double T section, on the noise's room wall orland ceiling.

The ceramic plates may be used, also as a floating slabs in
the structure of the floor acoustic insulation.

By using the porous foamed,cer~mic prefabricated plates;espe
cially vlhen they are manufactured of clay containing carbon residu
as it is possible 25% - 85% reduction of the conventional included
energy. The cost of those new insulations is 40% ... 50% less then
that of the previous solutions.

The porous foamed ceramic plates may be also used without re
striction as thermal insulatioIl:. material in the roof plate struc=
tures or in the prefabricated panels for the external walls.

Noise absorbing treatments directly applied.at the source of
the noise are one of the most efficient solution'for the insulation

x) University Professor, Dr.Eng.

xx) University Lecturer, Dr.Eng.
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of the noisy rooms. In most cases, the utilization is made of sorre
energy-intensive materials (for instance: mineral wool) or of sare
technology fore execution with a high degree of manual labor at the
building-sites and a small productivity (for instance: the auto
claved cellular concret~ bricklaying having included a core of mi
neral wool) followed in this case by a reduced economical effici
ency. The noise absorbing'materials utilized at present for~
noisy rooms (for instance: Bucharest subway stations of ventilation)
are the plates of mineral wool set in perforated steel boxes,or the
noise absorbing autoclaved cellular concrete blocks ( dimensions
200 x 300 x 600 rom) with a core of mineral wool.

The mineral wool is considered one 'of the most efficient ma
terial 'from the noise absorption point of view: the· coefficientof
noise reduction, for the 5 ern or 10 cm thick plates, will be 0.65
or 0.75, calculated as an arithmetical mean of the values of the
sound-absorption coefficients , variable with the frequency (Fig.
1). These high coefficients are due to the great porosity, about 0 .. 8 0

From the examination of the variation of the sound-absorption coe£
ficients it may be noticed that the efficiency of the 5 cm thid~

mineral wool plates is very sensible at low-frequency noises. In
order to obtain for comparable values with the aritmetical mean Q

for the domain between 125 and 1000 Hz., it is necessary to increase
the thickness of the plates from 5 cm to 10 em, an increase followed
by direct consequences for the economic index, especially for the
specific consumption of conventional included energy. From that
point of view themine5al wool is one of the energy-int~n~ive rna
terial with 142 kgcf/m consumption, that is 7,1 kgcf/m for 5 em
thickness of the plates, without the consumption of energy fortr~

perforated steel boxes which ensure their application on the sur
face of walls and the ceillings of the noisy rooms.

The noise absorbing blocks of autoclaved cellular concrete
(GBN 35) with a core of mineral wool plates are characterized by
the value 0,62 of the coefficient of noise reduction. That is a
net value to the value of the 5 em thick mineral wool plates. But
the bloocks 2include an important amount of energy, approxi,ately
16,9 kgcf/m , resulted from the included e~ergy, 74 kgcf/m in the
GBN 35 blocks, and respectively 2,1 kgcf/m in the 1,5 cm thick mi
neral wool layer. The treatment realized by means of the noise ~b:
sorbing autoclaved cellular concrete blocks have a sensible redwed
efficiency for the absorption of the noises with a high frequency
( 1000 Hz), or for the entire scale of frequencies in case of
a high relative humidity of the air in the rooms (due to this system
having closed pores) •

We have to take into account the previous technico-economical
considerations as well as the specific conditions of utilization in
noisy industrial rooms (humidity and relative high speeds of theair
currents, etc.), which limit or reduce the domain of a reasonable
utilization of the noise-absorbing mineral wool treatment or of the
blocks; these solutions maybe replaced with sornenew ones, more
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efficient from the point of view of
needed energy consumption and man
power during construction, as well
as with a greater longevity, having
the same noise absorption efficiency •
The porous materials used to absorb
the noise are constituted of a rigid
skeleton with pores to create narrow
canals of different forms with the ob
ject allowing of the passage of air. The
acoustical incident waves, upon a
such porous material, determine oacil
lations of the air contained in the
pores; due to the air viscosity,these
oscillations are accompanied by frict
ion and kinetic-energy of the air, 
which oscillates and is partially
transformed into thermal energy. The
transformation of energy also take~

place due to.the reversible process
linked to the thermal conductivity of
the air and of the skeleton. At the
same time, when the skeleton itself
begins to oscilate, supplementary
thermal energy is released due to the
inner friction in the material. The
studied materials, in view of xeplacing
the present solutions used in noise
absorbing treatments for the noisy in
dustrial rooms; are obtained by the _.

Fig.1 reevaluation of some industrial waste
material:: waste of sponge glass bounded with phenolitic rigid foam,

waste rubJLer bound with latex, foamed ceramic obtained from'clay
having carbort residues .(coal-sterile) respectivaly the foamed con
crete. Out of these materials the foamed ceramics may be singled
out for its advantageous characteristics in acustical absorption,
thermal insulation, and a small included energy consumption(Table
1, Fig. 1)0
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The sound-absorption coefficients u{~ have been determined
upon cylindrical test tubes with 28 rom or 97 rom in diameter a~d 50
or 100 rom height, using the Rundt's tube method. From Figure 1 it
may be noticed that the foamed ceramics are characterized by an
approximate constant value of the oci</coefficient, equal to . 0,48
for the noises with greater than 250 Hz frequencies and the coef
ficient of noise reductipn ( X = 0,4) is next to this value.

In the domain of low-frequencies (f ~ 125 Hz) ."">\~= 0,3, a
value near that of the 'mineral wool plates ('"0c = 0,5). The favora
ble characteristics for the noise absorption of the ceramic material
are dues to its wellstruc'ture with open pores, which ensure beth
the di.sapperance of the acoustical energy and the rapid elimination
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Insulating Densi~y Thermal Coefficient Conventional
material kg/m conduct6vity of noise included

kcal/mh C reduction energy

~o
kgcf/m2

Mineral wool
5 em thickness 100 0,04 0,65 . 7,1

~1ineral wool
10 em thickness 100 0,04 0,t5 14,2

Noise absorbing
autoelaved eel-

~ lular concrete
800 0,200 0,62 16,9blokes

Foamed ceramics
in ordinary
clay 800 0,20 0,40 5,3

Foamed ceramics
in elay contai-
ning carbon re-
sidues 800 0,20 0,40 2,7

of the excessive hU1mdity which may penetrate it.

With regard to the included energy consumption, the foamed
ceramics is an advantageous solution, even if for its manufactu
ring the ordinary clay is used; the efficiency is sensibly increa
sing when the carbon residues are used as raw material, because ;
in this case, important savings may be obtained during the com
bustion. The advantages, for the utilization of the porous cera
mics ar noise-absorbing material in form of prefabricated plates
(Figure 2), come from the simplification of the operations,the re
duction of the manual labor,and the elimination of the humidoper=
ations on the building~sites. The protection of the ceramic noise
absorbing plates exposed to strong currents of air in the stationS
of ventilation or high humidity may be realized ~ith a simple film
which does not affect the porosity of the material. The protection
must stay open, being endowed with deep canals, preferably com
municating amans -::.1101:\. The capacity of noiseabsorption is greatest
when the dimensions of the pores are great enough so that the
acoustical reflected energy becomes as small as possible, respec
tively the ~anoe of the material has to be nearer to the re
sistance of the air and, at the same time, the dimensions of the
pores must be small enough so that to ensure the vanishing of
energy through frictiops.

For a certain frequency of the noise, at a normal incidence
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Fig.2
the expression of the sound-absorption coefficient depends on the
section and the number of pores per unit surface, so that:

4Ml--------------
2Mi + 2l~ + 1

where
Ml'= Min

M2'= the
- ~~ hJi a:= t e

n := the

2a ;

coefficient of proportionality;

surface of a section in a pore;

number of pores per unit surface.

From the relation (1) it may be concluded that. t.he ~c
values ,are passing through a maximum equal to 0,83 for

M =~~ • The maximum value of ~~in the name for all the po
rOus rn~eerials. The corresponding frequency for the maximum re
sults from the relation:

f = k
1 " 1

2( _ 2)2
n .I, a

(2)

in which k is a factor of proportionality;
~is a structural factor, undimensiona1, which considers

the influence of the geometrical structure of the pores, with the
values included between 1 ••• 5;

j the density of the material.

In order to obtain an acoustical absorption as near as possi-
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ble to the maximum for the low-frequency, according ~o (22 ~ value
is necessary to be -as great as that of the product n (r a ) •

Consequently, we need the increase in the number of pores
per unit surface, under conditions of maintaining the diameter of
the pores small enough for easy and fast thermal transfer of the
contact of air with the walls of the canals. It may be seen that
for a material with certain ch~racteristics, the sound-absorption
coefficient increases with the frequency; generally, its values
being small at the low frequencies and relatively large as the
sound-absorption coefficient is obtained with a greater thick-
ness of the noise absorbing material. For the usual thicknesses,
at high-frequencies, the sound-absorption coefficient is sensible
independent on the thickness of the porous layer. In order to ob
tain high noise absorptions for all the frequencies, it is neces
sary to use a sufficiently great thickness and thepromotion of in
clined resistances. The application of a thin film, aimed at the
protection of the material, may be favorable for noise, absorption
and obtaining an assembly of resistances in series. This solution
must be attentively examined and the implementation has to be ba
sed upon .previous acoustical measurements, because it may lead to
an unfavorable modification of the treatment. The acoustical ab
sorption calculation obtained by the utilization of the foamed ce
ramics plates in the noisy industrial rooms -imposes the determina
tion of the diffused coefficient of the noise reduction, with the
aid of 2the measurements carried on in the reverberation-room, using
a 10 m absorbing surface or, simplor, with the help of kundt's tu
be method, taking into account the relation between the specific
impedance of the noise-absorbing element and the coefficient of
noise reduction and a normal incidence.

The acoustical absorption of a material is influenced by
its setting against the wall;; the acoustical absorption of the
porous layer directly laid on the reflecting surface of a wall be
comes smaller at the low-frequencies. If between the porous sheet
and the reflecting surface of the wall a layer of air is maintained,
the acoustical absorption of the ensemble changes in a favorable
manner for the low-frequencies (see Figure 2). In case of a normal
incidence of the acoustical waves on a reflecting rigid surface,
the incident waves, together with those reflected, from a system
of stationary waves to which the next peak of the speed is located
at the reflecting surface. The maximum absorption is obtained when
this peak is inscribed in the thickness of the porous layer

")

L = ~ c (3)T - 4£i

where c is

f. 
:1

the speed of the sound in the air;

the frequency for which we have to set a maximum
sorption.

ab-

In this way a rational noise-absorbing solution must be co~

posed from a treatment with an air-layer at the back. Such a so-
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lution is applicable only in the condition of the utilization of a
porous material heavy enough to neglect the impact of its oscilla
tions upon the ensemble. The foamed ceramic plates, as well as
those of foamed-concrete, meet this condition~

Th~ absorption characteristic of the sound-absorbing treat
ment of ceramic plates may be improved if these have longitudinal
printed striations upon the surfaces of plates. Presented in Fig
ures 3 and 4 2are experimental application, upon a small surface
(about 10 m ), in order to watch the behavior "in situ", of the
noise-absorbing treatment realized in plates of foamed ceramics,
respectively foamed concrete, at one of the Bucharest subway sta
tion of ventilation •

•

Fig.3 Fig.4
In these figures may be also noticed the· noise-absorbing briqs

laying used at present for the insulation of these rooms, a brick
laying realized of blocks with a core mineral wool. The implemente
tion of thl:; tre.atment with an air-layer at the back, besides pre
viousJy indicated advantages, removes the risk of humidity in the
porous rriat'2rial due to the infiltration of water from the earth
through th'8 walls of the underground located rooms.
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11.6 THE SHARE OF LIGHTING IN BUILDING

ENERGY SYSTEMS

Cornel Bianchi x)

Gabriel Chirita xx)

1. LIGHTING - A COMPONENT OF BUILDINGS ENERGY SYSTEM

Electric lighting represents one of the energy consumers f a
component of a building's functional equipment, which ensures a
physical and intellectual production normal activity in industrial
and non-industrial precincts.

Generally, the shape of the building construction materials
influence directly energy consumption in building by their insu
lated characteristics and the size of the windows.

An external wall prOVided with a large number of window-pa
nes is apparently an ideal solution from the point of view of day
light contribution and energy savings in illumination, but utterly
inadequate from the point of view of lighting quality and heating.

Thus v on the one hand, taking into account the light micro
climate, too large a number of windows panes will cause very high
illuminance levels in proximity to the windows during daytime, d~

creasing considerably as we advance to the other end of the room,
and bringing about intolerable luminance contrasts that ought to
be balanced by artificial (electric) lighting of the dark side of-the
room (of a high level and implying therefore considerable energy
consumption), obviously an uneconomical and unacceptable solution
in the present energy conjuncture.

Also, the luminance contrasts generated by the unequal dis
tribution of solar light incident at the window-pane are improper
for normal human productive oactivity.

On the other hand, from the thermal point of view, too large
a window-pane surface will result in considerable heat 10ss8s du
ring winter, hence excessive. energy consumption, and during sum
mer too much heat coming from outdoors, which causes disconfort
ought to be balanced by additional energy consumption required in
~onditional air preparation.

x) Dr.eng. The Civil Engineering Institute, Bucharest-Romania

xx) Eng. The Civil Engineering Institute, Bucharest-Romania
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The previous studies /1/ have demonstrated that from the
technical and economical point of view the adequate solution is
the following one: up to 20% of the whole external wall surface
is represented by window-panes, a satisfactory visual contact with
the natural environment being thus ensured.

Vertical position of .the window-panes is reco~mendedi

worker's sight angle to the exterior being thus favorable
from the psychological and from the daylight points of view
natural light source --the sun-- has an apparently vertical
ment being in sight for a quite long time).

the
both
(the
mov~

Life, physical or intellectual work, amusement or relaxat
ion can't be separated from a light-comfortable microclimate;its
general view can be seen in Figure 1, in which quantitative and
qualitative conditions components required by visual comfort are
schematically represented.

One of the important components, for both the comfort and
the energy consumption in the illuminance level obtained at the
working table from the light sources of the illuminating system.

The essment of illuminance level has been extensively dealt
with in the researches of developed countries (U.S.A., Netherlandt

West Germany, Great Britain, The Soviet Union, France)~

It can be specified that there are three determining
teria in ass~ssing illuminance levels (visual target r visual
formance, and visual satisfaction), and in accordance with
the research has assessed:

-- A minimal level corresponding to acceptable visual
ception of human traits, and coinciding with an 150-200 1 x
h = 1,5 m horizontal lighting;

cri'~

per-
them

per
to

-- An optimal level corresponding to the effective visual
target and which for instance, in intellectual work rooms may re
ach 1.000 - 1,500 Ix.

However, in no nation has standard optimal levels been as~

similated, service levels the optimal value, det€rmined by econo=
mic reasons and using in most cases the additional local lighting J

were adopted.

We must point out that on the other hand work productiVity
depends directly on the illuminance level value, and visual fati
gue, wastes number, and work accidents increase when illuminance
level decreases.

In analyzing these aspects the present paper has approach
ed the problem of the existence or non-existence of acceptsble
SOlutions for economical illumination system, in qualitatively and
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quantitatively acceptable conditions, meant to ensure normal hu
man activity.

Theoretical and experimental studies of illuminating time
from Electrotechnic Chair of Facu1ty of Installation aim at find
ing methods of reducing the electro-energetical consumption, ha
ving permanently in wind the overall energy system of the consu
mer building, the interrelationships between functional, produc
tive and constructive behaviour. .

Thus, three research methods have been performed:

_.- Implementation of light pressure sodium lamps of
efficiency in building illuminating;

high

Implementation of integrated natural and effEctive light-
. ing;

-- Implementation of reduced lighting systems in dwellings.

2.. RESEARCH ON THE IMPLEMENTATION 0 F HIGH PRESSURE

SODIUM LAMPS (HPS) IN BUILDINGS PRECINTS

Introduction of high efficiency lamps as illuminating sys~

in our case HPS source, represents even at first sight an allur
ing solution by the spectacul·ar economical effects that can be
achieved.

It is worth mentioning the simple way of implementation in
the case of existing installations provided with high pressure
mercury lamps (HPM). RPM may be directly replaced by HPS without
modifying the existing installation.

The aim of the research was to answer with clarity and a
certainty question that generated many contradictory opinions:May
HPS be used in interior lighting of certain industrial areas? If
the answer is "yes ", what is the domain of use and what are the
limitations ?

The experiment took place in the Visual Research Laboratory
of the Faculty of Installations (Fig,2) provided with a multiva
lent lighting system with many light sources different in their
nature (HPS, HPM, tubular fluorescent lamps, incandescent filament
lamps) shielded by a luminous ceiling of the grill type. Each sy§
tern is driven separately by hand control from the control board
which 'may be seen in the Figure 2, and the adjustment 6f the il
luninance level per source type is performed by a tension manual
controller. The large window pane surface on the outside wall (see
Fig.3) allowed of the extension of the study to include electric
lighting systems combined with daylighting.
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A laboratory experiment program was aimed at the study of the
interrelationship of man-color light source according to the func
tional diagram in Figure 4. Thus starting from the comparisons bet
ween lighting sources different in color (HPD, HPM, tubular fluo =
rescent), visual tests on subjects (80 persons) for short and nor
mal terms of time were performed in quantitatively and qualitati
vely normalized conditions with permanent control of the illuminan
ce level. -

Th~ tests and their final interpretation revealed the pos
sibility of using HPS lamps in interior lighting, the luminous
microclimate obtained being worm, "sunny" and, stimulating for work
as well as acceptable from the point of view of the combined nated
use of daylight and electric lighting. However, the system cannot
be used rendering of dim colors is required.

The economic consequence of HPS lamp implementation is the
significant saving obtained by the bUildings energy system: 40-60%
as compared to RPM lamps and 20-40% as compared to tubular fluore§
cent lamps.

3. RESEARCH ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATED

SYSTEMS OF DAYLIGHTING AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING

The problem of daylighting and electric lighting integration
in dwellings is generaly more acute during the transition period
(in the morning and in the evening) when the daylight dwindles as
well as all day long when in large interiors additional elect:ric highting is
requf:ed due to the qUick dimming of daylight away from windows.

The study of integrated systems comprises two main direc
tions:

--Qualitative, concerning the effects of the. directionality
of the lighting, luminance distribution in the visual field, and
the aspect of rendering and a&justing the environmental colors;

-- Quantitative, concerning the constant maintenance in time
and in space of the overal medium illuminance (daylight + electric
lighting) •

We will discuss further, this latter direction, which indues
energetic aspect of the interaction between daylight and electric
light.

According to our own laboratory researches (6,7) and confor
ming to specialized literature on the subject (8) important elec
tric power savings are generally obtained by the constant mainte
nance of total lighting (Fig.5) during the above mentioned inter
vals by gradually sWitching or dimming the electric lighting in
concordance with daylight variations..
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The theoretical grounding of the paper (6) led to the clas
sification of automatic adjusting methods of luminous flux from
two points: of view:

According to the zoning degree of working surfaces (the non
zoned surface, having one single zone z = 1, and surface with 2
zones, having z < 1);

-- A<;lcording to the power variation degree during the tran
sition intervals (jump variation - s and progressive - p).

The :following flux-adjusting methods are obtained out of
the combination of the two criteria already mentioned: (s, I)
(s, z), (p, 1), (p, z).

For the non-zoned areas (s, 1), where the total lighting is
achieved by simultaneous SWitching, two automatic adjusting me
thodswhich may produce certain saving come on:

-- the zoning and the starting of the lighting at nominal
tension on successive zones (s,z) is advisable for percincts
where the daylight is distributed according to a steep curve;

-- i:he simultaneous switching of the lighting system start
ing from a minimal tension and progressively increasing it to
from a minimal tension and progressivel~ increasing it to the no
minal value (p, 1) is advisable for percincts where the daylight
is distributed according to a plate curve.

Amlathod very similar to the automatic adjusting method (s,
z) already described may effect certain savings by turning to
progressive automatic switching (s,z)on large areas where the
manual s'witching is used for different parts of the system (p, 1) •
The decision in this case should be taken after savings calculus.

The researches performed show that the automatic flux ad
justment, in integrated light systems is an efficient method for
electric power savings if it implemented in large sized precinct~

(ind~strial halls) where the electric power is vised above 15W/m.
Hence it f~llows that the industrial hall minimum surface should
be 1,000 In •

According to these conditions for 1 'kw installed power an
annual energy saving of about 160 kW/kW, an can be obtained.

4. RESEARCH ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REDUCED

LIGHT!NG SYSTEMS FOR DWELLINGS

Even jf electric energy in dwellings represents only 7 - 8%
of the 'total energy used, out of which one-half is devoted to
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lighting and the other half to appliances, its reduction is of im
portance, since its use is irregular in time, and results in a 
heavy load during the evening hours, especially in autumn and
winter.

Based on long-term experiments in 2 - 4 room flats, reduced
lighting systems are acceptable for domestic activities in dwel
lings, as well as economical.

Residential lighting systems tested were:

-- The reduced lighting system for circulation, aiming to
permit the circulation in annexes without using the normal light
ing system at a low illuminance level (2-3 Ix) with a visual sight~"

ing;

-- Reduced general lighting systems for living rooms aiming
to achieve a low ambiance light (under 10 Ix) that allow a crosy
and functional ambiance. .

The working areas in rooms (desks, tables) will receive ad
ditional auxilliary lights using pleasent and functional lumina:
ires.

The experiments performed during 3 years on a flat equipphea
with the above mentioned systems, with measurements made before
and after the use of these systems showed an yearly energy saving
for lighting of 40%. Figure 6 represents a load of overall con
sumption (lighting and home ustensiles}for the tested flat ( con
tinuous before the use, discontinuous line after).

The tests of convenience on 30 persons studied the already
mentioned aspects of visual satisfaction and fatigue, obtaining
over 70% good results, and reinforced the possibility of genera
lization of reduced lighting as a sure and efficient method of
energy saving in residential lighting.

Thus, it seems obvious that the necessity of.systematic
handling of building energy consumption and its functional aspect
is essential for normal life and activity process.

The energy savings in lighting must be considered only under
the mentioned systematic overall for minimal conveniences within
the quantitative and qualitative parameters of interior microcli
mate lighting.
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II.7 ENERGY SAVING BY THER~L PROTECTION OF THE

EXTERIOR EI~MENTS OF BUILDINGS

Constantin BogosX

buil
are

Buildings are~subject to the action of climat~c factors in
the area in which they are located. One of these factors is tem
perature, manifested either as temperature of the exterior air
or as temperature due to the solar radiations. In the conditions
of the temperate continental climate in Romania, exterior tempe 
rature permanently varies; so does inner temperature of buildings,
which varies as a consequence of exterior temperature variation,
excepting the case when the rooms are heated or climatized at a
constant temperature. Thehumudity o~ the exterior and interior air
al~o varies continually. Therefore a permanent change of heat and
mass occurs between the interior and exterior ofa building,a fact
that imposes the necessity to realize a thermal protection able to
render them suitable to the normal conditions of hygiene and ther
mal comfort, as well as to render them able to be exploited i n
cold seasons with.c minimum enerqy consump~ion.

Present and future tendencies in the development of
ding construction for cold and temperate climate countries
the following :

- reduction of dead-load in the exterior elements ( walls,'
terrace-roofs, etc.) by using some materials with a reduced ap
parent density and increased thermal efficiency, aiming at redu
cing the thickness of the elements;

- adoption of some multilayer composition of these el~ts;

- use of some materials having a high degree of tightness
to water and water vapor,alongside materials of great permeability.

These new solutions have a tlifferent"hygrothermal behavior
than the classical ones. As a consequence, these new solutions
required new research in order to establish the main hygrothermal
characteristics of exterior elements of buildings (outer walls,
terrace-roofs, joineries, etc).

The estimation - by analysis - of heat exchange that occrrrs
between the exterior and interior of abuilding implies greatdif
fi~ulties and may not carried out but on the basis of some sim
pl1~ng hypotheses that are seldom implementable.

x Dr.Eng. - I.C.C.P.D.C., Branch of Jassy - Romania
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Conse~uently, experimental research regarding the hygro
thermal behavior of exterior elements of buildings is :i.rrg;x:lsed by:

- research on full-scale elements in specialized Research
Stations;

- research on bUildings already in service.

For testing and research of hygrothermal behavior of D&l
scale exterior elanents, a Station for testing was erected in 1972 in
Jassy - Romania, belonging to I.C.C.P.D.C. - Jassy Branch.

The Station building is composed of a 3-level single bo~

~Fig.l) •

Thl3 testing room (Fig. 2)' is 10 x 5,5 m in plane and 3.5 m
high, having two areas separated by the element to be tested.In
the warm area, the conditions of interior climate ( tem~erature,

humidity) are simulated while the cool area the conditions 0 f
exterior climate are simulated, The simulation of climate con
ditions is automatically performed both in permanent and variable
regime by means of a cold-producing and air-conditionning equip
men~. Thus, any variations of air temperature are obtained from
-25 C to +70 C as well as the variations of its relative humidfty
from 30% up to 100%.

The structural dimensions of the testing room allow re
search on full-scale elements: walls, wall-joinings of walls and
floors, joinery elements and parts of terrace-roofs.

A new Station is under construction with maximum d~ions

of t.he testing room 18 x 12 x 7m.

In permanent thermal regime, the following main characte
ristics of the exterior element are determined:

- the field of temperatures on the two surfaces of the
specimen in order to~tablish the realization of the conditions
of thermal comfort;

- the overall coefficient of thermal transfer (resistance
to thermal transfer respectively) necessary for dimensioning the
equipment of central heating;

- the risk of vapour condensations of the interior surf~

of the 6,lement.

'l~hese determinations allow establishment of actual heat ICES
in cold season oro, conc;equently, optimization of exterior elenents in order
to reduce energy consumption of buildings during their sertioe life.

In variable regime the following main characteristics are
det~r:r.Jined:

.~ the variation of temperature field of the two surfaces of
the specimen as well as into its interior;

.- the variation of the thermal flow that passes throu9:l the
specime:n1
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- the damping cmefficient of ~he amplitude of exterior~
perature oscillations on ~~e interior surface of the specimen;

- the phase-difference of thermal oscillasions;
- the determination of overall deformations due to the ac-

tion of the temperature variation in winter and summer condition~

Having in view the large amount of experimental data to be
considered and processed in variable regime an original system
named INAD - 1000 -of automatic numerical logging of experimen~

data for measuring points is employed.

The experimental data logging is performed on punched pa
per tape and the data processing is done by a digital computer by
means of some adequate computation programs, obtaining thus the
main thermal characteristics of the specimen in the case of va
riable regime.

The temperature measurements are performed either by means
of transducers mounted on surfaces of the tested specimen, or by
means of a mobile transducer. As temperature transducers, some
copper-constantan thermocouples or thermistors are employed. The
measurement accuracy of temperatures is of O.loC.

The thermal flow measurements in permanent regime are made
by means of the auxiliary wall method (with thermal flowmeter) or
by means of the guarded hot box. The measurement accuracy'of the
thermal flow is of + 5 %.

Outside the Station, some specially fitted out
stands have been installed permitting to establish the
havior (windows, doors, etc.) under static and dynamic
wind and rain.

testing
joinery be
action of

In order to determine the thermal conductivity, an originli
apparatus named Thermocond equiped with a processor i 26usea. The
accuracy in observing the measurement regime is of 10 °c o·l.d the
thermal flow is measured with 1% accuracy.

Since 1972 up to now 152 different solutions regarding the
closing elements have been studied (exterior walls, terrace-roofs,
joineries, etc) /1.2.3/.

The tested solutions have been either prototJpes(when the
optimizing of the hygrotherrnal protection was intended) ,or pre
cast panels or joineries produced in a large series in f~ctories

(wh~n the production quality has been controlled and, its irnpro 
vement was aimed at. In all the cases, the main objectives were:
the obtaining of energy economy in building service, the impro
vement of hygrothermal comfort, the removal of the possibility of

vapor condensation on th~ interior surface of the element, the in
crease of building durability. The results of this research has
been evaluated by the customers: Central or Local Institutes for
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Design, Prefab Panel Plants or Joiner~ Factories.

W'i thin the framework of the research carried out we pre
sent two examples of prefab panels with inadequate thermal b e-
havior:' •

_. a prefab panel for residential buildings made of ceramic
bodiescmd important reinforced·concrete thermal bridges having
their resistance t~ the mean weighted thermal transfer of a low
value: R = 0.62 m °C/W and with low temperatures on the interior
surface. ~hich shows a thermal discomfort and a condensed vapor
occurrence, pointed out by the dqrk areas in the Fig.4 which are
the condensed-vapor areas for the re2;ative normal humidity values
of the fnterior air (60%) and for 20 C interior air temperature
and -lS)C temperature of the exterior air. '

.- 0. prefab panel for residential buildings in three layers
with 8.4 em thick polystyren insulation having its mean weighted
resistance to the thermal transfer much diminished b2c~use 0 f
its 14.1% of the concrete thermal bridges (R =0.71 m °C/W and
the possibility of condensed vapor occurrenc~ on the inner sur
face in normal conditions of interior microclimat (which i s
pointed out in Fig.S where a temperature variation on the interior
surface is presented as weJ.l as the resistance to the, thermal
transfer in an horizontal cross-section located in the middle of
the panel).

These examples have shown that, for obtaining important e~

conomi€!s of energy in buildings service, one must operate in the
direction of reducing the influence of the thermal bridges or e
ven of their tOtal elimination.

Consequently, IPCT Bucure9ti 141 has designed the follo
wing improved solutions from the thermal behavior view point(Fig.6):

~ theP' exterior bearing panel in three layers havi~g its
thermo:Lnsulati~n of 8 em thick mipera1 wadding-plates G 100 •. The
panel has concrete ribs (thermal bridges)only around the window
gaps; .

- the P exterior bearing panel in three layers having its
thermoinsulati6n of 8 em thick mineral wadding plates G 100 and
tying between the concrete layer& by means of corrosion rezistant
cramps (without ribs). '

The res~stance values of the thermal tra~sfer of Pi panel
is Ro = 1,19 m K/~"1 and the of., P l is Ro =.1.56 m K/W.

The Pi izotherms are presented in Fig.7 and the PI ones in
Fig.8 in order to compare them from the thermal view point too.

When analyzing the values of the thermal transfer resis
tances of the two panels and of their temperature fields an in 
disput:able superiority of the~prefab panel without thermal brid 
ges Pl emerges as against the one with minimal thermal bridges
(4.1%) ~ both as regards the energy economy in service and thether-
mal comfort realisation.
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if one takes as reference the previous solution "Jsej for
residential buildings with thermcinsulations of cellular auto
claved 15 em thick of GBN-T type f t;he foilowing economic effici
ency for the panel without ribs results, calculated for one mil
lion square meter exterior elements for residential buildings:

- the total investment cost ts reduced ~vith 37 million
lei~

the necessary fuel consumption (energy~ for heating is
reduced with 840D ton e.c.yearly;

- the steel and cast iron consumption in plants is redu:ed
with 3300 tons;

- the enclosed energy is reduced with 3200 ton c.c.

In conclusion, we also mention that the research regariling
the thermal protection has also permitted generalizati1Jfls with a
theoretical-fundamental character regarding the hygrothermal be
havior of the structural exterior elements. This research is fur
ther carried on, and its final result will lead to a more elabo
rated and through knowledge of the manner in which the heat and
mass transfer are taking place, with important implications re
garding energy saving in the existing industrial and residential
building stock and in those to be built in the future.
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Fig.1:-Hygrothermal Research Station for Constructions.
LC.CF?f1:>J· assyBranch-Romania.South facade.
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FIG.3. Precast panel with ceramic bodies.
Occurence of condensed- vapour
the interior face.
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FIG. 4. Precast panel in three layers with pdystyren
thermoinsulation and thermal bridges of rein
forced concrete.
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Fi g. 6 Precast panel in three. layers with
8 cm thick mineral wadding insulatitm
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II.8 ENERGY SAVING WITH LIGH~NEIGHT GRANULITE CONCRETE

xDecebal Anastasescu
Ion Ionescuxx

Ioan KoreckXXX

ABSTRACT

The structural, thermal and economic advantages of light
weight concrete with aggregates of expanded ~lay (granulite), and
increasing difficulties in providing gravel aggregates -( almost
completely lacking in the Timi~oara area), led to the design and
construction, in 1974, of the first Romanian multistory 'st.:cuc
tures with honeycomb shear walls and, sUbsequently to ~he intro-

,duction of various other structural types (low-rise, four - story
bUildings of large-size panels, ten-story buildings with cellular
shear walls and central cores, etc.), using granulite manufactured
at :!:..ugoj.

The paper particUlarly underlines1the energy-saving pro
perties of lightweight granulite concrete,structures,considerable
savings having been achieved by the recuperation of the thermal
energy consumed during the preparation of ,granulite in compar~ti~

vely short periods of time (four to six years if the total struc
ture is manufactured from this very efficient material, and less
than two years, respectively, if the use of this material is res
tricted to the external panels of the structure). The- paper also
shows that important amounts of thermal energy (conventional fuels)
can be saved in service due to the high degree of therm~l. insu
lation of external lightweight concrete panels, as compared t 0
panels manufactured from an ordinary, denser:, concrete grade.

A number of variants of prefabricated external panels from
lightweight granulite concrete (one , two, and three-layer solu 
tions) have been studied by specialists from IPROTIM and TAGCl-'IT,
and have shown better thermal insulating characteristics. Conclu
sions resulting from an extensive use of this material are formu
lated from the point of view-of thermal and energetic efficiency.

x Dr.eng.
xx Dr.eng.

xxx Eng.

- Design Institute of T.lmi90ara (IPROTIM), Romania

- Research and Design Institute for Building f1ater.ials
(ICPMC) Bucharest, Romania

- General Buildings and Installations Trust of the
Timi~ County- (TAGCMT), Romania
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One way of reducing the cost of.a structure is to reduce
the weight of its structure. Lightweight cpncrete f and particu
larly a qrade that contains artificial aggregates based on ex
panded clay (granulite) f has proved highly efficient in this res
pect. This is due to its physical, mech~~ical and thermal charac
teristics (reduced apparent density, high deformability, high e
nergy absorbtion, and reduced conductivity, respectively)/l/, /2~

/3/, /4/. /8/, /10/. These characteristics lead to:
a) - a reduction in the weight of the structure and thus,

implicitely, in the concrete and reinforcement areas, both in the
under ground structure and the superstructure.

b) - a favourable behavior under ea.rthquakes and shocks f

and
c) - an increased thermal comfort in the buildina o, ""

Material (steel, cement) and fuel consumptions, labor, b:ans
portation, and buildings costs are all red,uced in this way.

The obvious advantages of this material and the ll1creasing
difficulty of providing the required gravel supplies for use a s
aggregates caused the manufacture of the first Romanian lighnreight
concrete shear walls at Timil;loara in 1974, using granulite (clas s
A3a) fabricated in Luqoj (a town not far from Timil;loara;e These
lightweight concrete ahear walls were used for high-rise apa~t

houses (basement + groundfloor + 10 stories) p jointly designed by
a group of specialists from ICPMC - Bucharest, IPROTIM -Timi~oara

and TCT - Timi§oara 13/ r 14/, /5/, /6/.

Between the years 1975 and 1984, over 18.200 apartments in
residential buildings were built by TC~J1 of lightweight . granulite
concrete. Out of these, 15.000 apartments were in low-rise,large
panel buildi.ngs (basement + groundfloor + 4 floors), and the res t
-ware social aTld public buildings,' such as three-to- nine story hoteB p nur
sery-schools, students'hostels, etc., or in ten-story buildings
with either slipformed honeycomb structures or precast elements
/3/, /4/, /5/, /6/, /7/, /8/, /9/, /10/, and shear walls cast in
plane steel forms.

The good thermal-insulating properties of granulite con
crete VJ€~re used from the very begin!Jing on Timil;loara bUilding sites.

'I'hus, in 200 apartments of two ten-story buildings in the
Timi~oara "Circumvalatiunii" district, self-bearing facade panels
were made of B 150 gJ:'anulite concrete in one-layer, 27 cm- deep
structure /5/ {Fig. I). The same 27-cm-deep panel type was used in
ten-story buildings (apartment houses) with precast peripheral
frames and central cores (Fig.2), and for the "Timi~oarall hotel,
which, like the others has a framed structure of dense concrete/4/.

The same one-layer solution was applied to the 30-cm-deep ex
ternal \'1alls of ten-story buildings with slipformed lightweight-
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concrete honeycomb structures /3/ (Fig.3). This one-layer struc 
ture replaced the previous three-layer sandwich structure with
its autoclaved cellular-concrete insulation, eliminating' heat
losses (inherent to the sandwich solution) from the earli:est de
sign stage. Labor saving of 10% were achieved with this new type
of structure by avoiding the rather complicated placing of the
thermal insulation material which, like the structure, had often
been deteriorated in the process. The beneficial'behavior of these
panels for many years of service (in which no condensation has
been found to occur) /11/, /12/ has proved that designers were
right to promote the one-layer solutions described above. In ad
dition to the advantages already described" this new buildlng ma
terial is quite economical in terms of the total fuel consurr~tionG

Although the manufacture of granulite makes the manufacture
of lightweight granulite concrete more energy-consuming than tbe
manufacture of a normal concrete with gravel aggregate, the total
amount of energy-saving will, in the long run, prove to be much
greater with granulite coricrete. Due to the improved thermal in
sulation of granulite-concrete closing elements, the excess i n
energy consumption during manufacture will soon have be paid off;
and any further energy savings will be sheer profit /8/, /13/.

In order to better assess the behavior of external panels
manufactures in different solutions, IPROTIM specialists have
worked out a standard design /14/ for four-story apartment buil
dings. The superstructures of these bUildings consist of large
size panels of lightweight granulite concrete of class 3Aa(Fig.4)
manufactured at Lugoj. Two types of panel~ were used:

a) - one-layer panels (type I) made of BG 200 granulite an
crete 32-cm-deep, and

b) - sandwich panels made of BG 250 granulite concrete,
with three layers consisting of structural granulite concrete( 12
cm), mineral wool (8,5 cm) and a 6,5 cm protecting coat of granu~

lite concrete respectively.

Monolithizations works were designed in granulite concrete
of the BG 300 grade.

A. comparison between the consumption indices obtai ned
with granulite concrete and indices obtained with corres p on ding
normal-concrete solutions shows that important savings can be a
cheived with' the former indices (Table l)~

Values in parentheses indicate consumption for the BG 150
and the BG 200, concrete classes, respectively.

Fuel savings achieved under in-service conditions for a
''t''oup of 20 apartments amount to 9.6 tcf (tons of conventionalfue]J

year with the first variant (type X)y and to 15.6 tcf/yearwith
second (type II). Thus: the original excess fuel consumption

lng fabrication was completely paid off after 6 years (first
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Table' 1

'Labor used
during erec-

ti~n

-
indices>in case of:

Cement

kg/m~Adc % hours!m %
Adc

%

ReiniEorc~ng

steel

Savings in consumption

~xterna1 pa.ne1
, structure

TYpe I pane!ls
(one-layer
solution

Type II panels
(sandwich
solution

/
2,5

2.0

13,0

10.5 -5.0(2.5)X 3.0 0.5

3.0

2.5

variant) and four years (second variant) respectively. Compared
with simi1a~, normal-concrete buildings, D~t fuel savings after 6
and 4 year~;, respectively, amounted to O.S to 0.78 tcf per apart
ment and year. Finally, with the second variant, the following
savings wel::-e achieved on site per 1,000 apartments~

reinforcing steel: 130t
fuel : 500 tcf/year
inv~~stmelilts : 2.000.000 lei

Good. results were also obtained when lightweight granu1i'te
concrete was used for the structures of ten-story buildings ( with
basements)" Such structures consists of sheat walls cast in situ
in plane mE~tal forms in a cellular system, precast floor slabs 18

. cm deep, and columns cast in situ for the longitiicrrna-l-.-:tacade.·

According to the data provided-py the stand:~~~~9n ~ f
IPROTIU/l5/, the savings achieved 'perl ,'000.- apartments as compared
to normal c~oncrete structures are' .-

reinforcing steel : GOt .
fuel : 400 tcf/year
invl;stments : 1,400,000 lei

, /---'j

In order to make g~~nuliy~ cdncrete even more efficient i n
point of energy consumption;i~waSJattempted on the reduction 0 f
time required for recuperating t~~l exce~s consumption during
granulite manufacturing.

, The use of lightweight granulite concrete was therefore~

tric~ed to facade panels,. which are the principal thermo-insulating
members in a building structure. A number of constructive variants
were studied in order to further improve the thermal insula ti n g
properties of these panels. The variants under consideration ranged
from the one-layer solution described above to two-, three- and
multj-layer solutions in which granulite concrete wasanb~ with
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various materials with good thermal insulating properties. I n
designing these panels an account was taken of the positive re
sults obtained by ICCPDC-Cluj-Napoca in the use of granulite
concrete with improved thermal-insulating properties due to ad
ditions of slag (fly-ashes) from thermal power stations and
foaming agests. Thus, after experimenting with the two-layer so
lution (lS cm autoclaved cellular concrete and 12 cm lightweight
granulite concrete of the BG 200 grade), three-layer (Fig.S h,c)
and multi-layer solutions (Fig.Sd) were used, combining gran~e

concrete with slag and a foaming agent. Table 2 indicated re
sults (separately computed for each variant) regarding R ( ther
mal resistance) and Tr (time of .. recuperation , in years, 8f the
excess thermal energy consumed during granulite manufacture) of
the lightweight concrete used. T

f
values were obtained by com

paring with a normal concrete so ution recently adoptedi n a
standard design of IP~OTIM, T 770-84. '

Table 2

variants
,
;

Vl
(Three-layer
solution)

_ V
2

(Three-layer
solution)

V3
(Multi-layer
solution)

1 ;7..

1.8

1.9 .

2.0

1.8

It can be seen that the degree of thermal ins~lation 0 f
the lightweight concrete panels is significantly better than in
the three - layer, normal-concrete solution(Ro ~ 1.0) ,and that
the excess thermal energy consumed during the manufacture 0 f
granulite BG 200 was recuperated in a shorter period of time (less
than two years), after which net savings of fuel were achieved ,
during service.
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CONCLUSIONS

To reduce the fuel consumption required for assuring high
thermal comfort in residential buildings, the thermal protection
of peripheral panels in buildings has to be improved. This can be
achieveC by:

a) replacing normal concrete in the composition of sand
wich panels by lightweight granulite conC'rete;

b) combining lightweight granulite concrete with other ma
terials w~th good thermal insulating properties (mineral wool, a
utoclaved cellular concrete and others) in multi-layer panels(whim
have prov1ed to be better than one- or two-layer solutions);

c) reducing the weight of lightweight granulite concrete
dn:ring the concrete procesSing by incorporating additives like
ash from thermal power stations, foaming agents etc., and by im
proving the tecl1nology of granulite manufacture, respectively.
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III. SESSIONS III and IV SOLAR ENERGY IN BUILDINGS.

DAYLIGHTING.

ENERGY STORAGE.
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111.1 PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS

Baruch Givoni *

ABSTRACT

Various passive solar heating systems are discussed. The main design factors
affecting their performance, their relative advantages and the main problems
associated with them are analyzsed.

The solar passive systems discussed in the paper are:

--- Direct Gain

--- Collecting Storage Walls

--- Convective Loops

--- Sun Spaces

The state of the art in passive solar heating of buildings is reviewed. Issues
which require more research are discussed:

--- The quantitative role of heat storage capacity in Direct Gain systems.

--- Interaction between the Thermal Storage Wall thickness and overall heat
capacity of the heated space in Trombe Wall system.

Type and properties of the walls separating sunspaces from the main
space.

'Summer overheating by passive solar heating systems.

Mathematical design tools for passive soalr heating systems.

Results of recent personal research of the author are presented.

* Professor, Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning, UCLA,
Los Angeles, California
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In direct gain buildings the inhabited spaces a.re heated by the sun~ admitted
through conventional wlndows~ skyJi'ghts~ etCe The building fabric itsetf acts ,2.S the
necessary thermal stcrage to store exo:s::; solar energy during the sunny hours a.nd
release it bacK dutlng -;:he night.

of the mass "~'/2.ilable for thermal

(vi)
(vii)

The maIn factors aff"'ctlng the perfo,r;12.nce of Hdirect gain il buildings OJ.:e:
(i) location of solar gJ<:oz,\ng
to ;\ co; _ . J: """ I .... 'I: ,; > L_,~._~
\I,,) ~'.I ~lng 0 .. ::>OI3-. ,\} J.nQu d"

(ill) choice of glazing typ0
(iv) thermal quality of the '-II..J",".!"

(v; the arnount a.nd design
storage
therrnal coupUng between "solar" and "non.,solar il rooms
control options applicable to direc,t gain systems

?... Locatkm of Solar Giazing

The major advantage of Direct systems in building design 1$ that
significant amounts of solar energy may be collected through the elements which
would be :found in the bUilding in a.ny case, namely windows. This makes mrect Gain
demonstrable \:he most cost-effective of all solar heating systems. From the
viewpoint of energ)' collection, this is also the most efficient system~ as energy is
collected C1t the kl\Vest possible temperature, namely at the comfort level.

There are a number of basic differences between windows and skyllgnts in
their irnpiicatlcm, for building design, While with south-facing windows incoming
energy is concentrated in southern r("(;~nsl or even in the southern parts of larger
spaces, w~th skyllght.s solar energy rl1ay lntroduced directly a.t desired points in the
building. Furtherrn()re~ more use of the building mass for energy storage is
possible by utilizIng internal. partitltmS and even norhtern exterior walls (where they
a.re Sufficiently insulated extern,,, Hc)\vever y the use of the roof for solar
admission is Cipplk:able only to slugl;;; story buildings or to the upper story of multi-
storied one~.;. -

It is often t,~';j',ptlng to make the area of southward facing windows as large as
the building desj,gn allows, In order to rnaximize the penetrating solar energy during
the heating seaSCil.H.c>v;ever 9 such incoming solar radiation may raise the indoor
temperClture~ which rna).! fE,pidly exceed comfort conditions, even in '.\linter. The
rnagnitude ot such tenlperature rise depends on the baia.ncebetween incoming solar
radiation 9 the amount stored for later uses and heat loss from the building. The
maxImum sl:,>,e of solar glazing should be related to the expected temperature rise on
clear days.
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There are two other negative effects of unnecessarily large glazing areas.
First, glazing is usually the weakest point in the thermal quality of the building
envelope, causing excessive heat loss at night. Second, the penalty of summer
overheating in regions with hot summers from large areas of glazing may well be
greater than the winter benefits.

There is no single, simple computation method for arnvmg at the desired
window size, taking into account all the various factors involved, but from
experience with occupied residential buildings employing Direct Gain, the following
"rule of thumb" gives guidance for the initial design.

In a region of hot summers "solar" windows should be sbout 10 - 15% of the
total heated floor area. They may reach 35% in the "solar rooms" where they
are located, as long as problems of glare, overheating, fading, etc., ate solved.

In cold regions larger solar glazing area (e.g. 30% of the heated area be
appropriate, provided that high thermal resistance glazing is used (e.g. double
glazing), together with the provision of effective night insulation.

Calculations based on energy criteria alone may te:1d to show cost benefits in
"solar. saving" increases for glazing areas up to about 50.% and more of the floor
area, especially in poorly insulated buildings. But the excessive solar energy may
then cause thermal discomfort on clear days, and overheating in summer. It will also
aggravate all the functional problems assiclated with this system.

3. Choice of Glazing Type

Many different kinds of glazing are available. The properties of the glazing,
which determine its performance as a solar collector, are:
(i) average solar transmittehce over the heating seasonj

'(ii) the effective U value for conductive heat loss. If night insulation is applied
then different U values will be effective during the daytime arrd at night.

It should be noted that not all of the net balance is useful in reducing auxiliary
hea ting. With increasing indoor tem peratures, heat loss through the building fabr lc is
greater. If the temperature exceeds the maximum for comfort, excess heat may
need to be "vented out ll

• Consequently the actual "solar saving" is usually less than
the net solar energy gain.

Note that the above discussion of energy balance highlights a common inherent
inconsistency in some energy conservation standards. Southern glazing contributes
to the IIG" (or BLe) coefficient, even though in reality it may save energy when
exposed to sufficient solar radiation and when sufficient thermal mass is available
to store the energy for night-time use.
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4. Thermal Mass and Heat Storage Capacity in "Direct Gain" Building

Thermal mass "stores" energy from sunlit hours for use at other times, and
also serves to dampen excessive temperature "swings". Heat needs to be stored from
the daytime to be, given off durIng the night, thus the building mass should provide
an effective "diurnal heat capacity". From the point o.f lIiew <?f the daily cycle, only
limited thicknesses of§torage elements are useful, and this may determine the
manner in which mass is incorporated in. the building design..

The heat capaeity of a material is a function of its specific heat, and of its
mass. Since the· specific heat of almost all masonry materials: concrete, brick,
stone, adobe, etc., is similar (about 0.24 whr/kg.oC), the nominal heat capacity is
essentially proportional to the total volume and the density of the material.

However :j:lecause we are also interested in the rate at which heat is absorbed
and given up, .the effectiveness of various materials to serve as thermal storage is
not~ the sa,me, but varies with the thermal conductivity mathematical model for
calculating the "effective" diurnal heat ca~acity is presented in reference 6.

Generally, the amount of heatcap<icity should be related to the amount of the
penetrating solar radiation on clear days. In given locations this means that the
minimum amount of heat storage should be related to the size of the solar glazing.
However, for a given size. of the glazing the performance of the building will
improve with the increase in the amount of heat capacity.

As a minimum, an effective diurnal heat capacity of about 150 whr/oC (per m2
. of glazing) should be considered. When the heat sotage is provided by concrete it
means about 0.7 tons of concrete, or about 0.3m 3, (with density of 2200 kg/m 3) for
each m2 of solar glazing. In a 24-hour cycle, only a thickness of up to about 10 em
will be fully effective, so that the minimum~ of a storage element made of
concrete should be at least 3 times the area of the glazing. If the thickness of the
storage elemen ts is greater, the area of concrete which will be required for
effective sotrage will not decrease proportionately, ·due to the lower storage
potential of the deeper layers.

Other masonry materials, with lower thermal conductivity, will require even
larger minimum area (an9 thinner layers) foreffctive thermal storage. On the other
hand, in most cases a diumaJ heat capacity beyond 500 (whr/OC-m 2) would not add
great1y to the performance of the building.

5. Thel~mal Quality of the Building

When assessing the cost-benefit of direct gain prOVISIons in a building. the
criterion should be the usable energy delivered by the system. Thus "solar saving" 1s
a better measure than the "so-lar saving fraction ll (SSF), since it allows us to
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calculate the monetary value of the performance of the passive solar system and to
compare it directly to the cost of the system.

In fact, it turns out that the economics of the solar syst~m are better fer
buldings with higher heat loss coefficients' since such buildings need more heating il:;"
the first palce, the penetra t1n8 solar radiation is better utilized.

Effective air circulation between "solar" rooms and "non-solar" spaces is vital
to the success of direct gain systems when not all the rooms have solar access. In
some circumstances, fan assisted circulation, through ducts or false ceilings, may be
necessary.

6. Provisions of Night Insulation and Summer Shading

Night insulation, by definition, is "functioning" only dUring the night hours.
Therefore it has no effect on the collection efficiency but can have a marked effect
on the heat loss through the glazing during the night hours and on very cloudy days.

In regions with cold. winters, night insulation becomes increasingly cost
effective. In regions with average mid-winter temperature below aoe it becomes
essential for reasonable solar saving, except if triple glazing is>,used.

On the other hand, in regions with mild winters, e.g. with average mid-winter
temperature above about 50 e and higher, the thermal effect of night insulation
becomes increasingly smaller. As it always entails additional cost, its cost
effectiveness decreases and often it becomes unjustified from the point of view of
the heating energy saving in winter.

Howeyer, often regions with mild winters have warm or hot summers.
Effective shading, and even insulation, during daytime becomes increasingly
essential.

Operable insulated panel can serve both as night insulation in winter and as
insulated shading in summer, thus they can be in service year round. This factor
increases their cost effectiveness in regions with warm summers. With large glazing
areas they become, in effe<;t, essential for the overall, year-round thermal
performance of the building.
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COLLECTING STORAGE WALLS

Ie General Discussion

This system was first proposed and built by Felix Trombe and Jacques Michel
at Ode i1l0 II France in 1967. In the simplest form, it consists of glazing placed in
-front of a south facing massive, conductive wall e.g. of dense concrete, with an air
gap in between. The exterior surface of the wall is painted a dark color or given a
"selective surface" to enhance absorption of solar radiation. Solar radiation
penetra ting the glazing is absorbed into the massive wall, raising the external
surface temperature and that of the air in contact with it. The rate at which heat is
transmitted through the wall to ~he interior is determined by the conductivity of the
material and its thickness. The building interior is then heated by long-wave
radiation and convection from the wall's internal face. Typical thicknesses of such
walls--in either concrete or brick--are 20-40 cm.

If vents are provided both at the bottom and at the top of the wall, then the
warm air in the air space between the glazing and the dark surface rises and flows
into the building through the upper vents. Room air flows through the bottom vents
into the air space. Thus a themosyphonic air flow is established, ttansfering heat to
the room by convection.

The major advantages of thermal storage walls are:
The indoor temperatures are more stable than in most other passive

systems.
Direct sunshine, and its associated functional problems, are eliminated
from the inhabited space.
Installation is relatively inexpensive where construction would normally
be masonry, or for retrofit to existing buildings with uninsulated massive
external walls.

Some practical shortcomings and disadvantages are:
A room relying only on this system is denied light and view from the
south.
In a climate with extended cold cloudy periods, the wall may become a
heat sink without adequate precautions. This may be overcome by the
use of a selective surface or by the use of operable insulation.
Summer overheating problems may outweigh winter benefits in regions
with mild winters and hot summers.
This system can only be used in pratke to heat the southern rooms of
which it forms one wall.
In multi-story appllcations problems with maintenance may necessitate
the provision of access balconies. Note, however, that such balconies
can function as the shading overhang for the glazing below.

Some of the functional disadvantages of thermal storage wall systems may be
eliminated by the incorporation of windows alongside or in the wall. Direct Gain can
be used for quick heating of the space in the mornings, while the mass wall is still
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cold. The integration of windows within the wall will also avoid the darkness,
blocking of view and air, and general "heaviness" associated with early examples of
this system.

2. Design Factors Affecting Performance of Collecting Storage Walls

For optimal energy transfer through the collecting wall, materials of
relatively high thermal conductivity are necessary. In practice, this usually means
cast concrete, solid concrete blocks or dense brickwork. Materials of lower
conductivity, like adobe, will result in lower efficiency.

From the point of view of total energy saving, the thickness will have small
effect, but it is a major factor from the indoor temperature will be. From this
aspect, and also from the time of peak heating aspect, the optimal thickness for
concrete in residential. buildings is approximately 30cm. For each 10 cm of concrete,
there is about 2 hours of "lag" between peak solar absorption, and delivery at the
inside. Below about 20 cm thickness the internal temperature may be excessive.

Thin conductive walls, of about 10 em, will heat up rapidly at their interior
and thus may be useful in winter in buildings which are used only during the day, like
schools, offices, etc. However in summer, and also in spring and fall, they will cause
severe heat stress unless they can be shaded effectively, and in regions with hot
summers, also insulated externally.

The higher the absorbtivity of the external wall surface, the higher the gain
through the system. The most common choice is therefore a dark paint. The heat
lost by reraQiation from a painted surface is, however, also very high, due to the
high emissivity for longwave infared. This may be overcome by the use of selective
surfaces, which are now available i~ the form of thin plastic films. /

About th same performance will be obtained if, instead of painting the wall
with an ordinary black (or other dark) paint and providing it with double glazing, it
will have a selective surface with single glazing. Compared with a wall with
ordinary dark surface and single glazing the one with a selective surface will have a
significantly higher performance. For given energy needs a smaller area with thus be
required, facilitating also summer and/or insulation. .

3. Effect of Vents on Performance

Under optimal flow conditions about 30% of the total energy flow, in "vented"
walls made of concrete about 30 cm thick, is by convection and 70% by conduction.
As the temperature in the air space is lowered, less heat is lost through the glazing
and the overall efficiency is higher by about 10% in systems with "ventedH walls as
compared with unvented walls.

Note, however, that if the vents are not closed effec1vely at night the reverse
air flow lowers the efficiency of "vented" walls well below the level of unvented
ones.
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Experience in buildings where vents have been installed .has shown that the
daily handling of the vents is bothersome, and also that the vents interfere with
"furnishing'" the rooms. As a result new buildings which were built in Santa Fe, with
collecting storage walls, have unvented walls.

4. msulaltion and Shading for Collecting Storage Walls

In regions with mild winters (mid-winter average temperature about 50 C) night
insulation may not be justified from the solar heating aspect. However, in regions
with sunny summers and average mid-summer daytime temperature about 28°C, the
elevation of the external surface temperature of th glazed-dark wall can cause
serious overheating of the interior. A study of a UCLA student in Israel (7) has
demonstrated that the external surface temperature of a collecting storage wall,
made· of concrete with a dark. color (absorbtivity about .85), when the wall is
completely shaded from direct radiation by a deep overhang, is elevated above the
ambient air by up to goC. This elevation is caused entirely by the diffused and
reflected solar radiation. It demonstrates that in regions with sunny warm summers
it is essential to insure complete shading of the wall, also from radiation reflected
from the ground. This can be accomplished only by vertical shading, either rollable
or shading panels which are installed in summer and removed in winter.

5. Water Walls (3, 4)

As an alternatjve to masonry collecting storage walls, water in various
containers can lJt u1.111Zed for collecting and storing solar energy. The main
advantage of walef as a heat storage material, compared with masonry materials, is
its much higher specific heat. Compared with a value of c = 1.16 (wh/kg-C) for
water, the corresponding value of almost all masonry materials is about c =0.25•

. Even on a volumetric basis the heat capacity of one m3 of water (1160 wh/m 3-C) is
about 2.5 times that of dense concrete. With other masonry materials, like bricks,
etc., the comparison is even more favorable. This factor is of particular importance
in high rise buildings, where space itself is expensive and extra weight leads to
stuctural expenses, to support the heavier load.

Because of the high rate of convective heat transfer in water, the whole mass
in a container heated on one side by solar energy, participates instantaneously in the
storage prclcess, leading to lower temperature of the absorbing surface.
Consequently the· collection efficiency of a water wall is higher than that of a
concrete wall with the same absorption and glazing conditions.

On the other hand, at night the surface temperature of a water wall will be
higher than that of the concrete wall, resulting in a higher heat loss, unless the walls
are insulated at night. Water walls have a very small time lag. But as their indoor
tmeperature swing is usually very small, the problem of time lag has minor
significance anyway.

The main design issue with water walls is th echoice of containers. A variety
of ideas about suitable containers were actually impHmented. Steve Baer of
"Zomework" in Albuquerque, New Mexico, was the first tried in the experimental
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building No. II of M.I.T. in 1947). Baer has used water filled oil drums of 55 gallons,
placed horizontally on racks behind glazing. a hinged insulation. panel, with
reflective layer, is opened.. during the day (acting as a reflector to increase the
impinging radiation), and is closed for the night. In summer it is possible, of course,
to reverse the timing of opening and closing to minimize the rate of heating and
.maximize the rate of cooling.

Steve Baer's house presents a very pleasing architecural interior, with natural
light diffusing along the spaces between the drums. Such a drum wall may be
inexpensive, because the oil drums are mass produced. Its drawback is the larger
space consumed by the drums.

Jonathan Hamond, in Davis, California, has used vertical steel culverts as
containers. Several buildings in Davis have used these culverts for water walls.

The containers can also be translucent plastic tubes. When filled with water
they absorb part of the radiation and trasmit the rest of it indoors. In this way the
result is a combination fo Direct Gain and a collecting storage wall.

SYSTEMS BASED ON CONVECTIVE LOOPS

1. General Discussion

The collection principle involved in all convective loop systems is- that a fluid
in contact with a collector plate is heated, expanded, and rises by natural
thermosyphonic action to storage or for direct use, drawing cool fluid after it from
the bottom fo the collector.

For space heating, the circulating fluid is normally air, rather than water. Air
is a rather poor transfer medium, having low heat capaci~y. But, far outweighing
that shortcoming is the-. sim pHci ty of sonstructing air collectors and distribution
systems, in comparison with the difficulties of plumping and fabricaiton fo water
systems.

Control of unwanted heat gain in summer is perhaps simples~ with this system,
if provision is made to vent off hot air from the glazed air space to the outside. By
incorporating an air-to-water heat exchanger in the convective loop it is also
possible to provide year-around hot water. _

There is no -thermal mass integrally associated with this system, and it must be
provided elsewhere, either as a massive building fabric, or as speciallzed storage
such as a rock bed. The best known examples are the Stev.e -Baer system (and
modifications by Mark Jones) where the hot air passes through and heat stored in an
under-floor rlilck storage, and the Barra-Constantini system, where hot air from the
collectors is passed through channels in a reinforced· concrete ceiling.
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Convective loops may be designed in two broad configurations:
Insulatd collecting walls ~

Remote collectors

2. Insulated Collecting Walls (4)

The simplest applicable of a convective loop is by integration into a
conventional vertical wall (e.g. the Barra-Constantini system). With an insulated
wall adjacent to a living space, unwanted heat losses in winter, especially during
nights and cloudy periods, and heat gains in summer, are minimized, especially in
comparison to the Trombe wall system.

2.1 Design Factors Affecting Performance

Thermal performance of this system depends largely on delicate natural
convection currents. Airflow is low to nonexistent at times of little or no sun, but
increases rapidly\ under sunny conditions. The slowly-moving air must come into
contact with as ~uch surface area of the collecting element as possible, without
being slowed too much. This is typically achieved by routing the airflow over, undre
or through corrugated or perforated metal surfaces.

Convective airflow is a result of temperature differences between two sides of
the loop, and a chimney effect proportional to the square root of the height of the
collector. To obrain the best airflows, insure that air is supplied at the coolest
:ivailable temperature, and maximize the vertical distance between inlet and outlet.

In the Barra-Constantini system the hot air emerging from the insulated
collecting wall flows horizontally, within channel embedded inside a concrete
ceiling, and exits from these channels at the Northern part of the building. The air
thus warms the Northern rooms first before flowing back through the building space,
to the inlets at the lower part of the Southern collecting wall.

Be:cause of its high operating temperatures, higher than in other passive
systems, the collector is subject to large heat losses. The rear of the collector is
insulated in any case, forming the wall of the interior. It is advisable to detail the
collector to minimize exposed unglazed portions, especially at the upper parts.
Polystyrene insulation should not be used, as collector temperatures may well
exceed .its melting point. Infiltration· losses can be eliminated by good sealing, but
allowance should be made for substantial thermal movements, especially around the
glazing.

If no measures are taken to prevent it, the airflow direction will reverse when
the collector is cool. There are three simple sutomatic methods to prevent such
reverse convection: One is to build the collector below the level or-the heat storage
or the space to which the heat is supplied. This is the principle of the remote
collectors discussed in the next session. A second is to install backdraft dampers,
ideally to both inlet and outlet vents. In their simplest form, these consist of a light
flap of plastic film acting as a one-way valve preventing reversed flow. The third is
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to design the collector itself with a cool air "trap", in which cooling air setties in
both sides of a "V-tube", thus blocking further air flow.•

3. Remote Underfloor Passive Collector

In some situations, it may be possible to locat the convective loop air
collector below the level of the inhabited space which it serves. Typically, this amy
occur with single-story swellings on south-facing slopes, or two stories, where the
lower story is at least in part garaging and other service spaces. Such systems were
developed originally by Steve Baer and Scott Morrris in the USA.

There are three significant potential advantages of this configuration:
(i) The collector, free of a conventional wall, may be tilted to optimize

winter energy collection. Note, however, that non-vertical glazIng is
muchmQre vulnerable to physical damage, (e.g., from hail) and to

. reduction of transmission due to dust. "
(ii) Possible storage potent~al is much greater. First, specialized thermal

storage, such as a rock bed, is conveniently located under the floor,. so it
is easy to provide sufficient .gross heat capacity. Second, utilizing the
floor for heating has a number of advantages compared to the overhead
storage elements associated with the Barra-Constantini system.

(iii) Prevention of reverse convection is inherent in the geometry, the system
supplies heat when the sun shines, but cannot introduce cool air to the
interior when the collector heat balance is negative.

SUNSPACES (3, 11)

i. General Discussion

In the section dealing with direct gain solar heating, a number of
disadvantages-- arising from the admission of direct sunshine ioto the inhabited
space--were discussed. Most of these problems may be eliminated by the use of
auiixiary spac:es for the collection fo heat, the 50-called "sun spaces". Such "sun
spaces" contribute to the thermal comfort of the principle spaces in two main ways:

By becoming an intermediated environment between the interior and the
exterior of the building, they buffer the main spaces frorn ectremes of
exposure, thus reducing the potential temperature fluctuation;
They optimize the heat collecting capacity of a facade, by allowing
larger glazing areas than is practicable with direct gain. Because of their
spatial isolation from the main building, a much greater "swing" may be
accommodated in sun spaces than can be tolerated in non-isolatd direct
gain systems.

By the appropriate provision of shading and ventilation in summer, such spaces may
themselves be pleasant environments for intermittent use, during all seasons.

On the other hand, the collection -efficiency per unit area of "glazing, of sun
spaces, as compared with direct gain, is lower", mainly due to the higher daytime
temperature in the sun space, which causes agr~ater heat loss to the outdoors.
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From the. viewpoint of design and themal characteristics, two types of sun
spaces may be distinguished:

Modified greenhouses
Sun-porches

2. The Modified Greenhouse

This form, with tilted or curved overhead glazing, serves to maXImIze
incoming radiation, both by the use of the greatest glass area, and by its being
tilted--thereby receiving winter sunlight perpendicularly for optimum transmission.

On the other hand, such a form is also subject to the maximum heat losses
during periods without sunshine,. particularly by long-wave radiation to a large area
of the night sky. Therefore, it has the larger temperature fluctuations, both winter
and summer. Similarly, the technical difficulty and cost of using operable shading or
insulation on the sloping surface, makes this configuration more susceptible to
summer overheating.

3. The "Sun-Porch"

In this form, an opaque and insulated roof is used to eliminate the problems of
overhead glazing. As a result, the potential heat gain is diminished, but that for
control and human use is greatly extended, especially in hot regions.

As all the glazing is vertical, conventional window elements may be utilized,
and if required, both shading and insulation are relatively easy to install. If a
sufficient portion of the glazing is made openable, such a space becomes the
equivalent of a shaded outdoor porch for summer use, and therefore has been a
traditional device in regions with cool winters and hot summers.

4. Building Types with Sunspaces

Sunspaces may be attached to buildings of almost any type, height or size. But
there are importnat functional differences between applications, both from the
building design considerations and from the energy aspects.

Sun porches can be applied to any building, reg'ardless of its height, because all
the glazing is vertical. Sun porches can thus be placed one over the other in multi
storied buHdings extending, if so desired, up to the, whole facade of the building.

On the other hand, a greenhouse, by definition, has a horizontal or sloping
glazing "roof". If placed one on top of the other, the floor of the upper greenhouse
will block the sun from the roof of the lower one. Therefore they cannot be placed
one on top of the other in multi-storied buildings. There is, of course, still the
possibility to place the greenhouses, lfthey do not extend over the whole width of
the facade, in a checkerboard pattern. On this way there is a vertical distance of
one floor between the floor of the upper greenhouse and the roqf of the lower
greenhouse af the same vertical "slice" of the facade.
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.5e Sunspace/Buildings Plan Relationship (3, iI)

These share one wall· with the larger building. They provide the greatest
flexibili ty, for planning and construction, including retrofi tt10g. On re gians with
favorable energy balance, they' allow the use of glazed end walls, for maximum
utilization of morning or afternoon sunshine. When the end walls are openable they
provide good ventilation potential. especially when the wind direction is nearly
paraIIel to the building.

On the other hand, in unfavorable climates, the end walls will have a negative
energy balance, and therefore should be insulated. Having the greatest surface area
exposed to the outside, this configuration is subject to both the greatest winter heat
loss, and summer heat gain, and therefore the greatest temperature variation •

.5.2. Semi-enclosed Sun Space

In this arrangement, the sun space is protected from some of the potential
heat losses, thereby increasing its usefulness as part of the usable space. There is a
greater variety of possible connections between the dwelling and the sun space, a!)d
for a given size of glazing, both the efficiency of collection and of hwat transfer to
the habitable rooms are enhanced, compared with simply attached sun spaces.

5.3. Fully Enclosed Sun Spaces

These are sometimes referred to as an atrium. patio or even as a "solar
courtyardn • As the glazing has to be above the roof, its size is limited; but such
designs compensate for their lower heat gain potential by the greatest efficiency of
distribution to all living spaces. They have obvious applications in deep plan forms,
and with suitably designed openings and shading, may also be used to enhance
summer ventilation of the main building.

60 The Connecting WaU (4)

The sunspace may be connected to the main building by a number of design
solutions, singly or in combination. Each has different effects on the amount and
rate of heat transfer to the main spaces and on their radiant and 19hting conditions,
as well as on the thermal environment of the sun space itself.

The connecting wall may be one of the following:
Thermally massive, conductive wall
Natural convection by large openings (closed at night)
Glazed wall /
"Internal" Trombe wall (glazed massive wall)
Water wall
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6.1. Thermally Conductive Massive WAll

This may be any of the conventional masonry materials. As in the Trombe
wall, it combines the functions of transfer and thermal storage in one element,
which is usually an integral part oLthe building struct\Jre as well. According to its
thickness and material, it determines the "time lag" between peak collection at the
outside face, and delivery of the heat to the interior. However, at night, most of the
heat from the wall is actually given up to the sun space itSelf thereby decreasing its
efficiency as a sO-Urce of useful heat for the interior.

6.2. Operable Openings for Natural Convection

The separating wall in this case may be insulated, and the convection typically
takes place through "conventional" openings, such as -doors and windows, leading
onto the sun space. The critical criteria for efficient natural Circulation are the
cross-sectional area of the openings, the vertical distance between "supply" and
return air paths, and the temperature difference between the sun space and the
interior. Air movement may be enhanced by the use of ceiling height door, rather
than conventional doors.

6.3. Glazed Wall as the Connecting Element

By placing glazed, operable doors between the sun space and the rooms, the
inhabited spaces may benefit from some direct gain, at a reduced rate, while the
control of the incoming radiation is, of course, made much easier. For instance,
controllable shading, while external to the connecting glazing, is within the
protective environment of the sun space, and therefore structurally and functionally
simple.

As the glazing is a poor insulation against conduction, operable insulation may
need to be provided, both against nighttime heat loss in winter, and heat gain in
summer. such insulation can be placed in the sun space where it is easily accessible
and storable. The principal benefit of a gl·azed connection, however, is the light and
view transmitted to the interior.

6.4. CollE~ctingStorage Wall within the Sun Space

by placing an additional layer of glass over a m~,ssiveconducting wall, an
internal Trombe wall is created. While the solar energy penertrating the wall
surface is somewhat reduced by the multiple glazing, other advantages compensate.
First, the sun space protects the Trombe wall against its characteristic high heat
loss to the outside - as any heat loss from the wall-goes to maintaining temperatures
in the sun space. Consequently, higher air temperatures are possible in the gap
between the glazing and the wall. This increases the efficiency of transmission
through the wall itself; the hot air may also be delivered to remote, north-facing
spaces.
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6.5. Insulated Glazed Wall within the Sun Space

An additional layer of glazing may be placed in front of an insulated
::>nnecting wall. Since the wall itself has no role in transmitting the heat, the

principal purpose of this arrangement is to supply air at temperatures higher than
those with a conductive wall.

This may then be used for quick heating of the 'adjacent occupied space-
typical applications being schools and offices, where only daytime occupation need
be considered. Or the warm air may be routed through air chanels in the structural
ceiling, serving as thermal storage, and to hea t remote spaces, such as Northern
rooms, by convection.

7. Thermal Mass in the Sun Space

If the greenhouse is to be used for anything other than heating air, it must
contain some thermal mass to moderate its temperature swings. Without thermal
storage, temperature fluctuations of 300 C on clear, cold winter days would not be
unusual. The necessary storage mass may be partly in the floor, massive connecting
walls or other structural features, or it may be added in the form of large plan~ers,

or water containers. Such "additional" mass should ideally be located at the base of
the glazing. There it intercepts sunshine which would not, in any case, irradiate the
connecting wall, and where the heat given off serves to set up favorable convection
patterns in the sun space. Because of the very large ratio of solar glazing to the
Ilolume' of any practical sun space, relatively large temperature swings may still be
experienced, even with the appreciable thermal mass. As discussed previously in
dealing with natural convection, such temperature elevation may actually be useful
in enhancing air movement from the sun space to the main spaces, thereby reducing
the temperature rise itself.
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ABSTRACT

Daylight has been an essential element in architectural design
through most of history. During t~ last few decades in the United States.
the need for daylight and the architectural talents to harness it have de
clined due to the availability of inexpensive electrical lighting. How
ever. interest in daylighting :las returned with emphasis on energy savings
and a higher quality of lighting. This paper surveys the current state of
daylighting in the United States.

The paper provides a brief history of daylighting in the United
States with an emphasis on the forces that led to the decline of day
lighting as the practical illumination strategy. A case is presented for
the return of daylight as a predominant source of interior illuminance.
Savings are predicte~ through the reduction of total energy consumption
and the peak power demand in commercial buildings. Generic techniques for
admitting daylight into buildings are described with their strengths and
limitations. A critical review of present daylighting prediction tech
niques provides coverage of calculation and model based simulation
procedures. This is follo,,-'ed by a discussion of solar control and electric
lighting integration issues. The paper concludes with the presentation of
a case study describing a recently completed office structure featuring
several major daylighting innovations.
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INTRODUCTION

Light has always been recognized as the principal medium of architec
ture. Light is shape and perspective. distance. hue. color. shade and
depth. Though architecture involves all of our senses it is primarily
experienced through these patterns of light. Throughout history. the
designers· of buildings have carefully and cleverly manipulated the form and
fabric of their creations to embrace the rhythms of natural light. Their
deliberate efforts are evidenced in our heritage of architectural styles
and in the exemplary buildings we collectively hold dear. Daylight
constantly changes. While architect~ can precisely fix the dimensions.
materia.ls and patterns of their structures they can not specify a static
daylight. Within a lvgical framework. daylight varies from morning to
evening. from season to sea.....m and from cloudy skies to clear with
countle!ss combinations of direction. intensity. color and character. When
all buildings were designed around the sun they.shared a common discipline.
an orde!r related to the sun and sky as sources of light.

The relationship between architecture and light was profoundly and
irreversibly changed a century ago by Thomas Edison's handiwork. Continuing
refinements in elec1:rical lighting systems have brought architects
literally more light than they know what to do with. [1]·' By the end of the
1950s. new glazing materials and advances in building cooling systems
combinEld with electrical lighting to displace daylighting as a mandatory
architE!ctural issue. With the limitless resources of electrical light.
contemporary architects are no longer constrained by a programmatic
relationship with the sun and sky. Our electrical light sources are easier
to control than daylight and can provide more intense illuminance on a user
defined schedule. Theoretically, these capabilities allO\\7 fantastic
innovations in which sensitively designed lighting fulfills every
occupant's needs. The reality has been more prosaic.

In the United States there has been a resurgence of interest ~n

daylighting, largely spurred byeffcrts to reduce energy consumption in
our buildings. Daylighting is an attractive energy conservation strategy
for office buildings.with their high levels of daytime occupancy and
common reliance on electrical lighting. Designers are also rediscovering
the qualitative implications of daylighting; an ability of daylight with
its patterns and variation to satisfy a basic set of needs in.man.

As contemporary designers consider the use of daylight they are faced
with a formidable set of challenges. They seek to control a powerful force
using skills fundamental to previous generations. Steve Selkowitz. of
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Windows and Daylighting Group notes that.
"skills in daylighting have been rediscovered after 20 years of dormancy.
but thE: experience which must temper knowledge to produce effective
results is frequently lacking." Our current generation of architects has
always followed building practices that emphasize mechanistic solutions to
the physical aspects of bu:iJding performance. Attempts to break this
pattern in the lighting of buildings must contend with a scarcity of
useful information on several fronts. Our collective lack of experience in
daylighting is manifest in the difficulty of finding buildings to serve as
exemplars or careful documentation .::>f the few contemporary examples that
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do exist. There are a number of design methods available but many of these
are inappropriate for the clear skies predominatlt in the u.s. and are
therefore limited in their usefulness. Data characterizing annual patterns
of illuminance from the sky vault are difficult to obtain. In short, there
is a pressing need for the development of methods, data and documented
examples in support of the new effo.rts in daylighting design.

This paper will survey the current state of daylighting in the United
States. The events that led to our widespread dependence on electrical
lighting will be reviewed in the next section. That will be followed by a
discussion of traditional architectural approaches to the use of daylight
with a few new twists from current research. The paper will also incl~de a
discussion of analytical techniques currently in favor for the evaluation
of proposed daylighting schemes and a description of a recent building in
which daylighting was a major design concern. The concluding section will
contain a brief outline of topics for future. research. The paper will
concentrate on building types in which daylighting can achieve significant
energy savings. Though daylighting is appropriate for almost any building
type, significant energy savings will only be realized in buildings that
are used regularly during daytime hours with lighting needs currently met
by electrical lighting. These criteria establish office structures,
schools, libraries, warehouses and low rise commercial buildings as prime
candidates for the use of daylight. This paper will primarily address
daylight in office structures.

BACKGROUND

'fhe opening of the first electric mains in 1882 started the. robust
growth of the United States electrical utilities. Incandescent bulbs began
to immediately replace gas lighting which, in'turn. began a steady decline
into disuse. The incandescent lamp provided the first practical competitor
to open flame sources: the candles. lamps and gas lights that served for so
long as the only alternative to daylight. The open flame sources were
little competition to daylight in either the quantity or the quality of
light that they produced. This, combined with the costs associated with
fuels and the soiling from interior combustion, reserved lamplight for
times when daylight was not available. Like the open.£lame sources, incan
descent fixtures did little to displace daylight as the prime source of
illumi~ance. The use of incandescent bulbs for the widespread lighting of
offices was impractical because of the large amount of heat associated with
these relatively inefficient bulbs. This scenario began to change around
the 1940s.

Several factors converged in the late 1940s to make daytime electrical
illumination practical. Recommended lighting levels were still quite low
(when compared to more recent standards) at 161 lux for school classrooms
and 215 lux for offices. [2] The fluorescent fixture was becoming a
practical alternative to incandescent lighting and offered a substantial
reduction in the amount of heat associated with electrical lighting.
Electricity in the United States was relatively inexpensive and entering a
period in which prices would actually fall over time. Finally. practical
systems for the mec.hanical cooling of commercial structures were becoming
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available. In this period the British introduced a concept named,Permanent
Supplementaxy Artificial Lighting of Interiors (PSALI). This was the first
proposal for a lighting system that routinely integrated daylight and
electrical light during daytime hours. The PSALI system acknowledged that
when deep interiors were daylighted there was often a harsh contrast
between interior background surfaces and the bright sky visible through the
windows. i1 range of luminances that exceed the human eye's ability to
adapt. In consequence, the back of the room would look too gloomy while the
windows appeared too bright. The PSALI system proposed to balance the
brightness of exterior window by switching on an electric lighting system.
When th~ daylighting component became brighter, the electrical lighting
component would be adjusted upward as' well. In fact, the system recommended
higher levels of electrical lighting for daytime than for nighttime.

The United Nations Building in New York represents a turning point in
the introduction of daytime electrical lighting for office interiors. The
UN Building was oriented to view the East River, a decision that 'exposed
the expansive east side of the building to ferocious solar heat gain.
Another. decision established the building I s skin as a flush glass membrane.
over the protests of Le Corbusier who desired a brise-soleil. The structure
was rendered inhabitable by the talents of Willis Carrier, whose company
installed overS', 000 tons of mechanical cooling. The glass which formed the
building's skin was an eariy version of heat absorbing glass, a solar
control solution that blocked useful daylight as well as unwanted solar
gain. The daylight lost was replaced by electric lighting fixtures. The
architectural press of the day hailed the solution as. " ••• air
conditiclOing and venetian blinds pitted against the powerful sun ••• ". They
might have added "against the heat of electrical lighting" as well.

ThE~ United Natione:Building heralds several important trends in of.fice
building d~sign that began about 1950. Rising land costs led designers to
mass buildings as more compact forms. Large buildings traditionally used
lightwel1s,' courtsaftd appendages to extend their daylighted perimeter
zones. 'rhe new buildings had larger. simpler forms which includeo interior
zone areas totally reliant on electrical lighting and HVAC systems. Land
costs also led designers to building solutions that stretched from site
line to site line. These flush skin bUildings, like the UN Buil<ling, had to
rely on material solutions for solar control rather than shading from
building form or external devices. The mate.rial solution for solar control
waslo\\' transmission glass. using ref1~ctive sUrfac.es or heat absorbing
tints to prevent transmitted solar gain. These glazin~ mate:ials often
transmit less than 10% of the natural light available through clear glazing
and effectively eliminate interior daylight. Electrical lighting was there
fore used not to supplement daylight as in the PSALI concept but to replace
it. Extensive mechanical systems were routinely required to remove the
internal heat gains associated with electric lighting systems, equipnient
and occupants. The thermal character of the new office buildings was
closely tied to these internal heat gains, and the buildings were often
uninhabitable when the mechanical cooling equipment failed or electrical
power was not available.

As these developments became standard fare in the 1960s and 19708 they
were nOt considered problematic because of the low cost of energy. For
several decades electrical consumption had grown at a fantastic pace, a
growttl rate that doubled generating capac~ty every 10 years. The lighting
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levels recommended for the interiors of office buildings doubled and then
doubled again. In the meantime. the skills associated with designing for
daylight were lost from the architect's vocabulary. Interiors of office
buildings maintained a steady state illuminance that never varied and in
the case of heat-of-light systems was maintained for 24 hours a day. These
were bad times for daylighting as summarized by Bill Lam in 1979:

"The current state of daylighting is terrible because the architects
are .designing the buildings as urban sculpture rather than focusing on
user's environmental needs. Buildings are shaped and oriented with no
consideration for the sun. then protected against that sun with low
transmission and mirror glass. With the addition of interior blinds to
control glare. buildings totally covered with glass are effectively
windowless. daylightingwise. and require the use of artificial
lighting at all times. n [3]

A lack of professional interest in daylighting was also.evident in
architectural education. An entire generation of architects were taught to
design with l~ttle or no mention of natural lighting in their curricula.
Indeed technical issues in general became separated from training in
architectural design. Electrical lighting. and other topics related to the
physical performance of buildings, were relegated to secondary or tertiary
level courses if they were covered at all. The situation was described by
Professor Don Prowler in a 1982 report:

"The success of environmental technology freed the architect of this
century from pragmatic concerns of comfort and climate. This has been
achieved by the application of increasingly sophistic~ted and' energy
consuming devices which can be located remote from the spi:rces they
serve. This circumstance has reinforced the widely held belief thet
technics in general. and environmental controls in particular. are
independent of form. From this premise. the simple pedagogical
result is that technology has become separated from the primary
educational experience in schools of architecture today. the
design studio." (4]

Hodern times have brought new pressures to our building industry and
the professionals that design buildings. The rap:td escalation of fuel
prices over the last decade instilled an awareness of fuel as a precious
commodity and an honest desire to reduce. energy consumption. Early efforts.
in both research and practice. were directed toward increased efficiencies
in the thermal performance of buildings. Professional research was directed
toward issues related to active solar systems. passive solar systems and
improvements in HVAC system performance. As these research programs
examined the performance of commercial office structures, lighting.
responsible for 30% to 50% of office building energy consumption. became an
obvious target for belt tightening. Early attempts to improve lighting
performance involved the delamping of fixtures and a reduction in
illuminance levels. It also seemed that every energy improvement checklist
suggested "utilizing daylight" but provided few details on this theme [5].
There is now substantial interest in daylighting as a strategy for the
conservation of energy and asa means of deferring the expansion of
electrical generating capacity. There are qualitative gains to be made as
well.
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.A CASE FOR DAYLIGHTING

Daylighting for the Conservation of Energy

Th~ United States' electric utility companies have been through
difficult times during the last 15 years. Electrical power is produced by
regulated private sector companies in the United States. These companies in
aggregate comprise the largest industry in our country and have grown at a
phenomenal rate. Rapid growth is no longer possible from the utilities'
viewpoint. The high costs of construction Bend finance (nuclear plants nmv
cost several billions of dollars each and take over a dozen years to build)
have dampened the industry's ability and enthusiasm to expand. In the
absence of their historical growth rate the generating ,companies will
carefully husband their existing capacity and encourage the conservation of
electric power.

Even without major growth, the U.S. utilities have an impressive
amount of power to manage. The current generating capacity of our
electrical systems is approximately 630 gigawatts. Electrical lighting in
commercial and industrial buildings is responsible for approximately 25% of
all electrical power consumed (or 5% of total U.S. energy consumption). [6]
Roughly another 3% of total U.S. energy is consumed for cooling these
buildings. Furthermore, these categories of electrical use in buildings
account for a substantial fraction of the peak electrical demand on U.S.
utilities. the demand utilities now seek to limit.

FIGURE 1: An office interior from 1970, from an advertisement by Sylvania
Lighting
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Opportunities for the conservation of elE.ctricfll power are clear in
the case sho....m in Figure 1. an office building ~roQ 1970. This example.
made infamous by Richard Stein's book Ar~hit~~~~~ ~~9 ~~_~. illustrates
the excesses of preconservation commercial spaces. Tne office pictured is
illuminated by fl.uorescent fixtures distributed indiscrirrinately. or to be
more kind. uniformly. over banks of fi'.eB. desks. cOrY·~dnrs. storage and
aisles. The fixtures demand about 43 ,vatts of pmler fer each square meter
of office space and extend from exterior wall to exter~or wall. Substantial
conservation gains 'could be realized in this space through the design oia
more sensible electric lighting sys tern. Off ices by tode" , s standards ~yill

have a connected lighting load of around 21 to 27 watts/Gquare meter
instead of 43 watts/square meter. Efficient office structures have achieved
lignting loads lower than 11 watts/square meter. and th~ trend continues
downward. Daylighting could. and should. be used to displace electric
:i~ht~~g 1U the perimeter zones of this type of space. A reasonable objec
tive would be the elimination of daytime electrical lighting in all areas
within 5 meters of an exterior wall. a perimeter zone that represents about
25% of the occupied area in a typical. square plan commercial office. Even
greater gains can be realized by the design of office structures to'
increase the amount of occupied area exposed to the perimeter sources·o~

daylight.

Daylighting for the Reduction of Peak Electric~l Demand

Thirty years ago the United States electrical utilities experienced
their heaviest demand for electrical power during a cold winter day. with
consumption for heating a major component. Since that time the prolifera
tion of air conditioning. principally in sealed commercial buildings, has
shifted the period of peak demand to hot summer afternoons. This shift in
demand timing began with cities on the Gulf of Mexico. spread steadily
northward. and now is the norm nationwide. The use of electricity for
lighting and air conditioning. to remove the heat of light. contributes e
substantial part of today's peak loads. The utilities. in efforts to reduce
the, growth of their annual peak loads and consequent pressure to build new
plants. use a number of load management strategies. Strategies to reduce
peak load growth also minimize a utility's hours of operation near full
system load. Overall utility efficiency is low near full load because all
generating plants. including the old inefficient ones, must contribute
their capacity during the peak hours. In the United States load management
techniques are usually "soft". a category in which the utility has no
physical control over the patterns of power consumption but seeks to
control these patterns through its rate structures. These techniques make
it financially disadvantageous for a customer to contrihute to a utility's
peak load.

Unlike the majority of countries. the United States does not have an
electricity pricing policy that varies with time of day (though this
pricing structure is beginning to appear). Residential customers pay for
the electrical energy they consume with no charges for the pattern of t~eir

consumption or contribution to the utilit~'s peak load. Commercial sector
firms pay for energy consumed and alSQ for their peak power demand from the
utility network. The charge for peak power demand usually represents a
significant fraction ofa commercial customer's total electrical bill. A
feature of the rate structure called "ratcheting" will repeat the monthly
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billing for a particularly high demand for a full year.

Consider the following example used by Steve Selkowitz in discussing
the peak savings potential of daylighting. [7] A typical all electric office
building tines 30 to 50 percent of its peak energy consumption for electric
lighting. [8] Assume that one-third,of the usable floor space occurs in
perimeter zones with close proximity to windows. The maximum potential
daylight savings is thus one-third of the 30 to 50 percent. or 10 to 15
percent of total energy. If 50 percent of the potential energy savings are
actually achieved with dimming controls, daylighting can save roughly 5 to
8 percent of the total building energy consumption. This is an attractive
reduction of energy consumption, and parallel gains are made in reducing
the peak power demand. With a connected lighting load of 33 watts/square
meter for the entire structure, daylighting can be expected to eliminate
the entir'e perimeter zone lighting portion of peak demand. As shown in
Figure 2, one of the handsome relationships between daylight and peak
demand is. that they have coincidental peaks. When the incentives to reduce
power consumption for electrical lighting are the greatest there is ample
daylight available to fill in. Daylighting can thus trim 11 watts/square
meter (one third of the 33 watts/square meter lighting load) from the peak
demand. Under swnmer peak conditions, typical cooling loads amount to 50 to
100 watts/square meter. With a net COP of 2, the cooling power requirement
is then 25 to 50 watts/square meter of ,"hich perhaps 15 watts/square meter
represents cooling loads due to lighting. Under peak load conditions if we
turn out the electric lights in the one-third of the building for ''lhich
daylighting is adequate then we have reduced the building I speak pm'ler
consumption by 16 "'latts/square 'meter, 11 watts/square meter for the
lighting and an additional 5 watts/square meter for the reduced cooling
load. This reduction is roughly 10 to 20 percent of the building's normal
peak power consumption, a significant improvement.

FIGURE 2: Timing of peak. electrical power demand and daylight availability
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The cost of new power plant construction is frequently in the rauge of
Sl.OQ to $2.00 per peak watt of installed power. In a new building. a 14
square meter office with lighting at 33 watts/square meter requires an
investment by the utility company of $450 to $900 in new generating
capacity if the lighting is a contributor to the utility system peak
demand. It appears that responsive dimming controls could be installed in
such a perimeter office for considerably less money than the utility
investment to supply electricity at periods of peak demand. Thus good
daylighting design and effective lighting control systems not only save
energy. but reduce the pressure for new electrical power generating
resources. In fact. a number of utilities have begun 'programs that provide
attractive incentives for their customers to include day1ighting features
in new buildings. These incentives include financing by the utility for
preconstruction daylighting studies and the rebate of utility fees for
customers with high performance buildings.

Daylighting for the Benefit of Building Occupants

The building occupant can benefit from more than energy savings if his
building has an effective daylighting scheme. Studies by the General
Services Administration and the IBM Corporation calculate that. over the 40
year life-span of an office. personnel costs amount to 92 percent of owning
and operating a structure. These findings were supported by a four year
intensive study conducted by the Buffalo Organization for Social and
Technological Innovation (BOSTI). BOSTI released a detailed report in 1982
which concluded that a corporate investment in quality workspaces can be
worth up to $8.000 per employee with regard to productivity and job
satisfaction. In any, event. personnel costs far exceed those for all energy
consumption. A ·small increase in employee productivity. therefore. can
translate into considerable savings. Recent research also indicates that
job performance is associated with worker satisfaction with office
environments [9J. In research by Jean Wineman at the Georgia Institute of
Technology. lighting quality. daylighting and view were identified as
particularly important features affecting worker satisfaction with the work
environment. [10J The ability of daylight to affect worker satisfaction
with office environments is germane to the architectural decision-making
process.

Daylight as a source of light varies over time in a predictable manner
(daily and seasonal cycles) as well as in unpredictable patterns due to
cloud cover and other climatic variables. The variable nature of this
source might appear to be an undesirable feature for our indoor
environments characterized by uniform temperature and uniform electric
lighting levels. However. there is evidence to suggest that. when compared
to uniform electric lighting. people value and even prefer the changes and
variability introduced by daylight in a room. Day1ighting from windows
introduces modeling effects which. if well controlled. are pleasing and
desirable. Since the eye and brain evolved under daylight. its color
temperatures are pleasing and its color rendering properties excellent.

In addition to these positive qualities. William Lam. in his book
Lig~j~ an~ Perception as Formgivers in Architecture. m&<es the case for a
set of lighting criteria that are related to man's subconscious needs for
information. Lam defines a set, of issues that are sUbconsciously important
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to our survival as biological organisms. issues which he labels "biological
needs". In patterns as old as man. Lam asserts that when we are explicitly
engrossed in a task we become relatively unconscious and unconcerned about
the events around us. and any irrelevant visual information may be an
undesirE!d distraction.

"Btlt as formal tasks demand less focus. or as our attention strays.
the focus of perception turns to the search for information related to
the satisfaction of biological needs. We subconsciously seek facts Gf
orientation: wh~re we are. the shape and structure of the space. the
nature and quality of the furnishings and finishes. the identity of
our neighbors. who they are and what they are doing. the time of day
and the weather. Our senses are constantly monitoring the environment
for signs of chanl?;e."[ll]

This process at times becomes conscious. Among the most important
biological needs for environmental information. Lam lists an awareness of
the following:

TERRITORY. its boundaries and the means available within a given
environment for the personalization of space.

PLACES of REFUGE. opportunities for shelter in time of perceived need.

OTHER LIVING THINGS. an awareness of other living things. plants.
animals and people.

TIME. and environmental conditions which relate to our innate
biological clocks.

WEATHER. as it relates to the need for clothing and heating and
cooling. the need for shelter. opportunities to bask in the
beneficial rays of the sun. etc.

LOCfiTION. with regard to water. heat. food. sunlight. escape routes.
destination. etc.

ENCLOSURE. the safety of the structure. the location and nature of
environmental controls. protection from cold. heat. rain. etc.

Rl~AXATION and STIMULATION of the body. mind and senses.

Changes in the perceived status of these impo~tant aspects of the
environment trigger warning signals in the brain. demanding attention. It
should be noted that the la~t five items on the list abo,~ have direct
relatic:mships to daylighting systems. Daylight provides an excellent infor
mation for time orientation. on both a daily and.seasoLdl cycle. Visible
evidence in the presence of sunlight provides important clues about three
dimensional form and orientation in addition to indicating the state of the
weather. It is axioma ..ic that the view outdoors associated with daylighting
provides relaxation and stimulation for the occupants of buildings. Unlike
the sources of daylight. light fixtures seem arbitrary and out of place.
distracting. glaring and informationless ~ather than pleasing. They are the
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providers of light and little else. Thus the qualitative aspects of a
daylighting scheme can provide incentives to use daylight that equal those
related to energy savings and peak power reduct~on.

In summary. strong arguments exist for the use of daylight in lieu of
electrical lighting. Daylight can lower electrical energy consumption by
reducing daytime perimeter zone electrical lighting and the cooling
associated with it. It can also shave valuable kilowatts from a building's
peak electrical demand for the year. Finally. there is a tangible
improvement in the quality of light from a well designed daylighting
system. a qualitative improvement that satisfies basic biological needs of
the building's occu~?nts and thus increases worker satisfaction.

Despite the attractive advantages that daylighting offers there is
still a reluctance by the design community to fully embrace its use. In
part this is due to inertia; historically change comes slowly in the build
ing industry. As previously mentioned. there are institutiona~ barriers to
the implement'ation of daylighting such as the absence of daylighting from
professional curricula. a shortage of ' well-documented examples of day
lighted buildings and lack of effective. practical design methods. There
is. however. progress on several fronts. The codes and regulations that
govern the way we build are requiring more efficient designs. For example.
the State of California has enacted legislation that establishes the
maximum office structure electric lighting dens,ity as 16 watts/square meter
effective 1986. This reduction in allowable electric lighting from a
previous maximum of 33 watts/square meter will force designers to choose
between fairly dim interiors and the use of daylighting. Research programs.
li~e the Windows and Daylighting Group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(LBL). are beginning to provide the design community with daylighting
methods and documented case studies. The dissemination of this information
fills a void that has hampered daylighting efforts in recent years. The
next few pages will review a series of approaches ;or the use of daylight
in buildings and cover the system components required for a successful job.

DAYLIGHTING SYSTEM DESIGN

In passive solar design. it is axiomatic that the building envelope
should be insulated to relatively high efficiencies before investment is
made in the passive solar components. As the building envelope increases in
efficiency the heating load remaining for the solar system becomes smaller
and smaller. In recent t~mes. some passive heating schemes have dropped the
solar component altogether and rely on superinsulated envelopes alone to
protect the house from the harsh winter. An analogous situation exists for
dayl~ghting schemes; electric lighting systems that supplement daylight
should be relatively efficient and include effective controls. As the
electrical lighting system becomes more efficient. the savings from
operation using daylight instead of electricity are reduced. Though this
increases the amount of time required to pay back investments in a
daylighting system. there are normally adequate economic incentives for the
inclusion of daylighting. In addition. there remain strong qualitative
reasons to opt for daylighting instead 'of the electric lighting system.
Approaches to efficient lighting system design will include the following:
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E'E'FICIENT LIGHTING HARDHARE- Lighting conservation technologies exist
that permit lighting power densities in offices as low as 8 to 11
watts/square meter. Current fluorescent lamps and ballast systems:
have a co~bined efficiency of 50 to 70 lumens/watt, with most co~on

1.2 meter units averaging 60 lumens/watt. Electronic ballasts, i~proved
phosphors, narrow lamp tubes and higher output fixtures.are curr~ntly

available and can boost fluorescent system efficacies to the 100
1umen~/watt range. The high pressure sodium and other HID light
sources are also gaining acceptance in office environments despite
poor color rendition properties.

IMPROVED DESIGN PRACTICES - As installed lighting power densities
decrease, effective lighting design becomes critical to achieve
acceptable lighting environments. For instance, the differentiation
between task lighting (limited in area, task specific) and ambient
lighting (~ddespread, general circulation) is an effective desig1'l
strategy in reducing electric lighting levels:

IHPROVED OPERATION and !1AINTENANCE - As with HVAC systems even the
best system design and hardware will not. function well in the absence
of good management. Lighting schedules and maintenance become critical
factors when dealing with high efficiency lighting systems.

INTEGRATION with DAYLIGHTING - Even. the most effective strategy to .
daylight building interiors will fail to save energy if the electric
lights ar.e left on. The proper integration of electrical and
day-lighting systems poses an interesting and challenging set of
issues. The designer must decide to what extent.the user can provide
effective lighting management and establish'a system that captures the
maximum possible benefit from interior daylight.•

With a commitment to the design of an effective electrical lighting
system the designer ca~ turn his attention to the elements of the
daylighting system•. Several major issues must be considered in the course
of this task. ~he designer must identify the~uilding design strategy that
will admit natural light into his ihteriors. The process should include
analysis to evaluate the tradeoffs between thermal and luminous energy
gains. It is important in the early stages of design to identify methods
for control ~f she system. Two major control categories are the control of
solar gain to minimize adverse thermal impacts and the control of electric
lighting systems to claim the energy savings made possible by daylighting.
This section will review these design and control issues.

ADHITTINC DAYLIGHT

Natural lighting techniques encompass both the use of diffuse light
from the sky (daylight) and.direct beam radiation from the sun (sunlight).
There are two major categories. for the schemes that admit this light into
buildings. Sidelighting is the use of natural light transmitted through
vertical bt,ilding surfaces, the windows common to single. and multistory
buildings. Toplighting involves the use'of Skylights either in the form of
horizontal aperture or vertical roof monitors to admit light into an
interior from above. Toplighting is characteristically limited to



structures of one or two stories. Another relatively small category of
daylighting is the rather esoteric use of optic&l systems to transmit beam
daylight into deep interior spaces. Each of these approaches has its
merits, and each is receiving attention in today's daylighting designs.

Sidelighting

Sidelighting is the most widely applied of daylighting strategies
requiring elements already common to perimeter zone offices. Sidelighting
approaches can be divided into two categories: 1) the lighting of perimeter
zones adjacent to vertical glazing and 2) the distribution of sidelighting
into interior zones more remote from the exterior glass. A rule of thumb
developed for diffuse daylight is th~t useful daylight penetration rarely
exceeds 2 to 3 times the height of vertical glazing. Using this guideline,
perimeter zone daylighting is limited to depths of 6 to 8 meters for
buildings with conventional ceiling heights of about 3 meters. Daylighting
within these limits can be accomplished using relatively conventional
window designs which rely on the diffuse component of daylight as a source
and specifically exclude direct beam solar radiation. Daylight penetration
deeper than 8 meters, however, typically requires the use of beam sunlight
and an accurate means of directing it toward the interior of the building.
Systems that control direct sunlight, whether they are composed of
architectural or optical elements, are sensitive to the position of the sun
and thus window orientation, hours of use and time of year.

The greatest opportunities for sidelighting exist in easily lit
exterior zones. As in discussions of thermal performance. the exterior zone
of a building is taken to be areas within 4 to 6 meters of the exterior
wall. Within these limits it should be possible to provide daylighting at a
level of 500 lux for 70 to 90 percent of daytime operating hours (depending
on details of climate and orientation). In £Fct. it is relatively easy to
provide daylight levels in excess of the nominal 500 lux typical of office
lighting design. Excessive daylight levels, however, frequently introduce
unnecessary cooling loads and suggest a shortcoming in system design or
control. Though daylighting the perimeter zone is easily accomplished with
conventional building elements. a survey of contemporary u.s. office build
ings would reveal few day1ighting applications. Current design practices
exclude the electric lighting control systems necessary to realize savings
from available daylight. Solutions to the control of solar gain and glare
commonly rely on low transmission glazing which also rejects daylight.
Small changes in design attitude could produce large daylight benefits.

The introduction of daylight beyond the 6-meter perimeter zone boundary
requires a different type of design. Apertures for deep penetration systems
are typically larger and feature provision for the reflection of beam
sunlight. The use of direct sunlight challenges the designer to solve
simultaneous requirements for deep light penetration and the control of
glare. Most techniques for deeper lighting involve architectural
manipulation to raise the height of the window head and ceiling. The
increased window height provides more daylight penetration due to larger
glazed areas and a higher daylighting source. It also exposes occupants near
the window to higher levels of glare (view of the upper sky) and direct
sunlight. The larger wind~q provides too much light for the zone immediately
adjacent to the exterior wall. It would be useful to displace the light flux
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FIGURE 3: A generic lightshelf
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unneeded in the perimeter to locations deeper within tHe building. One
architectural approach to achieving this objective is tne use of a horizon
tal light reflecting/shading element between the upper and lower portions
of glazing. Such an element, popularly called a lightshelf. is illustrated
in Figure 3. The lightshelf is typically located 2 to 2.5 meters above the

. floor with a meter or more of clear glazing above it. Tne upper surface of
the shelf is finished as a diffuse or specular reflector and serves to
bounce beam sunlight deeper into the space. The shelf also serves the space
below it as a shading device and delimiter cf space. This exterior space
will normally have some type of glare control for the lower glazing.

Lightshelves have gained popularity due to their apparent simplicity.
·An example of one lightshelf application will be provided in the case study
section of this paper. Sidelighting the deeper interior zones is somewhat
less dependable than applications in the perimeter areas. The lightshelf
scheme requires beam sunlight for effective performance and may not project
light effectively under cloudy, diffuse conditions. Under these conditions
daylight may be inadequate for task illuminance but perform admirably as a
source of ambient light.

Toplighting

As illustrated by the Pantheon in Rome. toplighting is a venerable
strategy for the admission of daylight. Toplighting. or the admission of
daylight through the roof plane. is a technique appropriate for single
story bu.ildings and the top floors of multistory structures. Occasionally.
toplighting systems are used to light more than one floor level when the
upper floors have openings to allow light. to filter through. Unlike
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sidelighting. where spatial relationships limit the penetration of nscu~~l

light. toplit spaces can rely entirely on daylight.

Daylighting systems in the roof plane will use one of two geometries:
1) flat or bubble glazing in a horizontal plane or 2) vertical or sloped
glazing in a roof monitor. Though most modern skylights adopt the horizon
tal plane configuration it is the least desirable of the two. The fundamen
tal difficulty with horizontal glazing is the pattern in which it receives
solar radiation. Heat gains peak in the summer. and represent a major
cooling liability, while winter gains are relatively low. Nevertheless.
horizontal glazing remains popular because skylights are available as
manufactured. single unit components which are easy and relatively inexpen
sive to install. Recent developments in the use of horizontal apertures for
daylighting include the development of reflecting devices that enhance
s~ylight performance and the use of fabric roofs. The reflector scheme
involves the placement of a specular~y reflecting surface to the north of a
horizontal skylight -~ increase its apparent aperture and redirect beam
sunlight. In some cases the reflector is mounted on a motorized carriage
and serves as a single axis tracking system. The fabric roof solution has
been used in a number of structures. a majority of ~hich are athletic
facilities. The approach uses a low transmission translucent fabric to fopm
a major area of the structure's roof. Both of these developments are
subject to the adverse heat impact problem previously mentioned.

Roof monitors were once a common element in the architectural vocabu
lary and can be four:d in some diversity when inspecting older warehouses
and industrial buildings. In these older buildings. with their high ceiling
heights. roof monitors provided excellent control of incident daylight as
well as openings for natural ventilation. As a rule the older examples of
roof monitors excluded all direct radiation. This property is a character
istic of glazing orientation and geometry. North facing monitors admit
diffuse light but very little solar hea.t while southern orientations
provide diffuse light, beam sunlight and winter heat.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES - CALCULATION

Having identified a daylighting strategy. the designer's next
challenge is evaluating its performance. The ideal calculation method would
provide a designer with information on system performance during the early
stages of the det:lign process when decisions regarding' architectural fom
and materials are first made. The ealculation~ would id~u~11y provide
insight into the interaction of building lighting and HVAC systems and a
profile of the relative merits of various control strategies. Such a tool
does not exist. At this time there is a ~hortage of effective. widely usec
daylighting design methods in the. United States. The problem is not a lad
of design methods; 58 are listed in a 1970 crE publication. [14] However.
the majority of these calculation techniques were developed for European
countries with their predominantly cloudy climates, for instance. the
Daylight Factor Method. The United States. in contrast. features clear
skies in many areas and therefore requires different calculation
procedures. Clear sky calculation techniques do exist in the Lumen Method.
documented in the IES Recommended Practices and its cousin the LOF method.
These ca~culation techniques are very simplified and of limited use in
actual practice.
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The calculation met-hods that are available take many forms: micro
comput4~r programs, diagrams, protractors,nomographs and ta.bular methods.
There has been a long succession of advancements to both the LUmen Method
and thl~ Daylight Factor Method but despite the efforts of many contributors
they rl~main only marginally useful. The assumptions that allow the calcula
tions to be simplified playa major role in limiting their usefulness. The
simplified techniques might be considered more educational than analytical.
At the other end of the spectrum are a set of relatively complex mainframe
computE!r simulation programs. Major routines like LUMEN II, SUPERLlTE and
DOE2.lB combine a more detailed set of computational procedures with the
abilit)r to model more complex situations. In the case of DOE 2.lB, the
computer can conduct an .integrated analysis of lighting 'and thermalperfor
mance.These programs exact the price of complexity for their ability to
simulate detailed building performance. This complexity limits their
usefulness during the critical early stages of building design.

The simulation program DOE 2.1B is an extremely complex tool and is
rarely used except in the later stages of the·design process or in research
programs. ·The program can, however, provide some valuable insight
regardi.ng the interaction of thermal and daylighting issues when used to
simulate generic building schemes. An example of this process is provided
by a rE!Cent Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory study on glazing systems and
design optimization. [15] The study systematically explored the influence
of glaz,ing systems on component loads and annual energy 'use in prototypical
office buildings. Parametric studies examined the sensitivity of total
buildin.g energy use to changes in orientation, window area, glazing
properties (U-va1ue,shading coefficient, visible transmittance), window
managem.ent strategy, installed lighting power, and lighting control
strategy. The results provided a fascinating view of the interdependence of
thermal and daylighting components and the pitfalls associated with
designing for one and ignoring the other.

Though a complete description of LBLl s study is beyond the scope of
this paper, a brief description of their process is in order. To study the
effects of fenestration design on building energy performance, a five zone

FIGURE 4: Zone diagram DOE 2.1Bsimulation runs [15]
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module was designed to represent typical commercial office design (see
Figure 4). DOE 2.1B computer simulations were conducted on this base model
and variations that represented systematic changes in each design variable.
The numerous parametric runs provided a data base that demonstrates the
complexity of daylighting energy analysis relative to each of the varied
features. Figure 5 provides an example of the reduced data from simulation
runs for a south facing perimeter zone in Madison. Wisconsin. a heating
dominated climate. These graphs plot various types of annual south zone
energy consumption against a composite parameter. the "effective aperture"
(WWR) (Tv). which is the product of the floor-to-ceiling window-to-wall
ratio (WWR) and the glazing's visible transmittance (Tv) • The first plot
illustrates lighting energy consumption with three control strategies. The

FIGURE 5: Results of DOE 2.1B simulations
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oase case of no daylighting is compared to an on-off control system and a
continuously dimming control system designed to maintain a 550 lux
illuminan.ce level. As expected both daylighting control strategies produce
tangible savings. The second plot examines the various components of the
building's annual energy consumption and.their relationship to effective
aperture. As expected. increased window areas prove to be an asset for
heating and daylighting while a liability for cooling. The final plot
examines the combination of thermal and lighting issues in a plot of total
energy consumption against effective aperture for two different electric
lighting densities. The data indicate continuously improving building
performallce until the effective aperture reaches a value of approximately
O.20~ This type of data could prove very useful to the building designer if
it were accessible for his building during the formative stages of design.

The developers of design tools are faced with exciting challenges in
the areas of building energy simulation. There is a marked need for inte
grated tools that combine analyses of thermal and luminous performance at
the early stages of the design process. A second layer of comFlexity is
introduced with the problem of accurately modaling the interaction of
building occupants with these energy consuming systems. ~e~~n~ aevelopments
in ~he area of microcomputer workstation hardware offer encouragement that
the processing horsepower will exist for this type of tool. The availabil
ity of .:uch a validated computer model will have important implications for
the building designers who must now make difficult decisions regarding
opt;~ization. frequently without sufficient information. In the absence of
an effe<:tive computer-based method. many designers are using three dimen
sional models for daylighting analysis.

ANALYTICAL TECHtITQUES - THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELS

Design studies using scale models are a traditional technique in
architectural practice. Scale models constructed specifically for day
lighting analysis can provide valuable information at all stages of the
design process. Lighting effects are scale independent and can be accurate
ly simulated in scale representations of architectural space. Quantitative
measurE~ments in an accurate model will match corresponding measurements in
the actual space. Glare conditions noted in a model will occur in the full
seale ~paee as well. Visual photographic images from an exacting model will
strongly corralllpond to the space it reprefilents. The model is a tool of
pl,'Actieal u~e to the buHdin~ dedgner. Hedelg can be u~ed to evaluate the
performance of dayHghting eompo;lents such a~ glazing pyotems or shading
deviceis. During the early design phase, scale models can replace or compli
ment other simplified calculations and they provide essential information
about the quality of daylighting in the later stages of design. An impor
tant characteristic of three d'~ensional studies is their ability to simu
late rather complex geometrie. which defy other analytical approaches.

Daylighting models are constructed at diff~rent levels of precision
and time investment. During the early stages of the design process. 'quick
sketch models can be used· for making comparative studies of the size and
locati.on of apertures and reflecting surfaces. During design development.
more detailed models can assist in the fine tuning of daylight distribution
and provide visual checks for the presence of gl.are and contrast. In the
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FIGJRE 6: The. sky simulatc.r at the University of Californ.. a. a Lawrence
ner~ley LaboraLory facility

final stages of contract document preparation, full-scale mock-lopS of
spaces are sometimes constructed as the ultimate modeling exercise. These
spaces are used to test occ~pant reactions to daylighting systems.
controls. electrical lighting, furniture, and intE"rior visual comfort.

Daylighting models are also used in the support oi res~arch. While the
typical design model is tested under real sky conditions. research applica
tions demand a constant sky for comparative studies. The Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory and several u.s. universities maintain artificial skies for
exacting model studies. These electrically illuminated sky simulators
provide the stable reference sky conditions necessary ·for research.

The visual accuracy of daylighting models can be illustrated with the
products of a student exercise. In a series of graduate studios at the
College of Architecture at Georgia Tech. daylighting models were used to
introduce an analytical method in the sLudio. Rather than asking the stu
dents to accept the validity of the modeling technique. the studios began
with a proof-of-concept exercise. In the studio's first week. students
worked in groups of two to construct a modular model of an existing space.

This model was then compared to the space it represented using
photographic techniques for qualitative documentation and photometric
meters to compare illuminance levels (figures 7-10). The iterative exercise
included the development of isolux contours in plan form and refinement of
the model until comparative measurements differed by no more than 20%.
After verifying the predictive powers of the modeling technique. students
used the model to redesign tre space in question.
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FIGURE 7: Actual office space FIGURE 8: Scale model of existing
office space

The exercise provides a convincing
demonstration of models as a power
ful tool for analyzing and present
ing the daylighting performance of
a design scheme. In addition, the
model-based analysis uses skills
commonly found in the studio set
ting. The most common problem with
the project is a tendency for stu
dents to become overenthusiastic in
modeling the details of the space.
Though this increases the realism
of the model photographs. the
majority of this detail has minimal
effect on light distribution in the
space. The introduction of
analytical techniques during a
studio ,exercise provides a welcome
yardstick with which students can
measure the consequences of their
design decisions.

Though models are an extremely
powerful visual tool they still do
not provide analytical data that
integrates thermal and luminous
perfonnance. There are some
techniques in which data from model
studies are used to profile
electric lighting schedules in
hourly simulation programs. Until
advanced simulation tools are
developed for the early stages of
design. models will remain the most
versatile and popular analytical
technique.

FIGURE 9: Model of redesigned
office space

FIGURE 10: Scale model, exterior
vie";',",,;
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SOLAR CONTROL SYSTEMS

After a preferred technique for daylighting analysis is established.
there remains the challenge of balancing fenestration. design to meet both
thermal and luminous design criteria. The sleek. all glass buildings that
dot our modern landscape could not have been built without the use of high
performance solar control glazing systems. However. high performance glaz
ing is but one of many solar control options available for protection from
solar heat gain. Alternatives include exterior architectural appendages
such as screens. shutters and blinds and interior devices like drapes.
louvers and venetian blinds. The exterior devices are more eff~ctive at
blocking solar gain but are usually fixed ina single position. The inte-c

rior options provide user control at -relatively. low expense but are less
effective at reducing heat gain. A T.vealth of solar control devices have
been investigated and documented during the course of this century. [16]

As a rule. if both thermal and lighting criteria are taken into con
sideration. a fixed shading devic~ is the least effective. A simple solu
tion which is permanent and fixed lacks the flexibility to meet performance
criteria that shift with season and time. For example. the low transmit
tance glazings are a fixed solution that shades effectively but also
eliminates daylighting potential in a building. Optimal shading performance
would probably come from an exterior mounted. motorized device with
automated controls. Unfortunately this type of solution is burdened by high
costs' and maintenance. A compromise solution involves user controlled.
operable shading devices. In this·case costs are lower but there is uncer
tainty regarding the effectiveneps of the human component. The sensitive
and well informed occupant can become an important part of the system.

A shading system also becomes a line of defense against glare. In this
case occupants can be relied on to implement protective measures. The
building designer must balance requirements for sun control and glare
control against the necessity for relatively high light transmission
required for adequate daylighting in buildings. A variety of automatic and
manually controlled strategies are available t9 the designer although the
ramifications of user participation and actual product performance are not
well known. If undesired solar gain is not effectively excluded from a
daylighted room. the resultant cooling energy consumption may reduce or
eliminate daylighting energy savings.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CONTROL SYSTE~fS

All buildings with windows or skylights are daylighted. Only those
buildings with effective control systems for their electrical lights will
save energy and reduce peak loads. The earliest electric lighting control
systems were manually operated switches that existed as part of the
lighting fixture. As electric lighting hardware became more advanced.
switching systems were centralized until by the 1960s it was not uncommon
for an entire floor to have a single light switch. This trend reduced
hardware costs but also eliminated the means for individual control of
local lighting. As energy conservation criteria increased in importance.
switching systems became more sophisticated. The trend in electric fixture
switching is toward automated controls that serve a number of purposes.
With fl~orescent lighting systems these controls can operate as on-off
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switches. provide a step series of possible lighting outputs by switching
individual bulbs or. with advanced ballasts. provide a continuous range of
light output. Control systems are applied to the following tasks:

O~CUPANtySCHEDULING- Electric lights should be turned off or .dimmed
during periods of low occupancy or periods when visual tasks are not
demanding. There are an array of control techniques to provide this
switching ranging from the simplest. manual,switches. to time clocks.
microprocessor-based systems and motion detectors.

FINE ~}rrNG - This strategy refers to tailoring the illuminance level
to the specific requirements of a particular time and place. In specu
lative office buildings lighting systems are commonly designed without
knowledge of the visual needs of the ultimate occupants of the space.
The normal processes of changing occupancy and furniture placement
suggest a corresponding ability to revise ligliting fixture perform
ance. The cost of moving fixtures is often too expensive for minor
changes and. historically. designers have simply sized fixtures for
the. worst .case lighting needs. A more sensitive solutJon would allow
an adjustment of individual fixture output using multilevel switching
or dimming controls.

LUMEN MAINTENfu~CE - The light produGed by newly installed lighting
systems is normally 20% to 40% higher than the lighting design level.
This i.s due to a calculated factor tha:t accounts for decreases in
light level as lamps. fixtures and 9ardware age. Thus new fixtures
provide illuminance in excess of the design target. Lumen maintenance
systems ,are designed to sense the actual illuminance level in the
space and reduce lighting 'system output so that only the desired
illuminance is maintained.

DAYLIGHTING COtITROLS - Where daylighting lig~ts an interior space
througl1 windows and/or skylights. the electrical illuminance can be
re,duced correspondingly. The simplest control hardware is capable of
turning lights on and off. Hore sophisticated systems can dim fixtures
through a continuous range of light outputs. In offices. schools and
other spaces where critical visual tasks are performed. ~ontinuously

dimmi,ng control systems are preferable to step or on-off techniques.
In. warehouses and spaces housing less· visually critical activities.
on-off. one step dimming techniques may be adequate and mOre cost
ef~ective. Because of the dynamic effects of daylightingil1umination.
cE!ntrally controlled systems are not optimal solutions for large
spaces. A high performance approach combines solid-state b~l\lasts and
front-end current limiters that respond to independent cont~oi of
sma;l.ler spaces.

DE!spite an apparent ;Logical simplicity. switcn~ng systems for the
control of, daylighted spaces are quite difficult to implement. A variety of
questions face the designer. For example. should photocell sensors be
placed on the ceiling looking downward? On the window looking out? On the
workplane looking up? In single or multiple locations? Photosensors require
certain time delays to prevent their' response to transient effects yet must
oe sens:itive enough to 'respond to more significant changes in interior
illuminance. The issues of control design are solvable but a lack of exper
ience 'with installed control appl~cations hinders confidence at this time.
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Given either a dimmable or on-off control system. the controls can be
operat~d either manually or automatically. According to Steve Selkowitz.
"manual controls are flexible. combining sensitivity and judgment at
their best. and are fallible. characterized by neglect or laziness at
their worst. The main danger is simply that the switch or control will
be forgotten or unused." [17] Prior experiments have suggested that
occupants. if given the opportunity of setting their own artificial
light levels in a daylighted room. will select even higher lighting
levels than in a room without windows. Automatic controls should be more
reliable but must be kept simple to avoid adding undue costs and rUll the
risk of getting out of synch with the occupant's lighting needs. A study
of electric lighting control strategies leads to issues of some
complexity.

TABLE 1: Lighting control scenarios. including cost and types of equipm~nt

required for implementation [18]

-------------------------------------------------------------- --------_._-

Cost ($l/square meter)Scenario Equipment

Equipment Annual
savings

Payback
period
(Yr. )

Occupancy Relay - 2.08 2.80 0.74
Scheduling microprocessor

Fine Tuning Lamp change 0.62 1.29 0.48

Lumen Voltage amplitude 6.73 1.51 4.46
Maintenance control

Lumen Front-end current 11.30 6.35 1. 78
Maintenance limiter
+ Daylighting

Lumen Solid-state 13.02 7.75 1.68
Maintenance. ballasts
Tuning and
Daylighting

All strategies Relay - microprocessor
solid-state ballasts

10% Daylighted 15.18 6.46 2.35
30i~ Daylighted 15.18 6.89 2.20
60)1; Daylighted 15.18 7.64 1.99

100% Daylighted 15.18 8.50 1. 78



CASE STUDY - A CALIFORNIA OFFICE BUILDING

The Windows and Daylighting Group of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
rec.ently completed a comprehensive assessment of commercial-sector energy
conserving strategies. (19] In the category of daylighting the study identi
fied four major data gaps. areas of information deemed critical for the
design of effectively daylighted buildings. As one gap. the study identi
fied a lack of monitored data from daylighted buildings and concluded that:

"Performance data for daylighted buildings is virtually nonexistent. A
reviE~w of over 40 "daylighted" buildings described in thearchitec
tural and engineering press provided virtually no useful data on the
magnitude of daylight savings. These data are necessary. not only to
validate computer models that provide guidance to designers. but also
to convince hardnosed decision makers that these approaches are viable
and cost effective."

FIGURE 11: Exterior view. daylighted office structure
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This post occupancy case study of an office structure in the San
Francisco Bay Area has collected performance data in a building that
includes a number of , innovative daylighting features. The structure
represents a major experiment in the use of daylighting by a large U.S.
corporation. an experiment in which the owner hopes that daylighting will
significantly reduce energy consumption and improve employee productivity.
The building is a 46.450 square meter office facility housing over 3.000
technical personnel engaged in engineering tasks. It is interesting to note
a few points about the history of the building. In the early stages of its
development, in fact far beyond the commencement of working drawings. the
building was to be similar to other offices in the South Bay Area. These
existing buildings were quite straightforward structures with few if any
windows. A construction moratorium by the city of Sunnyvale paused the
building's development and allowed the architect's office to propose a more
innovative program for the building. In joint meetings between the
architect and the owner it '.vas reasoned that lighting represented almost
half of the original proposal's energy consumption and that daylighting was
a natural strategy for reducing this consumption. The owner was also
concerned about the quality of work environ~ents and was interested in
daylighting as a means to higher quality workspaces.

In 1980 the o"mer gave the architect permission to redesign "lith
daylighting as a major objective. The daylighting of contemporary struc
tures was a relatively new strategy in 1980 and few tools were available to
guide the design team. They had already used the DOE 2.1A energy simulation
program to study energy consumption patterns in the original building
proposal. To this technique they added analyses based on scale models.
first with a small m~ss/shading model then with larger scale daylighting
models. The models, when combined with LBL's Sky Simulation Facility.
provided the major tool for the analysis of daylighting related decisions.
The modeling technique concluded with a full-scale mock-up of one office
bay. The full-scale model, constructed at the Owens Corning Fiberglas
Research Facility in Granville. Ohio. was not extensively tested for
day lighting but did provide useful construction and systems information.
The resulting building ,vas a structure in which daylighting related
criteria played a major role. The fol1ovling building features are directly
tied to daylighting:

Building Massing

The rectilinear mass of the building was elongated on an east
west axis. This decision produced major fenestration surfaces
facing roughly north and south (the building is actually turned
approximately 25 degrees west of south). The north and south
facing surfaces are subject to a relatively benign pattern of
solar radiation through the year and receive natural light in a
symmetrical daily pattern.

The design team grouped a majority of the building functions that
lacked a strong relationship to daylighting (computer facilities.
conference rooms. rest rooms. copy rooms. etc.) into explicit
core groups. The cores were designed with opaque surfaces and
placed on the east and west ends of the building to mitigate the
adverse radiation impacts associated with these orientations.
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FIGURE 1'2. : Building plan and section
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Realizing that even the most effective perimeter daylighting
system could nct project light more than about 12 meters into the
building. the architect identified the atrium as a strategy for
providing natural light to the building's large interior zones.
The atrium became a major organizing feature of the building. a
central node that provides light. visual relief. circulation and
drama.

Design Features to Admit Daylight

The building's daylighting strategy requires a substantial
penetration of daylight from the exterior fenestration into the
building's interior spaces. To increase the depth of this
penetration the designers established a fairly radical £loor-to
floor dimension of 5.5 meters.

Each floor has exterior walls vlith glazing from floor level to a
height of 4.6 meters above the floor. Glazing this tall with its
associated view of the upper sky vault is usually a source of
severe glare. The design included two features to prevent
excessive glare from tne exterior glazing. The architect
specified large lightshelves along both north and south facing
exterior walls. The lightshelves are horizontal interior elements
located about 2.3 meters above the floor. They extend from the
exterior glazing inward for a distance of 4 meters. In addition
to the interior lightshelf. the south side of the building has an
exterior lightshelf featuring a gloss white upper reflective
surface. As architectural elements the lightshelves play the
multiple roles of light reflector. shading device and glare
shield. As a further measure against glare. and unwanted winter
solar gain. the glaZing below the light shelf has a relatively low
transmittance (18% on the south side and 40% on the north).
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FIGURE 13: Diagram of daylighting features
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Another architectural feature common to each floor is a sloped
ceiling plane. The ceilings •. built with standard modular ceiling
materials. are sloped to effectively intercept and reflect
illuminance from the lightshelves. This flux has a strong
sideways component and the ceiling redirects it in a more useful
vertical direction.

Lighting System Design

A major strategy employed in the office building is the explicit
separation of systems providing ambient and task illuminance.
Ambient illuminance. the light used for circulation and casual
tasks. is provided by daylighting whenever possible and
supplemented by a system of indirect fluorescent ceiling fixtures
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when daylight is inadequate. Task lighting is provided by
.fixtures built into each individual's workstation. These fixtures
are under th~ individual's control and illuminate a specific.
limited work surface.

There are special controls for the indirect fluorescent lighting
system designed to supplement daylight and maintain target le~els
of ambient illuminance. These controls use a photosensor to drive
a sophisticated dimming system capable of continuously adjusting
the electrical light output to exactly match.the difference
between the amount of available daylight and the 350 lux target
level for ambient illuminance.

Using a different type of control system, the overhead lights are
tied to a computer control system that diligently turns the
lights off during.periods of low occupancy. Occupants. can manual
ly restore the lights during these periods.

WlAC Features Directly Related to Lighting Design

The sloped ceiling geometry of a typical floor led the designers
to route the return air·flow path.through the volume above the
exterior wall lightshelves. This routing theoretically intercepts
solar gains in the lightshelf area before they become a problem
in the occupied space.

Theh~-,a,sloped ceiling at the exterior walls is not a practical
location for the supply air routing from the'building's HVAC
system. The perimeter zones were therefore served by air ducts
routed through the interstitial spaces of the lightshelf itself.

It becomes clear from this roster of features that the building design
is strongly driven by daylighting criteria. The architects responded to a
challe!nge by exploring daylighting techniques for which no firm precedent'
was established. This exemplary innovation, fostered by a supportive
client. has produced a building that strives for some impressive goals. The
architect has proj ected a 70% reduction in electric power consumption for
ambient lighting needs~ If the building is indeed capable of these savings
it will serve as a welcome model for future efforts in this area. The LBL
WindO'll~s and Daylighting Group is conducting a study of the building with
the goal of profiling the efficacy of its daylighting features. It should
be noted that this study is based on the structure as it was built and not
as designed by the architect. Though these two schemes are largely the same
there are a few differences as a result of budget cutting measures near the
end of the building's construction. for example, in an e.ffort to reduce
construction costs the owners decided to omit lightshe1ves designed for the
vertical openings between each floor and the atrium.

The field study includes the on-site measu~ement of illuminance levels
and electrical power consumption using automated data acquisition systems.
The data presented from this study illustrate the building's performance
durirlga relatively clear four ·day period in April. The data in Figure 14
indic::ate illuminance levels on a typical office area stretching from the
south side exterior glazing to a depth of .12 meters from the perimeter.
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A DAYLiGHTED OFFICE BUILDING
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FIGURE 14: Monitored data from daylighted building's south side exterior
zone

Illuminance readings were taken in a horizontal plane located 2 meters
above the floor. The figure also includes a profile"of electrical power
consumption for the indirect. ambient electric lighting fixtures located
3.7 meters in from the exterior wall. As shown by the power consumption
profile. for the first three days of this data office illuminance is from
the combined sources of daylight and electrical light while the final day
has daylighting only.
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At first glance. the illuminance graph indicates a pattern in which
the middle portion of the office space far exceeds the target il~uminance

level of 350 lux. This zone. extending from the interior edge of the
lightshelf at 4 meters from the exterior to a depth of over 9 meters. has
illuminance levels that frequently exceed 1,000 lux. The two remaining
sensors indicate an illuminance profile that is more consistent with the
target IE!vel. One of these sensors represents illuminance at 12.8 meters
from the exterior wall. An examination of the Sunday data shows that this
location is illuminated by daylight to 50% of the target level. The other
sensor. the darker of these two locations. is ironically underneath the

FIGURE 15: Daylighting level and dimming distributions for a clear day
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lightshelf just 1.8 meters from the. exterior wall. The architect's low
transmission glass solution to glare and solar gain control has resulted in
a permanently dim office area just next to the windows. This area requires
electric lighting even on the brightest of days.

An examination of the lighting power consumption data reveals several
trends. These data represent power consumption by the fixture located at
the inward edge of the interior lightshelf and serving the bright interior
areas beyond the lightshelf. Of all fixtures this one is closest to the
source of natural light and should show more dimming and earlier dimming
than the other fixtures. Though the graph does show some dimming it is
considerably less than what might be expected given the high interior light
levels. In fact. the record should show a consistent dimming down to the
20% power consumption level that is the ballast's minimum. Instead. the
electric light system was near full operation despite a light level in
excess of 1.000 lux. The power consumption graph also indicates the
effectiveness of the computer-controlled light switching scheme. There is
little evidence of power consumption during low occupancy periods.

The building's lighting performance is summarized in Figure 15 which
shows the distribution of interior daylight levels over a clear day and a
distribution of dimming action for a similar sunny day. The figure
indicates that daylight alone is adequate for over 50% of the time while
dimming rarely drops power consumption below 90% of full power. This
performance data is good news and bad news for the office building owners.
The good news is that they have constructed a building that does a handsome
job of collecting and distributing daylight to its interior spaces. The
scheme provides ample daylight which is widely distributed with little
glare. The bad news is that they are not realizing the energy saving
potential that is built into their building. The control system that
adjusts electric light levels is functioning poorly and electricity is
wasted as a result. This example illustrates the importance of an effective
lighting control system. The one installed has the capability of providing
a high level of performance but will obviously requJ.re additional work
before this goal is realized.

CONCLUSIONS

Daylighting is an area well worthy of its increased emphasis in the
United States. As interest in the subject grows so will the base of tools
and techniques that allow a rational approach to daylighting design. This
process is already underway with research programs involving the
universities. government laboratories and domestic utilities. For instance.
current research efforts by the Windows and Daylighting Group at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory have suggested a series of conclusions on daylight:

1. Effective use of daylight and lighting controls will produce large
reductions in electrical lighting consumption.

2. Increasing window area and/or transmittance to improve daylight
savings can reach a point. depending on climate and orientation.
beyond which total energy consumption increases due to cooling loads.
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3. Control of solar gain is vital if daylighting strategies are to
provid1a net energy benefits.

4. Installed lighting power and lighting control characteristics are
major factors in determining the energy savings of daylighting systems.

5. Daylighting optimization is sensitive to climate, orientation,
building use and occupancy patterns.

6. Effective daylighting evaluation techniques should combine thermal
and luminous effects and be applicable in the early stages of the
design process.

These conclusions. and the issues raised in this paper. suggests
series of topics appropriate for future consideration. There are pressing
needs in the following categories:

Daylight Resource Availability - There is a shortage of data
describing the amount and quality of daylight available to buildings
at vat'ious locations in the United States. Designers need accurate
profiles of their individual climates to guide the development of
appropriate daylighting schemes.

New Te!chnologies for Fenestration and Control - An interesting a1:"ea
for future research is the development of high pedormancebuilding
mater~als tailored for daylighting applications. Current developments
in selective transmitting glazing materials for residential heating
suggee:t the possibility of similar selective transmitters for
daylighting. Such a material would provide a high transmittance in the
visible portion of the spectrum and be a poor transmitter for
wavelengths in the near infrar~d and longer. Research is also needed
to chciracterize the performance of sola;r control systems with emphasis
on bo1:h tb~rmaland light transmissive properties.

Electric Lighting System Controls - Our limited experience to date
with l~lectric lighting system controls indicates that they are
difficult to successfully implement. Studies should be conducted to
optimize control system components for various types of daylighting
systems. Design guidelines should be developed including instructive
cautions to the developers of control systems.

Energy Consumption and Peak Load Simulations - Computer simulations
of eIi1ergy consumption and peak load patterns in generic office
building configurations can provide useful guidance for designers. A
carefully designed set of computer simulations using an advanced
program like DOE 2.1B could provide the basis fora correlative model
of daylighting system performance. Such a model should predict
performance in both thermal and daylighting modes.

Measurement of Existing Building Performance - Many of our current
theories about daylighting have not been tes~d in the field. The
study of existing daylighted buifdings \V'ould provide a significant
contribution to our understanding of the subject. Honitoring projects
should include measurements of illuminance levels. energy consumption
and peak power demands. This date 'i'juld preferably be combined with
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accurate profiles of window/daylighting ~anagement pntte~ns and
occupant satisfaction with the system. Ast.anda::'diz!?J moni.toring
protocol would be quite useful. Monitoring projects s\J~ld be
distributed to the practicing profession in the torr of well
documented case studies.

The use of daylight requires additional care durinz the desip,n proce,;:;
and ~enerally means a higher dollar investment from tne Du:i.lding o\vner. In
return. a dayli3hted building provides lo\\1er operatinG costs fo::eleetri.cal
lighting. A large portion of the savings are related to peaz pOwer reduct
ions. a pattern that reduces utility pressures for exp".nsion. Perhaps trle
most important benefit from the daylighting of our structures is occup2.nt
satisfaction with an environment that is more humane for having r1ayUght.
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111.3 USE 0 F SOLAR ENERGY IN ROMAN Il\

Liviu Dumitrescu x)

In order to make conventional fuel and especially hydrocar
bon fuel more available, research programs have been developed in
Romania since 1970 to initiative the use of new energy sources,par
ticularly solar energy.

The first research work on solar energy in Romania was begun
in 1971 by the Building Research Institute and led to a number of
experimental works. The first experiments consisted of the oonstru9
tionof two solar hours, one with a passive solar heating system
and the other with an active solar heating system, in the town of
Clmpina, 80 kID north of Bucharest.

Also, two experimental selm:- installations were built: an
installation for drying wood and an installation for drying bricks.

Four pilot installations for dwellings were bUilt during
1980 - 1982. The first was a water-heating installation for 473
apartments in the "Sun District" -- Timi$oara, 500 km west of Bu
charest. The installati~n in Timi~oara is provided with a collec
ting surface of 2,000 m , which made it the largest hot-water in
stallation in Europe in 1981. This installation produces a daily
hot water flow of 150,000 1, with a temperature of SOoC, using
classical heating sources for only 30% of the water heating needs.

The results obtain~d from the pilot stations dU~ing 1975
1981 allowed us to develop the use of solar energy elsewhere in
Romania. Thus, in 1979 - 1984, solar water heating facilities were
constructed for 1,046 industrial buildings, and installations for
20,761 apartments, with an energy contribution of 43,600 tcf, are
underway.

In 1983, a water-heating ihstallation was constructed for a
building complex in the Baneasa district of Bucharest. This ~nsta!

1ation includes 2,897 flats and a collecting area of 8,640 m . The
installation saves 653 tcf annually.

The following other solar heating installations constructed
between 1980 and 1984 are worth noting:

Installations for domestic use:

x) Dr.Eng. General Inspector - Central Institute for Research,
Design and Codes in Constructions (ICCPDC), Bucharest,
Romania.
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- Precision Fine Mech8nics Industry - Bucharest"collectin~
capacity 57,000 l/day at 50 C, with a collecting surface of 760m.

_ Ovidiu Hotel in Nepsun, a resort on the Black S~a border.
capacity 22,800 l/day at 50 C, collecting surface 326 m (Fig.7).

Industrial installations:

_ Integrated Wool Enterprise - Constanta, collecting capa
city 60,qoO l/day, hot water of 50o C, with a collecting surface
of 800 m~ (Fig.3). ~

_ Enterprise of Microproduction and ExpeEimental B~ilding
Works - Bu2harest, capacity 12,500 l/day at 50 C, collectJ.ng sur
face 196 m (Fig.4).

- '1IZarea" wbne and ch~pagne enterprise2 Bu<;harest,capacity
6,500 l/day at 50 C, collectJ.ng surface 100 m (FJ.g.5).

_ "Energoreparatii" Enterprise - ~ucharest, capacity 18,500
l/day at 50 C, collecting surface 288 m (Fig.6).

Measurements already made on the solar installations indica
te that they weI'S successful, exceeding the expected water tempe
rature (up to 56 C), as .well as the expected fuel savings.

Romania has passed the implementatitm stage and has ,reached
the stag4= where solar installations can be used widely for both
industrial and domestic water heating.

Furthermore, one can notice the rapidly developing program
of new sources between 1984 and 1985:

1984 - 13,000 tcf capacity.
1985 - 35,790 tcf capacity.

2By the end of 1984, more than 400,000 m 20f solar collectors
and assured production capacities of 300,000 m /year of solar col
lectors had been constructed at 'IIAparata and accessories" Enterpr~
se - Alexandria and at U1Erigocom" Enterprise - Bucharest. At these
two enterprises 8 types of plane solar collectors are producedfram
which 7 types are for hot water and 1 type for warm air.

Besides the plane solar collectors, cylindrical-parabolical
collectors with 1 m and 4 m openings to produce steam and hot water
with temperature of more than 100oC, are also manufactured.

The plane solar collectors produced in Romania are of the type
of reduced focalization, with the collecting element made of serpen
tines or registers of oval pipes, and the type of sheet collecting
elements which is welded or fixed and a register or a serpentine
made of round or plate pipes.
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At the same enterprise in Alexandria, for zootechnical farms
modu~ated consumption installations with a collecting surface of
24 m and with storage tanks of 750 l=are produced for zoological
farms.

Comparing the solar collect9rs produced in Romania with those
produced in Italy, France, and the Federal Republic of Germany, we
find that the performances are ·similar and the prices lower.

Besides the use of solar collectors for the domestic and con
sumption warm water preparation for dwellings and industrial build
ings, a large number of solar installations were developed for di£
ferent drying processes, namely:

- solar installations for drying fruits and· vegetables;
- solar installations for drying bricks}
- solar installati·ons for drying cereals i
- solar installations for drying pastes •

. ';.'..

At a cereals silo base in Oltehita, a 60ml south from Bu-
charest~ a cereals drying inst~llatio~ was "developed with solar.
collectl~g surfaces of 1,200 m ahd wlth a flow of hot air of
70,000 m /h hot air that provides a saving of 110 tcf/year(fig.8).

Solar energy was also used to produce ice thus setting out
two experimental solar installations, one with a capacity of lSOkg
of ice per day and the other one .with a capacity of 1,000 of kg
ice per day (fig. 9).

In order to extend the period of solar energy use for the
preparation of domestic·warm water, two solar installations were
built with antifreeze liquid (of the propylenglycol), one for 8
apartments at Valenii de Munte (80 kmnorth of Bucharest) and ano
ther one for 76 apartments in Bucharest.

The result of the tests showed an increase of energy of about
10-lS%foY5 months during the cold season.

Analyzing the efficiency indicators of the solar ins~llations

built in Romania, we may ascertain that they are favorable:

specific fuel savings
per collecting surface
unit
investment costs recovery.

. time from the energy saving
energy recovery time embodied
into solar installations

70 - 90 kg cf/m2 year

8 - 11 years

2,5- 4 years

In Romania, research activity in the fields of solar energy
use had in view the development of some experimental pilot sta-
tions, the improvement of solar collector performance, collecting
efficiency growth, and enlargement of the use field.
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Also of great interest is research concernlng the growth of
solar collector performance, conducted at the Building Research
Institute - Bucharest an account of some standard norms.

The research connected by the cdoption of the fitting and
fixing solutions of the solar collectors were specially executed
by meaSUrE!ments into the aero tunnel at the Hydrotechnic Faculty
Bucharest and Construction Faculty - Ia9i because of the final re
suIts simple and economical solutions were accepted. -

The Building Research Institute has also carried out many
experiments concerning the use of some heat exchangers which are
very efficient for solar installations and the use of propylene 
glycol as an antifreezing liquid.

Also carried out were important experiments concerning the
efficiency of solar energy collecting systems, which established
the optim\~ flow of the thermal carrier circulation through solar
collectors and the correlation between the circulation flow vo
lume and 1:he influence of water stratification considering the te[t
perature level in the storage tanks.

Ano1:her research problem of great interest is the solar en
ergy storage with or wlthout phase exchangers for daily and lon~
terms.

As concerns the use of solar energy for heating the build
ings the problem is still in the experimental stage in the pilot
stations, where the establishment of the optimum heating systems
is studied comparatively analyzing the active, passive with cir
culation heating systems in the solar house of Building Research
Institute -Bucharest.

In Romania there are al so preoccupations concerning the use
of solar energy to produce electric energy in solar power stations
with thermal-dynamic cycle and plane solar collectors, the solar
power station 30 kW from Bucharest was established by the help of
Research and Energetical Modernizations Institute.

In order to provide the necessary conditions for solar en
ergy implementation, besides the research activity, some designs
for the use of solar energy at the Design Institute for Typified
Buildings - Bucharest.

So far, 22 types of solar energy use projects have been car
ried out and six more are in progress this year, representing a
total of 95% of projects.

Among the projects of using solar energy the follo\oling are
very important:

-- Installation fer solar energy collection at dwellings for
warm water preparation lor assemblies of 470 apartments;
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-- Assemblage supports of solar collectors on the dwellings
terraces;

-- Installations for solar energy collection with capacities
between 14,000 and 115,000 l/day, for the consumption warm water
preparation at the social additions for the industrial bUildings;

-- Stations for the consumption warm water preparation wich
capacities between 14,000 and 115,000 l/day by means of solar en
ergy at industrial buildings;

-- Systems for the use of solar energy for heating in pas
sive system and consumption warm water preparation for dwellings
(one ••• four storied buildings); .

-- Installations for consumption warm water by means of so
lar energy for buildings placed on the border of the sea and mo
tels:

-- Schools linked with kindergarten rooms with different
destinations all of them using solar energy for installations of
the domestic warm water preparation;

-- Solar energy use for preparation of thermal carriers re
quired by the technological processes irithe construction materials
industry;

Solutions of solar collectors with air for cereals drying.

In 1985, design activities for ice production, drying of the
pastes and fruits and vegetables drying were goals. More design
activities for 1-3 storys dwellings, for domestic warm water pre
paration and for passive system heating and for ventilation and
heating of the industrial buildings using solar energy by means of
air or air - water collecting elements for industrial halls,- are
also planned.

For solar energy use, Romania achieved the necessary automat
ation apparata for starting and stopping the pumps, functioning of
of the warm water difference of temperature from the storage tanks,
and from solar collectors. Also carried out was .the necessary appa
rata for recording the solar radiation required for the check-up of
solar installation performances.

x

x x

Taking into consideration the results obtained in Romaniain
the solar energy field, and the research, design, and execution ca
pacities of solar collectors and of the necessary automatization~
parata, the possibility exists of cooperation in the field of re
search, of elaborating designs and of providing the special equip:
ments for solar installations.
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-Summary -

This paper deals with main achievements in Romania in the
field of solar energy, as well as with the measurements undertaken
for the extensive use of this from of energy.

The results obtained in the preparation process of the warm
water for the housing units, socio-cultural facilities, and the in
dustrial and agricultural units, will be submitted. -

The paper also presents the results qbtained in the field of
drying processes in agriculture and industry by using solar heated
air.

Also specified are the types of solar collectors made in Ro
mania, their physical and heat engineering characteristics, as well
as the possibility at producing and delivering them so as to meet
home and Isxport trade requirements.

Ano,ther issue which is tackled in this paper is the else of
solar energy for the heating of housing and industrial uni1:s in
active and passive systems ... and the results obtained by tIle pilot
plants.
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best available copy.

FiG. Coflec tin gins talafion
for solar energy, tor
1.200 places at Alfo .
Bet 0 on d Go m a h 0 f e 15 I n
5 a fur n re SO r t.
Th e p I DC e 0 f the co/I e c for
being on auto parkIng roo f.

FlG 2

Solar installation for
the domes tic worm wa fer
pre para t ion for d we /I i n (1

assembly of t.73apartm enfs
Timisoara Solor collectors
p I ace son a S lop e d roo f.

FIG J Solar insta{(ation
for domestic warm
water preparation
for d~ wiling assem
b / Y 0 f 2897 a par fmen!s in
8aneasa districr Bucharest
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FIG 7 Sotar installation for
consumption warm water
preparation for OVIDIU
HOTEL at NEPTUN resort·
Sola r coll ector are placed
on the hotel terraces I

F"I G. 8. solar- instaltat i on fa r drying
cereals at Oltenia..
Wi ew of the cereals ware house
over wich the solar collectors
are placed.

FIG. 9. Solar installation with
capacity Of 1000 I<g ice
per day.



FIG.fO Solor installation for the domestic
w-erm water preparafiofl.of Valeniide
tv/unte I fo r 6 aportarnents uslflg propjlen
glycol as an antifreeze solution I

AG 11 Solor installotion for the domestic
worm wafer preparpfion at the block
of 76 apartments IfI Bucharest using
propylen glycol os an antifreeze

solution.
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FI G.13. Cylindrical parabolic solar
coll;eC1or with a 4 m opening
to produce hot we ter an
steam.

FI G 12 F4.ane solar collectors
regi st~r tipe produced
from aluminiull extruded

FIG.14. Modulus solar equipment for
consumptiQn warm water
preparation J with a col
lecting surface of 24rTfj
in this figure there are
2 modulus.
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FI G.4 . Solar installation for the
cansu mption warm water
at Wool Integral 8lteprise
Constanta.

J

FIG. 5 So!or instollouol") for
the consumption warm water
prencm1icn ot "'Zarro"
\Nine and chC1mp."Jgrf~ Sn
t€ipriS..f. Sucharest.
;':'olar cCd[~ctDrs; pklced on
o ~tf)ped 9~·u\jnd.

FIG.6 $ 0 ta r ins. tallat/on to r
the consumption warm
water preparotion at
EnerQoreparat ions
-Bu chllres t. Gr 0 1,1 nd tloolJ
placed soler collectors.
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111.4 ANALYSIS OF THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF ACTIVE

SOLAR SYSTEMS USED FOR DOMESTIC HOT WATER

PRODUCTION

Dan Constantinescu x)

Florin Iordache xx)

DomE~stic hot water heating solar installations are present
ly the most practical way of revaluating the studies worked out
in Romania and abroad with a view to using solar energy in low
ternperaturetherrnal processes. Since 1976, a few hundred sola2installations have been put into service; they cover 500,000 m
solar coLLectors and work both for civil and industrial consuroors •
The results of theoretical and experimental studies on the ther
mal characteristics of solar collectors, heat exchangers and wann
water stoJ::-age tanks are used in dimensioning the constituentparts
of solar installations.

The solar collectors extensively produced in Romanian
tories arE~ simple glazed and eqUipped with flat absorbing
or low focussing element.

fac
plate

SevE~ral experiments /1/ and theoretical studies proved that
the use of coil pipes generates the increase of heat transfer from
plate to pipe; this type of collector is mainly used by Romanian
industry. Most experiments were performed on the INCERC outdoor
stand and observed the flat-plate collector testing methodology
worked out: by INCERC /2/. T~e circulation flow-rate of the primary
heat carrJLe2 is a = 30 kg/m h; the other characteristic values for
a ~ 30 kg/m h flow-rates are obtained by the conversion provided
by flat-plate collector characteristic equation/3/.

The studies performed prove, howev2r, that in the range of
low circulation flow-rates ( a < 30 kg/m h ) the classicalthennal
characteri.stic /3/ of solar collectors changes generating reduced
thermal efficiency of the absorbing element /2/ caused by water
laminar flow in the solar collectors. Still, considering the ex
tensive use of the book /3/, the overall heat transfer model de
scribed in the above mentioned paper was further adopted. The
present paper refers to the collector general theory and empha
sizes the differences from the traditional theory (H.B.W.)as well

X) Senior Research Officer, INCERC

xx) Research Officer, INCERC, Bucharest, Romania
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as the effects on solar installation pe~formances.

The lack of variance of the collector heat loss overall co
efficient as against the variation of the absorbing plate ~ra
ture is another important element worth mentioning.

The theoretical demonstration of this character±stic /4/
allowed the variation linear model ~= '7.((,) to be adapted to the
requirements; this model was experimentally proved valid on the
INCERC stand.

The thermal response of the heat storage unit was deter
mined by the impulsi0nal function method taking into account the
laminar flow of water in cylindrical tanks /5/. The complex math
ematical modelling adapted to tanks with uniform temperature or
with perfect thermal stratification /6/, /7/ was used in a sim
plified study on the thermal· response of active solar instal
lations. Detailed studies /8/ on installation water heating were
used in working out two mathematical models which are the basi~

for the solar installation calculus. The first one was preferred
as a unique method presently used in solar installation design
/9/,/10/ as it is very simple.

The model and implicitly the problem solution are based on
two hypotheses partially proved valid experimentally:

collector thermal characteristics are provided by
(H.B.W.) model /3/;

water in storage tanks is circulated once on a sunny day
and thus perfect thermal stratification is reached.

This study presents a detailed analysis of the thermal pef
formance of a solar installation considering all its service hy
potheses. These hypotheses practically correspond to the two
mathematical models (with thermal stratification; with uniform
temperature in storage tanks) and the results are unitarily pre
sented emphasizing the highest temperature level of the water sUE
plied by the solar installation. Wh..iJ.e the thermal characteristic
model of overall heat transfer solar collectors /31 req~ired ad
apting low primary heat carrier flow-rates (a = 10 kg/m h) /11/,
this paper proves that other solar installation service and di
mensioning strategies may also be adapted.

II. Influence of water flow in flat-plate solar

collectors on the.rmal perfo.rmance

Paper /1/ emphasized the fact that for low heat carrier f10£
rates, flow is laminar even if the heat carrier circulates through
coil pipes. Laminar flow generates a considerable reduction of
the coefficient specific to the heat transfer from pipe to the
fluid circulating and heated.
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Paper /1/ treats analytically the problem of water heating
in sta~~lized laminar flow with parabolic distribution of velo
cities in 'the flow section. Heat exchange reduction has an influ
ence on ;1:'R coef:ff. cient which -further emphasizes the thermal . ef:
ficiency of flat-plate solar collectors when the reference tem
perature is the temperature of the water admitted in the collector.
The performance reduction emphasized analytically is highly sig
nificant as stabilized flow is taken into consideration. Stabilized
flow is reached after a period of unstabilized flow when the ve-
locity profile varies from uniform section temperature to par
abolic profile. The length of the hydrodynamic stabilization may
be determined using relation:

l;~ 0.056. Pe. d (1)

For 1/2" pipes (used in producing solar coll-ectors) the
resulting maximum length of th~ hydrodynamic stabilization is
8.50m (Re=2,320).

In case of coil solar collectors, the length of each coil
bar is of about 2.00 m and the flow from one bar to the other
requires a change of direction. This point represents a hyd~o

dynamic perturbation and therefore the velocity profile, even pa
rabolic, is resettled uniformly on the flow section. The limit
of value Re and therefore of "a" specific flow-rate with a cor
responding hydrodynamic stabilization length of about 2.00 m may
be determined using re~ation (1). A simple calculus leads to Re
700 and a = 10.30 kg/m h corresponding value. Lower flow-rate va
lUes for a length of 2.00 m generate unstabilized and stabilized
flow which further causes a worse heat transfer.

The influence of laminar flow is put into evidence by com
parison to the classical model of heat transfer in flat-plate s9
lar collectors {H.B.W.)/3/.

The equations describing heat transfer in unstabilized la
minar flow are the following: /12/

(2 )

with boundary conditions:

(3)
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del :: 0
dr ;==0

Using the following dimensionless variables:

(4 )

(5)

.
,;

· f'f-_
• - f;;

The useful heat flow is determined by relation (7):

where the mj eigenfunctions are determined by equation (8):

(8)

The mathematical model used in the literature /3/ rep-
resents the overall heat balance described by the differential
equation:

de
dx

__ lTd. k~ (t· e\. E-)
Gcp

(9 )

The solution is dimensionless and is provided by the
lo,d nc; relation:

. e (x) =: ex? (_. 25t ~) X)
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In this case, the useful heat flow is determined using re
lation:

Thle previous calculus was performed considering that the
temperature of the water admitted in the sol.ar collectors is the
referencE~ temperature. The correction applied to the calculus mo
del in paper 131 refers therefore to the modification of RF coef
ficient. The new coefficient is specific to laminar flow in solar
collectors and is provided by relation:

(12)

re
tem-

(13)~c
rR ;::

FRcoefficient specific to the reference temperature
presented by the average of inlet and outlet heat carrier
perature values is determined by relation:

F.QC' I<I:
acp

~he numerical.tests prove that beginning with values a~

30 kg/m h, FR
c and F' coefficients 131 and identical matter va

lues Kl 2 " So, conside~ing the characteristic curve measured for
30 kg/m h specific flow-rate, the characteristic curve correspond
ing to low flow-rates may be determined by calculus applying the
laminar flow correction. As the linear characteristic i.s '2 ='((t)
two prineipal point to be used in its determination were defined:

E(0)
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Both points are determined by stand ~easurements for a pri
mary heat-carrier flow-rate of a ~ 30 kg/m h principal points of
new characteristics are determined using relations

So:

Ratio PRe = C (a, K~ ) is represented in the diagram in fig.l.

III. Influence of primary and secondary heat carrier

flow-rates on solar installation thermal performance

In the present condition of energy requirements and con-
sumption, the solar installations designed and produced in R~a
work as exclusive sources of warm water production in the warm
season (April-September). The dimensioning of the constituent el
ements is meant to ensure both the necessary heat quantity and the
temperature level required by the consumer. The conclusion easily
drawn is that if secondary heat carrier flow-rate is reduced,water
temperature reaches satisfactory values since the first hours of
the morning (in the sunny days) and may be supplied to the con
sumer. In Romania, a characteristic of the energy saving strategy
is warm water supply according to a presettled prog~am. This pro
gram is justified by the high consumption required by industry in
the morning hours. The warm water is supplied in the afternoon
when the actual domestic requirement is considerable. As energy
production is based on traditional energy sources (gases, liqUid
or solid fuel) the revaluation of warm water solar sources will
naturally be adapted to the national strategy which is similarly
applied to both heat sources; the heat supplied by both types of
sources do not differ in terms of cost. The solar installation will
therefore work mainly for storing in the sunny hours, and the tern
perature level required is reached at the end of the sunny period.
Considering the initial requirement of solar installations to pro
vide rapid thermal response, the calculus method worked out in p~
per /9/ takes into account this problem; the value of the sec
ondary heat carrier £low-rate will therefore ensure the recircula
tion of the water in the tanks through the heat excha~ger secon=
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dary loop only once a day. Thus the temperature of the water admit
ted in the heat exchanger will be constant and equal to the cold
water temperature; heat transformation from solar collectors . to
storage tanks may therefore be performed. This type of service im
plies perfect stratification of the water in storage tanks during
the service hours.

The mathematical model used in the calculus method /9/ is
b:ised on the heat balance equations for solar collectors and for
the heat exchanger. The model is noninertial and therefore the
significant temperature values (tTP ' t RP , t TS ) are functiom of
the climatic values (represented oy t E equivalent temperature) and
for cold water.

In the numerical testing of solar installation performance
characteristic of solar collectors was taken into account as

mentio~ed in paper /3/; the conclusion was to adopt a value a
lokg/m h of the primary heat carrier specific flow-rate.

It is worth mentioning that function t Ts (a) for a given va
lue "b" admits a 2aximum point. This is not always correspondi~gto
value a = 10 kg/m h but the solution max. (t ) - a = 10 kg/ m h
represents of 3 olar installations designed. r~e analysi s described
in this study is based on the numerical calculus of an installation
characterized by the following technical data:

Sp = 5.012 m2

V = 200 m3

SSCH = 156 m
2

(IPB-85 counterflow heat exchanger)

The following values are specific to solar collecto~

oe::~ = O. 80 ; 2
KI = 7 W/m K; F'= 0.90

4.43
in

equivalent-Climatic data are represented by t E = 87.500 C
temperature as daily mean value •

. 2 For the storage circuit specific flow-rate, valueb =
kg/m h is provided by the necessity of circulating the water
storage tanks once a day.

Variation t Ts = t TS (a) for the uncorrected (I) and corrected
(II) variant of collector thermal characteristic is presented in
fig.2. In variant21 the solution proves to admit t s=62.4oC~
for a = 6.20 kg/m h. Considering variant II corrected, t T has the
formof a monotonous function reaching a stable value of a~out58oC.
Comparing the. values resulted from the noncorrected calculus, a
measurable energy deficit of about 22 % as compared to the value
estimated by calculus /3/. T~e increase of pr~ary heat-carrier
flow-rate from a = 6.20 kg/m h to a = 30 kg/m h generates temper
ature increase from 53 0 C to 580 C (in the corrected variant) which
is expressed by 15 % energy gain.
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The high thermal efficiency of -the heat exchanger in these·
c~ses (~~ '/ 0.92) is worth mentioning. This value is associated
with rat:her steady heat exchange coefficients (KSCH =855 W/

a=6
m2K f K SCH) = 1,700 w/m2

K) which proves an irrational service
a=30

of heat exchangers.

The second analysis model is represented by installation
service for heat carrier flow-rates not depending on thermal stxat
ification requireroonts. The heat balance equations modelling the Ibe-- :.
nomenon are, for solar collectors and heat exchanger, identical
with those specific to the noninertial model completed with the
differential equation of heat storage tanks.

The model is inertial and requires the selecting of a tE(~)

function used in determining . t Ts ('b). The conclusion of the nu
merical testing is that daily mean. value t E may be used insteadof
t~ (~) function; deviations for final values are of 3 % maximum.
THe equation system was integrated -analytically taking into ac
count the nonlinear characteristic of KSCH coefficient according
to heat carrier temperature /13/. Integra~ion implies aninterative
algorithm and was performed on a TI-59 computer.

The numerical calculus basis is the same installation used
in the previous case (noninertial model).. 2

The secondary heat carrier flow~rates are between l5kg/m h
and 40 kg/mO<: h. The calculus results are presented as function t.:rS
~S (a,b) iIl fig. 3 diagram _

Variants (I) uncorrected and (II) corrected of the solar
collector thermal characteristic were analyzed for this case too.
The thermal performance of the installation increases proportion
ally wit~h values "a" and "b". Values t TS exceed the values cal
culated in the previous case both in variant (I) and in variant
(II). May we consider that the actual thermal ~erformance of t2e
installation corresponds to values a = 30 kg/m hand b = 30kg/m h
characterized by value t TS = 64o C,

2 In this si tuation KSCH vat-ies between 3,000 w/m2
K and 3,fi:DA/ -

m K and the avt:-y.:=.ge efficlency E. = 0.76 which proves a satisfactory
service of the heat exchanger.
2 It. is worth mentioning that for specific flow-rates b~2skgl

m h funct:Lon t,..rs = t TS (a) is monotonous and has no maximum value; no
matter variants (I) or (II) the t2ermal performancZ calculated by
the inertial model for b 9 25 kg/m hand aq 30 kg/m h exceeds the
highest performance calculated by the non-inertial model.

The conclusions of the study refer only to the case subjec:!:
ed to analysis but the analysis leads to a general conclusion:

-- specific flow-rates of about a=b=30 kg/m2h and heat ex-
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changer efficiency of about 80 % are recommended. Referring again
to the calculus exemple, the calculated thermal performaance exce
eds by 24!~ the value supplied by the non-inertial method /9/ in
c.orrected variant of the solar collector "thermal characteristic.

IV. Conclusions

1. For a~30 kg/m2h specific flow-rate of primary heat car
rier in solar collectors, their thermal characteristic changes as
compared to the traditional model (H.B.W.) /3/ as flow in solar
collectors is laminar;

2. The calculus of. t;h2 thermal perfor~ance specific to
lar installation of 5,012 m area and 200 m storage volume
performed using the non-inertial model for laminar flow; the
mal performance is reduced by about 22% as compared to the
provided by the uncorrected charact€~istic variant /3/;

a so
was

ther'"
value

3. The thermal performance' calculus was performed20n non
inertia~ model and leads to. selecting values a = 30 kg/m h and·b =
30 kg/mh; performance increases with 24% as compared to the value
estimated using t):le non-inertial model.
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NOMENCLATURE

- fluid temperature

- temperature of secondary heat carrier
at heat exchanger outlet

- temperature of primary heat carrier at (oC)
heat exchanger inlet

temperature of primary heat carrier at (oC)
heat exchanger outlet

- fluid temperature in solar collector
coil

c
wp

I

L

d

x
a

b

Nu

Re

- equivalent temperature
O(f~

t E = I + t e*<I,
- outside temperature

- solar radiation intensity on solar
collector plan

heat loss overall coefficient of
solar collector

- heat exchange coefficient of counter
flow heat egchangexrs

- equivalent thermal resistance

- heat carrier specific heat

- heat carrier circulation velocity

- start line le~gth

- pipe len9'th
- pipe diameter

- usual radius
- pipe radius
- normed radius

- normed length

- specific mass flow-rate on collecting
circuit

- specific mass flow-rate on storage
circuit

- time

- Nusselt dimensionless number

- Roynolds dimensionless number
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(oC)
2

(W/m )

(W/m2)

(W/m2 )

(m2l</W)

(KJ/kgK)

(m/s)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(kg/m2h)

(kg/m2h)

(h)



p
e

St
~~

E

Z

- Peclet dimensionless number

- Stanton dimensionless number
- absorptivity - transparence product

- heat e~changer thermal efficiency

- solar collector efficiency
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111.5 SOLAR ENERGY USE FOR DOMESTIC WATER

HEATING DOR DWELLINGS

Marcel Dumitrescu x)

Radu Filip x)

Dan Vartanian x)

Among the applications of solar energy the most widespread
now is domestic water heating. In order to transform solar energy
into thermal energy centralized or local systems are used.

The centralized systems are efficiently applied to dwelling
assemblies in towns. These systems are provided with solar col
lectors, placed on the roofs of the dwellings, and heat
exchangers where:i.n the thermal energy from the sun heats domestic
water.

The local s~stems are used for isolated buildings without
central heating. Tl.ese are simple installations with solar col
lectors and storage tanks placed on the roofs of the houses whose
inhabitants use that not water. These installations provide im
portant fuel savings wt~ch allow a payback timo of less than ten
years.

1. Generalities

The stringent necessity, due to the present energy crisis,
to reduce conventional fuel consumption, especially petrol pro
ducts (oil), imposed the use of inexhaustible unconventional ener
gy sources, among which the sun is one of the most important. -

As from the thermal viewpoint, at ground, there is a source
wi·th a low potential, and one of the most adequate application is
the domestic hot water preparation, for dwellings. Solar energy
being available, at random and, with variable time intensities,
the peak efficjent use for the domestic water heating is achieved
especially during the hot season of the year.

It is well known that the higher the efficiency of the in
stallation for water heating is the greater the conventional fuel
saving is. The conception of the achieved Vlorks aimed that all
the elements of the systems should vJOrk at the best parameters.

x) Engineers, Design Institute for Typified Buildings - IPCT

Bucharp.st, Romania
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For a higher efficiency the hot water was prepared cen-
tralized systems urban. assemblies. According to these solutions,
solar installations have been made and set to work for many
thousands of apartments.

2. The used working systems

The basical scheme of a solar installation consists of
solar collectors, through which cold water is heated, and then
is transferzedinto storage tanks, where it is then "transported,
and the user, where it is transported from the storage tanks.

Hot water preparation is achieved using in the main two
systems:

- centralized systems;
- local systems.

The centralized systems, that are now largely spread, out,
are characterized by an installation that prepares hot water
using solar energy for a dwelling assembly varying from 200 to
2000 apartments, or even more. This solution is preferred for
communities that allow a centralized operation with qual~fied

staff that can ensure a good energy efficiency.

Generally speaking, this system uses a scheme with two lo
ops: the primary loop consisting of solar collectors, circula
tion pumps, heat exchangers, and the secondary loop having its
own pumps and heat storage battery. The primary loop is a closed
d rcuit in order to avoid the deposition of limestone or impu
rities into the collectors. The thermal energy, ~ransmitted

through heat exchangers, heats the domestic water from the se
condary loop, which is an open circuit.

The hot water is delivered at a temperature of +4SoC. Du
ring the time periods of reduced gr no solar radiation, when it
is not possible to provide a + 45 C temperature, the water wilJ
pass through an additional heat~ng installation usin~ conven
tional fuel.

For these systems the solar collectors are plaCEd on the
roofs of dwellings, and the equipment (pumps, heat exchangers ,
storage tanks) mounted in central stations, at the same place
with the thermal energy generators that are necessary for heating
the dwellings.

-- In order to provide more efficient operation of these
systems, the installations are endowed with automation equipment
that must switch -off the solar installations operation during
the lack of solar radiation periods and switches it on when the
sun shines- the adjustment being established according to .the
l:emperature difference between the water in solar collectors
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and the vlater in the storage tanks.

2.2. The local systems, used for small buildings (2-8 apart::
ments are characterized by a simple installation consisting of
solar collectors required for a flat and the respective storcge
tank placed into the attic.

Thi.s sort of installation is used for isolated buildings or
even for small rural assemblies where there are no central heating
systems. These systems operate without pumps, only due to the
gravi ty E!ffect of the temperature difference of the water circuit
between solat collectors and storage tanks.

3. Desi~n premises

In the condition of using solar energy the hypotheses for
th~ domestic hot water preparation, :lave been properly estab
lished. In order to increase the percentage of hot water prepared
only by using ~olar energy, the temperature of the hot water
supplied was established at +4SoC. Thus, during the hot period of
the year (April-October) the activity of the auxiliary heat soU'oe
is reduced to minimum.

Based on experi~ental data tre installations have been
signed to operate 7 months per year, April-October, within
time span, the solar energy represents 85% of the amount of
ergy available yearly. The countinous use, for 12 months, of
solar installation would imply supplementary running costs
using antifreeze solution that is not economically efficient.

Standard flat solar collectors having the dimensiom of
1,00 x 2,00 mand provided with c0iled pipes and multi-parallelp!
pes are used to collect solar energy. The absorption, of the solar
radiation is worked either through a black painted metal plate
that includes a hair pin bent pipe with the heat carrier flowing
inside, or by the means of pipes placed into the focuses of cy
lindrc-parabolic mirrors.

These collector types may ensure a flow of 90 i/day sqn.c01
lector. The best seasonal average efficiency is ensured by mou~

ting solar collect.ors toward the South with a slope of about 30 .

Almost 85% of the whole quantity of domestic hot water is
supplied during the hot season through the use of solar energy.
In order to avoid heat losses eapeci.s.lly du:cing the days with
lower air temperature (below 20 C) the pipets thermal insulation
thickness has been established based on the technical and eco
nomical calculation.
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4. Aspects concerning the layout of the solar energy

installations.

For dwellings, the solar collectors -- the main element of
the installation that require special conditions for achieving
higher efficiency -- are generally placed on the roofs.

In the case of dwellings (or residential bUildings)
flat roofs the south orientation of solar collectors is not
ditioned by the orientation of the bUildings. For dwellings
a sloped roof, solar collectors placed on this roof impose
certain orientation to the bUildings ••

vlith
con

with:>
a

The collectors are placed on supports provided by the same
supplier. In order to avoid displacement or overthrowing of the
collectors, by the wind, they are anchored with steel strings as
a result of the tests made in the aerodynamic tunnel.

For large assemblie s, the central stations '-for domestic hot
water preparation with solar energy, are coupled also with the
water pumping station and the thermal and electric transformation
station .in order to e.n.;:;Yr.: a good uistribution of the running
maintenance staff. .

As concerns solar energy, all the equipment (heat e~

changers, pumps, electric devices) is installed ina building u- .
sually placed in the geometric center of the assemly: Due to the
difference between-the daily period of solar energy collection
and the hot water consumption time, it is necessary to use
storage tan~' for thermal energy, representing about 50-60% from
the daily consumption.

These storage tanks are usually steel made and they are pIa
ced near the central station building. For the constituent parts
of a solar installation for hot water preparation, standard pro
jects, are drawn up as follows:

dVlellings provided with solar energy collectors on the
roofs;

central stations for domestic hot water preparation us
ing solar energy.

In order to provide a more accurate execution and running
of the installation, different regulations are established that
specify the mounting procedure, the measure that must be taken
during the performing periods and fin~lly, all the data that
have to be recorded in order to check the systems energy ef-
ficiency.

5. Aspects of the te~hnical and economical efficiency

The energy efficiency transposed into the conventional fuel
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saving is of about 90 kg.c.f./sqm.collector or of about 280kg.~.fl

apart.-year to

Due to the organizing measures for manufacturing solar col
lectors, t:heir prices have been lessened to half during the last
five years, limiting the price of a solar installation for pro
ducing domestic hot wc.ter to the maximum of 50% out of the value
of an apartment.

Thus, the investment for this solar installation for hot
water preparation may be recovered from the value of the saved fu
el in less than 10 years.

As concerns the local systems, the energy efficiency of
isolated dwellings, is very close to that of the assemblies and
the time recovery is even smaller with about 10% in comparison
with other solutions.

From the economic analyses of such a type of installation it
results th?t, in future, the costs will decrease especially as a
result of the better organization of the eq~ipment manufacturing
(solar colle ctors) and accordingly the use of such installations
will become '1lore efficient.
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III.6 COLLECTING INSTALLATIONS AND STATIONS
FOR HOT WATER PRODUCTION

WITH THE HELP OF SOLAR ENERGY IN INDUSTRIAL UNITS

Maria Kuharts x)

Paula Ciubo~aru x)

Elisabeta Patrut x)

The paper presents solutions for the collecting installat
ions and the devices of heating using solar energy in industrial
units.

~~he installation works only for the hot period of the year
(April-·October) and it consists of plane solar energy collectors
and the station for the hot water preparation (heat exchangers,
pumps, storage system).

'llhe collecting device may be assembled over one or more
buildin.gs that are suite.d to this purpose, (as orientation,
strength etc~) and the hot water preparation station is placed
in the neighbourhood of a common hot water supply source (dis
trict thermal station or thermal power station>,

The necessity of finding solutions for domestic hot water
prepa~ation using means other than the thermal source with fos
sil fuel (classical source) determined the typiqa1 design direc
tion towards elaboration of some adjusting project of the pre
sentthermal sources (thermal power stations or district thermal
power stations) for the complementary use of solar energy.

The elaboration activity of some studies and typical pro
jects concerning solar energy use covered in a very short time
period all the specific stages for typification doc1.nnentation,oE
timization of the main parameters and charts, adjustment of in
stallation.s considered to be classical, in order to be. couplled
wi th the! special ones for new energy sources.

An installa.tionfor domestic hot water preparation using solar
energy is composed of different parts,namely:

-- the part of the solar energy collector consisting of sol
ar collectors where the solar thermal carrier is heated and the 
pipeline network usually placed on the buildings;

x) Engineers, Design Institute for Typified BUildings - IPCT
21, T.Arghezi S~reet, sector 2, Bucharest, Romania
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-- the part of the hot water preparation consistinG of the
equipment of the hot water preparation with thermal sola~ carrier
'This equipment is·generally placed at the classic fossil source
that supplies hot water into the respective precincts;

-- the network system that makes the connection between the
solar collectors and the hot water preparation equipment with so
lar heat carrier.

The solar collectors used are plane solar collectors with
or without focusing with coil or pipes register and they are placed
on the roofs of the ground floor rooms. These solar collectors are

. included in metallic skylights with light oriented on the roofsof
the multistoried industrial buildings and of the annex bUildings •.

The collectors, placed on roofs of the multistoried indus
trial buildings and industrial annexes, are mounted into parallel
rows directed south, at distances necessary to avoid the recip
rocal shadowing.

The equipment for the hot water preparation using
energy is composed of: heat exchangers, circulation p,Jmps,
water acumulators, command and automation electric aparata.

solar
hot.

All these are usually grouped at the classical source for
hot water preparation and they represent the station for hot.water
preparation using solar energy.

Excepting the hot water acumulators that are placed outside,
in the open, all this equipment is placed in a building, usually
the classical source for hot water preparation.

The adjustment of the classic thermal sources for the solar
energy use, consists mainly of adding the special equipment -- ne
cessary for the preparation of the hot water using solar energy -
to that already existing in the thermal source, this one becoming
an auxiliary source for the period of solar energy collection(April
-October) •

When solar radiation is not enough and the temperature of
the hot water resulted from the solar installation is lower then
that requi~ed by consumption, the su~-heated water, will increase
the temperature in the heat exchanger of the classic source, the
two installations being serially connected.

the hot water preparation using solar energy is achieved an
electronic regulator that monitors the function of the s91ar :Lnsta.l-·
lation when the water temperature at the outlet of the collector
is higher than that from the storage tank bottom and the stoppinSJ
of thepumps when it is not possible to collect solar energy ( the
temperaturE;:! at the outlet of the collector is smaller than that
from the accumulator).

The basic ~et-up of the installation already presented is
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is used on a larger scale when having two circuits and providing
a better protection of solar collectors against impurities.

In the circuit of ·the solar collectors the heat carrier is
in a clCH::ed circuit, and consumption water is in open circuit on
the secondary circuit of the heat exchanger.

In I.P.C.T. there were carried out, on the account of this
typical project for collecting installations and for preparation
stations of the domestic hot water using solar energy on capaci
ties bet""een 8000 - 115000 l/day hot vlaterof 4S o C.
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III.7 COUPLED SYSTEMS OF HEAT PUMPS AND SOLAR INSTALLATIONS

USED IN SPACE HEATING AND WATER PREPARATION

Florin Iordachex

1. INTRODUCTION

The coupling of solar installations with heat pumps offers
the possibility of creating hybrid systems that may be in service
the whole year. Winter is characterized by a rather low solar e
nergy potential and therefore a simple solar installation is not
efficienc. The coupling of a solar installation with a heat pump
allows the extensive service of the system even in hours·of low
energy potential.

The heat pumps included in the hybrid systems under
are compression heat pumps with low capacit¥: 36.64 kW and
kW and are produced by Tehnofrig - Cluj-Napoca. Absorbtion
plate solar collectors are produced by lAA Alexandria.

study
116.3
flat-

sections

This paper presents the mathematical modelling of hybrid
systems service as well as the analysis of the heat performances
that are obtained for several variants of building and servicepa~

rameters. The systems were optimized and a proper dimensioning
calculus method was worked out. Two types of systems were studied:
for dwelling space heating and for warm water producing. They
differ, as this paper will prove, both from the viewpoint 0 f
structure and service.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND SERVICE

Both types of systems consists mainly of three
(fig .1.> :

- solar collectors
- heat pump
- warm water tank supplying the consumer

The system works differently according to the consumer.
Thus, in case of the space heating system the service includes two
distinct s~~ges:

- 1 stage : only the solar installation and the heat pump

x Research Officer - INCERC, Bucharest, Romania
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for wa~m 'water tank charging work. ~his is valid for the sunny
hours when the heating installation does. not work and the hous;
undergoes a cooling process.

nd- II stage: only the heating installation works and
the house undergoes a heating process.

In the sunless period thE' solar installation and the
heat pump do not work.

In the case of the system for producing warm wate~ the
two service stages may overlap for certain periods or may b c
distinct, as during heating.

In winter, during a succession of sunless hours the heat
pump works using a waste water tank as a cold source.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEbLING

This chapter refers separately to the two systems-;as the
service and the consumer's requirements are rather im~ortant, a
specific analysis will be performed f~r each system.

a) Coupled system of solar installation and compression
heat pump used in space heating.

'I'hree stages were covered for the analysis and dimensio
ning of such a system:

a. dimensioning of the heating system and of warm wa
ter storage tank (V)

b< dimensioning of solar energy collecting space (S)
c. det.:en1.1ining systems annual average performance.

In t,he first stage of the heating system dimensioning,the
usu.al working P9ssibilities of the two heat pgmps were taken into
account so as to supply warm water of 40 - 60C. consequently
the heat.ing installat.ion worked to supply heat in conditions of
rat.her low heat carrier temperature which generated increased
surface!:?: of heating units. The intermittent operation of the
heating installation was also taken into account.

House cooling:
'1'he inside temperature evolution in this period was given

by the d.ifferential equation solution:

(1 )

~rhe integration proves an exponential variation of inside
temperature (t i ) in this period so that relation (2) links the
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maximum and minimum values:

(2)
-'

The minimum and maximum inside temperature values are con

sidered to be symmetrically placed as against the normal inside
temperature (tlo ) so that part of~th~ normal heat consumption
should be presented and no inside temperature drops should occur.

House heating:
The house heat balance in this period considered in

of house and heating unit is:
d:lJ.·

{

~I<. 'J:~ (£, - ZIJJ - A(t,i - teU5) = ML di
~I<-'.ca. (;/;, - );/2.) '" J(I!.... SIJ.. : 6 ;/;1YL1

where

( 3)

terms

(4)

(5),
The following linear differential equation is obtained:

(6)

where

(7)

(the.variation of the heating unit heat transfer overall coeffo 
cient KR according to temperature was considered a~dothe solution
of using a mean value of this coefficient 5.23 W/m Kwas ~) •

The solution of equation (6) is:

(8)
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where:

p=

ff
-i.eM
M.e. (10)

If relation (8) is particularized for the whole period of
house dai.1y heating, the. result is:

i . :: (i' - 1..) e- P(i/f -N)+ g
AM M1t P. P (11)

which provides:

G;A ::
It

where:

-!.. (iiM - ;t-eM) - [. (;titm- - :tentS)
E* (.i1 - ;tffit)- E( :iT - t:.iM} (12)

(13)

Relation (12) is a transcendent equation with ratio CR/A
as unknO'w'n value.

We may conclude that in general the house heat loss ~f

ficient(A) and the house thermal capacity (Mc) are to some ex 
tent proportional. The following relation was therefore determined:

M.e
T -:: ~0815"F

where p rE~presents the building specific loading.

(14)

'I'he heating installation dimensioning will be performed
under more severe climatic conditions than those of a usual win
ter, namely for the average conditions 'of the coldest month. An
average year in the period 1976-1984 in a hill zone was considered.

. , .. we:;: .,

MONTH NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MARCH MEAN VALUES---
N 6 5 5 8 9 6.6
t es 7.3 3.5 0.5 2.6 8.8 4.54
t 3.4 0 -2 -1.5 4.1 0.8ens
t E1g 35.2 37.5 34.5, 40.9 53.6 40.34
t 2 44.49, 48.82 45.82 53'.65 68.52 52.26E g
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Three vartants were tested for the heat carrier values in
the climatic conditions specific to January:

- t = 60 0 C1 t = 50°CT R

- t = 50°C; t = 42°CT R

- t = 42
0

C1 t = 300 CT R

All these three variants have lower values than the cor 
responding ones in the classical control diagram. The lower the
couple of heat carrier temperature values at the heating unit in
let and outlet is, the larger the required heating area is.More
over, a considerably reduced collecting area is necessary.May we
mention that for the variants previously presented the' heating
area is 2 up to 4 times larger than in the classicql case. The
heating area is determined using relation (7) after the neces~

heat carrier flow-rate (G
R

) is known. Both are provided by the
solution of the transcendent equation (12) which was solved using
a TI-59 programmable computer1 the successive approximations me 
thod was used for each variant.

The maximum. and minimum values of the inside temperature
were provided by the solution of the system including relatias
(2) and (3); for a bUilging specific loading of p= 550kg/m J

t'M=190 C and t. = 17.05 C.
~ ~m

The heating system was thus conceived that heat carrier
having t T temperature and GR flow-rate should be continuously
supplied in the heating units in the (24-N) sunless hours; the
storage tank volume should therefore have a value so that water
with GR flow-rate should be recirculated once in the (24-N)~.

So:

(15)

(16)

In order to fulfill this dimensioning stage the control
diagram should also be plotted. Solution (11) of the differential
equation also provides:

i = (i../mt - i-tiK. E)(4-i-£ 'If ~Rj - W-E )X-eM

T r:H- ~Il... ( )
c; - 4-£

If

(17 )

Several combinations of the following parameters were a 
nalized using the method previously described:
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(18)

- control temperature values of the three variants
- specific building loading '2
p = 550 kg/m2 and H p = 1,000 kg/m

The result· proves that the specific building loading(p) is
less important in heating.installation dimensioning, but the heat
carrier temperature values are significant. The actual values re
sulted for each variant are centralized in fig.2.

As the warm water storage tank volume and the temperature
to be reached by the water in the tank after N sunny hours i n
calculus conditions are known, the collecting area may be dimen 
sioned. The math~matical model includes the heat balance~tions

for each system component:

~ 5p K ~ (:t€ - i<.v) '" ~v tf..,(i (~v -~)

0v tC.Q, fi/v - i.t.v) '" .Aflv;tv +-.tv ik, + ~v

~A: ,(4.- (;i;.ze - .f:) '" A./l' tv.J- kl( i,l:: -+- tlK.

C;K. t!-,(L (l£k. -::t):= V ~A, 1f.
:tv :0 [.tv - f:v
t K :: Jt-t/( - ~

The second and the third equations of the system (18) in
clude the expressions of the heat flow-rate at the heat pump va
porized and condenser in the second member as linear functions of
freezing temperature (freon 12). The linear form offers a satis 
factory approximation of the two heat flow-rates for rather l~rge

range of heat carrier vaporizing ana condensing temperature va
lues. The constant values a , b , c , a k , b k , c k ' c k ~ere expe
rimentally determined by th~ he~t p~mp producer.

The whole system ~ay be easily reduced to a linear diffe
rential equation:

(19 )
where:

Plf= ~II< [1 +- -' (4+- ew )11
y b... A<$v J
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where:

(av -1Jv )d -~v

/.1 ~V

(21)

(22)

faJ< - 1Jk )J- ,ek.

G;K. ( 23)

and:
(24)

(25)
The solution of equation (19) is:

. Te~mpel. dture values t 2k , t 2 ' t lv will be determined
relat10ns: . v

will

,. p'tt~

t ~ (iD - ~~) e- +

After N sunny hours the
be:

(26)

temperature of the water in tank V

(27)

using
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(30)

The basic relation used in dimensioning the collecting
area is (27) where the initial temperature in tank to is identi 
cal with t R - heat carrier outlet temperature for the heating sec
tion and the final temperature in tank, t , is equal to cost
heat carrier inlet temperature. Relation (~7) represents a tran~
cendent equation in S which was solved by the successive appro 
ximations method usin~ a computer 12 variants defined by the' fol
lowing elements were thus studied:

- the three sets of heat carrier temperature values in
dimensioning conditions;

- two types of solar collectors with simple and double gla-
zing;

- two types of compression heat pumps GPCF-3l. 5/2 and
GPCF-lOO;

The results were plotted in fig.3,4,5 and 6. Each variant
"has a corresponding boundary value of the storage volume that may
be heated from temperature t

R
to temperature t

T
• This value is

determined by the relation:

Gk'N rA
I (11+ ~~)]VL. - L +- 6-- i x- L

~
~-L

\'I!here:

I
Cz (J-I- -ff:) - -tIC (f:-€ +- C,,)

"lK
=-

'-- ..4.; \f), +- (tI+- -)
gvl

(31)

(32)

As the, collecting' ar~a is nm'!' known, system dimensionin9is
finished o.nd the follo'\'fing stage i devoted to thermal performanCES
determination, may be started. In order to perform a rapid 'study
of system thermal efficiency for the whole cold season, the ser
vice in an average winter day will he considered. The service in
real conditions requires the determination of certain parameters:

- water flow-rates at vaporizer Gv and, condenser Gk- warm water volume of tank V .
- heat carrier flow~rate of consumerGR

No matter the climatic situation of the day, the consumer
heating period will be (24-Nc) hours, namely 19 hours. But ac~
ding to the climatic conditions of the day, the temperature 0 f
the water in the tank will correspond to the control diagram
pre:'viously ,presented. The tank thermal loading ina usual day fran
outlet temperature to inlet temperature will be performed in NX /
Nc hours. In case of an annual average day, N:k- < Nc.
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. Thermal performances for an annual average day requires the
following determinations:

- daily heat quantity supplied to the condenser, which is
obviously equal to the heat storage in tank:

Q/{. :;: V';CA (-tT -;Ct<)

daily heat quantities taken over by the vaporizer:

()v =N * 4 ~v i11 t ~ - (1~ - ~ )(i E + ~ ) .t-

• .,If- f Q4f- -"./J··P)oX171
+ ,(j1;:1 [Cz. - ~~ - N*P~ (i£ - p~)(;/ - e jJ

- energy recovery rate:

F=.. Qv
Qi<..

- heat pump efficiency

-I
t ::: 4-P

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

The above mentioned elements may be determined after the
actual number of service hours N*is settled using relation (27)

,g>r
->( / /I if) - p*N:>- - -v.J~ --:""-':'-"-4 _

p'IF 1:- _ .2..*'
J p¥ (37)

V;!'i-:.-r6 t r f t R and QX is calculated for the climatic situation of
an annu~l average day according to relations (16), (17) and (21)
respectively. As the number of variants to be analysed is large
,mo. the relations are rather sophisticated, computer calculus was
used again. According to fig.2 + 6, several cases, related to con
sumers "'Jith consumption capacity ~orresponding to up to 9 co'nven
tional apartments.

Tt1e results analysis proves which variants are suitable
':coth from the view point. of solar installation dimensions as well
·3S energy recovery and heat pump efficiency. These variants ge
nerally correspond to an efficiency of 2.5t3.2. for GPCF - 31.5/2
pump and 3.2 ~ 4.8 for GPCF-IOO pump. Therefore the solar instal
lation coupled with GPCF-31, 5/2 heat pump meet the requirements
of 2 .;. 3 conventional apari:ments and a solar installation with
GPCF-IOO corresponds to about 3 ~ 6 conventional apartments.

Note that OnlyHN* hours are necessary to heat the watE
the storage tank Vi N represents 50 + 70 % of the average .. _...dlY

hours. Therefore in the (N-Nx ) sunny hours the hybrid system may
be used in preparing domestic warm water in a tank separats from
the heating one. The heating of 200 l/~larm water from IOoe to 600 C
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will further be analysed. The calculus a+gorithmiresults by com
bining the calculus algorithm characteristic to the second and
the third heating stage. The re~ults prove that about 35 min. are
required in heating the specific water consumption1possibilities
of further using the system are therefore to be considered. A
large water volume may consequently be heated1 this volume cor
responds not only to the specific consumption but also to a lar
ger consumer that does not require heat from the thermal station
to .prepare warm water. This type of service represents an effi 
cient use of the system and increases its efficiency and rate of
energy recovery_ In order to estimate quantitatively the system
performances in this variant, it is necessary to determine the
increased volume of water that may be heated,which is rather s~
pleas the heated water volumes and the heating time are propor
tional.

The consumer's energy recovery increase considera
bly. The consumer's overall heat requirement specific to the cold
season may be covered entirely by solar means.

It is worth mentioning that this study did not consiaer
the energy quantity supplied in summer by the solar installation
for producing warm water. Taking into account the winter heat con
sumption, the dimensioned collecting area exceeds considerably the
area required by warm water producing about 10-15 times larger,fir
the same consumer.

Therefore in the warm season the solar installation may
prepare domestiC warm water for a larger consumer. This generares
system efficiency increases and a reduced number of inves t m .e nt
payback years. The system energy recovery is satisfactory (bet -
ween 85% and 95%) from the viewpoint of the range of possillie
consumers mentioned above, namely 2 - 3 apartments conventional
apartments for systems using. GPCF-3l.5/2 heap pump and 3 - 6 a
partments for systems using GPCF-IOO heat pump. These energy re
covery rates correspond to system efficiency values of 6 to 2~

From the economic viewpoint the investment payback period is of II
-18 years as the compression heat pumps and the solar collectors
are expensive at present.

b} Solar installations coupled with heat pumps used i n
producing warm water.

The possibilities of daytime water heating using hybrid
systems both in the warm and in the cold season are further pre
sented. Two variants are studied: one of a system working simul
taneously with the consumer in the sunny hours and the other of
a system and a consumer working separately (as in case of heating).

The results prOVided by the analyses performed on the two
variants are so similar that our study will refer only to a few
remarks on system dimensioning in the second variant.
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did
are
the

The following parameters will be correlated: collecting
area (8 ), storage volume (V) and resulting temperature of warm
water iR tank (t f ). The charActeristics of the average day con
sidered in dimensioning:

- in case of warm season:
number of sunny hours (system serv ice)2N2= 9h

· solar radiation intensity - I = 580 W/m
· outside temperature - t = 20°C

cold water temperature § t = 15°C
o

- in case of cold season:
number of sunny hours (system service)2N = 6.5h

• solar radiation intensity - b = 290 W/m

: ~~i~ie:t~~m~:~~~~~~u~et~ ~ 5=CIOoC
o

The mathematical model used in system (18) previously des
cribed.

The analysis performed on simple and double glazing
not generate considerable differences. The results obtained
presented in fig. 7 ~ 10. The diagrams may be easily used if
consumer's requirements are known.

The use of these systems in preparing warm water is recom
mended mainly in the cold season and only in the secondary loepor
partially in the cold season.

In case of coupling a GPCF' 31. 5/2 heat pump consumers 8f
8,000 ~, 14,000 1/day may be supplied with warm water of 40 - 46 C;
in caSE: of coupli.ng a GPCF-IOO pump consumeri3 of 14,000-:-32,000 1/
day may be supplied with warm water of 40-54 C. The solar collec
ting areas ;Ln the twozsituat1ons and the efficiency of the heat
pump: a.r~ 1~;:2~ :~O?m_ Zn~ 3 -: 3.~ in case Of_GPCF-31.5/2 pump and
450 • .1., ,00 .l!1 aHd~. 7 • ::>.5 ~n case of GPCF 100 pump._

A few particular situations using the two heat pumps and
secondary cold sources (domestic waste water) were analyzed~rorn

the economic viewpoint, a payback period of 8-15 years resulted;
the low "(,ra.lues correspond to the GPCF-lOO pump and the high values
correspond to the GPC1::" -- 31.5/2 pump. The considerable difference
bet\1E;E,n the t.\!O sJ tua.tions is caused by the usual efficiency of the
two systems: 3 in caSE: of GPCF 35.5/2 pump and 4.5 in case of GPCF
-100 pump. Tehnofrig "Cluj presently produces an improved variant
of the 36.64 kW small heat pump: GPCF - 31.5/4, which may work
with efficiency of.4 - 5.

The use of~waste water as heat pump cold source involves
technological problems to be solved: separate sewerage instal
lation for washstands and bathrooms with proper hygenic conditions~
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tens
tim

t,H1
t E
t T

GR
Gv
GK
GT
V

S
P

SR
N
N*

~

NOMENCLATURE

- current temperature in storage tank

- bUilding inside temperature

- normed inside temperature

- outside temperature in sunny hours

- outside temperature in sunny hours

- minimum inside temperature

- maximum inside temperature

- equivalent temperature

heat carrier temperature at heating
unit inlet

heat carrier temperature at heating
unit outlet

- water temperature at vaporizer ~nlet

- water temperature at vaporizer outlet

- water. temperature at conaenser outlet

-vaporizing temperature

- considering temperature

temperature differences at vaporizer
and condenser

heat carrier flow-rate

heat carrier flow-rate in vaporizer

heat carrier flow-rate in condenser

- dail~ warm water consumption

- storage tank volume

- collecting area

- heating unit area

- number of sunny hours

- number of service hours for heating

- current time

- heat transfer overal~ coefficient of solar

- R2~1~€~iElfer overall coefficient ofneat:l.ng unl.ts

- bUilding thermal characteristics

- bUilding massiveness

- heat quantity
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(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(oC)

(l/h)

(l/h)

(l/h)

(l/day)

(1)

(m2 )

(m2 )

(h)

(h)

(h)
2(W/n, k)

(w/m2k)

(H/CoK)

(kg)

(Kwh)



F - energy recovery rate

~ - heat pumps efficiency
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III.8 ASPECTS REGARDING THE ECONOMIC ENERGY OPTIMIZATION

IN THE USE OF NEW ENERGY SOURCES IN BUILDINGS

Achile Petrescux
Dan Berbecarux
Victor Cucux

The use of new energy sources, including solar energy and
the ener~rY recovery from secondary sources, requires an increase
of the investment expenses in comparison with the situations when
the traditional fuels are used, especially when the energy source
can not be used at constant capacity.

The paper deals with a methodology of calculating the re
covery period of those bupplementary investment expenses, by re-

.ducing the expenses in foreign currency necessary for the fuel
import as a result of the new energy sources utilization. Also
is presented the methodology of calculating the total heat cost
and the '~ay it varies in comparison with the previous heat cost,
before the use of the new energy source.

The paper also presents three examples of economic-ener
gy calculus for an installation of solar energy for an assembly
of 1000 ,apartments, of an installation of geothermal energy use
for heating and domestic hot water preparation for an industrial
consumer of 1,07 KW and for a heat pump station that reeds up
an industrial conswuer.

1. GENEAA.L FRAME· OF THE ANALYSES

Over the last decade energy problems have become more and
mor~ important in social and economic activity. They influence
the personal, family and collective life in all the countries,
the social-political form of government, economic level of geo
graphical placement having no importance.

x Engineers - Design Institute for Typified Buildings - IPCT
70132 - Str.Tudor Arghezi nr.2l
Bucharest, Romania
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Without reconsidering the events of history that generated
the present si~uation, it is enough to me~tion that allover the
world precautions were taken for energy saving in all fields 0 f
activity. At the same time use of some substitute energies, new
energy sources and recove~ from the secondary sources, where till
now it had been lost, were increased.

Acting in this field, the authors have elaborated solutions
to use some new energy sources (as solar, geothermal) and to re
cover heat from secondary sources (water, air) in order to satisfy
heat requirements for industrial buildings and dwellings. Parti 
cipating in the achievement of some programs with a wide applica
bility, working out different designs and helping the use of new
solutions in Romania, the authors were obliged to find technical
solutions that also had to deal with the energy - economic aspec~

of this field too~

It has to be mentioned that the respective solutions that
were not officially legislated in Romania, but they are accepted
and used now in the decisions concerning the presented domamn,en
larging the respective methodology for other directions using~

new sources other than those presented as being the author's ex
perience.

For a better understanding of the economics of the new e
nergy sources it is necessary to describe very briefly the ~an
special conditions, as it concerns the achievement of the new in
vestments and the establishment of the heat costs, with a special
reference at the use of the new energy sources. .

We consider it a mistake to generalize the Romanian way of
dealing wit~ the economic-energy aspects for all the socialist
countries even through in some countries the conditions are . the
same.

2. THE INVESTMENT PAYBACK

Although Romania has its own oil production, it has to im
port an important quantity from the outside market. For this res
son, any primary energy saving resulted from the use of new sour
ces or by recovering energy from secondary sources leads to a de
crease of the oil imports and implicitely a decrease of the ex
penses in foreign currency, for the life of the equipment especi
ally created. Since the effort is influencing the national eco
nomy, this concept is applied even when the energy consumer uses
a heat source with fuels other than liquid.

Practice has showed that the use of new sources and energy
recovery from secondary sources leads,in almost all cases, to an
increase of the investment expenses in compasison with the use of
traditional fuels, especially when the energy source can't be used
at a constant capacity, as the solar energy case.
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As supplementary investment expenses appear, these a~e to
be.recuperated by diminishing the expenses using foreign curre~
necessary for the fuel import (petrol) as a result of the new ~n
side sources uti~ization as well as of the energy recovery from
the secondary sources.

The payback period of the investment is not indifferent,it
must not exceed that of the traditional energy sources and that E
why in Romania a solution is economic when the payback period is
up to 10 years.

We may include in the payback period calculus an increas e
of the oil prices with an average percentage of recent years re 
presenting an anticipation for. the future years.

The investment expenses are supported from the state fund
that offe!rs also the material means necessary for the invest me nt
ac~ievement. As the investment is not made on credits, in the cal
culus of the payback period a reconversion of the investment ex -
penses is not made along this period. .

It: has to be mentioned that although energy recovery from
secondary sources decreases the general energy consumption, i t
also requires an increase of the electrical power consumption fram
the national system. Also included in the investment expenses cal
culus are the expenses for the supplementary electric power inclu
ded in the national system.

As a result of those already presented, the general calcu 
lus'relation of the payback period of the supplementary investment
expenses is :

_I +C ·LlPe
N - p.,dG (years) (1)

N - is the payback period, in years;
r - the investments growth required by the use of new source of of

the secondary source, in lei (the national currency in Romania)
~ Pe-the electrical power growth required by the use of the new

source or of the secondary source, in kW, .
c - the specific investment cost for the installation in the natio

nal system of an electrical power growth, in lei/kW,
~G-the annual fuel saving as the result of use of the new sources

or secondary sources in kg.f.• s .!year,
p - import, cost .. of the oil, coverted into national currency, in

lei/kg.e.c.
We remind you that for the national economy any energy saving

leads to an important oil saving, and determines the relation:

(kg.e.c./years)
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(3 )(kg.e.c./year)

Pci

~ Q - is the yearly thermal energy saving as the result of the use
of new sources and secondary source's in kJ/year (kWn/year);

~ - the average efficiency of burning the liquid fuel; it ref
to the liquid fuel as the use of the new sources is in o~r~
der to diminish the Oil import;

Pci-low caloric power of the conventional fuel, as a reference in
all the statistical ca~culus

Pci = 29.298 kJ/kg.e.c. (7000 Kcal/kg.e.c.)
kg.e.c.-represents the fuel mass in equivalent coal.

In the solutions where the thermal energy saving,is acompa
nied by the increase of electrical power consumption the net e 
conomy is determined considering the used fuel in order to prahce
the respective electrical energy. As the result

JI G __ ---=.6:..=;.62-:00::--_ AE
L.1 -:' - e.u.

'L' Pei
, .!1 E - is the excess electric energy consumption as the resul tof

the use of the new or secondary sources, in kWh/year;

e - special fuel consumption, average consumption on thewnole
country, for the electric energy production, in kg.e.c.!
kWh.

3. HEAT COST

For dwellings the heat cost is supported by habitants and
in industry it is a part of the production cost.

The use of new sources and the energy recovery from the se
condary sources influences the total cost of the heat. The heat
cost in this case is not analyzed by its abSOlute value, but on 1 y
by the way it varies in comparison with the anterior cost of the
heating, before the use of the new energy sources.

The elements of the first cost may be grouped as it follows:
- the elements proportional with the investment expenses (re-'

demption expenses, general overhauling; running services); as the
investment grows with the central part of the new source, these e:'
lements of the first cost are also growing;

- expenses for energy: expenses for fuel (at local price, in
tern) are decreasing at the same time with the decrease of the
consumed fuel quantity per year, but in some situations this de
crease is subdued by the growth of the cost for the supplement a r y
used electric energy; -

- other expenses, that generally are not at all or very
little 1Y1fluenced by the supplementary installation required b y
the use of new energy sources or by the energy recovery from se
cOr\dc~l"'Y;' S(Ytlrces.

In many situations the total cost of the heating does not
grow since the decrease of the expenses for the energy consumption
is btggsr ,than the growth of the elements proportional with the
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investment expenses. There are also situations when, although the
payback period of the investments growth is between· economi cal
limits, however the increase of the heating to~a1 cost may direct
the elimination of the respective solution especially for dwel
lings, where the Ca5t is supported by the inhabitants.

As the result of the heating first cost variation is:

(4)

a - is the annual quota (in percentage) from the investment growth
required by the use of new or secor.dary sources in order t 0
cover the redemption expenses, g~nera1 overhauling, runnmg~-

vices in l/year; nd rd .
~G-it is determined by the 2 o~ th~ 3 relation, with the ob

servation that , and Pci have th~ specific values of the ~-
fective1y used fuel and as the result L1 G represents the
mass t:>f this fuel in kg/year;

b - the effectively used fuel cost (intern cost) in lei/kg.

Fran the relation 4 it results that in order to have a re
duction of the heating cost at the same time with the use of new
sources or with the energy recovery from the secondary sources, it
is necessary as Jc value to be negative.

4 0 EXEMPLE OF THE ECONOMIC CALCULUS FOR ENERGY

a} The analysis of the payback period of the investmentgr~

for an installation using solar energy for consumption hot water
preparation in an assembly of 1000 appartments (f~g.I).

The installation works during the period of Apri1-0ct~r and
it is additional for another heating supply installation for winter
(heating and consumption hot water) or during clouded summer time
(for consumption hot water). The supplementary installation does not
require an increase of the already fixed up electric power.

Heat requirements for consumption hot water preparation, at
the temperature of 323 K, during summer time, is ofQ = 8788 GJ for
the whole assembly. The climatic z)ne where are the dwellings placed
and the used s(:lar collectors type allow an energetica1 efficiency
of F = 0.77.

------------*---------
x 1I1e1 l1 is the Romanian currency
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COLLECTING INSTALLATION

TO HOT WATER CONSUI'-iERS

FROM THE
COLD WATER SUPPLY

HOT WATER PREPARATION
STATION

Flg.1

= d.232.000 = 8.~d years
2.95 • 314.250

As the result the heat used resulting from the solar ener
gy (.1 Q) is 0 f :

~Q = F.Q = 0.77 • 8788 = 6767 GJ/year
The fuel saving is determined by the relatlon 2, where:

'l. = 0.735 and Pci = 29,298 kJ/kg.e.c.

~G = Li Q = 6767. - 106 = 314.250 kg.e.c./year
't. Pci 0.735.29.298

The equipment for hot water preparation by the help of so
lar energy does not require the installation of some supplementa
ry electric power.

The payback period of the investment expenses is determinEd
by the help of the imported oil value that was saved, using the
1st relation, where:

~I = 8.232.000 leiiAPo' OkW; P = 2,95 lei/l.:..g.e.c.
It results that:
t =: Ll I + c • A Pe

P • Ll G

The payback period being under 10 yea1s, the solution is
considered to be an economical one.

b) The analyses of the payback period of the investmen·t
growth for an installation that uses the geothermal enerqy for
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heating .an cons'lJlllption hot water preparation, for an industrial
consumer (fig.2) of 1.07 MW (total thermal load at the peak con
su-TYlption) •

COLD WATER SUPPLY

HEAT
CONSUMER

HOT WATER

.:r--HOT WATER CONSUMERS

I
L_

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR CONSUMPTION

4IIlI@o...-J
.......--AUXILIARY

USES

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR
HEATING

WATER FROM THE GEOTERMAL .-I---'-""T"+-~"
S(lJRCE ( DRILLING)

Fig.2

The thennal source consis~s of a geothermal water drilling
having the artesial1 flow of 18 m /1:1 and a te111perature of 343 K,
c:ompleted with a peak therrnalpower station of ,0.56 MW ,wi·th solid
fuel.

The distance between drilling zone and the consumer is of
1;5 krn.

The nominal temperature parameters of the thermal carrier
accepted :tn the insi.de heating installation are 368/313 K.

Before the i:mplewEmtation of the geothermal energy solutio11r
all the thermal load (1.07 W&) is provided by a thermal power sta
tion with solid fUE"l f and the tempero.ture parameters .of the heat
carrier in the inside heating installation were of 368/348 K; by
using geothermal en~rgy the thermal power station capacity is re
duced at :0.56 r-rw. The investment growth required by the use o.f
g'eotherrna.l energy f consi.sting of drilling, t,he treatment- pumping
station f t:he feedpipe, the geothermal district heating and the
modificat:ions of the inside heating installation has the value of:
5.235 lei, including the equivalent expenses for placing into an
electric power station of a supplementary electric power~Pe = 15
kW).

ThE:' heat requirement for heating and consumption he. wa-
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ter preparation is of 7910 GJ/yaar. If we consider this consu
mer tne geothermal energy covers about 84% from the annual hea
ting requirements.

Thus, the used heat resulted from the geothermal energy is:
AQ = 0.84 • 7910 GJ/year,

The increase of the installed electric power drives to a
supplementary fuel consumption at the electric source of 9375 kg.
e.c.

- 9375 =
Applying the relation(3) the fuel net saving is

L1 G = 4Q _ e .,1 E =6~ 4'4 - 10
6

i?l • Pcc o. 7'35 • 29. 298

= 299.160 kg.~.c./y.ar

Including the above mentioned values into the 1st relation
it results:

N = ..1. I + c • .dp e
P .21G

5.235.000
=_-:iM:o-""-:::o"-..::'"""'l:"'=-2. 95 ';' 29""9.160 = 5.93 years

The payback period of the investment being under 10 years
the'solution is'considered to be an economical one.

c) The analysis of the optimization of the equipment solu
.tion for a heat pumps station that will supply an industrial con
sumer (fig.3).

INLET AND OUTLET
WATER PIPES
.COOLING
TECHNOLOGY

CONSUMER

••4.1 - ........ 

r _L~_-, HEAT PUMP

I
I

HEAT PUMP STATION ~_~-or'

1------·--,
I I
I I

! 11

I L L________ -.J

POWER STA'tION'------

Fig.3
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The heat consumption is made for the heating installation
having a capacity Of 7.44 MW.In the standard solution the equip
ment can be achieved by 4 boilers, 1,86 MW each for solid fuel,
providing hot water of 423 K, with a temperature difference 0 f
80 K•.

....;,--

ThE~ industrial unit has technological cooling water so ~
the heat may be recovered by the help of some water-water heating
pump, with compressor, having the capacity of 1.45 or 3.65 MW.

Numerous solutions analyzed and only those 9 solutions where
the supplementary investment, in comparison with the standard so
lution, is recovered in less than 7 years.

The optimizing analyses help to both chose the equipment
of the heating sources and at the selection of the temperature pa
rameters from the inside heating installation. The solutions con
sists of nominal inlet temperatures of 353 - 403 K, with a tem
perature difference of 30 - 80 K between the nominal inlet and
outlet 'temperatures of the heating installations.

The heat source supply is ~ade, in the 1st solution, only
with heat pumps, and in all the others above the heat pumps (1 
3 pieces}there are also used boilers of 1.86 MW, that use inferior
solid fuel, necessary for the consumption peak.

The investment expenses consisted of the consumer installa
tion (inside installations and outside networks) the heat source
compos~d of heat pumps and boilers as well as the equivalent in
stalment expenses for sUpplementary electric power (required b y
the compressor heat pumps works} that had to be instaILed into an
electric central power.

The fuel saving represents the net value, after
the fuel mass necessary for the electric energy consumed by
the compressor heat pumps (relation 3).

Although all those 9 selected sOlutions (tab.I) are lis
ted in values close of the payback period (5.1 - 6.7. years) ,there
can be a separation between two solutions groups:

-solutions 1-5 where the heat pumps provide over 90 % of
the annui!ll.l heat quan"ci ty. These solutions require an invest m e nt
growth of more than 70% in comparison with the standard solution
and they offer a fuel saving of 29.8%.

- solutions 6-9 where the heat pumps provide less than 63%
of the necessary heat, the investment growth in comparison with
the standard solution is of maximum 48.1%, and the fuel saving is.
of no more than 21%.

We have to mention the fact that these two groups are cha-
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:TE:MPERA URES iEQU: r/ ,- r:~t:.

~Dl1p"
FUEL ~NVESTM~Nf!. PAYBACK

INLEL IDIFFE- HEAT RJMPS ~/LE~ W.WJL SAVINGS BENEFIT PERIOD
K REM:£« l,86MW

K ~,"5MW ~651-M ~/yea, -j. h!c/yea ./. 1031~i -.;. y~ars

353 30 5 - - 46.855 100 715 32,8 16.179 81,7 6,6

363 50 - 2 1 1,5.917 98 713 32,7 15.1,91. 742 6,1,

363 '0 - 2 1 1,1,.518 95 691 31,6 15.228 76,9 6,5

373 60 3 - 2 1,3.576 93 665 3~1, 11,.815 7~8 6,55

373 50 3 - Z 1,2636 91 651 29,8 11,.596 73,7 6,6
383 I,D 1 - 3 11,.8 9~ 31,8 227 10,1, 1,.306 21,7 5,7

393 60 - 1 3 26.696 57,4 1,18 19,1 9.538 1,8,1 6,7
393 5D 1 - 3 17.535 37,1, 266 12,2 I,AD5 22,2 5,1

I,D3 8D 1 - 3 29.516 63 459 21 9.495 I, 7,9 6,15

Tab.'

racterized by imediate efforts of different investments, but also
of an immediate difference in fuel saving, although if we consi 
der the payback period criteria, they have a closed economy. The
selection of the solution is made considering the immediate fi
nancial conditions to which are added other facts, such as: th e
cost of the delivered heat and the- possibilities of using some
temperatu~e parameters.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The use of some new energy sources and energy recovery_
from secondary sources may be achieved by different technical
solutions.

The selection of the solution must be made after conside
ring energy saving criteria that must consider both the reduc
tion of the traditional fuel consumption and the thermal energy
obtained as chea1> as possible.

The paper reflected the authors experience over theener
gy-economic optimization of different solutions of using the new
energy sources in blu1diI:qs and some aspects connected with this

action
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111.9 SOLAR ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

FOR LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT CONSUMERS

Dan ConstantinescuX

Kl~y words: exergy, anergy, solar energy, hollow walls,
rockbed storage, liquid storage

ABSTRl\CT

This paper introduces basic theoretical elements of an ac
tive solar heating system using air as a heat carrier and the in
side and outside walls of the dwelling space as static heating
units. The heat balance relations specific to this heating type
as well as the project solution of an experimental house perforrred
at the Building Research Institute (INCERC) Bucharest are presen
ted in order to prove the solution valid. The paper also intro
duces a few ~xperimental results provided by tests performed 0 n
double service flat plate collectors supplying CS 3 Bucharest so
lar house. The possible performance of CS 3 Bucharest solar house
is also estimated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The energy conservation principle proves that the present
energy crisis should be correctly presented as an exergetic cri
sis. The immediate solutions consist in conceiving technolo g i es
meant to provide the necessary exergy; the differentiation level
between exergy and anergy is usually an invariant of the system
under study; In the ca'se of space heating using solar energy, the
invariant element is represented by the inside temperature value.

Entropy is another important parameter in system analysis.
If traditional heating is used, the entropy flow-rate is superior
to the one specific to low temperature heating systems, including
solar heating systems too. In order to compensate for this effect,
namely the reaching of the inside temperature, large heatin:;areas
at a low temperature level are necessary. This technology may be
used in solar heating and is partially described in this . paper.
The thermal protection of the heated space is an important tech 
nological element too and may be practically performed in two ways:

- an increase of thermal resistance of outside elements;
- an artificial increase of environment temperature, with

entropy flow-rate decrease as immediate consequence. The tendency
of entropy to increase is diminished and the heated space tempe-
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rature value is close to the environment temperature value.

Analysis of the temperature field in the exterior walls of
the heated room proves the decrease of temperature values fro m
inside towards outside. By temperature increases in any plane pa
rallel to the exterior wall surfaces, the heat flow supplied from
the dwelling space to outside is diminished. Dynamic thermal pro
tection is therefore obtained if a moving heat carrier supplies
heat. The rise of the heat collected by means of flat plate col
lectors leads on the one hand to an increase in collecting effi 
ciency as against the solar heating systems used up to new and on
the other hand to dwelling space thermal protection. Consiqering
the low temperature levels specific to solar radiation collecting
in the cold season, this function seems reasonable and anyway su
perior to traditional solar heating, using flat plate collectors
with liquid heat carrier. Moreover, in the case of a hollow wall
system (solar heated warm air circulates through walls), called by
us HC system /1/, air temperature when·exhausted from the circu
lation lines through the outside walls is lower than the insi~e

temperature and therefore the collecting efficiency is even better
than that of warm air active systems. Noxious gases recirculation
in the dwelling space is completely avoided.

A similar system may be also applied in case of used ai r
exhausted from the heated space; in this case the window works as
an economizer.

The mathematical models specific to the system under study
as well as some design elements determining the CS 3 Bucharestso
lar house built according to MC system will be presented ~r on.

II. CALCULUS ELEMENTS

This chapter describes the method of determining the ther
mal response of the system as well as that of the following con~

stituent parts:

a. outside hollow walls
b. hollow partitions
c. double-glazed windows adapted to the function of reco

vering heat from the viciated air exhausted from the dwellingspa~

11.1 Calculus model
ca.ses

In all~ air circulation through building units is p e r-
formed using mechanical means and the phenomenon is specific t 0
forced flow with heat exchange in non-circular channels.

The air circulation conditions in the air channels are d e-
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· termine!d both by the requirement of limiting pressure drops and
of avoi.diilg noise on flowing lines. In most cases, laminar" flow
covers these requirements.

If the Kirchhoff - Fourier and Navier - stokes equations
are int:egrated, a very complicated solution is obtained, which
cannot be easily used in heat engineering design calculuses.

A simplified mathematical model has been consequently
worked out, to be used in usual design activity. The approximate
solution has been proved valid by comparison with the accurate
solution provided by integrating the movement and energy equa
tions in the Cartesian coordinates for steady state plane p a
rallel laminar flow.

The accurate solution is obtained by considering the rod
like velocity profile with third type boundary conditions for
incompressible flow /2/.

Air temperature variation along the flOWing line and i n
the air channel section is gi~en by relation:

/-
d'

.4 (Z:·-4)
~~ ...L/~

(1 )

,/

Ofr .bh~ -I- .A...~. ~
~=_. ,,",,-

0,: (1'- Co..f ~~) -1'- ~.f
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! ~f) [;5A~ Cof(~~ ·f)+ .;;;.,(~ .y)] et}·
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Eigenvalues zk are provided by equation:

. . .). 2 Z .
2cr',. $. !?,( - [~ (".t;+4)..; ,e;. 4]./;-,~ + 07) e.t. ,p,;4 ...

_ 1::..(£'r,e2 +2~).~ cp.r~ =. 0
~ ..

Air average temperature when exhausted from air channel is
given by expression

- . I" r r .//; <f-~~_ CoJd-~~ 2.. 2. L
19 ,..4+ q5'"0"8 +L. ~ (. ,Alt. 7!: -1-' '. e.»6f~~. r/.. )
.T~ ..t .//f;,;e .z?.(: . . /. re .

(2)

and the heat flow-rate is provided by

Q,,= #'/IV~(zt- ~)
~3)

The final temperature values of the air and the values of
the flow-rate (relations (2) and .(3) ) represent the thermal res-
ponse of the element under analysis. -

The approximate solution, based on the overall heat bal~e

relations /2/, is represented by relations corresponding to the
thermal response, namely:

(4)

(S)

where
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For Re ~ 1,000, the deviations between the accurate so~

lution and the approximate one are of a few percentages (lower~
3%); this proves valid the possibility of using the approximate
solution in calculus.

II. 2. • r4C system functioning analysis

The analysis is performed considering a few possible scheres
which may be combined to provide the actual constructive solution.

a .. The first scheme (Fig.l) refers to air circulation the
outside wallS supplied with hollows.

The calculus refers to the ideal case when the hollow rate
is m = 1. The inside temperature value is t., the outside tempe
rature value t and the heat exchange area ~pecific to one wall is
s., "j" charac@erizing one wall.J .

The final temperature value, after the air has circulated
through "j" hollow walls is given by relation:.

(6)

Considering the fact that I from the architectural viewpoint,
it is practically impossible to heat the entire dwelling space
only by this system, an auxiliary heat source exists inside,whose
heat flow-rate is QAUX'

The dwelling space heat balance is provided by relation

4

Q
4ux

:: ;; S; f(~:-72.)e:tx (7)
o

which becomes:

(8)
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where

p., 3.t;' -[ /- ey(- if)J
Of course, if the entire heating is to be performed

by hollow walls, QAUX = O.

The heat consumption required by the heating of the
circulated through the walls is given by relation:

Qs; =Q~ s;. P [ 9 0 + :'20(-t..-~)j
The overall heat consumption results:

Qr : Q.r~' + Q4vX: S-r 4.f(-(;-ze)r ~ ~.
where Q2.

~~~+0('(2~+~+O(f) a;
A, =,ef . 2 /

(~+ ~ ~ ..e,){~-r "1.-1- ~)- ~

ot1(2cr{.+~+ 0(1) ,el'
4.-~_. .-q

2. - (0<'+%+ ,e,,){O(f+ 01, + K.z)-~ z. I.

onli'

air

(9)

(10)

The terms of relation (10) are divided by the outside area
ST and become: (lOlY

g =.?4vX + $;. = 4., {'(- ~) r ~~.
The result is that sum (q + q ) has a minimum value

for qSI = 0 (qSI ~ 0 for all c~~gs). !~ this case, the heat con-
sumption corresponds to the situation when the outside walls are
double, but there is no warm air circulating. This condition also
leads to maximum q value. If the auxilia:J;:y source is f fossil
fuel or electric p~~~r traditional heating, the system operation
cost is of course high. On the other hand, if the auxiliary~
is a traditional active solar heating system using flat plate col
lectors with liquid heat carrier, the csllecting efficiency i s
very low (less than 0.20 at about 45-50 C average temperature re
quired). Consequently, even if the overall heat consumption de
creases with q value decrease, the solution proves disadvantaqeous
from the vie~Oint of system efficiency. This conclusion is ren
dered evident by a calculus example represented graphically i n
Fig.2. Th~ f91~owing functions are represented in the an~lys~s

diAg;ram;

i'r :T;(~/) / ~xll:'~($;') I' ~ #?f($;) and

t =:4 Cfi,)
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where sp is the specific area of collecting solar radiation (as

against ST area ).

The collecting areas required in supplying qAUX and q are
determi.ned according to the thermotechnical characterlstics SIo f
the solar collectors extensively produced in Rom2nia at present.
An obvi.ous difference between V2lues Sp 2 0.55 m /m2corresponding
to qs I=: 0 on the one hand and s ~ O. 28m /~2 corresponding t 0

qAUX= 0 on ~he other hand resul~s. Althoug~ qT increases framvalue
~ = 7.85 W/m in the first case to value 9.86 W/m in the second ,case, the
solar radiation collecting area is reduced at about a half.

This is the direct consequence of the low temperature re
quired by the solar instal.lation functioning in Me system.

b. Another case that has been studied (Fig.3) is a room
using partitions as heating elements with warm air circulating
through them. The warm air returns to the heat storage unit or to
the solar collectors through the outside hollow walls.

The heat balance is described by the relation

(11)

where f

G2;G = ~ Sr/Ct;,·- ~tf)c:h
o (12)

(13)
x)

Air temperature variation in the partition circuit is pro
vided by relation:

'rhe following relation results:

(14)

~rhe heat conslimption required by air circulation through the
outside -walls is given by relation (9) where@ 0 is replaced b y
value

(15)
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Relation (91 ) results therefore

Qj,~ = Sr.p[ GJ..1r:t:)+ ~(z;.-~)J Cl,

where
~

.I(~')= ~o/eo
f r

Relation (12) becomes 1

Q~t ::- .r;.4~ (Z:'- ze)- C~-~) Qr,.
Considering relation (11) as an equation,

results.

..
",'" _.

(IS,

well
According to expressions f16) and

as to expression (9 1 ) for QSI' (17)

.f?of/X = ~(~ol ;;/rd

(14) of OpE and Qp1 ~ s
results:

(17)

For the boundary case qAUX = 0, relation (17) gives
relation

cor-

(18 )

Fig.4 represents the geometrical locus for which qAUX = 0
(C curve) in the above calculus example. The influence of ratio
S.!ST on solar installation dimen~i6ning is reduced. For the case
tiliat has been .studied, Sp...... O.25 m !m2 associated with value®o =
lOC for any Si!ST> 1.

The cases under analysis refer to the ideal situation m= 1.
The thermal calculus for actual situations when m< 1 is rather
simple as the calculus relations specific to each element do not
change. Only the heat balance general relation will change by ad
ding a term representing the heat balance of the outside surfaces
without air circulation hollows.

c. The third case is the double-glazed window working a s
economizer (heat recovered from the exhausted viciated air) •

Air temperature variation when air passes through the in
terspace between the glass pieces is given by relation
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(21)

The heat flow by transmission is given by relation

[
. o(I(2et1. +4.+0(4) . .E!: (1_ ,P)+

of = ..<, /; ~ .1. Clo,r (0('+ o(j. -I- ~)l O(?~.;~~)- or;

+~K2 ,] ( 7f'- te )
(0f'-J.C(f" .;. ~I ) (C(f-r ott+~)- ott '/ (20)

ThE! following relation results for average winter conditions:

gT = 1.43 (ti - tel w/m
2

as against the t~aditional situation

CI..qT = 2.10 (ti - te)

The transmission heat consumption is therefore reduced with
about 30% by this method. r

x
II.3 RHSU thermal resl?onse

The unitary thermal response method /3/, /4/ provided the
·air temperature variation along the flowing line as well as that
of the rockbed in different sections. The functions of response at
impul~ional excitations with unitary energy content are:

[

24V}(i-cx)

tJ'(X i~) =~ + e.x/(.,.f.x) j(i-cX)+j//i_ f:..X- m ~_).
I n l

. . ~~

4 0

e exp(- m .-). -L; (1'>7) <:/~:J
I 41'1 X ./

ce.4 VX'--·(:-~~.--~-x)-

~ (x, i) '" fJ; +,4 ey{-t4;,j !:I(i- ex -;;,~
o

(22)

x RHSU - rockbed heat storage unit
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where

firstIO(m) and I,(m) - modified Ressel functions of the
type and of 0 respectively 1 order.

~ V .& G.,c.
A """[~ • I(; "\.. o2b C _.,.., = ) - / h~ I

. G7~ V?/
• • / '7 ~ ')d~ V

Z = <;:/I:C. / X· ~L: " be = G'~' -/
The experiments performed at INCERC 4/ proved the accur~y

of the solutions. The measurements were performed on a test stan~

using the unit function as excitation function. The theoretical
thermal response provided by the convolution product between the
actual excitation function (Heaviside type) and the unitary therr~

al response (relations (21) and (22)) is in accordance with the
measurement results. The RHSU of CS3 Bucharest solar house in MC
~ystem has been dimensioned using the calculus program resulted.

II.4 LHSU thermal response

The experimental house under construction at INCERC, CS 3
Bucharest, is equipped with air-water double service collectors
(Annex 1). In the cold season, these collectors supply warm air
and in the warm season they supply warm water to cover domestic
needs. The collecting area and implicitely the water heat storage
unit provide a heat quantity which is necessary to be stored for
a period of 1-4 days. In this case the stratified flowing model is
no longer correct /5/, thermal diffusion being important. The
thermal response has been studied according to the method previ
ously described and provided'a rather complicated response func
tion, which has been used in an INCERC numerical calculus pro
gram /6/.

The function is quantitatively represented by rela~ion

(23)

x LHSU - liquid heat storage unit
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..4;{~'~~ [f{&)"* ~ (~x)J

.4{,:/)

7c('Z'y'j [ tt~) "* ~ (~xJJ
Z{~J

where .; ~ == x./L /' L :: L/~ / .; == ;y~ /
CC.;.) =/(';'I L/ ~) r

G){"~XI;J= ~(&;~;) - ~
V~r ~eigenvalues given by equation

-.I.:z ('1) =:l(v.."). ':f' 4:
F1 ,2,3 - functionp according to the geometrical

teristics of the heat storage unit.
charac-

The unitary thermal response, namely the water temperature
at storaq-e unit outlet is determined using relation

~

y(~)=-R /y;j-(~ 7 1')~
o

III. THE~mL PERFO~mNCE ESTIMATED FOR CS 3 BUCHAREST
SOLAR HOUSE

CS3 Bucharest solar house, presently under construction at
INCERC Bucharest, is two story house with four apartments; it is
equipped with an MC solar heating system. It also has a passive so
lar heating system for the South facade rooms. In order to compare
the results, two apartments are heated using only an INCERC passive
system /7/, and the other two are equipped with an MC hea1ing sys
tem as well. The active collectin~ area is formed of 48 m doubl e
service solar collectors arid 88 m overall passive collecting are:i.
~he rockbed heat storage unit required by MC system has a capacity
of 12 m3 • The circulated air flow-rate is 2,500 mJ/h and the rate
of air circulation hollows is 25%. Air is circulated both through
the outside walls and through the partitions. System functio ni n g
is entirely automatic. The auxiliary heat source is electric.

The calculus based on the model intriduced in chapter I I
lead to the following estimated values for average·winterconditio~

- temperature of the ~arm air introduced in the hollow'walis:

~ = 23.60oC
- heat flow-rate of the auxiliary source for the two apart-
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ments heated in MC system:

QAUX = 850 W

- the annual energy consumption covering thanks to the warm
air active heating as well as to the passive heating is'

F = 0.80 (as against the heat consumption of a traditional
house with the, same architecture)

- the period of additional :investmen,tepayba~k, taking into
account the warm water quantity supplied in summer as well,will be

T = 14 years

- the average energy productivity of solar radiation
lecting elements (active and passive) ds

x 2
P = 56 kg cf 1m year

IV. CONCLUSIONS
" .. ,-,

col-

their

The conclusions provided by the theoretical study of MC
system are the following:

1. The flat plate solar collectors with air as heat carrier
may be effciently used during the cold s'easonbY using the buil
ding units - outside walls and partitions - as low temperatUrele~

heating element~. ' -

2. This type. of system (Me) is firstly, a t.hermal protection
solutions for the dwelling space and, secondly, a solar heating so
lutions.

3. The low temperature levels - closeto.the inside tempe
it:ature - of air when admitted in'the hollowwaJls lead to the in
crease of solar radiation collecting efficiency.

4. The use of water-air solar collect6rs'increases
annual functioning efficiency with about 40%.

5. 'rhe use of double-gl.azed windowsworking.as~con:mizer(s)

(recovering heat from the exhausted viciated air) decreases the
transmission heat consumption of windows with about 30%.

x cf - conventional fuel; 1 kg cf - 2l,50QkJ/kg
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A

NOMENCLATURE

- warm air initial temperature

- warm air final temperature

- inside temperature

- outside temperature

- temperature of hollow

partitions on inside surface

- temperattire of hollow outside

on inside surface

- time

- air thermal conductivity

- convection heat exchange

coefficient

- r~~iation heat exchange
coefficient

- heat transfer volumetric
coefficient

lOCI

lOCI

lOCI

lOCI

lOCI

Ihl

IW/mKI

IW/m 2KI

thickness of air circulation 1m!
hollows "

L - flowing line length
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R - water storage tank radius

- overall area of outside

hollow walls

8 1 - hollow partition area

V - RH8U volume

QAUX - auxiliary source heat flow-rate

QPL - heat flow-rate supplied to

outside hollow walls

Qp1 - heat flow-rate supplied by

partitions

- heat flow-rate required by heating

of air circulating through hollow

walls

- air specific heat at constant

pressure

/m
2

/

/m
3

/

/w/

/w/

/w/

/w/

/J/kgK/

g

~v

- rockbed specific heat

- air flow-rate

- air specific flow-rate

- rockbed volume density

/J/kgl~/

/kg/s/

"f L J/kg;m S/

-,

Ik rr !'m,;) I
'j I • /

Pe - Peclet's dimensionless number

Bi - Biot's dimensionless number

Re - Reynolds's dimensionless number

m - rate of air circulation hollows
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APPENDIX 1

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE OF WATER-AIR SOLAR

COLLECTORS IN CS 3 BUChAREST

HOUSE BUILT IN MC SYSTEM

SOLAR

~~he measurements performed in 1982 on the INCERC outdoor
climatic condition stand provided the thermal characteristics
of air-~ater collectors, plotted in Fig.A.l.l.

Constructive characteristics:

module dimensions 2 x 2 m
simple glazing 2
water flowing through serpentine tubes with 30 kg/m h

specific flow-rate 3
air flowing with 600 m (h flow-rate (resulted from

the necessity of simulating. collector functioning in the system)

{ - solar radiation collecting efficiency

tin - air inlet temperature

to - air outlet temperature'c
J[ - overall radiation intensi. ty
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Fig.1 Calculation scheme air circulation through

outs ide walls -supplied with holloWS.

Fig.3 Ca!culaiion scheme partitions warm

olr circul'oHng through them.
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Fig. 2 M: CCillculatiat Cnalys is diagram
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111.10 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE PASSIVE HEATING

PERFORMANCE OF CS 3 BUCHAREST SOLAR HOUSE

Dan Constantinescu x)

Rodica Mitrofan xx)

T~e solar house built at INCERC Bucharest is endowed with
an 18 m passive collecting area for each of the 4 apartmentsThe
system is of INCERC type and represents a variant of the Trombe
Michel classical system. The main differ~nce between the two sy§
terns is collector performance. As the radiative climatic loading
specific to Romania is highly irregular, the INCERC collecting
wall consists of a heat insulating layer (autoclaved lightweight
concr~te) at the outside and a hollow brick layer at the inside
/1/. The important oscillation of the overall radiation intensity
generates a rapid thermal response of the collecting wall outside
surface; the immediate result is the rapid start of natural air
circulation in the collectin9 greenhouse. Inside temperature peak
values are neutralized by heat storage in the brick mass ad
joining t:he dwelling space. This wall structure proves to be fa
vorable i.n the continental climate and is superior in terms of
energy requirements to the classical concrete Trombe-Michelwall.

. . ThE, INCERC wall ensures a satisfactory s~ace heat insulat
:Lon :J.n t~;e sunless hours (Kp.INCERC = 0.56 W/m K; Kp.TROMBE =
o. 80 W/m·~K) which determines the fuel $aving required in space
hf:iating ~ The 'high heii:t ) ..nsulation rate also ensures protection
in the warm season. Th~:di$advantage of the system is repre~nted
by rather copsiderableheaf losses in the sunny hours determined
by the 'hjLgh temperature level of'the absorbing area. NeverthelE3Ss,
on a clear day, the heat qhantity emitted to outside is' lower in
the case of the INCERC wall. The Trombe wall continues to lose
heat immediately after sunset and the thermal wave penetrates
its ~tructure from inside'to outside. The slot placing in the
case of the INCERC system /3/ facilitates turbulent ~low even in
case of solar radiation low intensity (I ~ 250 W/m ).

ThAi:: thermal and aeraulic measurements performed in the
season 1984~1985 in the solar house were focused on determining
the correlations specific to the INCERC passive collecting wall
required in determining solar radiation collecting efficiency.

x) Senior Research Officer, INCERC
xx) ~esearch Officer, INCERC, Bucharest,

Roma,riia
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I. Description of standard rooms and of measurement

system.

In order to determine the collecting wall thermal eu: ~Cl.

ency, two rooms were arranged in the apartments on the first and
second floor respectively. The difference between the two . rooms
is seen in the collecting wall slot system. In the secon¢! floor
standard room, the bottom slot admits air on a line parallel to
the collecting wall black surface and the top slot exhausts warm
air normally on the collecting wall surface (fig .1). In the ground
floor room both slots are placed so that the air is circulated in
parallel with the collecting wall surface (fig.2).

Although it proved thermally unsatisfactory, this solut~on

offers certain constructive advantages, as the collecting wa..L.!.
piercing is avoided. Each room has two collecting walls noted ~~

this paper by A and B indices. The collecting areas are ·therefcr~

SpA = 2.70.m
2

(2.00 m x 1.35 m) = SE • J'l.

SpB = 1.40 m2 (2.00 m x 0.70 m) = S~, _,
.!:J.D

where P and E indices represent ground floor and second floor res
pectively.

Temperature is measured using thermocouples on the two areas
of the collecting walls (mean value of 9 points on each) and in
7 points in wall thickness. The mean temperature values of the
air admitted in the greenhouse and exhausted in the dwellingspace
as well as outside temperature are also measured. The temper
ature variation in time is recorded on a paper strip and data
processing is performed using an optical reader and magneticpript.

The flow-rate of the warm air circulated in the greenhouse
space is determined by measuring the air velocity field at air
inlet and outlet using a hot wire anemometer. Th.is type of measure
ment raises difficulties as it requires continuity in time. To 
avoid this, a method of determining air flow-rate according to
temperature values continuously rec@rded was worked out (t~mper

ature of the collecting wall black surface, outside and inside
temperature) •

Experimental data measurements and processing depend on the
putting into operation of the sola+ passive heating system. The
main element conditioning the correct service of the system is
greenhouse tightening against environment (outside air, dwelling
space). Tightening control was performed using a fuming sub
stance; AGA 780 color infrared photos were used for thermal
bridges, The tightening tests proved that if the green ouse is
built in usual site conditions, about 50% of the warm air is
exhausted. If all spaces were tightened, continuity of air vol-
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ume flow-rate in the greenhouse space was ensured. In this case
the flow tests using the sarne fuming substance emphasized the
fact that air flow in greenhouse is turbulent.

Fig.3and 4 present two flowing exemples for the two room
arrangements: floor (fig.l) and ground floor (fig.2) standard
room. In both cases the cold air jet horizontally admitted in
the greenhouse space on a line parallel to the collecting wall
surface gl~nerates a vortex in the first third of the greenhouse
and further produces turbulent flow. The differences in flowing
are cause~ by slot position. In the case of ground floor stand
ard room ·the heat exchange area between air and wall is 55% of
the passive surface.

""
In the case of second floor standard room the sarne area

is about 90% of the overall built area. The direct consequence
is that the convective heat flow specific to the system under
analysis is reduced by about 42%.

II. Experimental data processin~

Thi.s paper introduces the method of processing the meas
ured data with a view to determine the heat flow convective and
conductive components.

II.l. Determination of air volume flow-rate

ThE~ flow-rate of the warm air circulated in the green-
house was determined using the energy equation written for the
air circuit. For calculus simplification, an approximate method
was concE~ived: natural flow in greenhouse was assimilated wi th
a series of forced flows, for each moment; V volume flow-rate
ios circulated in the greenhouse. In this case, for each mo
ment, the pressure potential is equ~l to the pressure drop. The
equality of the two expressions generates an equation with V
volume flow-rate as unknown value.

The pressure potential Is given by expression:

(1 1)
HDJSP =. HJ~ 1, 1+}3i t i. - 1 +pm 1m

The pressure drop is given by

(1)

( 2)

H
D1SP

,." H
p

( 3)

It is obviously necessary to know values t , t., t dec 1. ill
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pending on V.

The heat balance specific to turbulent flow is given by
equation:

cJt
d)( = (4 )

Considering the expressions of convection heat
coefficients:

exchange

~ M = A (t _ t)o.33
""""' cv M

equation (5) is obtained:

M ~ P,G

dt

dx (5 )

Unknown temperature t G is determined by the glazing
balance equation:

Using notations

® I = t p - t; $2 = t G - t

equation (6) provides an approximate linear correlation

heat

( 6 )

e 2 = Al . e I + A2

which if included in equation (5) leads to the final equation:

dx
= '( 7

Values A, 1., J ' cp, K~, OC are practically constant,
therefore air temperature variatfon on the greenhouse height
depends on measured values t p (~) and t e (0) which partic-
ularize coefficients Al and A2 •

The equation was integrated £or several values, t p ' ti,te
taking into account values "I if determined by a flow visualizing
test. Value KG was determined considering glass ab~orptivity ,
namely the mOdified t G temperature as compared to the one pro
vided by equation (6) by including a source function. '

The diagrams in fig.5,6 and 7 introduce in parallel the
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distrib
provided
December
such as

measured and the calculated values both as temperature
ution and as warm air volume flow-rates. The values
by the measurements performed in October, November and
1984 and January 1985 were used in simple correlations

f (V, t p ' t i , t c > = 0

In fig.8 and 9 these correlations are plotted as

V = V (te , t p > \ t i = ct

Values V are proved independent of values t e and highly
dependent of t p and tie

The curve sets thus determined by PDP 11 computer proces
sing allow the rapid calculus of the convective heat flow us:
ing relation

(8)

t (~l?:;)-'

where

where
i = c t

P

11.2 Conductive heat flow determination.

The conductive heat flow is ca1culed using the U.T.R. me
thed I=V; teml'erature values of the collecting wall surfaces y
= 0 ancl y = Ji are known. Linear matrices t x} and tY}con
taining the structure thermal response at triangular impulse
are formed using the laboratory characteristics of the col
lecting wall materials.

The data thus obtained were proved valid by comparisons
with the heat flows calculated using temperature distribution
and collecting wall thickness. Temperature distribution at
moment~ has the form:

t ctiy
j

J-1

&j m a j (?;)

The resultin; forms of y := 0 and y =$ .heat flow are

q . R

o



where:

OC i
cv

where

m= A (t . - t.)
pJ- J-

A, m = f(Ra)

III. Data specific to collecting wall service

In the season 1984-1985 the solar house worked in natural
heating conditions without auxiliary source. The mean ~al~es of
air vol~e ~low-rate circulated in greenhouse are 35 m 1m h (SA)
and 55 m 1m h (SB)'

The solar radiation collecting efficiency is of about 30%
for the floor standard solution and about 16% for the ground
floor standard solution. In the heating season 1985-1986 measu
rements and data processing will be performed in conditions of
dwelling space constant temperature: t. = laoC.

:L

IV. Conclusions

1. For temperate-continental zones, solar collecting
of INCERC type are recommended (rapid thermal response
high thermal resistances).

walls
and

2. The air circulation slot distribution in the floor stag
dard room is most favorable.

3. The collecting greenhouse must be tightened on its out
side perimeter.

4. The mean f10~-r2te of the air circulated in the green
house is of about 40m 1m h for the floor standard room.

5. The mean solar radiation collecting efficiency is 30%
for the floor standard room.
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v

1
1

f
c

p

i

NOMENCLATURE

inside air temperature

- air mean temperature at top slot
outlet (C - calculated

M - measured)

outside air temperature

- black surface temperature

- glazing surface temperature

- current temperature in x section on
greenhouse height

- pressure potential

pressure drop with air flowing in
greenhouse

volume expansion coefficient

- volume flow-rate of air in greenhouse

- local loss coefficient

- collecting wall width

- specific mass

- specific heat at constant pressure

- convection heat exchange coefficient

- radiation heat exchange coefficient

- coefficient of overall heat exchange
through glazing

air entalpy
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FIG.3.Standard room-flat
-air flow-
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111.11 SYSTEHS FOR SOLAR ENERGY USE FOR

SPACE HEATING IN DWELLINGS

Gheorghe savopolx

The use of solar energy for heating spaces in dwellings is
achieved by collecting, storage and delivery heating passive sys
tems. The 'passive sol"'l.r endowment of the south facades of the
dwellings is carried out in 3 construction and energy solutions:

- with trombe wall and triple windows;
- with trombe wall, triple windows and greenhouses collec-

ting solar energy;
- with solar energy collecting greenhouses.

There are presented the techno-economic effects of the ap
plication of the passive systems, achieving a fuel saving of a
bout 300 kg.c.f.!appartment; representing 25% of the necessary
fuel for heating.

The active system may be applied in order to obtain larger
amounts of fuel savings. This system may achieve a fuel saving of
about 400 kg.c.f./appart./year, but the necessary additional in
vestments make this system unacceptable. It will become suttable
if the fuel cost will increase 4-5 times.

heating
namely:

and ap
with the

Also analyzed was the mixed system (passive+active)
will improve in a way the disadvantages of the incidental
of applying the active system.

The research on the use of solar energy for space
in dwellings has led to the development of two systems,
the designed passive system, that has been experimented
plied for about 10 years and the designed active system
experimental phase in progress.

that
costs

During the last years, the application of solar energy pas
sive systems used for space heating in dwellings revealed two re
quirements: the efficiency increase of the passive systems used
for collecting, storage and delivery of solar energy on one side
and the improvement of building layout from the thermal- energy and

x Engineer, Design Institute for ~ypified Buildings, IPCT,
21, T.Arghezi Street, sector 2, Bucharest.
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functional-constructive viewpoint or the other side.

green
facade;
facade.

and
out

Three solutions were analy-zed for passive sola~ eq~ipment
carried out into three variant solutions for the ~nter~orlay
and especially fox' the solar collector. facad~:

1. - providing a Trombewal1 and tr~ple w~ndows on the south
facade;

2. - providing a Trombe wall, triple windowshand th
houses for solar energy collecting on t e sou

3. - providing collecting greenhouses on the south

Solutions have been studied for the application of these
variants both for two storey buildings and for 4 storey buildings,
these variants requiring solar equipment without influencing the
apartments functionality. The auxiliary source consists of a cen
tral heating installation connected with a thermal power station
with solid fuel for four story buildings, and stoves with solid
fuel for the one story buildings.

The thermal energy and economic preliminary analyses led
to the conclusion that in order to efficiently apply the passive
solar systems" it/ is necessary to the building endow with an im
proved thermal. protection. The required measures necessary" for
the increase of thermal protection adopted delivered in the papers
are: the tightening and tripling of the windows, the increase of
thermal resistance of the opaque building elements and the pro
tection of the penetrated thermal bridge.

The following table will present the main technical and
economic indices ~f the analysed solutions for a conventional ap
part ment of 80 munfolded built area (u.b.a.):

INDICE two story four story
solution solution

- supplementary invest- 11900 8800 4900 11600 10000 5000
ment for solar equip-
ment (lei/apt)

Iuel saving as a re-
sult of the solar e- 295 245 190 3.50 325 215
nergy use(kg.c.f./
year)

= recovery periOd of-
the supplementary 13,7 12,2 8,7 11,2 10,4 7,9
investment (years)

From the indices analyses it can be noticed that the in
vestment has a faster recovery period for the third solution (col 
lecting greenhouses), while the saved fuel quantity is more
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expensive
yearly

reduced. In the first solution (Trombe wall) the more
investment is recovered with more difficulty while the
saved fuel quantity is greater.

The second solutions (Trombe +greenhouse) have the specific
indices between 1 and 3. The option for one of these l, 2 or 3 so
lutions is achieved according to the econpmic'and energy sihmtion.
We mention also that in all the analyzed cases, the delivered heat
cost .is under 200 lei/Gcal, having values around 50% of those for
thermal power stations with solid fuel.

One of the most delicate problems that is taken into con
sideration for the drawing up of the typical projects is the
correlation between the tendency to lengthening the collecting
surface - for a maximum revaluation of the solar energy contri
bution - and the tendency to achieve a compact building with a
minimum perimeter - in order to reduce heat losses.

Achieve thermal protection degree, one square meter of a
non-solar wall (North, East, West) loses a heat quantity of the
same value of about 8 kg.c.f./year.

A solar collector wall has an energy balance shee1 that
represents an equivalent contribution of 15-18 kg. c. f./m year.From
the comparative analyses of more partition variants i 2 has resul
ted that the growth of the collecting surfjce with 1m requires a
growth of the exterior perimetrar surface~ith 1,2, 1,5 m2 , that
will justify the adoption of some solutions with increased solar
collecting surfaces and with less compact layouts.

The possibilities of fuel saving by means of passive sys
tems are limited. The equipment20n the south facade could not u
sually exceed more than 15-16 rn of solar collectors/apart. conv.
Under these conditions the yea~1y saved fuel quantity (about 300
kg.c.f./year) represents only 25% from the necessary fuel for
heating, cons~dering the thermal protection degree t~at corresponds
to a specific nominal heat outfit under 20 kg.c.f./m /h.

After exhausting the possibilities of solar passive sys-
tems, in order to save a greater quantity of fuel by the help of
solar energy, it would become necessary to use another system \<hose
main characteristic is the forced circulation of a working medium.
This system was called an active system of solar energy utilization.

IPCT in cooperation with INCERC (Building Research Institute)
has drawn up the first design project for dwellings using the ac
tive air systern(air being the working medium prefered in c~rison

with the antifreezing solution). But IPCT in cooperation with
INCERC also carried out a tipical project for this system with
antifreezing solution and the experimental phase is in progress
at the solar house No.2 at C!mpina ••
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The technical advantages of the active air system are the
following:

.• avoiding the corrosion risk of the installation in con-
tact with antifreezing solution;

- avoiding the liguid losses;
_. avoiding the liquid freezing;
_. safer and more confortable opeE.ation;
- the possibility of energy storage in building elements·;
- the use,of radiant walls instead of steel heating ra-

diators;
- the increase of the comfort degree of the inhabitants.

During this period the system presents a series of econo
mic disadvantages. According to the typical project it has been
possible to provide the necessary installation for ~n conventioruli
apartment: with an active collecting surface of 20 m and an annual
fuel saving of about 400 kg.c.f./ap.year.

The supplementary investment for this system is of about
100.000 lei/ap.resulting a specific investment of 250 lei/kg.c.f.
yearly saved, in comparison witL +:he specific investment for th,,
passive system that is only 40-S I ) lei/kf.c.f. yearly saved. I ~

has to be mentioned that these values do not comprise the invest;·
ment afferent to experimental requirements.

At the present fuel cost the recovery period of the SUP
plimentary investment for the active system is over 70 years.It
is considered as a very long period for our present economic si
tuation. This has confirmed the conclusions delivered by IPCT
works during 1980-1981, where it was shown that the active sys
tem was not profitable in that period because of that fuel cost.
The solution will become truly efficient for a fuel cost 4 - 5
times higher than the present one and anyway it must be accepted
aft~r the more efficient solutions of fuel saving are used u p
(the improvement of the thp.~mal protection, the use of waste ther-
mal potential, the use of passive system for solar energy colee
tion, the use of thermal, geothermal and biogase potential).

In order to decrease the economic disadvantage of the ac
tive system in the design of the experimental solar hoUse CS 3 a
mixed (passive and active) system used on the eastern part of a
building.

Ea~h of the apartments in the mixed s2ction are equipped
with 16 mpassive solar collectors and 20 m active solar col
lectors.

The supplementary investment of 115,000 lei leads to an
yearly saving of 700 kg.c.f./ap/year, resulting in a specific in
vestment of 160 lei/kg.c.f.yearly saved. The recovery period 0 f
the supplementary investment is of about 50 years, pointing out
that the mixed solution is not advantageous in the present econo-
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mic situation. But which it will be possible to be used if the
fuel cost grows 3 times higher than this one.

From the construction view point the system consists i n
solar collectors that use air, and are mounted on the rooftr~ssf

in rocks storage, circulating ventilator and a system of heat
yielding into the apartments. This system consists of closing
walls and spaces for tight circulation, the heat being carried
out by transmission q radiation and convention and not by hot air
directly introduced into the rooms.
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111.12 THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY FOR SPACE HEATING

IN PASSIVE SYSTE~w FOR INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Ilinca BogdanX

Nicolae Petra§incuXx

ABSTRACT

For rnultistoried industrial buildings (of the "bar" type)
and for bualdings of small industries, solar energy is changed
into thermal energy by the help of structure elements, namely b y
the help of well collectors South directed.

Using this solar energy collecting system, the hest requi
rement of the respective building will be covered, achieving the
decrease of the fuel consumption.

The paper deals with the passive hesting system by the help
of solar energy use the South directed walls of the industrial
buildings for heat collecting, storage and delivery.

The authors elaborated designs for different solutions that
proved to be economic.

1. GENERALITIES

1;he continuous growth of energy requirements and the limi
tation of the stocks promptee scientists world wide to look for
new energy sources. Among the new energy sources that a r 0 s e
a great interest among scientists, solar energy has an important
place scoring successful experiments.

Our country is counted among those that adopted a research
development national program concerning the problems of solar e~ergy

use in different conversion forms such as the thermal one.

Considering all these; our institute, the Design Institute
for Typified Buildings - IPCT ~ elaborated a large series of stu
dies and designs that implement solar energy use systems for in
dustrial buildings.

x Engineer xx Architect
Design Institute for Typified Buildings - Bucharest.
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On account of these results and as a conclusion of the ex
periments carried out in Cimpina at the s,olar house CS, 1, INCERC
started, in cooperation with IPCT, to design some heating instal
lations using solar energy. They use wall solar energy collectors
and storage tanks for multistoried industrial buildings and small
work units. In the heating installations of the industrial buil
dings, solar energy is changed into thermal energy using thebuil
ding elements, namely South directed walls. This solar energycol
lecting system will cover 35-40% of the heat necessary for the
respective building, generating the decrease of the fuel consump
tion,

Using solar energy we have to consider the advantage of an
inexhaustible and free energy source, as well as the disadvantage
of a variable Solar radiation. We must also consider the day
night cycle, the seasonal cycle and local weather conditions.

2. PASSIVE HEATING SYSTEMS USING SOLAR ENERGY

For collecting storage and solar energy release the passive
heating system uses one of the closing elements of the buil din 9
namely the South directed wall. The heat,quantity transferred
through the collecting wall is determined by the following:

- positioning of a selective guard for radiations (th
glass wall) that will allow the penetration of small wave sun-xci
diations and will keep inside the long wave sun radiations of the
wall collector;

- the use of an absorbing layer - the flat black pointlaye~

in order to increase the heat absorbtion;

- the use of some building materials with a great thermal
capacity for the massive wall, in order to achieve thermal LDertia
as great as possible;

The South wall is made of autoclaved cell concrete(b.c.a.)
or of masonry made of hollow light concrete bricks (GVP) of 30arn.
thickness. The house' is placed at 10 em greenhouse distance to'"
wards the wall collector and it is glass protected.

The main principles that will influence the heating of the1

building by solar energy in the passive system are;
- the use of vertical walls, South directed, as solar ener-

gy collectors;

- the use of house effect;

- the natural circulation of the air heated by sun;

- heat storage into the massive wall;

The short length solar radiation penetrates the glass and
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is absorbed by the wall that is heated. This wall utters long wave
radiations .. Due to the thermal capacity of the wall-collector it
will continue to radiate heat almost· the whole night.

The air enclosed into the glasshouse formed between the
double glass and the perforated brick wall will be heated through
the "glasshouse" effect. It will rise to the upper part of the
wall and it will pass to the hall through the slits in this wall
area and it will pass to the collector. Its place is taken by the
cold air that penetrates into the hall through the kerfs practiced
on the bot'tom area of the wall.

Besides releasing heat into the hall due to solar ene r g y
accumulated, the massive wall that also will release a certain
heat amount after the sunny hours too.

During the summer time, in order to avoid to overheat the
air from the hall, the possibility of closing the upper kerfsfram
the wall collector and of opening some mobile window pane for <: a
natural air ventilation in the hall and for the air ventilation
in the collecting glasshouse T,vas provided by opening the windo w s
from the North wall.

3. USING THE SOLAR COLLECTOR FOR GROUND FLOOR INDUSTRIAL
BUILDINGS FOR SMALL UNITS

r.p.C.T. designed the South-facing solar energy collecting
wall for rr~ltistoried industrial lialls or of the halls meant t 0
small units (fig.l and 2). In order to make possible the mainte
nance and the cleaning of the house, the glazed wall is composed
of greenhouse mobile window panes alternatively disposed incheck.
Mobile window panes also peovided at the upper side of the wall
which are closed during the cold season and opened during summer
time.

The kerfs from the bottom of the brick wall are closed with
wire net on metallic frames and the upper kerfs are provided with
adjustable blinds.

4. AUXILIARY HEATING SYSTEM

The pa§~ive heating system using solar energy for the in
dustrial buildings may be used only for a limited number of hours.
At the begining and at the end of the heating seasons, the buil
dings may be totally heated with the help of solar energy, taking
care as the consumption peaks to be covered with the help of clas
sical heating.
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The whole or partial operation of the heating auxiliary
system depends (,' t";'''' existence of the solar radiation. The auxi
liary heatiL9 ir 3tallation is dimensioned, and it is achieved for
heat loses COler lng of the respective bUilding' because of· the pos
sibility -of m~ny years of solar radiation breakdown.

The auxil L.-.i heating system may be worked out asa func 
tion of the local conditions:

- the heating system with. panel convector radiators of the
CP~ type, with delivered heat carrier r,om a neighbour thermal po-
wer S l::a·tion or f~'om Cl. distric::t thermc ation (for the mul tisto-
ried industrial buildings or for those necessary.for small units);

- local heating syst.em ;:lith stores only; for the buildi.ngs
of the small indust.ry.

An analysi.s ()f the ~conomic efficiency of the studied so 
llitions for the b~i.ldings with ~ntermittent functionality is also
achieved (2 shifts daily).

When the bJi],ain~ is continually used (] shifts dail~) the
specific supplementary inveatment costs remain the same, the amu
al energy saving in serving increasing from 2,5 kg.c.f./m2w all
collector to 28 kg.c.f./m2 wall colJector, with the recovery pe
riod of the supplemenLu:y investment decreasing accordingly.

The industrial buildings where there is only or-e shift will
not be provided with a passive h~ating system using solar ene~gy,
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STORIED INDUSTRIAL HALL HEATED WITHSOLARY
ENERGY IN THE PASSIVE SYSTEM

FIG.. 1
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111.13 INDUSTRXAL BUILDING RECONSTRUCTION

USING NEW ENERGY SOURCES

FO~ HEATING AND VENTILATION

Ilinca Bogdan x)

Gabriel Ivanescu x)

Dan AtanasescuXX
)

In the case of an industrial building, updating from the
construction point of view in _order to meet certain improved tech
nologies, the central installations may be involved. The main
problem for the design specialist is to facilitate the use of new
energy sources for industrial hall heating and ventilation.

The paper deals with the solutions for heating and venti
lation installations in ground floor industrial buildings using
local equipment for heating. The air is preheated in air solar
collectors. The local equipment is provided with a rock-storage
unit for the supplementary heat from solar energy.

The solar collectors provide collecting surfaces for the
solar energy being incorporated into the oriented skylights. Also
provided in the hall is equipment to recover the heat from the
exhausted foul air using a heat recovery unit with heat carrier.
The authors perfo~med studies and designs for different solutions
that proved to be economical ones.

The ceaseless growth of the energy requirements and the
limitation of the fuel stocks prompted the researchers to look
for new energy sources. Among the new energy sources the re
search€rs axe:..nterested in, the solar energy has an important place,
ROlllania is one of the countries that adopted a national program
of research and development. In this context in the Design In
stitute for Typical Buildings (IPCT) a series of studies and
designes were prepared to implement systems of solar energy use
for the industrial buildings.

A first step used solar energy for consumption and technol-

x) EnginE~ers

xx) Architect
Design Institute for Typified Buildi~gs - IPCT
Zl, T.Arghezi Street, sector 2 .

Bucharest
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ogical hot water preparation. Then the use of solar energy need;~d

for heating the industrial buildings in t.he passive system (t.he
Trombe Michel wall) began. Romanian research institutes have pro
ceeded to the design of some heating or heating-ventilation in
stallation with hot air in active system.

These systems for solar energy colle9tion may be .lsed both
in designing some new industrial buildings as well as in rebuild
ing already existing industrial buildings. At the ~rtme time, for

""the heating-ventilation installations the use of solar energy in
the active system for preheating the absorbed air from exterior
to the solar collector can be combined with recovery from the out
going viciated air from the industrial buildings by the help of
heat recovery devices with intermediate fluid.

The present paper deals with heating or ventilation-heating
problems using solar energy in the active system for the recon
struction of one story industrial halls. The active system of
heating by help of solar energy uses an assembly of COllectors,
storage devices and transport means that transforms the solar
energy into thermal energy, on operation where it is necessary to
have a complementary energy for air circulation.

The use of solar energy for totally heating tpe industrial
buildings may be used only a certain number of hour& for the whole
heating period. For the rest of the time air must be heated in
the collecting surfaces, and the·maximum consumptions are covered
by the help of classical heating with the thermal carrier'.JProv±eed
by a thermal station. The use of solar energy in the active sys
tem for heating or ventilation of one-story industrial buildings
covers 20-40% from the heat neqessity of the respective.buildings.

2. Types of. surfaces for collecting used

solar eners¥ for the heating-ventilation
equipment.

Solar heating installations use collecting surfaces. These
surfaces were incorporated in the skylights of the existing build
ings or the newly designed ones, with spares of 3 m. These co1=
lecting surfaces work with the help of air thermal heat during
the October-April period. When a coil or damper is incorpora~.ifu!

the solar energy collecting plate during the summer period, these
will also be used for heating water.

The plane collecting 3 urfaces were made either using the
collecting elements of the Bolar collectors of (2 x l)m; or using
only certain elements of the solar collectors, creating collecting

. surfaces with SiZES adequated to th~ skylights.3 izes, considering t:b,e
shadow too(see Figure 1).

By makimg some collecting surfacer [".hat have to fit the
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whole opaque surfaces of the skylight, up to the shadowing limit,
the use degree of this method is expanded. A collecting surface
through which air passe as a thermal carrier is composed of the
following parts:

the glass surface - which is double (a glass layer and a
sheet);

the absorbant plate - steel plate painted in black;
the thermal insulation made of mineral wool in a layer

of 50 rom., that forms, together with the absorbant plate, the Ch~

nel for the air circulation.

3. Solutions for th~ heating or heatini-ventilation

installations with hot air produced by the help

of solar energy.

The heating-ventilation equipment using hot air produced
with the help of solar energy are made of:

TIllS solar heating-ventilation equipment can be conected to
the traditional heating installations by the local agregates ex
isting in the one-story industrial buildings. The heating and
heating-ventilation installations, with hot air provided by solar
energy, may use numerous solutions as follows:

-- Solution 1 (Figure 2) presents a functional scheme for a
solar energy heating installation without storage. The hot air
absorbed from the hall through absorption inlets, passes through
the channel by the absorbing plate and the thermal insulating
layer of the solar collector or of the collecting surface. It
takes the heat from collecting a urface and, further, the air is
transmitted through air circulation channels, to the local ag
greqate us ed as heating aggregate in the hall.

In the haJ.lair temperature excedes 16°C, (temperature sta-
ted by prescription 1907-80 for industrial buildings where an
easy work is carried out) the supply of the heating battery with
heat carr~er, produced by a thermal station, is stopped. The tra
ditional installation is adjusted by a tap with a direct temper
ature regulator.

rJ~he admission of the hall air into the installation is car-
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ried out not only by a solar collector but also by a network
that permits the collecting installation by-pass during the sun
free periods.

-- Solution 2 (Figure 3) presents the functional scheme of
a solar heating installation that is provided with a thermal stor
age unit in rock-type materials. The scheme is similar to that
presented in solution 1, having in addition the storage unit.

The storage supply is created by an air circulation chan
nel that comes from the solar collector or from the collecting
surface and than a valve that is provided, automatically worked
in function of the air temperature which comes through the solar
collector. The storage unit is conceived as an underground reci
pient with concrete walls. The recipient is divided into three
roomsl:

air admission room, where the air comes from the solar
collector through the circulation channels;

-- the so-called storage room whose partition walls are
made of U-shaped angles and wire mesh,and where are put granite
stones;

-- the air exhaustion room towards the heating-ventilation
local aggregate.

Each halYs local aggregate that is connected to the
installation could be provided wlth a storage unit in the
this solution is used.

local
case

-- Solution 3 (Figure.il. presents the functional scheme of
the heating-ventilation installation in the one-story industrial
buildings without storage. In t:1is case, the air is no more ab
sorbed from the hall but from outside. The solar collector has
the role to preheat or heat the fresh air sending it in the
heating local aggregate through the circulation channels. The 0E
eration of the traditional installation is performed simila~y to
that presented in solution 1.

-- Solution 4 (Figure 5) presents the functional scheme of
the' heating-ventilation installation provided with a recovery i~

stallation with intermediate fluid. The recovery installation ta
kes over the heat from the outgoing fuel air tha.t is exhausted
into the ventilation installation •. But the scheme is similar tb
the one presented is solution 3 but has only moreover the compo
nent parts of a recovery installation with intermediate fluid.

The Design Institute for Typical BUildings has studied the
presented solutions and applied them to one-story industrial bill.IS
ings with large dimensions (72 x 73 m) that allow the obtainincJ (,f
as large as possible surfaces.
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x

The analysis of the efficiency of the heating or heating-
ventilation solution using solar energy in active system has
shown an energetical contribution of:

-- 20 - 35 k9.c;f./m2 year for the solar installation so
lutions without storage unit, depending on the selected solution
and on the collecting surf2ce dimension;

-- 25 - 40 kg.cof./m year for the solar installation so
lutions with storage unit.
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111.14 THERMAL CHARACTERISTIC METHOD -

-METHOD OF DIMENSIONING

SOLAR INSTALLATIONS USED IN HOT WATER PREPARATION

Florin Iordache x)

A. Thermal characteristics of solar installations used

in ~~ter heating.

The dimensioning method to be introduced in this paper ad
dresses - by its structure - designers working on solar instal
lations used in warm water preparation; it is a graphic dimen
sioning method and refers to two concepts to be further deter
mined: collection loop thermal characteristic and ~0lar instal
lations thermal characteristic.

This solar installation dimensioning method is based on
the idea of extending the concept of a "thermal characteristic"
from the solar collectors to the collection loop and further to
the entire solar installation.

In order to define concretely the t"lO thermal character
istic~ mentioned above; this paper refers to the solar instal
lations counterflow heat exchanger, short-time storage tanks,
and a.n a1J.xiliar source connected in series with the solar instal
12tion (Fig'.l).

FiG.1

;;;) EngimH?:r f Building Research Institute (INCERC) - Bucharest

Romania
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Curve I"rJ P = I'lJ·C P (E. C p) is the collection loop
thermal charaJt~t~~tic (See Fig.2).· .

{C.P.
a (tr;rp - t HP )=

I

0.5 ( t TP + t RP
) - t eE =C.P. I

In order to plot the collection loop thermal characteristic
(CC p ) when the thermal characteristic of the collectors that
the·solar installation is equipped with (C ) is known, it is
enough to determine the homologues of two Boints on characteriStic
(C ) as follows:c

-- may M (C , ~) be a point on characteristic (C
c

) and
(C:C P , t;?c P ) it~ hom81ogue on characteristic (Ccp); the co
ord~nates of·M' and of M are related as follows:

c
C.P .' =

0.25

a (1)

nzC•P •
IY/c -

- a

Relation (1) is related by simple algebric operations
performed on the expressions defining

I) - the collection loop temperature, drops (inlet and
out1 et. ) /1/:
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FIG.2

1

FIG. 3

e "" ---I:;:---·loS.

FiG.4
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II) - the coordinates of a solar collector service point
(e.g .f,.J1) placed on their thermal characte.ristic (Cc )

0.5 (tTP + t~p) - t
E.c

e
=

I
( 3)

a (t~p - t~p
07Lc =

I

III) - the coordinates of the homologue service point (M')
the collection loop placed on its thermal characteristic (Ccp )

o c 5 (tTP
~- ·t ) -,t

,c RP e
I.-"CeP 0

=
I ( 4 )

a (tTP - .~

1/'1 '-RP
(C.P. --

I

It heeS beel stated above that in order to plot character
istic Cc ,:>? j.t is necessary to know only hio points on it; this
statemerl~ assumes beforehand that this curve has the form of a
U.ne f proved by expression (1). We define now the "solar insta1
lc;ticn th~~rrncd_ characteristic", curve t7f2rs = t?'2IS (E1S ) ;where

.~

>""
~~~ I .;. S (I ~ ..-

I
7 (' __ t
t) L TS RS

I

( 5 )

."'t.: b I

aliCE: () j'

to tbe heat

The enerqv supplying r~te of consumer (F ) and the §91~r

:itlio:tal1atj.on er,:;rgy eff:ic;j:enc:i (1111~T aredefiJiedas follows:



F
qs

. and lYlr.s.
qs

::: :::
0

qN qr

and therefore they are related:

F ::: 1IS
qr 1cp

qr
(acc.to rel.6). = .

0
qN qN

where

(8)

qI _. 9 r (considering the calculus annual average day

1

:b
• I'f( Cp • I (10)

If the collecting loop service point is known, according
to relation (4), the temperature values on the heat exchanger
collection loop are given by expressions

The m~n~mum temperature difference between the primary
heat carrier and the secondary heat carri.er at the heat ex-
changer is given by expressions:
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A t ~ tTP-tTS -[ Cc • P • + (O~5 - ~) '1c. P.] Hte-tRS i;E a~ b

A t ~ tRP-tRS ~[E. c.P. - O~5
1c.p.] Hte-tRS if a <b (121

Relations (9) and (12) represent the two basic equations to
be used in determining the solutions for dimensioning a certain
solar installation, as the energy supply values (F ) and the
minimum temperature drop for the heat exchanger (~t) usually re
present imposed values in the calculus of solar installation di
mensioning.

Explaining value b in relation (9) and replacing it in
(10)

-- first relation, case a ~ b -- we obtain

O 5 F •(t -t ) +tRs-t +t1t_._ rn + E. = 0 c 0 e
a £"C.P. C.P. I

( "1 -.:: •
• ~L ..J

, where the right member represents a numerical value (~=t )
the hypothesis in the dimensioning calculu;; of one change per day of .[~e
storage tank water. Using the graphic representation of the col
lection,loop thermal characteristic CCP determined as it has been
shown above relation (13) is solved by successive attempts; the
s~rvice pO~Rt on ch~facteristic.CCp i~ determined by its coo~

dlnates t. P d ''1 P (the serVl~e pOlnt P.F. may be determlneci.
at the cro~sifl~ of ~quation (13) line with characteristic Ccpj .

Using relation (9), "b" and therefore collecting area .sp
may be further determined, as may the heat exchanger calculus tern
perature values, using relations (10) and (11). Would like to
present a synthesis of the ideas introduced above in order to show
a dimensioning method for solar installations used in preparingoo
mestic warm water: -

Thermal characteristic method - dimensioning methoQ_fo]~

solar installations used in preparing domestic warm ..1tia_~:

(1) the collection loop thermal characteristic (Ccp ) is
r~ot~e~lth~ough two p~ints, their coordinates CCP and ~CP having
'.. Le .. O.L.oW1.ng expresslons: '

EC.P.

0.25
=---

(T 0,:

m - 0.5(C. P. - (l-ro )'\ ~R
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Cc and ~c

where

- represent the coordinates of the homologuesof
these points on the thermal characteristic of
the collectors under use (Cc ).

(2) According to the value of the actual energy recovery
rats (F), the value of energy recovery rate (F ) is determined
using curve (F - F ) which presently is given ~n "Technical in
struction for the 8esign and dimensioning of solar installations
used in preparing domestic warm water ll

•

(3) By attempts using the diagram of the collection
thermal ~haract~ristic (CC~) (as presented in item 1),
calculus service point ~rcF.C.) of the collection loop is
mined by coordinates C CP and 11 PFC under cone/ilion. lCP·

0 • .5 P.F.C. F (t -t )+t-t + ~ trtJ +E P • F • C = 0 coo e
a-· l.C.P. C.P. I

loop
the

dete!:

(II)

where A to repre~~nts the imposed value of temperature difference
tTP-tTS (e.g.3,5 c).

The calculus service point (P.F.C.) may also be obtainedas
follows:

- the line defined by relation (II) is p·lotted through two
points and point P.F.C. results where it crosses characteristic
CCp·

(4) If the efficiency of the calculus service
(P.F.C.) is known, the specific flow rate on tne heat
secondary loop (b) is calculated using relation

I')?P.F.C I
(C.P. •

b = -..;;..;;~---

F (t -t )o c 0

point
exchanger

(III)

(5) The resulting value of "b" is compared to lIa" and if

a ~b - everything is correct

and if

point
check

a <b - point 3) is recons idered under the form 3x:

3x ) By attempts using the diagram of characteristic (CCp )
(P.:F.C.) is determined so that its coordinates shoUld
relation

t -t -At
o • .5 _.1)') Pc •F

p
• C E. P • F • C = --.;..e__o o_

a l .. - C.P. I
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Point (4) is reconsidered; value "b"is recalculated using
relation III which this time will surely satisfy the inequality
a < b.

(6) The calculus temperatures of the heat exchanger are dg
termined:

1 P.F.C.
= t + -«t.c P .1o b ••

(IV)

(7) The collecting area is determined using relation

GT
S =--

P 9 b (V)

and the number of collectors: n=d.5 Sp

(8) The flow rate values of the primary and secondary heat
carriers are calculated using relations

Gp = a Sp

Gs = b Sp

(9) Selection of pumps, heat e~changer and storage
is performed according to /2/.

B. Service analysis of solar installations under

dynamic conditions

(VI)

tanks

The solar installation service analysis under dynamic cendi
tions means hour-by-hour control of the temperature values achieved
and provided to the consumer by the solar installation. In order to
make this possible, the working method needs to appeal to the
third thermal characteristic, namely to the thermal characteristic
of the solar installation (CIS).

In order to plot the thermal characteristic of the solar
installation (CIS) when the collection loop thermal characteristic
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(Ccp) is knCMIl, it is enough to determine the homologues of two
po~nts on characteristic Cepe The following relations exist betw~

en the coordinates of a po~nt M" (C I':!' fflIS) on characteristic
CIS and its homologue M' (e. CP' ~CP): ;:)

Itlhere

£ -0.5 a - b V +
~1Ylc.P. + E= •I.S. a b V

C.P.• -
~I.S .. = «[C.P.

(14)

a - bV = exp (. R --..;.. )
ab

'\

where R =
(KS) SCH

Sp

FiG.s

Relations (14) are obtained by the algebraic processing of
the expressions defining:

(I) - the heat balance of a counterflow heat exchanger:

(15)

(II) - coordinates of a service point (M') of the collec~on

loop on characteristic CCp:

-te
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"1C.P. =
I (16)

(17)

I

=C
I.S.

I

b (tTS - t RS )

rtLr.s. =

(III) - coordinates of a homologue service point (M") of
the solar installation; this point is on its thermal character 
istic CIS' which is to be plotted

O.5(tTS + t RS ) - t e

If the specific flow rate on the storage circuit (b) is
equal to the specific flow rate on the collection loop (a)the fol
lo~ing relations exist between the coordinates of a point M"
(C IS' ~IS) on. characteristic CIS a:r:d its homologue M' (Ccp, t>zcp)
on ~fie cOl1ect~on loop characterist~c :

E = __1/Y) +£
I.S. R (C.P. C.P.

"1 I .S. = 1c.p. (14' )

Therefore, in order to plot characteristic CIS' the
installation must be dimensioned and the dimensions of the
lecting area and of the heat exchanger must be known. If
three thermal characteristic CIS,CGP and Cc are known (that
graphically plotted), the hour-oy-fiour temperature of the
carriers under actual service condit~ons may be determined
different parts of the solar installation.

solar
co1
the
is

heat
in

c~.s.o

I
I
I
I
t

"M (c).s. ,[.l.s.)
M'(t",.?l!.,,)

..<.........._ ~M(t..1 '7c) CC

CC• f .

Cz.s.

FIG. 6
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~" the Liolar installation thermal characteristic (CIS)

- the ins'tantaneous hourly three values of the solar radia
tion and of the outside temperature (I and t)

e

- t:.he inle·t tempera"cure value in the heat exchanger of the
aeconQ~~-~' n'e~~ c-rr~e~ \'t' J'_. .... 0;. .•1.....1 aL. a. ........~..L ~ RS
are knO\i\TJ:1 f the outlet t.emperature 't1alue in the heat exchanger is
determined by successive attempts, calculating CIS and~IS with
their definitional relations (17) until they represent the co
ordin.aJc~~ of c::)?cj"nt en the solar in~tallatiol? charact~risticeISe
'me \!'lOr/.I.n.g ::I:Xlc':u:mcy. o~ . th~ solar J..nsta~latJ..on trzIS J.S deter-

;::".:, 'T ,.. JI'~' g l "'(: /J1) ~ s known. tl;e r(:>spec-
"0 ::~?'"~c"'··.c. .c:"'~·r.,·"-"'IS~}'-IS.L ,/c l(;", - '",
vS S.,.,;.LV].'';.,; L.. O..l.. ~"'l';;:: .~o.LlecL.J..o~1 loop 1'-1 \GCpf Z.--.p) J..""

where ~ crosses characteristic Cep " ~
~,

service point P.F. on characteristic eIe may also be
det:.ermiT!.ed by crossi.ng' the equation line with characteristic CIS'

The heat exchanger temperature values on the primary heat
carrier is determined b~ relations (11) ~ In. order to determine the
service point 1>1 (e~c tJtJ of the solar collectors f the following
relations i:<.re used ~..... '.-<'«,

(18)

thes E relations art? ob'ta.in by processing relations (1).

re"""
T1:1e
the

c + £,~c<2- ,~1c ) I +
a.

t e
(19 )

= (c
'C o + t e

by processlng relations (3),

tank full of cold \vat.er ( tern.pera .,
the solar day. the watert~rature
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on the storage circuit at the .heat eXdlanger inlet, .tRS is ;sur~ly equal to
to dur.;ing the .fir~t morning ~ours. _ r

1

Together with the determination of the solar installation
service temperature values performed as described above (in the
period when t RS = t )~ a strict record of the warm water quan
tities introdUced iH the storage tank, as on a cloudless day it
is possible that the storage tank fills at solar mid-day because
the water supplied by the solar installation exceeds the temper
ature value required by the consumer. In this case, t RS # t and
the heat balance of the mixed heat carriers gives: 0

Gc G
t = (1 -. ) t + -E-- t

RS G B G 0
s s

representing one of the data required in determining the
installation working temperature and the energy efficiency
several parts of the solar installations.

(20)

solar
for

are
value

ex-

Under actual service conditions of the solar installations
such situations as

- the temperature of the water delivered by the saiar instal
lation to the consumer exceeds the temperature value required by
the consumer;

- the temperature of the secondary heat carrier at the heat
exchanger inlet (tRS ) is higher than the cold water temperature
(t ) because of the recirculation of the water volume in the stor
a g2 tank occur usually, and therefore it is rather difficult to
control service under actual conQitions.

The service points of the type M" (e I ' nz ), reflecting
the behavior of the solar installation under aynamtS conditions,
are all on the same thermal characteristic CIS of the solar insta!
lation plotted, considering the hypothesis or a constant value
of the heat exchange overall coefficient of the heat excha~ger

(K sCH ) and with the value resulted from the dimensioning calculus
(namely climatic conditions, average values for the solar instal
lation service period).

The determination of the M" type service points (e IS' 'lIS)
under dynamic working conditions, considering the variation of
KSCH according to the temperature values, is performed as follows:

= characteristic CIS with value KSCH ' resulted from the
dimew:;;j,oning calculus is plotted;

~ from this characteristic, t~s and then t TP and t RPdetermined by several attempts on tnIs characterIstic ana
K(~r,,' is recalculated with this value for the selected heat
ct1~Hn''''r•
~.. -.~."< -" I

" with this new value of 1< , characteristic CIS is replo,!:
't:f'd until value KSCH is establisfl~M.
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The same method is used for each service point of the solar
ins t.ion (hour=by-hour), The tests performed considering a
unique cha.rac"ceristie CI~ (resulted from the dimensioning eal~·

cuIus) leads t~ rather eSrreat results; therefore they may be can
sidered to represent the solar installations behavior under ac
tual dynamic conditions.

The possibility of plotting the thermal characteristic of
a sol.ar .i.ns'tallatJon may be used not only in dimensioning and
a'nc,l:\:"zing the behavior of a solar installation under dynamic ser
vice conditions y but also in qualitatively comparing the solo.I: in.
stallations in terms of their the~mal characteristics.

The passing from the thermal characteristic of the solar
collectors to the thermal 6haracteristic of the collection loop

tima to therma]. characteristic of the solar instal-
lation facilitates the quantitative analysis of the influence pe~

:[c)J:"rnecl by' ea,cjj e:lsJn.0:r:tt o,f -this transforn1at:ion g

C" ~~E.id ~hho~ us~iL_~~millin$f the ave~ thermaJ. .

performances for a random service period of the
..~ - ,- ~- ~._---~--

solar installation

The average service point
aspects is determined:

in -terID.S of its t:.hrE;e

- average service point of solar ins"tallation

- average service point of the collection

- average servJ.ce col tf):rs

t.he so la.1"
c-lima,t:i.c~ para,fn61:ers <..-:':O.fl,F1

va1.ues of solar radj.ati!'1D
values for the respective p~

c :Ll1ust..!Qat :LOYl

:nE:~c~esSDY'.1

lc)\-}' J.S GJlti:rely
further ezplanation isno

,deE) ........_> UIO:O<"'"

t11c1.t
.'.(T,e t-f~,()d;::.0

line - ~IJ (0 0 crosses
- c . a"Ls d.eterm:tne .,

t:f.1E;

1 + 1
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FIG.?

II. Point C is determined as being the perpendicular foot
in point CD on the abscissa. Line AC represents the collection
loop characteristic ~Ccp).

III. Point 0 where equation line. nz P = N. ECP crosses
the collection loop dharacteristic (CCp_ACC ) where:

if a = b

abN .., 2.
a-b

v - 1

V + 1

N := R

if a #= band

IV. Point D is determined as being the perpendicular foot
in point (3) on the ordinate. Line ~ represents the solar in
stallationcharacteristic (CIS).

V. Point E on the ordinate is determined as follows:

OE = 00 •
1

b

1m

Line Be represents the dependence of the energy
rCite (Ii') On the value of the abscissa (e. ). recovery



VI. Point m is determined where line (A) of equation

I'f) t:: tem - to
~IS = 2 b ( ~IS +

crosses solar installation characteristic CIS (line DC) .

VII. Point n is determined where the vertical through-point
m crosses the recovery rate line F (G) (line EC).

VIII .. Value F corresponds to ordinate F of point n, ac-
cording to Fig. 8. 0

IX. Point p whose ordinate is F - value.J2.reviously deter
mined(see item VIII)- is determined on line EC of recovery rate
(F) •

x. Point PFm
s is determined where the vertical through

point p crosses tne solar installation characteristic (Crs(line).

XI. Point P.F. m P (e~ ~ ~ ,is obtaine'd where the horizontq[
through-point P.F. ~sC. '(E.'Fs.. nz.7r) crosses characteristic CCP

(line AC); point PmF •m . ( !.~1iSobtained where the vertical
through-point P.F. CP-': (E..~ , rn) crosses the collector char-
acteristic C (line AB). ~pc

F

O.So

FIG. 8
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XII. In the case of this triple average service point {PF~,
the temperature values in different parts. of the solar instal
lation'are calculated using the following relations: -

(tin (m
j Ts = tIS

l~~ = (e;;

m ( m
t,R,o = Ccp

.,. ~5~I;).Tn, + tem
- ~5 1x:)Im +tem

#'

3,07
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SYMBOLS

- cold water temperature

- primary heat carrier temperature

- primary heat carrier temperature
when admitted in solar collectors

- primary heat carrier temperature
when admitted in heat exchanger

- primary heat carrier temperature
when exhausted from heat exchanger

,- secondary heat carrier temperature
when exhausted from heat exchanger

- secondary heat carrier temperature
when admitted in heat exchanger

- water temperature in storage tank
lower sheet

- warm water temperature required
by consumer

- oucsiae temperature

- overall solar radiation intensity

- heat insulation degree of collection
loop pipes from solar collectors to
hea.t exchanger
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111.15 THERMAL PROCESSES SPECIFIC TO UNITS OF

SHORT-TERM HEAT STORAGE IN PHASE-~

SUBSTANCES
(PCHSU)x)

Dan Constantinescu xx)

Anca Paponi xxx)

Florin Iordache xxxx)

The advantage of using phase change substances as a heat
storage medium in passive and active solar installations is a
reduced vulume of the heat storage unit. When Glauber salt is
used to heat water at solar installations, the volume is reduced
by about 60%, and if the salt is used to heat air, the volume
is reduced by about 90%/1/.

The use of maleic anhydride as a heat storage medium spe
cific to passive collecting walls leads to considerable reduc
tion in wall dimensions and further to the simplification of
building structure. Both substances were studied theoreticallyand
experimentally in terms of thermal behavior . Calculus relations
were drawn up according to the storage tank geometry; they may
be used in determining the tank thermal loading/unloading time.

Numerical solutions to the Stephan problem /2/ as well as
several approximate analytical solutions /3/, /4/ are known. All
the solutions mentioned above refer to the problem in terms of
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditio~§. In paper /51 the Steph~l

problem was dealt with in terms of III type boundary condj.-
t~ions bl,.,lt wi. th a constant heat carrier temperature. In acti.ve
installations, the heat carrier circulates among the storage unit
components and therefore its temperature. changes between the
inlet and outlet section. In this case the Stephan problem is
completE~d with the energy equation written for the heat carrier
/6/.

Our paper introd.uces the modellin,g of the heat transfer
ph.enomenon specific t.o spherical and cylindrical geomet:r:y I both

x) PCHSU - phase change heat storage unit

xx) Ben:tol' Research Officer, INCERC

XK~) Mathematician, INCEgC

KXXX) Fesearch Officer, INCERC, ~ucharest, Romania
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for variable and constant temperature of the heat carrier. ~he

calculus method' is a variant of the perburbed parameter method
and the final solution, which is analytical, is represented by
the zero degree approximation sufficient for all engineering cal
culuses. The solution may be particularized for Dirichlet o~

Neumann boundary conditions. The analytical solution was control
led by the numerical solution worked out at INCERC /5/ and the
resulting deviation of 1.5% proves the former valid.

Laboratory measurements were also performed in order to
control the dimensioning method suggested. Glauber salt and
maleic anhydride were used (Annex I) because their thermophysi::al
characteristics had been tested at ICECHIM - Physical Chemistry
Center. As the Glauber salt has to be prepared as a substance,
additives were added to the active substance; this generates the
decrease of the phase change latent heat from
about 240 kJ/kg to about 220 kJ/kg. The Glauber salt is intIoduced
in polyethylene spheres and the maleic anhydride in polypro~lene

cylinders.

I.Mathematical model specific to sEherical PCHSU

The general model refers to a cyl~ndrical PCHSU containing
spheres filled with a phase change substance. The heat carrier
circulates in the interspace between the spheres. The problem is
formed of the Stephan problem ass~8iated with the ener~equation

for a heat carrier as well as III type boundary conditions for
a heat carrier and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the position
of the phase cb,ange front. The solution i.s based on the fdlowing
approximation8~

- the ene:cgy equa'tion is :represented by the integral equa
tion of th(~ boundary thermal 1 eve1 ;

- the heat carrier heat balance does not consider the heat
storage in the fh1id ma.ss;

- the solution of the conductive transfer parabolic equa
tion has the from of a zero degreE, approximation;

-- the phase change substance initial temperature is equal
t:o the phase chang!::,; t_empexature (inside energy variation is not.
taken into account,) i

- the value of the convective heat exchange coeffi.cient
dOes not vary wi th temperature;

". tht2 thermophysical charact.eristics of the heat carrier
and of the heat storing substance do not vary with temperature;

-, t:he t:he:r-mal processes inside the phase change substances
are purely conductive.

'llbe calculus sc:heme is presented in f~g.l.

;The energy equation ~s 9iven by relation

"
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~_ + oC ,S S(; tf ( t _ e-l )= 0
d"- 1 GSf' \. r .. R

The associated boundary condition is

tl x:=o = to

The equation of the conductive heat transfer in
change substances is

. ;;)~_ :: Q
L
-L. d2 (r6)

8g, r dr 2

with the following·boundary conditions:

de-I
ex: l t -i7Jr:::R) =A df' ".f=R

B-((=ZJ~)=tf

(1)

(2)

phase

(3)

( 4)

(5)

The equation of the phase change front position variation
is

(6)

,,1'ith the following ini.t:ial condition:

(7)

(-= r
R

equa-tions (3) - (7) ar e ""vri tten dimensionlessly: /6/

(8)

(9)

(10 )
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~; + II- 8 \ ...=1 - a ,

T(x = 1) £: 1

oc::; Sse'"!-\= --
Gsp (11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

A solution of the form (15) is used in integrating equat 
ion (8):

n

e ~ L f3~ @j
j=o (15)

The zero degree solution, ~ is obtained by identifying
the zero powers of parameter '~L' The result is

4
T-M
----·T
..i--Mz

., (16)

For i: = 0, ®o = DC so the solution is divergent. In
order to avoid this mathematical disadvantage, new variables are
suggested:

In order to observe values
imposed:

~

r = u

z = v

n j-
+ L ~ t (UN)

1-1 l. J
t) •

+ j; rL lfj(V,v) (18)

. .
r = 1, Z = 1, condition (19) is

f j (1, v) = .., j (1 f 1) = ° (19)

The zero degree solution in terms of the new variables u
and v is

...L - M
~ LA. • T
~e = .1.. _ M (20 )

\I

By determining the one powers of coefficients PL I the di!
ferent&al equation of solution un is obtained. Considering cOll
di tion ~ =:;; 0, the equation becomes an equation for obtaining
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(21)

Taking into account solution (20) and condition (19)assoc
iated with the boundary condition (9) written for degree one ap
proximation, (22) is obtained:

U) ( v) = _(1-U.)2.U ~(M+'1) -M(4-U) .T
11 u" 6"",2(1- Mv)2

If solution @ is limited to function ~ and
r, z to it.he zero degree development of parameter 13 L '
for which Z = 0 may be determined using the following

(22)

variables
value Vo
equation:

or
ra

L
( 1- Vot .; (1 -4- M) - M (-1 -vo ) T!: .,

(5 V; (1'" M Vo )2-
Equation (11) for the heat carrier is written as

(23)

(24)

(25)

The equation for phase change front position variation(13)
is used :Ln determining function Fof = f (v ,T) •

~F ~ [0.50 + O~~'3 M - y2(O..50 i' 0.35 Mv)] . ..;-

Relation (25) is used in determining func·tion V(T,FoF )
wh;ch is included in equation (24). A differential equation is

'. thus obtained whose solution is function T (x,FOF) •

Considering again solution ~ (u,V), its expression for the
case of Dirichlet boundary conditi6n (sphere wall constant tem-
perature) may be determined. The condition results from the
physical phenomenon attesting the equality between fluid tem-
perature ·and wall temperature, the value being t. In these con
ditions BiF = oa , therefore M = -1 and T = 1. 0

ThE~ result is

I.f} 'u ) . (J1-t-q
S
u

I11.·,V - - '6VZ(1-V )

and. the relation used in determining value vo :
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The solution of equation (24) provides the air temperature
value when exhausted from PCHSU~

(26)

Relation (25) where V = V {T) (23) may be used in deter
mining function T =T(F p) for @hich the phase change process
is over. The temperaturg mean value in time of the air when ex
hausted from PCHSU must be equal to the one preViously calculat
eo, so as to consider the th~rmal loading/unloading process over
Equation (27) is therefore generated:

providing value P F and consequently the moment when the
al loading/unload~ngprocess is over.

Values oc and ]1, are determined by Jfelations
-" _ ( fro \ 0..·70ce :::; Oe 2b'0 Gv J)

, C K 1.42.85 714-
Gv /5 ~ -1 l....Ji;,::

~. . :

c. = 791.05 - thermal loading
1.

(27)

therm

/7/

c. - 83'7.57
J.

- thermal unloading

'rhe calculus example represen-ts one of "che experiments. pe;£
~o:m~d_on a the~mai ~oad modulfj QUT1L =:: 122. 400ZkJ •. The fluid
l.nJ.t1.a.L tempera'C\}re 1.S t: =:: 45 C ana S =:: Loa nl g B.1,p == 2.00.Beat
carrier temperature dist~ibution along the PCHSU is presented in
fig.2. The temperature variation of air when exhausted from the
PCHSU 18 presented in fig.3. FinallYr equation (27) is presented
in fig'. 4 qS the intersection of the two curves; the result: pro'V'es.
that the substance stored the whole heat quantity after 6~10h~.

The heat balance is controlled by recording the heat· qQantity
deliverE'C!. by air to the phase change substance:

Q =' 6.10 • 2,130 • 1.296 (45 - 37.70) = 122,905 kJ

T]"t2 calculus model described above .may be used in dimen
:",.:Loning the heat storage units conta ining phase change stbstanOWfS
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in spherjLcal modules"

II .. Mathematical model. specific to cylindrical PCHSU

The heat balance equations are practically the same as Yn
the case of spherical geometry: the only difference occurs in
the conduction equation written in cylindrical coordinates. 'l'he
boundary condition is of Dirichlet type, therefore BiF- oo • Fun£
tion (28) is obtained: '

The equation used in determining value Vo is given by rel
ation

and valuEl F F for which the phase change process is over is given
by relatione .

(29)

Fi9.5 and 6 present th~ variation in time of the phase
changefront position at thermal loading and unloading respectively
for var1~u$ valu~s At m t g - t F " The cylinder under study has
~ 0.034 m diameter and c ntains maleic anhydride. Thermal
lo~ai:n.9 1,'s performed for Bir :; 00 a~d unloading for BiF >o. Coe!
ficient ~ F bas the value 12.10 w/m K.

III. !~R!11~nt, q,n the passive heating system using

!~orai.~n ellinde~swith rnal.eic anhydride

Th•.exper1m~ntal 8yatem works 1n a solar cabin supplied
with direfet gain ~olar heating system. On the South fa,ad~ the
cabin h&~ a triple-glazed window ooveri~g in ar2a of 10 m and
with a Bl/;>eclf1cheat.ing volume of 3.4 m 1m g 4m ·of the window
ar~a ia «::overed by solar collectors storing maleic anhydride.

The oollectors lire panels with reversible thermal behavior.
The act1'V'e area milde of 90 cylindrical tubes filled with maleic
anhy4~id. oollect. andsto,res heat in the sunny hours; the
Itora~f! c,api.c1ty is of 21,000 kJ. In the I$unless hours, the
eol1.ctOl'8 e~l1ult h~.t to the d.welling sp~ce; the heat losses
;ooute1a~ar. e:Ktre.unely low (Kp ~ 0.3 lV/xu X) tanks to the col
~~cto~ b~~t 1n.ul~tiQn.



nTE~,·a Su.r ernE~n t~,

sistor on ~ne absc~ssa:

/1

r:Lst:ic cm:v,,? i 'which is pres
J ~." """"

s~~lc~ency on ordinate and
unit is that of a thermal re-

mean values for sunny hours.

solid:Lf:!.c.:~,t:j.on -time o:L maJ.eic cmhydride
V,fEre alsc a.E.o I0eaSUT t:he temperB,ture ,ralues on the
cylinder sur~2ce. The determinations aqree with the calculated va
~ ""'.- . ,. ''t; .J' ""j .!,.-...,..r.::: ~ ~ t;; . r' c: nIh· -" ::1.1),e3 a.rlf) C'~tiSf,:~]:"'\?f?:, t:rl-E~ 1.72.1.1.1(-38 I) ...L()C··~:ea J_ ....~ l.~~~g Q _,~ a.nu~ v". l-!> ... e ~ TIleaSUr

f,InentE ':J)Cc; CcdC\:;J.USE:S co:Lnci. for lo'i'J diamebs~r horizonta.l
'.'y']. L"lders ThE. I"'2i'iSlIL'emen.ts pEH: on 0 < m diameter vertica.l

ccn.~

t:.ne
caJ. St()l:'"'"-

car~i-er cir(~ulated
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Glauber Salt thermo-physical properties:

APPENDEX I

Liquid

J - 1,460 kg/m3

A - 0.57 w!mK

CF - 1.74 kj/kgK
L - 250.8 kj/kg

t f - 32 °c

318

Solid

1,460 kg/m3

0.47 w/mK.
0.96 kj/kgK

250.8 kj/kg

32 °c
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NOMENCLATURE

- heat carrier temperature

- storage medium temperature

- heat eXGhange surface

- storage unit length

- heat carrier mass flow-rate

- sphere radius

- phase change front position

- phase change temperature

- latent heat

lOCI

lOCI

Im21

Iml

Ikg/hl

Iml

Iml

lOCI

/kJ/kgl

Bi - Biot dimensionless number

Fo - Fourier dimensionless number

l~ - Stephan dimensionless number
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FIG 7 Thermal characteristic of the phase
change pasive coHec tor
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III.16 ANALYSIS OF HEAT STORAGE IN EARTHEN TYPE

SENSIBLE MEDIA - PLANE WAVE HEAT

TRANSFER MODELLING

Dan Constantinescu x)

The fluctuation of the processes involved in heat ,production
or/and consumption requiresin many technological solutions the en
dowment of heat producing installations with heat storage units.
In the warm period of the year, mainly in case of technological in
stallations producing flue gases, a considerable heat quantity is
lost; its exergy level is proper for space heating or/and warm
water producing processes. Space heating in cold season requires
long-time (summer - winter) heat storage. The use of water tanks
as a heat storage medium involves expensive arrangements as well
as ground areas whose subsequent use is seriously limited. Heat
storage in latent media is not economical at all; besides the
economic limitations ,technical l~mitations are caused by sub-
stance instability as well as by rather sophisticated substance con
tainerizing technologies. One of the solutions that may be applied
consists' of using soil as heat storage medium. Heat storage is
based on the ~odification of medium inside energy; therefore this
idea is sensible.

Dimensioning of soil seasonal heat storage units is one of
the problems presently under study in Romania and allover the
world. The study of thermal loading and unloading processes re-
quires both the analysis of heat emission and taking over by the
heat carrier and thermal wave propagation in soil during the 19ad
ing and unloading period respectively. The process is unsteady; di
mensioning' consists of selecting the heat storage unit dimensions
so as to meet the exergy level reqUired by heat consumption by the
unit loadi.ng in a pre-"established period. Considering the dif
ficulties ~ transfer, simplifying hypotheses leading to
the soluti.on of traditional problems of heat equation integration
were used. One of them is to adopt the Dirichlet boundary con
dition on the heat carrier part (1). This condition may obviously
be useful in the case of turbulent heat exchange from the heat car
rier but it is not observed when flow is laminar, 'at least in the
first 10adingperidd.An approximate.solutlon of analytical in
tegration of conductivity ~9u~j:~9l\':;:~y,s~gpu;~qFilj.~t.hestorage unit
low capacity storage units was suggested; successive heat transfer
is written under steady-state conditions (2). In this solution,the
imposed boundary conditions are also Neumann or Dirichlet.

x) Building Research Institute - INCERC,
Bucharest, Romania
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It is important to determine the heat storage unit effic
iency, that is, its value depending on the heat insulation rate
namel~, on the heat losses of heated soil towards outside and
ground water layers. This problem is more important in the case
of usiQg the heat generated by solar collectors as the exergy
level specific to the source is rather low. Theoretical studies
were performed qonsidering either steady-state heat transfer or
the semi-infinite medium as a heat dissipating element /1/. Nu
merical methods are of course the most adequate but they require
considerable time and special work techniques in determining
eigenvalues.

Considering the purely technical aspects of soil heat stor
age, we now that previous studies known to the author are f~
on vertical drillings with heat sources from where the thermal
wave propagates as concentric cylinders to the extremities or
the storage units. In this case practical heat storage requires
a sophisticated line of pipes for supplying each vertical dril
ling. Direct use of flue gases as a heat source is impossible,as
the diameter of air ducts is considerable a~d aeraulic unba~cing

of pipe lines occurs. The use of water as a heat carrier is
therefore required with the following obvious limitations~

- temperature level up to 9SoC;
- gas-water type intermediate heat transfer;
- danger of freezing in the cold season.

s

The use of compact technical solutions such as parallel
plane excavations leads to a shortening of pipelines and makes
possible the direct use of flue gases as a heat carrier. Certain
technological complications occur in each case because of the
requirement to avoid condense (highly corrosive) but this paper
is not focused on the solutions of these-problems.

II. Description of the suggested system

Fig. 1 presents the scheme of the heat storage system in
soil with thermal excitation of a plane wave type. In the ~l
loading phase, the heat carrier is admitted on the .exterior line
(E) for heat emission and then circulated on the interior line
(I); it returns afterwards to the heat source. The lines forming
the heat source work in parallel generating a plane thermal wave
propagating in the soil mass. It is recommended that on a D
distance between the soil surface and the storage heat carrier,
circulation pipes should not be placed, as this D-thick soil
mass is a considerable thermal barrier. Because of this tecaucal
detail the mathematical model was thus conceived that the soil
surface heat losses are null.

In the thermal unloading period the heat carrier circUlates
on reversed lines so as to have thermal contact with the soil
wall supplying heat.
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III. ~resentation of mathematical model

This paper adopted an analytical solution to the problem
of heat transfer from heat carrier to soil. The heat balance
equations describe fluid temperature variations on the flow
line and soil temperature variation according to the heat ~low
transmitted. by the fluid. The heat losses of t.he active soil
mass towards the outside or towards the neighboring layers were
not considered in thi~ phase of the mathematical modellin9.Soil
was considered an isotropic medium and the physical ~a~istics
inv.ariant as against temperature. The same was considered for
the heat carrier. Further on, heat storage in fluid w~ not con
sidered for the heat carrier, as its thermal cap~city may be ig
nored when compared to soil (during the seasonal storage unit
service). The heat balance equation for the heat c~rrier repre~

sents an approximation of the energy equation and was called by
the authors overall heat transfer equation. By its general
character the equation is not different from its form both when
laminar flow and turbulent flow are analyzed. The effects of
the twoty]r;>es of flow may be differentiated by specifying the
elF surface heat transfer coefficients determined by the trad
it10nal criterial equations specific to forced flow. As soil
losses are ignored the Fourier equation consid~red only cross
thermal gradient, the longitudinal one being the consequence of
heat carrier temperature variation along the flow line. Heat
exchange between (E) and (I) lines was not considered as the
heat carrier inlet is at the top and its outlet at the bottom
and this is the only zone subjected to inside energy modifiqa~

ions because of the contact with soil.

The calculus scheme is presented in fig.2. The
equations are the follOWing:

balance

- for heat carrier:
d.L + B (t - GIl(: b) ::: 0
;}y
t Iy ...c = 'f{~)

- f()r soil: .,
d . d"'e-_.JL: as -
d~ CJ x2

with boundary conditions:
.d~ I A. == k l t - iT1x ~ A)0)(. )(, =,....
d& { - 0dx ,,::{)-

and initial condition:

iT l~, '" 0 := to
Using the new variables:

®:: n-R
.. l
X:= 6

.u &- to ... ,
"

Fa asb .
J ::: ---;::z- .)

A

R ::=·t -to

)'~ I
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the fQllow1ng new equations are obtained.:

d@ dR t.J"(j...,.........- + -.- =--::.--~dPo dFo axeo

~! j,~ &1 + Bi e\x'" 1 = 0

d~ .}. =0
d x I X =0

•
@ I =-R(o)

Fa =0

for soil, and:

d R _ 2 ..L St f&[. = 0
dY d' x=-1

R]:i=o =f(Fo )

for heat carrier.

The solution suggested for @ (XI F0) variable is:

® (X) Fo) : L:- Aj ( Fo) C .s l m.; x) •
J

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

If it is included in equation (7) it generates an ordinary
equation with variable coefficients:

dAj(Fo) ~A·/T'")+ k. 2.,sinm/ . =0,... + rnJ J \. roo ") ,.... . ~ n'Id ("0 0 '0 mj + Sin mj CD. "Lj

with the following solution:
oro

A'lE)= 2:in mj -{Rco)exp(.:..mjFQ) .,.J.dR exp[-mj{~-5)Jds
J 0 fnj +Sjn trljC05 rry 0 as

mj eigenvalues are determined by equation (15):

~i =ctg mj (15)

memperature variation function ~ (x, Fo ) results:
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Fo

R(O}'tXp~jFo) + j ~~ exptmJlFo}-S)}(16)
o ds. ~.-

Considering again the energy equation for heat carrier(ll)
the result is:

L.R1'(4 1 St) ~ sin.m·.cosm" R(o)exp(--rn~Fi)+ (~Rexp[-m~(~-5)JdS 1
"d'J 7" L~·+smmjCo~mi ~ Q ~as 1

.•>~,' ,\A""

!

A nE!W time function is defined:

..~:.
(17)

~(Fo)::'(4..tSt)~ s~nmj.cosmi . exp(-mjFo)
I cf L.. mJ + smmj CO.5fn;

Equation (17) is reformulated:

~; -+ { R(O} o/<f.) +rif '!' (F.-5) dS} (18)

The operational solution of equation (17) is given ,by rel
ation (19):

(1.9)

For the numerical example, the following dimensions of the
soil heat storage unit are considered:

L -= 10..00 m j ~ = o.50m ; ~ = O.05 m .; l;::. 10.oom
The flow-rate values of the heat carrier (air) circulated

through the air ducts are two:

Gl = 700 kg/h ., G2 = 10,000 kg/h

The two values correspond to laminar (Gl ) and respectively
to turbulent (G2) flow through the air duct •

.:"
cEor~th~ laminar flow the 2conditions are determined by

value Nu =,·4.;43.OCF'::! 1.16 W/m K results. Function '/J(FO) has
the followin(l~form:
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For values F ') 0.10 expression ~ (F0) is reduced to the
first term namely:o

(20)

Value F = 0.10 corresponds to about 7.50 h which in a
seasonal heatOstorage process may be ignored from the viewpoint
of. the contribution to the seasonal storage unit unloading.

Taking into account relation (19) the expression of temp
erature distribution specific to the heat carrier with laminar
flow (see Appendix II) is:

(21)

Function R (y,Fo) for turbulent flow is determined a sim
ilar way:

(23)

(24)
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(27)

For thE! heat carrier laminar flow, the following relation
is obtained:

Fo

T
L

C'J, F.) = ltc- to) ex/, (-1) [ exp (- 0.362 fa) to(f,,20 V:i~ ) + 0.'62. ~ tXf .

" (_O.362~1.20~YS )c15]
(26)

and for the ·turbulent flow:

TT(j.F.) _(t" -to)~(..Q,60Y) LeJ<f't-'l.e07 Fa)!o (~964~yi") t

. +f. 607 f0tf (- 1.G07 S) 10 t1"~f,4.J 'j s )<IsJ
()

The relations above may be arranged as:

For the calculus example, coefficients CL T(y,FO) may be
determined by the diagram in fig.3. '

The heat balance control relation, ,valid for
thermal loaClling of the storage unit, is as follows:

. where:

complete

(29)

(fOT
J Cl-,T (1, Fo) d Fo

o
A study onteroperature distribution in the soil mass maybe

performed using relation l16) where mj is reduced to the first
eigenvalue m, w:i:th satisfactory accuracy of the final result.The
calculus does not imply special difficulties and.therefore will
not 'be presented in this paper. The storage unit thermal loading

~ . :. . .
may be controlled only by.function T(y,Fo) with relation (29)
as control criterion (see Appendix III).

Cons~dering fUl-"ther 'the calculus examples presented in
th': ....·aper, thermal loading may be ensured in about 30 days for
heat carrie:r laminar flow and in 9 days for turbulent flow.
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The advantage of laminar heat carrier circulation and the neces
sity 9f iricrea~ing the thermal capacity of heat storage units
(A·~2.20 m) :tp that its thermal loading could be performed with
in 6 months. -

There are three ways of practically performing heat storage
unit thermal unloading:

- a daytime storage unit works together with the seasonal
heat storage unit~ the heat carrier is circulated between the
daytime unit and the seasonal one until the temperature level
reached in the daytime unit meets the consumer's requirements.
This system takes into account the fact that heat carrier heat
ing is performed by means of the heat flow emitted by the soil
mass at temperature levels variable in time according to day
time unit loading. The lowest limit of temperature level is de
termined by the temperature required by the consumer)

- the heat carrier is heated by stopping a short time
side the vertical drilling and then it is admitted in the
time heat storage unit. The system service is similar to
service in the case described above but the carrier has an
creased temperature in the seasqnal unit and is stored in
daytime unit;

- the heat carrier is conti~uously circulated and heated
up to the temperature level required by the consumer using an
absopption heat pump.

The heat carrier circulated in the seasonal storage
is the "cold source ll

• The steam reqUired by the heat pump
vice is also generated by the flue gases which supply the
oual storage unit, as well.

The system works independently and may reach about lS-20oC
. ensuring a satisfactory efficiency of the heat storage unit

(fig. 4).

The mathematical modelling of the system service is similar
to the one described in the case of heat storage unit thermal
loading.

IV. Overall thermal analysis model

Unlike the mathematical model described in chapter
tions (1) - (6), the overall analysis model includes the
perature uniformity approximation onx coordinate. The
tions describirigthe thermal loading process under these
ditions are prOVided by the following relations:

dt 1
- + 2~ 5t (t - e-) == 0
d'J "
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and

with the boundary and initial conditions:

t \y= a = t c

t \fo =0 = ~ \ F;,"'o = to .

The solutions of system (30), (31) for laminar flow
represented by relations:

t (-y) Fo) = (tc - to) ex,p t-1.10Y) [exp (-0.41 h;) r0 (~30 Jy 'Po) -'r
F. . .

+ OJt1 Jooexf'(-o.41s).Io(1.30~)dS].... t o

(31)

(32)

(33)

are

(34)

respectively:
r .

& (~' F.) = to -I- 0.41 t1:c-t) e"p (-1.10:i) j';"p (- 0,415) 1. (1.30
","JSJdS

o
( 35)

The calculus performed using relation (34) leads to the
same result as the one provided by relation (26). This method
may also be used in the thermal efficiency estimation calculusof
a heatsrorage unit; heat balance includes the heat losses~
environment.

In this case equation (31) changes as follows:

spe-and the integration of system (30) and (3~) does not raise
cial problems.

The numerical tests performed on the unit under study in
the calculus example proves that the variation in heat storage
efficiency according to heat loss towards outside is significant
while the heat carrier temperature is not significantly de
pendent (see Table I). The efficiency value was defined by re
lation:

(36)
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Table I

.~ 0.17 0.30 0.60 1.20
t c

60 0.93 0.90 0.86 0.80

70 0.93 0.90 0.86 0.80

80 0.93 0.90 0.85 0.79

90 0.93 0.90 0.84 0.78

100 0.93 0.90 0.84 0.76

The practical performance of storage units with top inactive
zone ensures a convenient thermal efficiency of about 85%, which
is better than the values provideQ by water tank seasonal stor
age solutions.

v. Dimensional elements in practical performance of

soil seas?l1a;l heat storage

The mathematical modelling presented in the previous chap
ters facilLtates the determination of heat storage unit capacity
and emphasizes a few important correlations between dimensionless
Bi, St.and Fo required by heat engineering calculuses. The cal
culuses performed on other cases reveal the fact that stored heat
density is an important element in storage unit dimensioning.This
value is given by the ratio between stored heat quantity and the
area required by technological arrangements necessary to the
thermal loading/unloading system. .

If the heat carrier is warm water of3about 85 - 900 C, the
soil thermal capacity is about 55,000 kJ/m • If warm air 3 (gas)
of about 170°C is admitted, capacity reaches 135,000 kJ/m _

Considering a dwelling co~plex of 5,000 apartments with aD
annual heat consumption of 2.10 GJ, the resu;t~ng storing v9l~es

for the two variants under study are 0.35.10 m and 0.15.10 m res
pectively. If the heat carrier penetrates up to 10.00 m and~.oOo
m respectively; the following areas result:
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= 55,000 kJ/m3

q2 = 135,000 kJ/m3

6 2= 0.35.10 m ;

6 2S1 = 0.15.10 m i

5 2S2 = 0.18.10 m

4 2S2 = 0.70.10 m

In this cas, the 2ighest density of the stored heat quant
ity is of 3,00.10 kJ/m which leads to 1.40/apartment used area
index. For a complex of 5,000 apartments a square area with one
side of about 85.00 m and 200.00 m heat carrier penetration~
may be used. For this geometry heat losses towards the adjoining
soil are important as compared to the heat losses towards outside
straight through the heat storage unit. For reduced depths, heat
losses' towards outsIde ,through horizontal area are iIrqx>rtant. It is
therefore reco~ended in terms of 'thermal efficiency to adopt
the hight:hermal density solution. The outside surface will no
longer be equipped with special heat insulation, as an "inactive"
soii layer is sufficient.

Fig,,5 presents the correlation between soil Ourface tenpeJ;
attire tsE and "inactive" layer thickness D for 150 C which is
the highest thermal loading temperature in the warm season. For
a 5.00 m thick inactive layer the influence of storage proves to
be practically null and the ground may therefore be used for ag
riculture with only 2.5% storage density decrease.

v. Conclusio'ns
•

,I. Thi's study is a theoretical contribution to the analysis
of thermal loading and unloading processes of seasonal heat stor
age unitp using soil as storage medium.

2. The model of plane thermal wave propagation was an-
alyzed. From the practical viewpoint this solution offers the
possibility to use flue gases as heat carrier by simplif~ing
duct line. ~,;

3. The study inc;ludes two mathematical models with distinct
analytical solutions. The first model takes into account conduc
tivity ~lsoil; a uniform temperature distrib~tion in soil is
~uggested in the overall model. Both variants offer solutions
leading to close results.

4, The conclusion of the analysis on calculus examples' is
to select low heat carrier flow-rates and therefore laminar flow
wi t1h low pressure drops as against turbulent flo'1,.

5. The thermal efficiency studied on the overall
anal~Sis model proves valid the possibility of reaching
lue of 85% if an inactive part at the top of th~ heat
unit works as heat insulator.

thermal
the va
storage

6. practically, heat 'storage units with high thermal dens
ity are recommended cs they have the highest thmnal efficiency:
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NOMENCLATURE

- storage mass initial temperature

- heat carrier temperature at y=O distance

- heat carrier temperature

- soil temperature

- Stanton dimensionless number

- Nusselt dimensionless number

- Fourier dimensionless number
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Solutions of mj (Bi) eigenvalue equations

APPENDIX I

~
m1 m2 m3 ~

It\ . m2 1113
~i Bi 1

0 0.0000 3.1416 6.2832 l.0 0.8603 3.4256 6.4373

0.001 0.0316 3.1419 6.2833 1.5 0.9882 3.5422 6. 5CfJ7

0.002 0.0447 3.1422 6.2835 2.0 1.0769 3.6436 6.5783

0.004 0.06.32 3.1429 6.2838 3.0 1.1925 3.8088 6.7040
>

0.006 0.0774 3 .. 1435 6.2841 4.0 1.2646 3.9352 6.8140

0.008 0.0893 3.1441 6.2845 5.0 1. 3138 4.0336 6.9096

0.01 0.0998 3.1448 6.2848 6.0 1.3496 4.1116 6.9924

0.02 0.1410 3.1497 6.2864 7.0 1.3766 4.1746 7.0640
•0.04 0.1~87 3.1543 6.2895 8.0 1.3978 4.2264 7.1263

0.06 0.2425 3.1606 6.2927 9.0 1.4149 4'.2694 7.1806

0.08 0.2791 3.1668 6.2959 10.0 1.4289 4.3058 7.2281

0.1 0.3111 3.1731 6.2991 15.0 1.4729 4.4255 7.3959

0.2 0.4328 3.2039 6.3148 20.0 1.4961 4.4915 7.4954

0.3 0.5218 3.2341 6.3305 30.0 1.5202 4.5615 7.6057

0.4 0.5932 3.2636 6.3461 40.0 1.5325 4.5979 7.6647

0.5 0.6533 3.2923 6.3616 50.0 1.5400 4.6202 7.7012

0.6 0.7051 3.3204 6.3770 60.0 1.5451 4.6353 7.7259

0.7 0.7506 3.3477 6.3923 80.0 1.5514 4.6543 7.7573

0.8 0.7910 3.3744 6.4074 100.0 1.5552 4.6658 7.7764

0.9 0.6279 3.4003 6.4224 ~ 1.5708 4.7124 7.8540
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The general ,expression of function *(FO)

t (Fo ) :: 0<: ex p(- ~ F~ )

Laplace transform is given by relation:

lt lf (r.) } = tjJ( p) = 1';F
Therefore:

The following notations are used:

APPENDIX II

is:

A.I

A.3

If the form of the excitation function has the form of
Dirac ~unction, A.S results:

F(p) :: [ f J(i=o) ~-1
.. J A.S

exp (- ;fp)= eXf (- y) exp( ~!(3)

['1exp(- f) exp(i~(3) }= exp (-i) r' {el\?\ {!ra)l
. (f f-' \ _ f qy>,O {~f ~ \ i- B-L. ex.p {((3 \)
exp t+~) - ~.p "~r+~) J f+¥, . \ f¥~
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J-i t~ ,.~p exp({~)}=- f'exp(-flF.·)lo(?-~r"F.)

[' {;:13 txf'( p~~ )J = - fH"f( -~Fo} lI. (2 JfJ~F. -

_ { Ii (2 ~fPfo)] + J(Fo)
~t~F()

The result is ~

A.8

R ('i. Fa l = de F.) ex? (- '(l + ~~;F. exp (- p.r:.) exp(-t} Ii (2 ~ t!3 F:)
A.fO
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APPENDIX III

DETERMINATION OF HEAT LOADING/UNLOADING PERIOD

Oli' SOIL SEASONAL HEAT STORAGE UNIT - PLANE WAVE

'lHER.fAL WAVE

1. Function C(l,Fo) is determined:
fo

C(1, Fe J=exp(-0<:) [ e><p H~Fo) To (2 J;~ Fe ) oj-~ e"r (~J3S).
.10 (2 c( ps ) dS]

where:

A.I

oC = 4 J=- 5t
cS

2. Function C(l,FOF) is determined analytically or
ically

3, Equation A.~ is solved graphically or numerically:

graph-

A.2

thermally
loading ac
a thermal

1- C(1 •. Fof)=-12..~.~.-L
& BL 1="of

providing value FOF where the heat storage unit is
leaded/unloaded. Coefficient represents the thermal
cepting x'ate. 1=1.12 may be accepted which means
loading/unloading of about 90%.

Fig.6 presents the solving'of equation A.~ for the oal-
culus example specific to laminar flow. FOF = 9.00 and b = 720 h
result.

The same calculus model may be used in case of cylindrical
wave loading /5/,/6/.
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111.17 MODELLING OF HEAT TRANSFER AND STORAGE

IN GROUND SEASONAL HEAT STORAGE UNITS

Florin Iordachex xx
Cristian Bergthaller

I. INTRODUCTION

The heat storage unit, used for seasonal storage, is a main
component in the framework of active solar systems and the use 0 f
nonconventional sources. The dimensioning and functioning of this
com~onent has important implications for the thermal performance of
the system.. Because of the unsteady character of heat transfer and
storage processes, correct ~athematical modelling of the heat tra~

sfer process is necessary for dimensioning and optimizing the s e
systems.

As is well known, the efficiency of seasonal storage sys
tems generally depends on their great volume, which permits the
storage of heat in quantities so great that the heat losses are
counteract:ed. Seasonal storage systems include water-bearing layers,
lakes, and the ground. These systems can also profit from rela
tively low specific investments.

In this paper, the storage medium considered is the ground.
This system presumes the presence ·0£ a hexagonal net verricalpipe
work that permits admission and exhaustion of the heat carrier.

The mathematical modelling of the unsteady processes 0 f
heat transfer and storage is necessary for compatibility betwe en
the functioning of the storage system and that of the heat source
and the user. The respective results will finally permit the 0 p
timizing of the storage system.

The heat carrier used for loading and unloading the storage
can be air or warm water; prepared either from a solar installation
or byrnea.ns of secondary industrial sources.

This last service may represent a potential heat source for
the storage system regarding both heat quantity and its potential.

x BuildinlJ 'Research Institute- INCERC, Bucharest
xx Center·of Mathematical Statistics, Bucharest, Romania
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: FUNCTIONING

As this problem is at its beginning (mathematical model~)

the system and functioning description will be carried on only at
the level of a main scheme that must permit the use of a mathema
tical mode.lling.

As was mentioned above, the storage system presumes the
existence of a hexagonal network of vertical pipes (fig.l), where
the heat carrier can pass during loading and unloading of thes~

rage. The coaxial pipe system permits the admission and exhaust
of the heat carrier at the top so that the distribution and col
lection system can be practically placed at ground level.

The functioning of the storage system generally presumes
two main phases:

a - the loading of heat storage
b - the unloading of heat storage

each of them developing over a period of several months. The
first phase presumes a collaboration between the storage system
and the source and the second one between the storage system and
the user. In the framework of each ~hase, and between them, some
interruption periods will appear when the circulation of h eat
carrier stops and a natural cooling occurs namely temperatures
~evelling into solid mass. From the mathematical modelling point
of view the cooling phase is a functional one and it was presen
ted as such. The functioning of the storage system consists 0 f
loading periods alternatively with cooling periods and unloading
periods with cooling ones, the end of each period establishing
the initial values for next period.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELS. SOLVING METHODS.

As it was mentioned above and in the fig.l, the practical
and functional performance of a vertical pipe network presumes
the admission and exhaust of a heat carrier at the top. The two
coaxial vertical pipes, through which the heat carrier circulates
in opposite senses, l:Ehaving as a heat exchanger i n counter
current +-he fluid in the central pipe delivers heat to that one
in the pipe of greater diameter and further to the ground.

In "the present paper a simplified case is used for the ma
thematical modelling, namely: the admission of heat carrier a t
the superior side and its exhaust at the inferior one.

The temperature of the heat carrier at admission i s a
known function of time. The hexagonal network permits us the
accepting of a new conclusion n?~ely that the storage system can
be considered as being composed of numerous storage modules 0 f
cylindrical shape independent from the thermal point of view.Each
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pipe within the network which heat carrier passes through I t 0
getherwith cylindrical earth volume around it, is a storage mo
dule which is filled by heat carrier of unknown temperature,v a
rying in time and space.

Outside the pipe is considered without heat losses,this
is perfectly insulated (being surrounded by similar modules with
the same thermal behavior). According to the location of these
storage modules we will also admit a simplification namely that
there is no heat losses at the superior and inferior side of the
storage modules. The relative great length of the storage module
towards its thickness permits us the omission of the longitudUal
conductibility towards the radial one. Another simplification is
the omission of the temperature radial distribution 0 f heat
carrier. This simplification is generally validated by the tur
bulent flow of the heat carrier through the pipe.

In the framework of these simplifications, the mathemati
cal formulation of the heat transfer and storage process results
from the regulations of total heat at the level of some small
fluid and earth elements. Thus the following problem that defines
the temperature field in fluid and earth corresponding to storage
way:

(1)

(2)

with singularity conditions:
- boundary:

1-(';(/ 'b) Ix~o -=- 10 ("6)
(3)

c( ( t - & ~=-~. )
2()j

::: - A. ak. ,Q=~-
(4)

off!
= 0 (5)0;1 ·/C-:::R.e
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- initial ones:

1: (7f, b) 1
6

':0 ~ ~J){'x.,) (6)

(7)

For solving this problem a method was used that consists
in a combination of Crank-Nicholson method from parabolic equa
tions and the method of characteristic from the hyperbole equa
tions by which the transformation into the following system 0 £
linear differential equations is performed:

,-..------- - -----
(8)

which will be integrated after:

------

- ~he first equation (9)

--------_.- -
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i [i- .t{,.~}(}] (F- I) f!,>-I,/-' ~kj; .l- [4+<l/",.~/()(F-; ) fJ~:XN,.i =

I f1 -.!- ·]1;: () . £/l +- 1. 14+ --:L.- ](F- -€')~. .= :e L' - ~(!l('+-I<) ~ - €) t J I<-!.JJ"-,f +- D',{',}(Jj'-,f .t C' Z(~'-fK) ~K~U-I

Wher-e k.::: ;fJ-t .....J (QH.-I)

where

(12 )

1- €. '*

f :=.

LL=
J

b:.. -:::- -R"?t.. t..)
(

For E~stablishing convect.ion heat transfer coefficient et.; ,
a criterial equation was used, characteristic to forced flow:

Nu = 0.023 • ReO. 8 • prO. 4
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(l4)

The practical solution of the system (II) was developed
in conpection with certain constant values of the factors, fact
that led to the consideration of some unique values of the physi
cal constants for the two fields, namely fluid and solid that are
in thermal interaction. In this paper are presented the results
obtained in the case where water is heat carrier. The values 0 f
physical constants were:

Prr ;:; 3.56

J ff = 1000 [ J';-J

~ "Itf [ 4K ] ; /4 ~ lJ'oo ["If.]
__ [R]. - L--L]/ 1£3 1« "J< .) ;f!.s - rP31.2 ~I<

In the case of the heat cOQling process mentioned above,
which interferes with the circulation pauses of heat carrier, a
conductive temperature uniformity within the storage takes place.
The mathematical equation of this problem like that one of heat
balance at the level of a small element is:

08 ( ';l"ff + -'-. £JB-)
0"6:' A. ;)/'..'1.. /?- ell.-

with singularity conditions:
- boundary condition:

;f lft~~ ~ 0

'OB- I =0
oIL h.~ Ile-

(IS)

- initial conditions:

() IxJ IL / b) /"0 ~~ =- & 0(7/ ~)

By using the same solution method it can be obtained:
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-- ---- -_.- - ---

The system (17) being similarly integrated the algebraic
equations system is obtained:

(F~I ) ()tq-. 'J ~ tJklJ/ ~ (f- f) /)tq-JJ/-1 r t· ()"'Jf I

where:

1- £
~r- (- ,Ui)F:.

ZF.:J ) E -=

a. . .66 I
12..Po 1::3 --"::. ) :::.

,6.2- t'J1.e'

b, 6 - is small time interval, which for this time can be
arbitrarily selected.

System (IS) is available du~ing the cooling period for
each section i, as a result of the vertical storage segmenta tio n
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(19)

for

and it must be separately solved for each of these sections.During
this period among sections there is no heat interaction according
to simplifying hypothesis accepted in the introduction.

The following line~ will present the method of a numerical
solution system (11) characteristic to heat storage loading and
unloading periods.

Numerical solution

Because the time variable j in system (11) reaches very
large values (if A ~ = 0.01 and ~ = 1000 hours, which is about
40 days then j = 100000) is out of question to use a step-by-step
dir~ct solution, i.e. to solve the system for every i and j.There
fore we try to get an. analytical formula which must be valid for
every j. Unfortunately, the formulas we found are different for
aifferent sections (which means for different values of i), how
ever there is no computational problem because usually i runs i n
a range from 20 to 40.

Let us write the system (11) in the matriceal form

/I. f).(, tj) ~ /3, (),'!j'-I) +- P. ~:, (;'-1)

where: &i ~) is the (m+2) '; dimensional vector

~1' it)= (t~j' )' &<a/ )' ~;~J') , ":1 tJ./JAU//)

and A, B, P are the corresponding (m+2) x (m+2) matrices
example.

,If

1 _ '(Ff= , a12 1), a
13

= 0, ••• ,

f'-
hI! = 0, b12 = 0, ••• , Pll = E- and soon.

The matrix A is no~singular therefore we can multiply
-1

A and get: -I.

#iy) '=- (! (/t'(/-,f) -t- (17· p) &.i-I 7- 1
)'

where C = A-I B

b Y

(20)

Now, let ~ be the diagonal matrix whose components are the
eigenvalues of C and let V he a corresponding set of eigenvectors
(we suppose all eigenvalues of C are real and C is not defective).
Then:

-1
C. V·~· V
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and if WE~ introduce the "canonical" variabl'es

~' fjJ :- V' /L'~)

the system (20) becomes:

'It:!): .6}; (;-,J-I- 5')/<" '/4)
where:

Yj{j) defined by

(22)

(23)

It could be shown that for i = 0, Yo{j) the form

(24)

(25)
is a constant (m+2) x (m+2) matrix and Rj is a (m+2)where 00

vector. '..
(1(.1) T: [A) f!~r// ' "/ I!]

where po )/4.,) " . ~f.tu are real constants between 0 and 1,
and T me~ns eranspos~tion.

(26)

polynomial m&rix

ofWe -look for a solution of the "canonical" system (23)
the form ;i ~') =- :B-l' y) LJ

-f- (11<.1'

with Q. a constant (m+2) x (m+2) matrix, B. (j)a
and L ~a (m+2) - dimensiona~ vector ~

(l.j)T ~ (0) ?il) ?If; ... ) ?Ii]
here Ao/ j)'(J •. 0 .J /1 kt

ro) •
are non-zero eigenvalue of C is always ~

By repl~cing (26) in (23) we get (m+2) equations like

.,. ,+ A~ (;iJ~ .4j'-/- )2.)'2f 0' oJ+-.,o -=
I-I . , 2

-;:: •• , of- A.K Ai (ftg -1-'&1 (j-d ,l-~.2 !I-I).f . 0 .J I- ... +-

i-I 0 • 2 )
+- Ae (a() t- Of ;;-1) + Cf.<.(j-I).J. 0

'0 oJ- 0., (27)

where (JI) +4j+-.J2 jl..e. 0.). will be t~e (k!h) - .th element o~Bi(j)
and ap r- Ot J'-IJ.J- d2.r.!'-I)z-/... ~s der~ved from $'1'-1 (;-I)

From linearity of the system (23), it is enough to solve
the "partial ll problem
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it.~ (/;{)"f},'jt J2j~"')= A}( (j,o+-1J;, (;-1) -r- J2-r;"-.t)Z.,.. ... ) -t

+- (00 +.0, [;'--1) +- ell fj'-rJLf- ... )

(28)

where a Q, a /.1 a z.. J' "

be found.
are given and .J.JJ J .1;'" he.) . - . are to

When in the (n-1) th, (n-2) th, ••• , 1 at derivate of (28)
(here n is for degree of the "a" s po1ynom j is replaced by i,
we get

when and

ctl(--Af;. I-.N ..,)

as
- Ak (,tli- f)

when /2 t..:= Ak ., In the last case, bo will be
from the initial conditions.

determined

The new value Q. are computed in a similar way,but is much
simpler because n = O.~

After we have got the B.(j) and Q. values, they can be wred
fo~ getting B,+] (j) hand 0;.+1 corresp6nding to the next value
of i; on the 6tfier hand, by replacing Y, (j) from (26) in (22), it
is an easy ~ask to compute the temperatUre vector 9i{j) in sec-
tion i at every time j. .

~ometimes, A.-t... and ill< are very close; thts lswhy the cxm
puter program uses a trick in order to assure numerical accuracy.
Also, a subroutine which outputs a high-precision eigenvalues of
C matrice is provided.

The following lines will present the results obta1ned b y
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1,..11t:l app.1.~cat~on of the model and solution method for a construc
tive and functional situation thus defined:

- The pipe diameter which the heat carrier passes through:

d i = 0.1 m

- the length of the storage module : h = 10 m
- the diameter of the storage module : d = 2.1 m
- heat carrier water which circulates with a velocity of

w =80 m/h fact that leads to a valu8 ofRe = 4,000
- initial soil ~emperature and then 10 C
- inlet water temperature was considered constant in time

and equal with 90oC.

The effective calculus was developed with nj =1 (namely,
the thickness of the module was divided into 20 steps each 0 n e

~r = 0.05 m). Vertically the pipe height was considered as di
vided into 20 acctions each one having the length of 0.5 m.

The respective results are pr&~ented in f~gures 2 and 7.It
is observed that under the specific service conditions, after a
relatively short time of about 2 days, it can be concluded that
the temperature along the whole length of the pipe is an approxi
mately constant maximum value. This is due to the great value 0 f
the criterion Bi = 8 (rated to radial step) that physicaly leads
to a rapid enough increase of temperature on the surface of the
pipe. This heat convective flux rapidly decreases in order to be
compatible with the migration possibilities of heat conductive
flux. This fact leads to conclude that in this case the determi
nation of the heat field under steady regime could be performed~

means of a more simple model that neglects the differentiati 0 n s
among the various vertical sections caused by the gradient or the
fluid temperature.

This more simple model is similar to that one presented in
the case of the cooling process, the dDference being present
Ohly concerning the first equation, that in the case of this
process it results according to a limit condition of Neumann type
(null flux) and in this case it must be according to a boundary
cOndition of III type.

In the situation when-the inlet function (the temperature
of heat carrier at the addmission into the pipe)has a certain~

oscillation the three phases: loading, unloading and cooling are
replacing rapidly enough and have existence periods that depend on
time vari.ationof inlet function.

The results obtained in a storage module are given in fi
gures 8 and 11 in order to present the thermal behavior at an in
land function with ,a certain oscillation in, time, and to show the
importance of the numerical method. The characteristics are a s
follows:

- the pipe diameter which' fluid passes through: di = 0.1 m
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- the length of the storage module : h=5 m
- the diameter of the storage module: de = 1.0 m
- the heat carrier, water which circulates with velocity of

w = 8 m/h leading to a value Re = 400: 0
- initial soil and water temperature 10 C
- inlet\'llater temperature which varies according . to the

diagram in fig.8.

In 10 and 11 it is observed that cylindrical thermic ware
is maintained. The oscillations of heat carrier temperature (fig.~

are dephased and damped according to the respective soil.layer.The
relatively small oscillation of the heat carrier temperature 0 n
the height of storage module permits the usage of the simplified
mathematical model, mentioned above (temperature is variable i n
time) •

The same storage module was also tested to a value of Re =
4,000, namely a circulation water velocity of 80rn/s, resulting an
increa$of temperatures level and this of addmited thermic flux
caused by the increaseof convective thermic transfer coefficient •
The circulation rate value generally leads to an increase in the
thermic oscillations amplitude. However more rapid results can be
obtained by the convolution product between addmission functionand
the response one at unite impuls of the storage module. This so
lution is more rapid then program development but presumes a pre
vious knowledge of the response function at unite impulse charac -
teristic to the respective storage' module. This function being
known, we can easily obtain data on temperatures fields,in the
storage module, as a result of various inlet functions. Because of
the numerical solution, the response function to unit thermic im 
pulse is in fact a group of functions characteristic to every node
of the respective network.

We can conclude that the mathematical model and numerical
solution permit the practical determination of the storage module
thermic field for any type of inlet function.

This is the reason why we can hope for the optimization of
this system and its use.

At the same time we'll try to give up the numerous simpli
fying hypothesis mentioned above.

The possibility of omitting the 1ol1owing two simplifi -
cations will be considered of great success:

- the neglecting of the longitudinal conduction.
- the constancy of physical parameters of heat carrier and

soil.

The renounce at these two hypothesis has serious influence
on the structure of mathematical model itself as well as on nume-
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rical.

The results thus obtained will permit the estimation 0 f
frontal heat losses of the storage module and thus of an efficiency
which is very important for systems of seasonal storage.
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- heat carrier current temperature

- soil current temperature

- circulation velocity of heat carrier
- soiltherrnic diffusivity

- factor of heat transfer by convection from
heat carrier to the surface of the pipe

- soil thermal conductibility

- thermal conductibility of heat carrier
- soil density
- heat carrier density

kinematic vis~ousity of heat carrier

- soil heat capacity

- heat capacity of hpat carrier

- current time

- longitudinal current time
- cross current space
- pipe radius

- step of radial network

- dimensionless number Nusselt

- dimensionless number Reynolds

- dimensionless number Prandtl
- dimensionless number Fourier
- dimensionless number Biot

- net work index on x qirection

- net work index on r direction
- time index
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111.18 A TECHNICAL SOLUTION FOR HEATING ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

HALLS USING A SEASONAL SYSTEM OF STORING THE

HEAT SUPPLIED BY SOLAR RADIATION COLLECTORS

Dan Constantinescu x)

This paper introduces the theoretical analysis of solar ra
diation collecting processes as well as those of storing the heat
that is obtained and its use during the cold season in order to
heat two halls sheltering pigs; these halls belong to a large an
imal husbandry complex in Calara9i. This analysis was used in dr~

ing up the plans for an installation which opened in 1984.

Besides the economic value of the solution, this installation
will be a pilot station as well, for the experimental control of
the conclusions offered by the theoretical study.

The main requirements of the study of the physiological be
havior of pigs are increased efficiency and reduced consumption
of fodder, proving a direct correlation between the highest meat
production and the factors of~helter inside microclimate. The
factors with influence on the proper breeding of pigs are /1/:

- inside temperature level
- amplitnde of inside temperature oscillation
- rate of fresh air edmttted in animal breeding halls.

The correlation· between the daily weight gain and the
perature is presented in Fig.l and depends on the weight of
anbmalsO The maximum value of the weight gain is obtained for
18 C-20 C inside temperature. '

The inside temperature oscillation has negative effects on
the above-mentioned factor; as is evident by the values in TableI.

x) Research Officer

Building Research Institute INCERC, Bucure~ti, Sos.Pantelimon

266, Sector II

Romania, RO 73559
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Inside temperature
variation lOCI

Constant value 20°C

16-27

10-32
4;"36

Table I

Daily average

weight gain /kg/

0.80

0.60

0.48

0.31

The fresh air admitted will especially eliminate the ~ban

dioxide emissions, which endanger the life of the animals. The
relation used in determining the fresh air rate is:

L = 1.3 n ....;;- /kg/h/ (1)

where:

n - number of animals jkg/

g - weight of an animal

L - fresh air massic flow-rate /kg/h/

~he heat emissions generated by the metabolic processes ,
for l8 v e inside temperature, are determined using relation

/KW/ (2)

W~len the world energy crisis started, important measures
to reduce energy consumption and even halting space h~ating in
animal shelters were adopted. Of course, negative consequences
on animal breeding and on economic efficiency occurred. The only
heat source in this situation is biological heat, which is insuf
ficient to ensure proper conditions of inside microclimate. -

In order to balance this situation, the first stage was de
voted to the use of solar energy as a heat source. The instal
lation project was based on the theoretical analysis which is
described in this paper and will be performed in Calara~i (440 N
latitude) •

II. Despription of technical solution.

~~he3space to be heated shelters 1,000 pigs in a volume of
10,000 m • The buildings exist already and are characterized by
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a 4,556W/K heat requirement index. The buildings thermal capacity
is 627,000 K~r/K. 'The biological heat emi§sions are of 150 KW. The
heating system uses warm air, covering both the heat requirement
and the rate of fresh air. The overall massic flow-rate is22,000
kg/h (l2,S<X> kg/h represent the fresh air).

The air is heated in water-air heating batteries with 2,430
W/K thermal characteristic. The pr~mary heat carrier is the warm
water stored seasonly in a 6,000 m tank. Water is heated by 2,800
water pellicle flat-plate collectors working in the period April
August. The inlet and outlet temperature values required in di~

roensioning the heating batteries are chosen by a thermal-economic
optimum calculus. The parameters conditioning this decision are:

- building thermal dapacity;
- building heat requirement;
- initial temperature of water in storage tank and its var-

iation in time;
- heat insulation rate of heat storage tank;
_. outside climate conditions.

t To and t Ro values have been determined by successive
tempts, the ins~ae heating tgermal progesses being .modelled
a range of values bet\t."~en 75 C and 40 C. The solution that
been chosen is provided by the pair of values:

t TO = 50°C

t
RO

= 300e

at
within

has

We should mention that the heating of animal shelters is pe~

formed only by using solar-heated water.

The calculuses performed on the mathematical model that was
worked out prove that no auxiliary heating of halls is required
beginning in March; the biological heat ensures the necessary mi
croclimate. In March, the water temperature in the storage tank
is of about 40°C. Starting with March, the water will be used
only to heat a greenhouse space used as hotbed and arranged on
the solar collector support. The water in the seasonal storage
tank is recirculated through the storage unit and heats the plant
space. Additional economic gains are obtained by revaluating the
plants and the installation service generates a maximum energy
without using heat pumps or other exergy producing equipments.

Figs.2,3 and 4 introduce the main service schemes of
tem. The initial and final temperature values of the water
tank, which are provided by the theoretical calculus, are
in the figures.
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III. ~hermal analysis mathematical models
of system constituent parts.

This chapter presents the heat balance equations specific to
the solar collectors as well as to the heat storage tank and to
the heated space. The analytical solutions that are derived allow
the system service analysis and the estimation of energy consump
tion and economic performances.

111.1. Water pellicle flat-plate collector

The solar radiation collecting unit is the water gellicle
flat-plate solar collector made of high temperature (-80 C) and
UV ray proofed plastics. Tbe!greenhouse effect is ensured by doub!!
glazing. The water that is taken over from the storage tank is
admitted in the collector space, then heated in the sunny hours
and again admitted in the tank. Water heating is therefore per
formed discontinuously and the collectors f"orm a pasive heating
system. Fig.S introduces the calculus scheme. The calculus hypo
theses are as follows:

- water heating is performed by thermodiffusion
- water thermophysical characteristics do not change ac-

cording to temperature. • ('
- overall heat loss coeffic1ent for x =d area is constant
- (O('~) coefficient is constant and equal to the ~aily av-

erage value
- solar radiati~a intensity and outside temperature values

are considered in III type boundary conditions by daily average
values.

The thermal response is represented by water temperature V!
riation in sunny hours ""(x, g ) •

The problem is expressed as follows:

(3)

with boundary conditions:

- Neumann type

~~\~=o:o
- IIIrd type

)()- _ -<'2:( ~ ~ )
::5;: \)(.col - A -e - I~. t¥

Initial condition
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where

t!'(x, 0) = -~ (5)

I + t e

The genera~ solution is given by. relation

z?(><.,<:) # z;.-f[6y CoJ{'Y'x)+ ~,h;'{,,·")J7{-'7·.I.a&') (6)

For the actual case / = 0 .10 mand taking into account
(4 1 ) and (4 2 ) boundary conditions, solution{7~ is obtained,

where

t?tx,~) ~ Z; - [~()75C()S"(~ '763 x)eyf- t?o32C)- ~ //9
c

. coS(~ 5(;';")e/t c;.. ~ ~2 ~)+ t? 35coS(~~ox),

. ~(-~.lS~)](~- ~)

x = x/d"

(7)

(8)

According to the climatic data specific to the Southern
part of Romania, the average daily sunny period in the warm sea
son (IV-VIII) may be considered of 7 h/day. The final temper
ature value obtained in the solar collectors may be used by re-
lation -.

2# - ~(~)_.::: ~ 8?5"COS(q7&'X)- 9(;)O/f.fCOS{~3(;~
4:-~
Fig.6 introduces the ~ (~) experlmental curves obtained

in the following da¥s: 28004.£983; 04.0501983; 05.05.1983 and
10.g5.19836 when ~:i:j 20 C and ~ = 35 C. In these days, t E€/
112 C, 122 CIs A satisfactory agregent between-the measured va
lues and the theoretical calculus is noticed. For measurements,
a 2 x 1 modulated collector was used, supplied with a pressure
drop tank and thermocouples placea at x = 0.00; 0.25; 0.50; 0.75;
1.09 coordinates. The average value (O(fi) = 0.68 and ~ = 4.64
W/m K. . /

Fig.7 introduces - as h,~tograrns and average curves - the
variation of the average final temperature of the heated water
in the solar collectors and of the collection efficiency ac-
cording to the number of water recirculations in the storage
tank. The curves plotted in a continous line are determined ac
cording to the hypothesis of perfect temperature stratification
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in tank and those plotted on a dotted U.ne represent the conse~

quence of the change in temperature distribution generated by the
thermodiffusion in the seasonal heat storage tank.

The technical solution that has been analyzed ensures water
recirculation in the tank for a period of 21 sunny days. The 21
days were included in the calculus in a period of 504 h C opti
mistic variant) up to 1,000 h (pes:; imistic variant).

At the end of the v th exchange, the averags temperature in
the tank is of 80.7oe. For safety, a value of 75 e was considered
in the design calculus. '

TIl. 2. Analysis of heat diffusion phenomenon

in the heat storage tank (charging period)

Temperature distribution in the seasonal storage tank de
pends on the heat diffusion phenomenon ali"'l has consequences on
the solar radiation collecting efficiency. The analysis of this
phenomenon is highly ,§Ophisticated; simplifying hypotheses are
required. This phenomenon is mainly dynamic. In this paper, a
discontinuous functioning of the system by successive settlings
of water layers at different temperature val~ss is admitted, in
order to prove the thermal stratification hypothesi.o valid. The
simplifying hypotheses are the following:

- the plane dimensions of the tank are v'ery large as com
pared to its depth;

- the tank is considered an adiabatic space;
- neither uplifts not pumping Water in and from solar col-

lectors generatE> t"lonvective :t16ws ion tank.

If two water layers at t and t R initial temperature values
are in contact, the vdriation rn time and space of the temperat
ure of the two layers is studied. -

The following solution (see Appendix 1) results:

~ (x, (?) = t c - (tc - t R ) <P (x, ~ ) (9)

where

<}CX, ~)

and

+ Iii?

_4 2 ag
e.r (- .Ii ~ # 2. ) [ hi,

..k.iYd~ -+- xl.J
II
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+.6
R

= H

The water is considered to be recirculated in 1,000 h as a
practical application of the solution descrbbed above. The typical
situation of the second exchange is t c = 54 C and t R = 3.7oC. The
following situations were analyzed: ~R/H = 0.75; 0.50; 0.25 with
~ = 1 h and ~ = 700 h time units. The temperature variation curves

are presented in Fig. 81 3 (~= 1 h) and 91 2 3 (~= 700 h). The
conclusion is that in ~~~'end of the period,'~Aeer temperature in
the bottom zone is considerably different from the initial period.
The direct consequence is the decrease of collection efficiency
(see Fig.7).

Two parameters specific to the heat diffusion phenomenon
were defined:

1. Diffusive heat transfer rate:

R'J:'D = (fo)

(II)

According to the values in Fig.81 ,213 and 91 ,2,3 the
sults will be:

Table II

re-

12.41 26.91

0.87 0.40

CASE I II III

RTD 2.18 103 5.80 103 13.05 103

~e 5.00 103 1.87 103 0.83 103

IV v VI MU

46.61W/ m2

0.23 m

The above mentioned values indicate a good thermal stratifi
cation in the tank. The calculus performed according to the hypo
tHesis of uniform temperature in the storing mass leads to the
conclusion that the average seasonal performance decreases by about
8%. The actual values are therefore expected to belong to thisr~

of error. This working method is of course accepted in practical
design calculuses, but this is not the purpose of this paper.
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are

where

III.3. Overall analysis model of storage tank

thermal dischargin~ and of space'heating

The thermal discharging of the tank (for heating two halls
and by heat losses to ground and to outside air) is studied by
overall heat balance equations. This method is a simplified variant
of the UTR method /2/ to be used in design calculuses (UTR = Uni
tary Thermal Response).

Calculation hypotheses~

- initial temperature of water in tank is uniform;
- the thermophysical parameters of water and of insulating

materials do not vary with the temperature;
- while water is introduced from the hall heating circuit

into the tank no d~wned jets occur;
~ heat transfer through soil is controlled by steady-state

heat balance equations thanks to the good heat insulation of the
tank;

- temperature and position of underground water are two
constant values;

- The thermal response of the space is controlled according
to the outside temperature values equal to the monthly daily ave
rage values in succession of identical diurnal cycles; 

- the heat balance of the s~ace is studied by steady-state
equations; buildings massiveness represents the inertial element.

The calculus stages are briefly the following:

1. Determination of the zone where the heat flow lines dis
perse towards the outE?ide air and the underground water (Fig.lo').

For the two possible positions, p. and Pb' values ma and.mbdetermined by relations /3/. a

= >-'So~ ((3:.+R.0+_II_)-t~+~+Ui-'~9f+R~'{
ma ~~; ( O(1i, "Ie- A./oL l. e Joi J

{
· L ® 2. ®H 1

_ AloL [..!- -I- ..!-. +(.H - 0<') -;- + Qit-J ij' - (;;: + l2'i"+L )
Ilb -( - • )..2., _~ 0(1,: Offe /\J'oL l.' :ioL

.q - 0(1 7' +U(,

tJ(6) - tjz. = -~:--_--
J tJr&) - ze

For the range tt( g) E: [3SoC,· 7S0 C] \J t € L-IOoC,ISoCJ
ma~ 0 results and therefore mb is the only possIble position.
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~ = 0,174, in which sensible heat is stored, in water heated
in a ~lat plate collector system, each cqllector being connected
in parallel, with three recirculations per season of the water
in the tank. They may be also applied to recuperators of heat
resulted from residual energies.

The main problems dealt with in the paper refer to: _
- the physical model of the processes in the storage tank;
- the mathematical model of temperature distribution along

the tank vertical for "thermal storage-discharge";
- the adequate selection of heat-exchangers fed from the

tank, in dynamic condition;
- establishing the period for an efficient utilization of

the storage tank in order to supply the industrial consumer b y
means of heat exchangers with a view to subsequent coupling t 0
a heat pump.

THE PHYSICAL MODEL

The thermal condition in the tank is non- steady, the ana
lyzed system being forced circulation (fig. 1). It depends mainly

PUMP

SEASONAL
STORAGE TANK

PUMP

Figure 1

HEAT
EXCHANGER

....- ....-w

to consumer

from consumer

on: the thermal efficiency of the solar collector (or recuperahr),
parameeer variable with time and dependent on solar radiation in
tensity and external climatic factors; the temperature of the wa~

drawn off the tank, variable with time; duration of water circu 
lation through the collectors in the sunny period; duration 0 f
water cooling in the tank or number of sunless days; optimum qua
lity and thickness of heat insulation; tank geometry; tank location
(outdoors, partially or wholly buried). The mere enumeration 0 f
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these factors elonquently points to the complexity and difficulty
of approaching a research of this kind.

The physical model drawn up by the authors is,briefly the
following:

a. i.n the period of the heat storage:
_. the hot water from the co'llectors (or the recuperator)

is introduced as horizontal warm jets into the initially. c o-ld.
steady water existing in the limited space of the tank Ill, 121 ,
13/.

The jets penetrate through the do = 20 rom diameter inlets
of three distributing rings made of ¢ 218 x 9 piping with respec
tively 20,35 and 45m diame~ers. They are submerced and buoya~t,

with coldwater entrainment in density currents (of Archimedes
type) under th~ influence of buoyancy. The great circulated water
flow rates and the relatively great tank cross section determine
low average jet velocities, of the 0.03-0.0S'm/eforder; conse
quently, the hypothesis of circulation with hydraulically steady
and quasi'-steady ,density inlet is justified. During the heat
storage period (9 hours approxmmately/day between April, 1 and
October, 30-th, in Bucharest - Romania) heat transfer is due t 0
forced convection (molar) and to conductive thermal diffusion
(molecular) •

b. during the cooling or sunless daX eer~od, heat transfer
is due SotH to the enthalpy flow rate in buoyance (Archime des)
and to conductive thermal diffusion.

,

For example, the supply of water jets having a temperature
lower than of the first water layers in the tank, a case thatllcan
frequently occur towards the end of the thermal storage period"
(in September-October), sets off an unstable stratification, with
the occurance of buoyancy which is what, causes the transfer 0 f
enthalpy from the hot zone to the cold zone and, by free convec
tion, the redistribution of temperatures along the tank vertical.
In ~he case of a drastic thermal insulation (k. ~ 0.1 - 0.15
W/m .0C) the effect of edge currents is neglij!~le, heat losses
being, reduced and conductive thermal diffusion becomes the de 
cisive transfer process in the thermal stratification along the
vertical when buoyancy exists, edge density currents occur and
thermal s·tratification is accompanied by mass and heat transfe r
enthalpy) •

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Assume-tions:

- the real discharge of the hot jets through the inlets
of the distributing rings may be equated to a steady d~nsity cir

. culation at low velocities, actually hydraulically steady;
- in each Il characteristic" water layer in the tank,t h e
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thermophysical parameters are considered mean and invariable wi~

time. ~Their real variation with time and. space is practically im
possible to be expressed mathematically but for a reduced layer
thickness, the variation of 9 ., )., c ,,II. with time is un-
essential;. P

- the radial temperature gradient are negligible
- the tank is located outdoors, at ground level,
- the initial cold water temperature is constant and uni-

form along the tank vertical.

1. The model of "Thermal Storage" (with Stable Stratifi 
cation), According to th~ diagram in fig.2 the conservatipn ba
lance may be written f9r any layer in the differential form /1/,

. /2/, /5/:

~ ~
~T-l§o'~~.LL.A,"""""~L.££.~~(.L.,G~~JC.L.,,t.~~~~:LL,t.~~~2

It-;Ct----.;..----.-,;~-----..;..-----------:...-__Dia
I
I
I

... I

~l t f&f H~'77/77/77.'~~~~"77"7~777'77'7';~,..,..,,7'7'7"'::~~__~

" l-
I

I,,
J~,t1rsr----~---.:.-------i!-----:-------JS

Oit~ZZ~~2'ZZ2Z2Z2ZZZZ7777n77/"7'n"7.i"""i7T7~'?"7'7'77'7"':~J§ W..l
N

Fi gure 2

ffc~ .;~:) ~ n1c~<,- (~c- ~)-k;z sR{4-~ (1)

~ using the Euler method modified /5/, /7/, as approximate nume
rical method for the integration of type (1) equations, in finite
differences, there results:
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(5)

The unknown t in relation (2) has been eliminated by coupling
it to the Hott~!-Whillier balance equation /4/, /5/, regarding
flat solar collectors:

Q. - (-1.J.. I - ~ e +t· ~ )J
. (J =.me C,k "V.c. - Ct~c. ):= 5p fk Ldo g If!' - /(p C I -2, c:: - 4; (3 )

having as result the final form:

.J6 1- {S . t. .3:l£. .(J. 0(. 'iI.11') (4 )
'f.C = I"'(!. '!..e + 'I"" f te of- Itp

in which, I

kp ·Sp .1R
f3 ~ 2;117,~

On the assumption of a complete mixing in each characte 
ristic water layer (of Ay = 10 cm thickness and N = 100 layers)
the general relations have been obtained:

a. In the storing period

- layer (1):

e+l J r. t:. ~ L-' - ( ..1. fl.) It . . J"4 =1;/ + Tn,,~ • me Cpc.' "t c - T;( J - ( t, -4)(If.~ 'S"C/ + /("2 ,S,-t.)
- layer (j):

J::~t-' "l~ A t.6 l-' - . ~ "") ~. i.) J
j ~ i .,. fIJi ~. me 1>e (""-.I -~ - (t· -~) k iz '~t (6)

- ~ayer (N):

t;~J'= f: -t- ~"~JJme c~ (~;'4 -t",') -(of:-~XIi"5"'1t...1' J{i.l'-\~(7) .

b., In the cooling (or sunless daX) period

rr.+./ Art r.. ~ . 1
~ :: t., - m CP. IJ~ -fe)(k'., 'S'id + k'i2 '~l) + OJ(

• ~ .. .. _ 'J

where Qf = cr.;- ( J::4""- t2,."") .S. ,represents the conduct&ve
flow rate (by diffusion) between layers 1 and 2;

- contact area between layers.
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In these relations c~c. = ep, =" ep.2, =cP" :: It, /<9 I<j I 'ft'k
d;~J: • ..... J; :'*
fY}, =1111. -::' •••• -mJl =- HIN

The stability and convergence of the system of type (5-7) and
(8-10) equations was assured by the time step t1~ = 1 h for
.8; = 10 cm; N = 100) the error being below 1% /1/, /2/, /5/,/6h

For the 20,000 m reinforced concrete cylindrical tank there have
been consider~d VR= 20,000 m; D~ = 50,5 m; hI = 10m; k l =~N =
klz= 0,16 W (m. C); t. = 15 C; S = 3774 m; Vc =37,74m /h •
(3 recirculations per s~A~on of the i water volume in the tank )
~10 1/m2 .h; wo = 0,077 m/s; type I.A.E.Alexandria flat 2solar

collectors, having: ml = 10 l/m.h; S = 2 m; kp = 907 W/(m • C) ;
F'= 0,89;~t = 0,78 and being each coBnected in parallel. By run
.Jl-in.g the program "S0LARIS-ICB-Heat Engineering Department" deawn
up by the authors /1/, /2/, it has resulted that the cooling phe
nomenom occurs in the upper hot water layers as against the ad
joining lower ones, hence an unstable stratification takes place.

n
This phenomenon is caused by the intake of water di~ge

from collectors with condi·tion tf"',C ~ t l , hence, by the occurance
of buoyancy which, in October, operates/intensely, leading t 0
full quasi-mixing of the water in"the tank.

the

{

0, t f •e~ -1:"
'-JI,/ i fh f =- " -1-, J.

) 'tIC. 4- t..f

the microprocessor automation of

.
f· me. ,

For these reasons ana also saving pumping energy during
the heat storage period, the mathematical model of stratification
(without buoyancy) is valid only with a control function of the
type:

Which may be obtained by
storing system.

Thus, the model is confined only to the cases of stable
stratification, where the influence of buoyancy ms null.

2. The model of unstable stratification

The authors have extended this model for an unstable stra
tification of the type schematized in fig.3. The occurrence of
free convection in the fluid in the presence of a temperature non
linear field (dependent on time or as a result of the intake of
the hot jet into the tank) with the non-linear variation of den
sity is set off by the buoyant force (Archimedes);
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Figure 3

The time interval for· the circulation on height t:.y, is:

(Ill

velocity:and the

A ~ _" / ~.Y ~.,
U fQ - V c1~g

"buoyancy" theoretical

_" IJJA.J
W p - V ..tfo 0 (12)

. For JLiquide (water) .f~:o ~ (!J (1;-T)=(> A T and the determi-
nant similitude criterion, 'in the assumption of· a linear variation

~ = ~ LT> is Proude densimetric, Fn = w/[a'J"(~S/S'.o)J

With 10-[~ ~Al , Grashof criterion is also obtained"

T Gr : 3-$3J
/>AT

For fluid layers heated in volume, Sparrow /8/, studying the ana 
lysis of linear stability, introduces Rayleigh criterion: Ra =

::Gr·'Pr-·~ (3'''j~ h 70S"?) / (~. 1t)
. Theoretical and experimental .research has demonstrated the

existence of a Racr which separates stable stratification from the
unstable one, but thickness y (of the unsteady layer) cannot bemas
tered, being a parameter which cannot bring about progress in this
problem. The critical Rayleigh number depends on hydrodynamic and
:thermal boundary conditions and on the non-linearity N, '¥Ihich re
presents a measure of the deviation of the real profile of densi 
ties as against the linear, classical one /8/.

Buoyancy velocity depends, too, on many factors such as:
mixing length between the hot and co~d particles, fluid layer fric
tion, advancing resistance of the hot water.. mass into the cold one,
the diffusion kinetic coefficient, etc.
Its mean value is, /1/ : . / J .

Wp: -f SIW:/'J)d:J~ fvJ.t~: (13)

o
and the effective mean velocity of the layer:
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(14)
W~I =:~! W p

(with sign + at the wall and - in the central zones).
The entalpy flow rate transferred by buo~ancy is:

Qp = mp 4, .=. 1:: Jo ~p' cp·S Cpo fa (15)

where r= So/IS ) (st'< I) . For two significant layers "j" and
"j-l" in wh~ch buoyancy takes place, the adjusted conservation e
quations result:

'(16 )

(17)

A 0' - e '.
tnj CPi ' A ~ =-k i2 . ~,l ,( ~. - te) - ~, -Q p

• )..' ,- ~ Il; ~

QJ = r-' s L~ t· -(t -~ + tj1-1) 1
"+4 ~ D~ f~- S Ct.'" 1) Q Q]tj = S·:.... miC;; Lki2 j)( i -le t i + P (18)

The modified equations have been used to write a prog~am

for the simulation on computer of the model with stratificatio n
and buoyant force, when tj ::> tj-i . Figure 4 shows the tempera 
ture profiles traced on ~omputer at the (end of each Signifi cant

of

where
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mou.th during the"thermal storage " l?eriod of the tank.

3. The Model. of "Thermal-Discharge" of the tank

According to the diagram in f~g.-l and the assumptions:
- the tank supplies a low temperature industrial consumer

by means of a surface heat-exchanger;
- the primary heat-carrier in the exchanger (the hot water

in the tank)" is taken over by the upper part of the tank through
the same distribUi:~ng rings used at the thermal "storage" stage;

- after being used in the exchanger, the primary heat car
rier is again driven into the tank by a circulation pump; this re
admission is performed by the concentric rings at the bottom of
the tank;

- the heat exchanger operates in a dynamic, un-steady state:
on the side of the secondary agent, the parameters (temperatur e ,
flow rate) remain constant with time, which implies the perma-
nent modification of the temperature and flow rate of the primary
agent taken over from the tank;

. - thermal "discharge" begins from an initial thermal stra-
tification corresponding to the end of the "thermal storage"(fig.
4, October).

The thermal condition in the tank has been simulated ma
the~aticaly, using the equations type (5-7), (8-10), associated
with the heat balance of the heat exchanger:

Qu'= m1Cp~ [t; (fl;)-t.," (Ib)] 'zs: m.t.cp.z.· (t"-t;) ~ k (fb) .50 ~im(f6~ 19)
. ann

For the annual thermal requirements of an industrial consumer:Qt=
= 1749 Q': Qt.= 0.62893Gaal7h. /2/ and a eeat supply chart corres
ponding ~o table 1,the type leMA B-55-0L/8 x 3,5m horizontal mul
ti-tubular sectional heat excnanger, having the surface So = 8427
m2 has been tested.

TAB.1

Repartition of the thermal duty of the industrial consumer
supplied from the storage tank

MONTH XI. XII. l 1/: II/.
Q;"n/Qt~ % 1~.5 .2J.1 ~6.6 22. " /6.9

~f1Il!c1", ·C 6.1 0.9 -2.2 -0.1 4.6

td It; I °c ,35/;fJ 41/28 "5/30 42/28 37/26
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Figure 5

Figure 5 presents th~ evolution of thermal stratification at tank
"discharge" by means of the heat exchanger, sized for peak con
ditions (January) and tested on computer in a dynamic regime. Fi
gure 6 shows the curves of variation with time of water tempera
ture when entering the tank, t'(~ )and respectively of the ove
rall heat transfer coefficient k (C'6). in figure 7.

CONCLUSIONS

- The authors'research has proved the necessity of simula
ting on computer the thermal processes in a tank for seasonals~

rage of the sensible heat in water heated by the sun (or by r e
sidual energies)~

- During the "thermal" stor~qe period, a thermal stratifi
cation occurs in the tank, especially during the first months April
-July, which in the end evolves to a full quasi-mixing~

- The mathematical model with stratification and without
buoyancy is restricted to the exist~nce of a stable stratified tem
perature field, hence to a control function F, (tf/~ ~ t). If un
stable stratification (the< t ) occurs, the influence of buoyancy
is decisive and the matnametical model worked out by the authors
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Figure 6

adequately answers the physical phenomena in the tan;...;
- The programs run on computer have proved thC'.t "thermal

storage" is practically over in September, the heat losse~ during
the month of October being non-significant at the 20,OOOm~ tank.
Therefore, interruption of circulation is advisable in October, a
step that will sav~ pumping energy. The mean temperature along l}~

vertical tank at the end of thermal "charge" is approx.64.5 0 C Ll

comparison with approx.57o C as results by applying a "fUlly mix:d "
calculus model /1/, /2/:

- The first stage of the thermal "discharge" by m~ans

a heat exchanger has been considered completed when the tempe. ,.
ture between the primary agent and the secondary one has decre~l~

below 4o C. In this case, the program run on computer, according to
the mathematical model of "discharge", with the initial st~atif~

cation (fig.5), has proved that the system may operate, with tl~

above mentioned heat exchanger, till January 23, or abou~ 84 de~s.

The second stage of "discharge" refers to coupling the s'corage :.>:'~

tern to a heat pump, thus obtaining total energy independence or to
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Figure 7

a classical addition source.
- At present, in co-operation with IPCT-Bucharest, INCERC 

B~charest and IeH-Bucharest, a pilot plant has been built fo~ the
heating of annex buildings30nthe ICH-platform, with the help 0 f
the heat stored in a 300 m experimental storage tank~ coupled to
41 flat plate solar collectors IAE-Alexandria (8=80 m ) and a heat
pemp ICPIAF-Cluj (26,000 local/h). In this ~ay 70-80% of the annual
h~·;:-.t requirement is met for an approx. 800 m built volume. Accor 
ding to the recordings of flow rates, temperatures, circulation~

locities of agents, the plant will enable the experimental testing
of the mathematical models worked out and the drawing of final con
c'~8\Ons on these research problems.

Because of space limitations, it was not possible to include
in the paper the results concerning the dynamic condition of the
heat pJmp and the efficiency of the storage system but they point
to the utility of seasonal storage systems in large capacity tanks.
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III.20 EXPERIMENTAL PILOT STATION FOR THE
" . .

SEASONAL SOLAR ENERGY HEATING SYSTEM

Rodica Grigore x)

Dan Berbecaru x)
x)Angela Costea

Cristina Hurducx )

Valentin BOC~ x)

The possibilities of using solar energy during I...ne whole
year and especially 1M winter, when heating consumption in build
ings grows, are conditioned first of all on the problem of solai
energy storage.

Providing solar energy storage can eliminate the time 1m-
pediment between the period of maximum solar contribution and
the period of maximum eonsumption.

At the experimental pilot station lin Buch~rest scheduled to
be built during 1985, the efficiency of the heating system will
be checked with th3 help of seasonally stored solar energy in an
above-ground 300 m storage tank that is thermally insulated. .

The installation is also provided with a heat pump in order
to increase the.efficiency of the system.

The experimental pilotstati6n will be ~he subject of a
large range of researches in order to check some theoretical ~YP2

theses.

During the cold period of the year, solar energy may be
used for hea~ing buildings.

The most freqently used systems are the passive systems,whiCh
use collecting walls protected by glasshouses, and active system&
that use solar collectors with air. These systems may r~duce about
35-40% from the annual heating requirement of a building.

In order to increase the utilization of the solar energy for
-heating industrial buildings, it is possible to use seasonal stor
age of solar energy-produced heat, which will be used during the

x) Engineers Design Institute for Typified Buildings - IPCT - •
21, T.Arghezi Street, sector 2, Bucharest, Romania
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cold season of the year. This system may be used for a maximum of
80-100% from the annual heating requirements.

The system is applied in many countries (1, 2, 3) and has
presented the aesired results.

During 1982-1983, IPCT undertook documentary studies (4, 5)
and economic efficiency analyses of different seasonal heat stor
age systems.

These systems are characterized by storage periods, thermal
potential of the storage, and the storage medium.

Among these, in the present stage, the greatest practical
possibility is represented- by seasonal heat storage, using solar
energy stored in the water from the thermal insulation tanks or
reservoirs.

In order to demonstrate the practical efficiency of seasonal
storage of solar energy, it has been decided to build an ~rmen

tal pilot station at I.C.H.Bucharest (Hydrotechnical Research In
sti tute) (6) that will be put to functional tests during this year.

IPCT will coordinate these research+ which will be carried
out by ICB (Construction Institute Bucharest) and INCERC (Building
Research Institute) - Solar Energy Laboratory.

2. The principle elements of the exverimental Pilot
Stations

The heating system that uses seasonally stored solar energy
for the experimental pilot station consists of:

- installation for solar energy collection;
- heat storage tank;
- heat consumer installation;
- solar district thermal station;
- aUXiliary heating source;
- automatation, measure and control installation;
- measuring and registering equipment of the working systems

of the experimental pilot station.

2.1. Solar energy collecting eguiement is provided with an

absorbing element and has a total collecting area of 80 m2 ( 40
pieces).

Solar collectors are South directed and have a 300 slope as
against the horizontal line; the collecting period being April-Octo
ber. -

The panels are assembled into 4 groups of 20 m2 , (10 pieces)
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that can be fed either in parallel or in series on groups.In this
way ca~ beteste~ the optimum method of cpnnecting the solar col
lectors' (in series or in parallel) so than function of the flow
circulated through them is a maximum temperature of the stored
waterfrorn the storage tank.

storage tank is m1tallic, of a vertical cylinder
a volume of 300 m ., with the ratio of the main

and DR = 7. 5 m•.

The
has

H
-~1

l?~
This tank is placed aboveground due to the 4 m. depth which

subsoil water. The storage tanks 60 m., deep excepting the bottom
of the tank, which is placed on a sandwich type foundation with
a 30 cm. polystyrene layer (fig.l).

2.2.
shape, and
dimensions

Fig.2 and 3 do present spec:L'fic aspects, during the storage
tank execution.

At the end of the storage perigd the maximum water temper
ature in the stor~ge tank will'be 70 C.

The. ~tored' heat at the end of the warm period of the year
will be about 15 Gcal. Heat loses in the/tank during the consump~

tion period are about 35% from the stored heat.

The tank works with a free water level.

It is provided with two perforaced ring pipelines, one at
the top and the other one at the bottom, both~' of them used, a
function of the working regime (storage or heat consumption), as
repression or absorbtion equipment. . .

2.3. The heat consumer is represented bY2the new laboratory
into the hydraulic testing hall of about 210 m •

The no£malthermal load of the user is of 26,000 Kcal/h and
the annual thermal load is of 15.5 Gcal. From the heat storage
tank is taken over only 80% from the annual thermal load.

Nominal param~tersof the heat carrier into the heating
equipment are 60/40 C. The rooms are heated with pance convecto
radiators of CRP type.

The heating equipment is connected to the seasonal
stored source in indirect circuit because of the possible
ance of the micro-organisms.

heat
apper-

2.4. The district thermal station provides the heat loading
of the storage tank during April-October period and the feedingof
the heating consumer with the stored heat during November- March
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period.

rier;

It consists of the following principale equipment:

- circulation pumps for the primary and secondary heat C8.r

- 2 heat exchangers with baffle block type B 7 - Arn/6x3 mi
- compression heat pumps GPCF - 31,5.4.

ICH solution, the district thermal station, could not be
provided with a heat auxiliary source working with a heat carrier
for heating.

2.5. ~he auxiliar¥ source is represented by electric radia
tors with oil, thermal ~n5ulated, placed into heated rooms. The
systems represents 15-20% of the nominal heating load in the no
minal calculus conditions (the temgerature into the tank at the
end of the heating period is of 15 C). The electric radiatorscan
cover about 25% from the nominal heating load.

2.6. Automattion, measure and control installations forthe
experimental pilot station are presented in the third chapter.

2.7. The measure and registering installations for thework
ing conditions of the experimental pilot ·station (10) were pro=
vided to allow a large range of experimental research according
to those presented in chapter 5.

3. !:'le working scheme of the heating system, using seasonal
stored solar energy'

into

During the solar radiation period of the hot season (April
October), when the automatic regulatorSIRIS apprehends a temper
ature difference of minimum 15 degrees between the water temper:
ature from the bottom tank and the solar collectors, the solar
energy collecting installation is set in motion by the help of
P 1 or P 2 pumpsp function of the working conditi0ns desired eee
chap.5.l.).

The water heated in the solar energy collectors is intro
duced into tne ·ton of the tank with anextremly low speed in order
not to disturb the thermal stratification. Thermal stratificaion
ensures t~e working of the solar collector installation with a
high pr lctivity degree.

~t the end of the heating season, water from the tank re
ached the highest temperature degree.

The solar energy collecting equipment is emptied for the
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cold period of the year in order to avoid its freezing.

During the heating season, when the heat stored in the star
age tank is "consumped II, the pumps will absorb water from the top
of the tank and after the heat is extracted, it is driven back to
the bottom tank, checking permanently the thermal stratification
of the water.

In the first period (November-December) when water from
the tank has a high temperature, the heat extraction is worked
through the heat exchanger supplied with P 3 and P 4 pumps, a
function of the heat requirement of the user.

After water yielded the heat to bhe heat carrier of the
user (with Bominal parameters of 60/40 e), it has a temperature
of about 40 C and it is driven back into the tank.

When the whole tank has the same (40o C) temperature by the
gradual extract~on of the higher temperature from the top, the
heat pumps will start working, supplied by the pumps ~ 5.

The heat pump works when water fror.l the tank reacheFi lSoC,
from this moment becoming inefficient. ~heoheat pump inc~eases

the water thermal potential to· about 60,70 C. As the chosen heat
pump has a greater capacity than necessary, it will work inter
mittently.

In order not to use a greater heat quantity that is neces
sary, an autornatis regulator RPT was provided. It checks the heat
carrier temperature ~n the installation.

~ .
The automatic ~et was aLso provided to work the electric ra

diators in order to obtain the proper inside temperatures.
,

The system is provided with a registering system for the prQ
duced heat by the help of solar energy and for the heat stored
into a tank.

The system also registers the consumped heat from the tank
and the electric energy consumed by the heat pump and the auxil:i:lr.y
heating system~

4. Specific cal~~lus aspects

4.1. Determination of the storage volume

In order to establish the storage volume hipotheses are made
that subsequently, will be checked by an exact calculus in conformi
ty with tne directions given at chap.4.S. and 4.6.

The calculus relations are!
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v =
QR 3

-------------- m
(trfin_ trin ) cp • 10-3 )

Q
R

= Q~til + 9
PR

;

where:

V = water volume of the tank (m3
);

Q = total heat quantity stored into the tank from the
R beginning of the heating season (Gcal);

Qktil= useful heat quantity from the tank (Gcal)i

QpR = heat losses from the storage tank during the consump
tion perriod of t~e stored heat (Gcal);

t fin = average final water temperature from -he storage tank
R at the end of the storage time period (CoC)i' '

tin = initial water temperature into the storage tank (OoC).
R

The useful stored heat will cover only a part of the annual
heat requirement of the user, due to the practical necessity to
have a spare auxiliary source that must cover the peak loads. The
heat pump contribution (thermal equiya1ent of the electric energy
for the compressor) also has to be considered.

- it followE; the calculus

util ~" (QI< v drt.
QR = 0.8 Qj - . PC -QPe) =0.8 Q; - Qpe
QRutil= Q +f""'\ V

R sc l.,,(.pc

util QUTil. Q
QR = R. .... pc:: OR -Q,PR +Qpe.

where:

Q~n = annual heating load of the consumer (Gcal)i

= annual quantity of heat provided by the storage
tank through the heat exchanger (Gca1);

t " ,
QSC= (1 - x ) % Q~ ~~

= the heat quantity taken over from the storage tank
through the heat pump vapourizer (Gcal);

VQpc = x % QR

= annual heat quantity provided by thKcondenser of V
the compression heat pump (Gca1)~ Qpc =130 ••• 150% Qpc

= annual thermal equivalent of the Q~c - Q~c electric

energy used for the heat pump compressor~
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x = quota of the heat frmm the tank that will be taken
over by the help 8f ~he h~~t pump from a water
temperature of 40 C to 15 C.

= total heat quantity provided from the heat storage
tank considering also the heat pump contribution .
(Gcal) •

For the nominal calculus conditions of the ev,:>erimental
pilot station:

Q~n = 15.2 Gcal
~

tin = l50 C
R

the following hypothesis was considered:

t
fin = 650 CR

QpR = 33% QR
K

140%Qpc = Qpc
x = 50%

Thus, it resulted:

OR = 15 Gcal; QpR = 5.3 Gcal; QUtil = l2~4 Gcal.

The '1:Olume of the storage tank:

V = 15 = 300 m3

(65 - 10) 10- 3

4.2. Average heat transfer coefficient of the tank

This coefficient was determined of the account of the Con
struction Institute Bucharest - ~hermotechnical Department3(7)st~

dies and is assimilated with the cylindrical tank of 300 m of
Arhimede type with a cube placed on the ground.

In the thermal insulation conditions presented in chapter 2,
it resulted an average heat transfer coefficient:

KR = 0.11 w/m2 K (0.095 Kcal/m2h grd).

4.3. Devices of driven back and absorption of water from
the tank.

The devices are identical, as they reciprocally change their
part function of the working regime (storage - consumption). These
devices are provided to the upper and lower parts of the tanks as
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some ring shaped devices with repression ~paces In order to have
a uniform distribution the forebay principle was adopted:

~s 'f<o,SSd'4- orl lstr.

It resulted a maximum driven back speed through apertures.

4.4. Determination of the solar energy collecting ares

There were taken into consideration the following nominal
working conditions of the collection equipment. They were determi
ned on the account of some previous studies (6,9).

Also taken into conBideration was the four-time water circu
lation from the storage tank during t~e hot season and a specific
flow on the primary circuit of 10 11m panel.

:=

The solar colle~tors

- T . V . 10
Sp :=

a • 2. 11 s

where:

are supplied in parallel.

4 • 300 . 103
:= 76 m2 ~ 80 m2

10 . 15&9

T := 4 volums/season; a := 10 1/1"n2

hs = 1589 hours, the time period for solar energy collect
ion during the hot season.

4.5. Calculus of the stored heat quantity into the
storage ta~

During the heat loading, the main parameter that determines
the stored heat quantity is the final temperature of the water
from the tank.

Q
R

:= V (t~irl - t~n) C
p

• lO-3/Gcal •

The knowledge of the water temperature from the tank and it§
distribution on the vertical line represents a problem of great iE
terest from our scientists.

The determination of the water temperature from the tank is
achieved with the help of an equation system that has a mathematic
pattern to operate the storage system. IPCT has carried out this
mathematic model data program set (9).

There are two extreme limits of this phenomenon, also condi
tioned by the distribution method of water from the tank, the real
situation may be somewhere between then:

- the homogenization of water temperature from the tank by
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the m~x~ng of hot water that comes from the solar panels with
water from the tank, resulting an uniform temperature - STOMEX
program;

- the perfect stratification of water temperature from the
tank, through which it is supported no heat and _~ss exchange is
happening, creates a delimiting surface between the hot water
that comes from the solar panels and the cold water from the t~.

This surface is acting from top to bottom as a piston - SOSTRA
program.

The equations of the heat balance form the heat loading
3 ystem of the tank in the homogenization variant, are:

Sp F; I<~ [t" _trR +tp.; (L\ - 6 1 ) } =G p [ t
rR

_t~-f+ (LI -6
1
)}5 Cp

~~1V·tR =.nGp (tTP -61 )+ (VR-n·Gp)t~

t J ..J- (..L-ftj t ) / Jit kR5)
R ::. Le -+LR - e . e. XPt' g c p ) )

4 - m [tTP _t~-f + (A -6,,)J
(t-rP- te).Dr

The used nota.tiQns are:

S = solar panels surface;
p

F ' = factor of the heat transport through solar panel;
R

K
t =E

= heat global transmission coeffic~ent, defining heat
loses of the solar panel (kcal/m h grd);

t~ = exterior equivalent temperature °C, having the ex
.r.l pression:

o(~

o(~ = factor of the absorption transmission of the panel;

I~ = solar radiation intensity (kcal/m
2
h);

o= outside temperature ( C);

virtual average temperature of water from the tank
wi thout h eat losses (I;B rfect thermal insulation - °C);
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= average water temperature from the tank (oC);

on th~ primary circuit (grd);

solar circuit (panels storage

water temperature drop

the same, on the input
tank) (grd);

the flow into the primary circuit (m3/h);Gp =

m =

A =

ratio of the heat losses in the primary circuit to the
collected heat by the solar panels;

time coefficient that includes the thermotechnical and
geometrical characteristics of the tank;

A = f (K
R

V);
1

t TP = ~~~;r;~~~~s°70~~~ primary agent at the outlet from the.

n = number of hours per day of the solar collection instal
lation service (hours).

The unknown elements that are determined (hour and day) are:

t R i t; itTP i 6 i~.,i

The equations of the heat balance - for the heating loading
system for the tank in the stratification variant - are made for
two areas: the hot area and the cold area.

-Spf~ I<:r[tE - tTP.t~~ - (ll -4.) ] =Gpft,~7~~\(~-D1)]S~f

V~~ .t;: =nGp(trp-~1) + V;~4 .t~~4
\ I t j t j

\ I j t j j )
VI<' R. = Re.o VRC"" R ... (YR - VRc

t:c : te ~ (t:: -ie)e- AC

t i _.; - (_ t i - f J..) -A ("
Rr - '-e R,.-+Le e

. f-t t J- 4 ),1 . . (f-rp ~ i.e) 6
tpo m l TP- Rr +(t:. -6. 'J' f:}.1=t,.,.-ti;-(1I-~.)-2iet45/j

The supplementary notations used are:

the average virtual temperature of wat~r from the hot
past of the tank without heat losses ( C);

= water average temperature from the hot past of the tank
(oC) i
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Nov. )

t Rr = water temperature from the cold part of the tank (oC);

VRC = hot water volUIT~ from the tank (m 3 ).

Ac ::::; f (I{R I VRC
Ar ::::; f (KR,V - VRC )

The unknown elements are:

The water temperature from the tank, t R, has the signif~

icance of a normal average. Eor the hot areas the t RC and t tern
peratures are determined in the condition of a homogenizati~~ re
sulting from the temperatures mixture from the hot area.

The necessity of providing a safety degree for the experiLen
tal pilot installation made it possible to adopt the homogeniza- 
tion variant of water telllpe.cature from the t'ank during the loading
period, in the l~rmal conditions presented into chapter 4.4.

The final water temperature from the tank (at the 1st of
f · ()is - t In::::; 65 C.. R

Adequately to this temperature, the stored heat quantity into
the tank at the end of the warm period is:

Q
R

::::; 300(65 - 15 ) 1 • 10 3 = 15 Gcal

For the monthly evolution of water temperature into the t~

as well as the seasonal evolution of the heat quantity, there was
drawn up the diagr~m (fig.5).

4.6. Heat quantity deliverea. from the tank to the consume~·.

This heat is composed of ·the delivered heat through the heat
exchang-er when water from the tank has the temperature over 40° C
and through the heat pump when the water has the temperature under
40o C.

For· the calculus the automatic data process a IPCT-CONRE
was used.

The synthesis of the presented results as monthly evolution
is showed by the diagram of fig.5.

- the heat quanti ty in the tank at the beginning of the heat
ing season.

Q ::::; 15 Gcal
R

- the heat excess due to the thermal equivalent of the con
sumpted electric energy hy the heat pump.
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Ope :::;. 3 Gcal

- heat losses of the tank during the cold season.

QpR = 5.4 Gcal (36% OR)'

- the useful total heat delivered from the tank by the help
of the heat pump:

QUtil = QR - 0pR + Ope = 12.6 Gcal (82% Q~n).

- the degree of the annual heat requirement covered by the
solar energy and the heat pumps.

an = Quti J = 12 &= 83%
Qun 15,2.

- heat provided by the auxiliary source:

Qaux = Q~n_ QUtil = 2.6 Gcal

- the equivalent of the yearly saved fuel by the help of
solar energy seasonly stored:

3 12,6-3• 10 t cc = ---"'-"-'----
0.7.7000

• 10
3

tcc= 1.96 tcc

solar
pilot

to a

5 • .§.R.~cific ... research aspect!?

5.1. Th~~scertainmen~of the optimum~9rking conditions
of the solar collectors- .

Optimum working conditions must be established on the whole
heat collection and storage system, taking into consideration:the
productivity of the collection installation, the real conditions
of stratification or homogenization of water from the tank which
are also conditioning the heat losses of the tank. The final aim
is to obtain the highest temperature of water in the storage tank
~nd implicitly a more reduced storage volume.

The solar collectors may be sup~lied in seri2s or in paral
lel, with a variable flow from 10 11m • to 30 11m .

The water from the tank may be carried through the
panels and its circulation may vary for the experimental
equipment from 1 to 12 passings/sjason, which 3corresponds
circulation pumps flow from 0,2 m Ih to 2,4 m Ih.

Applying the calculus programs mentioned in' chapter 4.5. for
the two specific cases of stratification-homogenization, it re
sulted the data presented on the diagrams from fig.6.

The most favoracle s~tuQ~ion is one with the water stratifi
cation into the tank, ~hen the supp~y of the solar collectors is
made in serie with a flow of 10 11m h and with only one circulat-

e
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ion of the water from the tank during a season.

O
Thfus78',a8tocthoefetnhdeOwfatteher heating period an average temper~

ature in the tank will be achieved.

Fig.7 also presents the temperature variation for the water
from the hot part and from the cold part of the tank during},pril
October.

During the summer of 1986 INCERC - the Solar Laboratory
will make different measurements in order to test the optimalwoik
ing conditions of the solar collecting device which is connected
by the whole assembly of the installation.

Temperature will be registered in 12 eharacteristic places
of the collection installation also registered will be the c~tic

data.-

5.2. The experimental dete-rmination of· the thermal
regime of the water from the storage tank and
the heat transfer coefficients.

According to the program proposed by ICB - Thermotechnical
department (10), during 1986-1987, t.here'will be carri.ed out mea~

urements on the experimental pilot station in orde~:

- to establish the evolution of the _thermal stratification
into the water from the tank in a dynamic state;

- to experimentally determine the limit layer respectivethe
convection coefficient of the heat inside the tank;

- to determine the real heat losses of the seasonal storage
tank.

On account of the obtained results it will be possible to
check: -

the calcul\lS hypothesis of the thermal transfer <It
seasonal storage tanks overground placed;

- the ~athematical models that were at the basis of
program made by IPCT and ICB for the heating _installations
seasonal stored solar energy.

the

data
using

For this reason, during the thermal "loading" and II unloadingll
of the tank, there will be carried out measurements and recordings
of the axial and radial temperature fields of the temperatures of
the walls and on the- bottom of the tank (inside and outside), in
the ground and the air temperature over the free level of the
water from the tank.

In order to achieve this, there will be mounted 34 theonistors
and 22 thermoresi$tances for temperatur~ ..~~t and 5 E L
362A registering devices with 12 measuring points.
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The establish~ment of the limit layer will be done due
the speeds and temperatures field determination, near to the
tank, by the help of a micro Pilot tube, respectively with a
perature detector.

to
water
tem-

During all this period there will be measured and rtgiste
red the water flows circulated from the tank, as well as the sto
red or consumpted heat quantiti~s from the tank.

5.3. The achievement of the chimical and biological
steadiness of the water from the seasonal
storage tank.

From the studit::!d docurnentary papers (2), some microorganisms
and worcks may appear due to longer period of hot water storag.e.

During 1986-1987, ICH intends to solve tht::! problems
chemical and bilogical steadiness of the water and of tile
organisms and wracks appearence lnto tht::! seasonal stoLag~

6. Conclusions

of the
micro
tanks.

The operation, during 1986, of the e~perimental pilotstatirul
at ICH, will allow us to appreciate the viability of the heating
system by the help of solar energy.

Secondly, it will function as an experimental working
for clearing out some theoretical aspects concerning the
storage itself.

base
heat

Those two aspects being solved, and before the general ap
plication of the solution, it will be necessary to build another
experimental pilot station, using this time a concrete tank or a
covered one for the heat storage.

These solutions were taken into consideration by IPCT studies
(4,5) but a series of aspects about the thermal hydroinsulation
of the tanks and reservoirs must be studied.

Only after these aspects have been solved it will be pos-
sible to have decision as to the total cost of such a system
with a share of about 50%.
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FIG r- METALLIC TANK OF 300 m
3

FOR HEAT SEASONAL STORt\GE

PRODUCED BY THE HELP OF tHE SOLAR ENERGY
AT ICH BUCHAREST

}l'./"l'W 'Foame.d polystyre..n thumal insulation

~ Mineral wo'ol the..rmal insulatIon
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Fig. 2

Fig.3
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FIG 4 - WORKING SCHEME OF THE HEATING SYSTEM. USING SOLAR
ENERGV Sf:ASONL'v STORED FOR ICH - BUCHAREST

---Salor circuit pipeline.s solar pane.l~ - slorage. tank
---~Ieol fe.edmg pipe.:inc.s (primary circuit)

II to Healing pipe.line.s 60/40°C (se.condary circuit)
--- Safe.ly pipeline.s - ae.ralion

Alltomalion circuil 3
RA Hal wol~r slorage lank V=100 m

SP1 5~Solor pane..lo(IAA-ALEXANDRIA)T ...4 are-os having e.ach 20m
2

Z Hydrau~lc. siphon

Pl'P2 Circula\ion pumps for solafcircuil MUA 16 type. (G=O,8m Ih/G:O,2m
j
:h)

P3'P,- Circulation pumps for fe.edinguplhe.heol ex,hangp:.rMUAW)ly~(Gq3 IrdhJC]12rRlhl

Ps Circulatm purrpfor fee.dng t.pthe. VOJX)I"izer(V);CrSOclype. (G"4m/h iH=3rn 1'20 l

P6 Circulation pump for feeding up the.. condenser (C ) I MUA 16lype. (Go\2SrJIhIH"~)
S He.at e.xd1clr'qe.r in cOJnte.r flow wilh batt Ie. plale.~ B-7-Am I ype 6.43 (2 9!. ried uni Is)

PC He.at pump wilh compre.ssor GPCF Iype. -31.5.4
Ci Panel radial or convector CRP-Itype.. 777 /25

Cie Ele..c\ric radialors IELECTROMURES" (auxiliary he.ating)

VE Open e.xpansion ve.ssl.i.l V.OllS rJ
• Characteristic points for tempe.ralure. me..asure.rne.nt

..Q. Poinls for the.. he.at flow me..asure.me..nt

"\1 Point for I~ flow m~a'SUre..me.nt by the.. he.lp of Ihe. rolameler (IAMC-OTOPENI )
( £) R::>ints fer the. electric e..ne.rgy consumption measureme.nl s (counter)

~Pl Re.gulator for thumol district point FEA type., H

SIRIS Automat re.gulation syste.m of Ihe.. solar insla llation AUTOMATICA lype.
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~ He.al consumption from lhe lank for he.aling
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--,- With the.. waler 5lratificotion in the. lank f,or 0= lOl/m2

-t-*-+- With the water atratificotion in thQ. tonk for a =30 11m2
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UNITS OF MEASURE

= 35.3 ft 3
= 35. 3 f t 3 / hr '
= 3.28 ft 3/hr.ft2
= 0.039 in
= 0.2 lb/ft2
= 3.413 Btu/hr
= 1. 9 Btu/hr. of
= 0.578 Btu/ft~hr.OF

= 0.176 ~tu/ft .hr.oF
= 0.32 Btu/hr.ft2

= 252 calories
= (OF - 32) / 1.8
= conventional fuel
= 0.394 in
= 1.8 °C + 32
= 0.3048 m
= 0.0929 m2
= 0.0283 m3
= 3.79 litres
= 746 W
= 2.39xlO- 4 Btu/1b.oF
= °c + 273.15
= 1.16 W '
= 0.37 Btu/hr.ft2
= 0.204 Btu/ft2 .hr.oF
= 0.67 Btu/ft.hr.oF
= 2.2 lb
= 2.2 lb/hr
= 0.2 Ib/ft2
= 0.2 Ib/ft 2.hr
= 0.0625 lb/ft3
= 0.67 lb/ft.sec
= 2.2 lb/sec
= 20,380 Btu
= 1,894 Btu/ft2
= 0.948 Btu
= 0.43 Btu/lb
= 0.239 Btu/lb.oF
= 0.03 Btu/cu.ft
= 0.621 miles
= 3413 Btu
= 0.264 U~S. gallons
= Romanian currency
= 3.28 ft
= 3.28 ft/sec
= 10.76 ft 2
= 10.76 ~t2/sec
= 4.9 ft .hr.oF/Btu
= 5.68 ft2.hr.~F/Btu

1 Btu
°c
cf
1 cm
OF
1 ft~
1 ftL
1 ft 3
1 u.s. gallon
1 HP
1 J/kgOK
oK
1 kcal/h
1 kcal/m2h
1 kcal/m2hoC
1 kcal/mhoC
1 kg
1 kg/h
1 kg/m2
1 kg/m2h
1 kg/m3
1 kg/ms
1 kg/s
1 kgcf
1 kgcf/m2
1 kJ
1 kJ/kg
1 kJ/k~oK
1 kJ/m
1km
1 kWh
1 1
lei
1 m
1 m/s
1 m2
1 m2/s
1 m2hoC/kcal
1 m2°K/W
1 m2°c/w
1 m3
1 m3/h
1 m3/m2h
1mm
1 mm H20
1 W
1 WIcK
1 W/moK
1 W/m2 °K
1 W/m2

= " " " " "

1 Wh/kgOC = 0.86 Btu/lb~oF

1 Wh/m3 oC = 0.05 Btu/ft~.oF
1 Wh/oc = 1.9 Btu/oF
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